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CHAIRMEN'S WELCOME

Dear colleagues:

We are very glad to see so many new and familiar faces at MMET*2000, especially of
those speakers who have come to MMET for the third and forth time since 1990. This proves
that mathematics, computational electromagnetics and physics of microwaves still attract time
and efforts of researchers. This also proves that the conference is held at the right place and in
the right time. One of the main features of the MMET series of conferences is English as
working language. This may be liked or not but it is clear that this single factor has opened
many new and exciting opportunities for the scientists of Ukraine and the Former Soviet
Union to meet their Western colleagues and communicate in the recognized professional
language. Results are seen in the visits, joint projects and publications of Ukrainian scientists
and their colleagues from Europe, Japan and USA. Joint papers accepted to the program of
MMET are getting common, with some speakers coming from their posts in foreign
laboratories. Another feature is accessibility that is guaranteed by convenient location of
Kharkov and good transportation network. This city has been for centuries on the crossroads
between Ukraine, Russia, Black Sea and the Caucasus and acquired a unique cosmopolitan
spirit and broad-mindedness. Still another feature is affordability for low-income participants:
registration fee is split into several convenient parts to meet variety of incomes, cheaper
accommodations are available. MMET started as a school-seminar for young scientists, and
by tradition it keeps a number of absolutely one-of-a-kind opportunities for younger
participants. These are reduced registration fee and a moderate travel support, plus a chance
of winning an award of the conference that includes a fee waiver for the next meeting. All this
would never be possible without very kind and efficient support of a number of international
organizations and professional societies.

This year the Technical Program Committee adopted more strict selection criteria. The
rate of acceptance of contributed papers was 78% (186 out of 240 submitted). It means that
one of every five papers had no chance to be accepted. We hope that their authors will be
luckier next time. Local Organizing Committee has shown its best in preparing the
proceedings, running the facilities, managing the conference events, and arranging the social
program. A new feature was frequently updated Web site of the conference. We are grateful
to all the members of LOC and TPC for their contribution to the success of MMET*2000.

Thank you for coming to participate, enjoy the conference, make friends, discuss new
joint projects, and plan to attend future MMETs.

Eldar I. Veliev and Alexander I. Nosich

Kharkoi, Ukraine, VIII-th International Conference on Mathematical Methods in Electromagnetic Theory
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ABSTRACT
The diffraction characteristics of a diffractive device with binary subwavelength gratings are
evaluated by the use of FDTD method. The field patterns are computed for sevral grating
parameters. The transmitted fields are analyzed in terms of the effective refractive indices,
which are determined by the duty ratio and grating period and depend on the polarization of
the incident light. Numerical results show that the device works as an optical lens.

INTRODUCTION
The optical behavior of a subwavelength grating with a period p smaller than the wavelength
is dependent on the polarization of the incident light. Subwavelength gratings exhibit form-
birefringence and may be used as artificial anisotropic materials [1]. A binary relief grating
which can devert the power of the incident light into a single diffracted order has been
proposed [2]. The so-called blazed grating can be replaced with the subwavelength binary
grating which is composed of unequal-width ridge. By varying the duty ratio of the grating, it
may be treated as an artificial distributed-index medium. Making use of this properties of the
grating, a binary diffractive lens has been considered [3,4].
As a binary diffractive profile treated in this paper modulates transmitted phase retardation of
light wave in grating region by varying duty ratio, the device is so large in dimension and so
complicated in its profile. We therefore employ the FDTD method [5] which is a useful
computational technique for a wide variety of problems to investigate diffraction
characteristics of the binary diffractive profiles with subwavelength elements. We design a
binary optical lens and its performance.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
As shown in Fig. 1, the diffractive lenses analyzed in

Continuous this paper are the surface relief structures of contin-
uous, multilevel and binary profile. The incident region

uand the focal region are filled with isotropic and hom-
Multilcvel ogeneous media with refractive indices, ng and no,

, I ,respectively. The structures are assumed to be uniform
in the z-directions. The etch depth of the Fresnel zone

___Binary_ plate is given by
D- f~ -'h (x) = mod[o (x), 2;T]/[(no - ng )k0]1, ()

Fig.1. Diffraction geometry and parameters. where 0 (x) = kono (f - Px +f 2),

k0 = 27r/A0, 2o is the free-space wavelength and f is the focal length. The plate has the

discontinuities at positions,
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r= [2n2 0f + (nmA) 2 ]11 2 , where m=1, 2, 3. (3)
For multilevel profile, the profile is divided into q pixels

hi(Xi) I I with a common width p. The depth is sampled at the pixel
I I I x midpoints, xi = (-q/2+i-O.5)p, where i=1, 2,..., q, q=D/p

y I I giveand D is the width of the lens. The quantized depths are
ma~ given by

I i(xi ) = int[h(xi ) / h,1 + 0.51h,1, (4)

X where hd=hinax/(N-1) is the step height, N is number of
levels and h,,x = I0(nfg - no).

Fig. 2. Transition from multilevel profile to subwavelength grating.

DETERMINATION OF SUBWAVELENGTH STRUCTURES
Here we describe the details of how to replace the multilevel profile with the subwavelength
grating. The profile of multilevel lens is also divided into q ridge-groove pairs, with period p.
Because the physical height of the grating (hnax) is fixed, the phase difference between the
adjacent partitions is adjusted by varying duty ratio ti. To determine the grating duty ratio t1, it
is assumed that the duty ratio corresponds to the difference of the depth of the partitioned
pixel. According to Fig. 2, the duty ratio is given by, ti=l-h(xi)/hrnax, where i =1, 2,..., q.
Therefore the ridge width is given by wi = ti p. With the assumption, all parameters required
for constructing ridge-width-modulated grating with subwavelength period can be caluculated.
The lens parameters are set to be as follows: ng = 1.5, nO = 1, D = 12A,, q = 40, p = 0.3Ao, h,..... = 2.0/0

NUMERICAL RESULTS
The total electric field for the TE (electric field parallel to z axis) polarized, normally incident
plane wave is shown in Figs. 3 and 4, for the 16-level and the binary diffractive lens profile,
respectively. In parts (a) of Figs. 3 and 4 the distribution of the absolute value of the complex
amplitude E, is shown, while in parts (b) of Figs. 3 and 4 the Poynting vector is shown. In
both cases the focasing effect of the diffractive lens is demonstrated. The diffracted field is
concentrated near the same focal point in both cases.

Similar diffracted pattern is analyzed in the case of the continuous diffractive lens.
Figure 5 shows the diffracted field of the binary, continuous and 16-level diffractive profile in
the y-direction (x=O). Though immidiately bihind the lens the diffracted patern of the binary
lens is different from that of other lenses, the peak of the diffracted power is located at the
focal point. Figure 6 shows the diffracted field in the x-direction (y=-4 20).

CONCLUSION
The diffraction characteristics of the three different diffractive lenses have been eveluated by
the FDTD method. We have shown that the binary subwavelength element with appropriate
shapes and arrangements of the subwavelength structures works as an optical lens.
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A mathematical formulation for the guided modes of the weakly guiding optical fibers is

derived from the two-dimensional Helmholtz equation. The original problem is reduced to a

spectral problem for the Helmholtz equation in a bounded domain with nonlocal boundary

condition. This formulation leads to a nonlinear eigenvalue problem for a family of self-

adjoint compact operators. The main spectral properties of these operators are established.

Then the min-max principle provides an expression of the nonlinear dispersion relation,

which connects the propagation constants of guided modes with the frequency. Various

existence results are proved and complete description of dispersion curves (monotonicity,

asymptotic behavior, existence of cutoff values) is carried out. A finite element scheme

follows from the operator formulation of the problem. This scheme leads to a nonlinear

eigenvalue problem for a family of self-adjoint matrix operators. The existence results for this

problem are proved. For its solution we propose an efficient method. Practical opportunities

of this algorithm are shown by the results of numerical experiments.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, integral equations for a two-dimensional (2D) wave diffraction by a two-layer
arbitrary shaped dielectric scatterer are presented for both E- and H-polarization cases. The
surface potential approach and the method of analytical regularization are used to obtain a
Fredholm second-kind matrix equation. Efficient numerical algorithm based on this approach
can be used for studying such physical effects as whispering-gallery (WG) mode resonances,
focusing effect, beam directivity degradation due to a dielectric shell, etc., with applications
to the design of cylindrical dielectric lenses and radomes.

INTRODUCTION
We study 2D problems of a field transmission through
and scattering by a lossy two-layer arbitrarily shaped . - --, - .....
dielectric scatterer. Depending on the source location ./

relatively to the scatterer, the problem can be considered /
as a 2D model of either a dielectric radome (0) or a
dielectric lens (0) (Fig. 1). " -
Curved dielectric radomes are widely applied in today -
microwave and millimeter-wave antenna technologies for I" '
protection of antennas from the impact of environment L2_

[1]. Dielectric lenses are used as focusing devices for a \. a
laser beam at the input to an optical-fiber network. In the -- •
microwave range, lenses are candidate antennas for many R Fig Geom. etry of the problem

communication systems. They are attractive due to the wide band, multiple beams and
mechanical scanning [2]. However, existing simulation tools are almost entirely based on
high-frequency approximations having unclear and uncontrollable accuracy and not taking a
full account of all the interactions between different parts of scatterer [3,4]. This prevents one
from studying the physics of the wave phenomena in accurate and reliable manner, and thus
calls for a development of novel approaches.

INTEGRAL-EQUATION APPROACH
Consider a problem of the electromagnetic wave diffraction by an arbitrarily shaped dielectric
shell with permittivity c bounded with smooth curves L1 and L2. Total field must satisfy the
Helmholtz equation with the wavenumber k, = kVt, in the s-th layer, the radiation condition
at infinity, and the continuity conditions on the boundaries. The latter conditions can be
written as follows:

U tot = o 1U"t a2 a,+g to
au c=U';t

1  -2 "au1 (1)

h S+n V t ore o ar
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where s= 1,2; Uo' = U0 + U`; U) ,t Us + U d ; Utot = U ,d and parameter a, depends on the

polarization: a, = Z or 1/Zs in the E- or H-case, respectively, Zs- =(I/.)1
2 is the

normalized intrinsic impedance of the s-region, and E, = 3 ,2
Further formulas refer to the inner case 0. Representing the fields in every region in terms of
single-layer surface potentials over the contour of the scatterer cross section and applying the
conditions (1), one obtains a set of the coupled first-kind integral equations (JEs) with respect
to the unknown potential densities.
After the parametrization of the curves Li : xi=xi(t), yi=yi(t) (i=1,2) and the usage of the
properties of the single-layer potential limiting values, lEs take the following form:

2a r 21 a 27r

a2• I2Gj( tjt, )dt, +t2 If 2G,(t,tz )dt2 - f o,'G(t,t, )dt, = Uo(t) (2)
o 0 0

1 9 2 + '+ 2 + a2 f 2 tdt, + a2 f 2 f42(t,t2 2d aO(t,t, )d(3)dt -S °1 dt o~ 3
2On On n

21r 2ff 2;r

a2 ý12'G(t'tl )dt1 + a2 2 GE(tt 2 )dt2 - 3Q G(tt 2 )dt2 = 0 (4)
o o 0

~2 +q ______ +; 2;r 2,, Gtt 2  5
1 ýf' _ + _ _2 + a G2 E aGa(ttl)dt, +a 202 aG,(tt 2 )d'2 _ /2 aG(t2)dt2 =d0 (5)2- f -2 - - f 3 -O2 0 al 0 dl 0 a

Here, the superscript and subscript of the unknown potentials correspond to the subscript of
its argurnent and the layer, respectively; ():2 =(•),.2 .L, 2 (note that /=,2 = 0 ); L1,2 are

the coefficients which appear due to parametrization of the contours of integration:

L,2 =L(t, 2) =[(dx,2 /dt, 2)2 +(dy1 2 /dtl, 2 )2]1/2; G(r,T,)is the free-space Green's function and
G, (F, F2 ) is the Green's function of the homogeneous medium with permittivity C."

G ta ) (,,,, 4).H(1 I(kIF -Fjj), G) (t,t) (ai 4).H' 1)(k F - j), (6)

0 / an is the normal derivative, n is the normal unit vector; tl,2 are new parameters which
uniquely characterize the contours: x1,2 = x1,2 (t1 ,2 ), YJ,2 = YJ,2 (t. 2 ), where 0 < t1 ,2 • 2I.
Further we invert analytically the singular or main parts, at F -> rl2 of l]Es (2)-(5) exploiting

the fact that the set of exponents: , }na,,2 used as global basis in Galerkin's scheme is also
a set of orthogonal eigenfunctions of canonical-shape IEs. This results in the following set of
four coupled infinite-matrix equations:

2 1,2 2 + (P2 2a V 2r 1 .. B .. +o Y (P2mn m - , l I Io,AlI . /.. ,l + 02l- bo 1 ,,,all, = u,,

22flCf + ""2 92
2

1 2a 2 j V/2'nB 2 ,,l? + D P 2 nm C 2 ,,11 E 0• ol7A2 ,,,,, + V!2' b 2 ,, + ( 2 ,,c2 ,, -ol,,,,a 2 ,, = ka ii,,

\Ill=-oo~ ~ I1-on=-e, =0,+ 1.... (7)2 ! 2 - 1 ,, + 2 -_ ý92 dl=0

a2 2 + (P2, - + V/3,+ q2cl ,, d,, = 0

,, -l=--t ,l, = -- = N 1  1=--=¢

2 ~2 -2 + (P +02m 2n
a2 Y ,,2 + C2,,,, -1y 3,,,D2,,,,, + V/2,,,b2, + c2 (,, d2,- = 0
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2,r 21r

Al{A2,B1,b2,CICý2,DIb .... = 4 2 fT A 2,BiRC1,C2,D],D t )einteiflhdtdt, (8)
0 0

271 21r1f eintd - I" d in -•n121

u,, - uo ,eit
dt u, = 2z u 0(t).ee-dt , 1 S 1 s e

- 0 d s s = - . ,e ( 9 )

B2{C2}n,,,,(tl,2 )=ka•.'-•.B2{C2}n --itl, 2 (nm)/ x, A2{)2},n (t 1,2)= ka A2g{2}nm, +itl, 2 (n-m) / , (10)

0 0BI{C1} = G,(t,t1,2)-G (t~t,.2 ), AI{D1} = G(t, t1,2 )-G0(t, t1,2)(1l

B2{C21 •G, (t 12) " I(,t, A2{D2}=nG•.t,t,2)- 9- -9 (t, t1.2) (12)
= (t't2)--•n '(t't2)' •

at,, = d ln = J ,( ka ) H ,(ka ), b l , = c1l , = J,.(kaJ.-ýn)l ,(kaJ•-c) , (13)

a2,, =d2, =i/,r-ka.J,'1 (ka)Hn(ka) b2, =c2, =i/lc+kaV[-L.J:,(kavrxk)(kaJ-i), (14)

Thus, we performed a semi-inversion based on the extraction of the frequency-dependent
singular part corresponding to the free space scattering from a 'canonical-shape' circular
cylinder of radius a, as suggested in [5]:

00
(t,t1, 2 )= (i/4). H(') 2kaSin((t-tl,2 )/ 2 , Ge (t,t1,2 )= (i / 4). H(")12kaJ-•Sin((t-t 1 ,2 )/ 21 (15)

The set (7) can be written as a single matrix equation [T14n,4,1[X] 4, [S] 4 , where matrix

[Tl=[I+P], I being an identical operator and P a compact one in 124. It has four blocks due to
two boundaries of layer and two unknown density functions for each boundary. Vector [S] is
defined by the source location, and [X] is the sought vector of unknown expansion
coefficients. Truncation numbers of the blocks should be taken in coordinated manner and
depend on the smoothness of the boundaries: the smoother the curve, the smaller value of
truncation number enables one to obtain the required accuracy of calculations.
Some radome and lens shapes can require quite large matrices to be solved especially if high
dielectric contrasts are involved. Then specialized time and memory saving algorithms [6]
should be used. It is possible because the matrix [7] is a so-called "sparse linear matrix" and
has blocks of none-zero elements only along the main diagonal. The number of zero blocks
increases for multi-layer scatterers. Besides, none-zero blocks have diagonal structure as well:
values of block elements decrease with the distance from its main diagonal (the smoother the
curve the faster the decrement). It enables one to estimate the size of each block for a required
accuracy. Note that in any case the working matrix size is ten-fold reduced with respect to the
rough moment-method recommendation 'ten points per lambda along the boundary'.
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We consider the branching of a planar waveguide with metallic walls into N metallo-dielectric
waveguides. Let x-axis be oriented along the propogation direction of the wave and z-axis be

directed along the waveguide interface. Metallic separation planes are z = b1j, j = 1,..., N.

Let TE-polarized electromagnetic mode fall from the left unperturbed waveguide (x < 0). The

diffracted field is presented in the following form

Ut (x,z) = ;{ yJsin '77 (z b-l)
,n= b.i - bi- i1

x>0, b.1 <z~ b,, j=I,...,N,

U-(x,z)=ZAeir""sin. z, x<0, 00<z<a,
a

where

7"1i = J - -b,- ,,, = Pk, n = 1,2,...

Field conjugation conditions at x= 0 (continuity of tangential parts of vectors E and H)
reduce the problem to the system of functional equations. Let us now introduce the integral
operators determinated by kernels for j =1,..., N

+K (t, z) - 2 1 j 1 sin -07 (tb) sin 7.1 b bH m(z-b,_,).
J Js - 1 121= l y ,--- bsl - bi_ I bJ i-

Since these integral operators have the eigen functions sin t and the eigen values

b. -b1 1 I

-,the following identity is valid

f YBZBy,,sin nBt sin , (z-b 1 ~i)" (1)
SJ- b- 1  i - b-1
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In the case of this identity, eliminating coefficients Bj, we obtain the system of functional

equations with respect to coefficients A4. Galerkin method with basis functions sin 7zk z leads
a

to infinite system of linear algebraic equations (ISLAE).

4Aa + Y Anak = A°/3, k = 1,2,..., (2)
2 n=1

NU 2a 4(bj-bj_1 )
alkn = Z 2 Yn X

J=!

x 0 I a (-)sn b-i -1-- [(-1) sin-----sin'b_ x

I (-nb) 1s1)tm sinifkb1 -si
l a La a

x E'F• [2a2 _n2(bj -j)2[a2 -k(bj b_)2 'j

a N, 2a 4(bj_bj_,)
A+ 2---2•kno E / 2 Yno

J=1

x j (--1)n sin Tnobj -sin )nnbj-l. (--1)msin.kj -sin~zb- x
In=L] a a a a

001 In2

- Yny [m2a2 - noZ(b -bj 1 ) 2 ][m2a2 -k 2 (b _1 )2]

Theorem 1. The problem of diffraction on branching of planar waveguide with metallic walls
is equivalent to ISLAE (2) for the expansion coefficients over eigen functions of the
unperturbed waveguide An.

An approximate solution of ISLAE (2) can be found by the reduction method. With this in
mind, we truncate the external and infinite sums, in ak,, and 8/,- in (2). The transformed

coefficients akf and 136 are designated as akn, I3k. Consequently, the system (2) takes the

form
a N, A0-

4,+ Z- An5kn= A 81, k N,,U, (3)
'2 n=I

The following constants estimates for the values of m, H m2 defined in [1], can be obtained

on the basis inequalities [2]
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r,.[2a4(bi b.)N]ZN' N, ,2(1+2n 2 )-,

1 m2

inN+ ,,! [ni2a2 
- n2 (bj -blI)2] [rn2a2 -k 2 (b1 -b./_) 2 ] •cnt nN-i2a4b _2~l N E Ny 1 (l+n )-

k=jN±I n=1

2

002× c o n s t. In N ý ,

N 2 1

-,[ 2 (b -b ) [m2 a -4 (b.-b) 2b ) cs in 2-

(b~i~), 1 mn2

N ,b,=) I, ma 2 -n 2(b.-b.)2 I m2a2 -kZ(b.-b._) 2 3

D = max 1(b,. - hi,._ )y 2 2m 2 11 M' 2))71= 1  I n nI2 a2 -n 2 (bi -bi-.) 2 b im 2 a2 - k2 (bi - bi-,)2

where the maximum takes on ij, k.

The latter estimates allow us to formulate

Theorem 2. SLAE (3) has the single solution in the space Ha (0 <a •' 1), when its right-

hand side belongs to 12

Theorem 3. ISLAE (2), which corresponds to the problem of diffraction on branching, has
the single solution in the space H, (0 < a < 1), when its right-hand side belongs to 12.
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Irregular optical nonlinear waveguides can provide functions such as pulse compression, logic
operations, and amplification [1]. There is an interest to correct characterization of the spatial
transient regimes in the waveguides. We compared the collocation method [2], and the Beam
Propagation Method combined with the Fast Fourier Transform [3] and Finite-Difference
method [4] (FFT-BPM and FD-BPM) applied to the investigation of the transient regime in an
irregular planar waveguide.
We solved the scalar wave equation for slowly varying field amplitude:

2i- 29 +a 2((2;f/1) 2n (x,z) 2 -,6 E(x,0z) , (1)
az, ax2

where 16 is the propagation constant, n(x,z) is the refractive index profile of the waveguide, x,
22z are transversal and longitudinal coordinates normalised to a , and /6a2 , respectively, 2 is

the wavelength, a is the index profile spatial characteristics (in the case of the waveguide with
step-index profile, a is the core radius).
The collocation method is based on converting the scalar wave equation into a matrix total
differential equation using the orthogonal collocation method which may be stated as follows.
The partial differential equation is assumed to be satisfied exactly at some points along the
transversal coordinate. These points are known as the collocation points. The total field is
expressed as a linear combination of some orthogonal functions. So, by applying the
collocation principle, the scalar wave equation can be converted into a set of total differential
equations, which can be solved further numerically by using any standard procedure, such as
the Runge-Kutta method.
All the methods mentioned are efficient in investigation of the total field propagation in fibers
(in the case of FFT-BPM it is necessary to use the Fast Fourier-Bessel Transformation).
Besides, all the methods are suitable for the study of the total field propagation in non-linear
structures.
In a parabolic-index waveguide:

n(x) = n, (I - A(x)2), (2)
a

the collocation method is more efficient then FFT-BPM. It takes a smaller calculation time
and enables one to achieve better accuracy by using less collocation points. In the case of the
step-index waveguide we used the eigenfunctions of the parabolic index waveguide (Hermite-
Gauss functions) as expansion functions in the collocation method. We calculated the
condition numbers of the propagation matrices to find the effective parameters of the
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expansion functions w (effective width of the expansion functions), and to determine the
propagating step Az. The condition numbers of the matrices were about 500. The dependence
of the condition numbers of the propagation matrix corresponding to a step-index waveguide
(a=2. oum, refractive indices 1.4725, and 1.467) on the width of the Hermite-Gauss functions
is shown in Fig.1 It is necessary to use the longitudinal step being about 0.01 of the
diffraction length. Hence, the method becomes less efficient if using not eigenfunctions as a
basis. However, the usage of the eigenfunctions of the waveguide with varying step-index
profiles is problematic because it requires a complicated modification of computer code for
each index profile.
In the FD-BPM method the loss due to numerical errors in the waveguides slightly depends
on the propagation step size when in the FFT-BPM method it increases sufficiently [4].
Therefore, the FD-BPM technique is more efficient for the investigation of the field
propagation in the waveguides with symmetrical and asymmetrical step-index profiles.
However the FD-BPM method scheme is stable only in the case of paraxial approximation
when the collocation method as well as the FFT-BPM method can be realised both in the
cases of non-paraxial and paraxial beam propagation. The most interesting is to compare the
description of the radiation field by the FD-BPM and FFT-BPM methods in order to
investigate the radiation field propagation in paraxial and non-paraxial approximations.

Field amplitude (a.u,)conditon ntnn uber

10 Gau~ssiai

700 /- Guided
0,6

0,4

600 -- 0,2
50-0,2 Radiatiow-1 . . ...... '\..

004 0,6 0.8 1'0 V14 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

Fig. l Fig.2
We have applied the FD-BPM and FFT-BPM methods to study the propagation of the
radiation field excited by symmetrical and asymmetrical Gaussian beams in a single-mode
planar waveguide [5]. The incident radiation field was taken as a part of the incident total
field:

E 1,diatio, = total - E guided (3)

where the guided mode field Eg,,ided is proportional to a normalized guided mode field VFo with
some complex amplitude a:

E guided = 6' 0 . (4)
We have considered an asymmetric excitation of a planar waveguide by the Gaussian beam of
TE-polarized light at 1.53 pm wavelength. It has Ile amplitude width of 4 pm. The guiding
layer has a width of 2.3 um and a refractive index of 1.491. The refractive index of the outer
layers is 1.479. Fig.2 presents the Gaussian input beam and its modal and radiation parts field
distributions. The propagation of the extracted radiation part of the field was calculated by the
FFT-BPM and by FD-BPM methods. The FFT-BPM computational parameters were chosen
in such a way that a part of the non-propagating (evanescent) spectrum and the whole
propagating spectrum of the field were included in the ky-space computational window in
order to ensure exact modelling of the field propagation. In the most of experiments the
computational grid of 256 transversal points, the longitudinal step Az=0.5 Pm, and the
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transversal step Ax=0.25 lvn were used. The FD-BPM method used the iterative procedure
proposed in [4] for solution of (1), with computational grid of 256 transversal points, the
longitudinal step of Az=2.5/wn, and the transversal step of Ax=0.25 p/n. The time needed to
simulate the radiation field propagation in the waveguide in various computational grids is
shown in Fig.3 (150 pm). The FD-BPM computation time was 12 times smaller than with FT-
BPM.

lim e,s 00

S~0,0630 FFT-B PN

25

20

15
0,02

1000

5 FD.BPNI 40 -0 ,
................................................."........ 3 ' 00---- ' 0 -------- --- 0 60 0 000

300 600 900 N i.ts x,pn 2D 0

40 Z,ltm

Fig.3 Fig.4
Propagating in the waveguide, the radiation field leaves the region of the inner layer (Fig.4).
Fig.5 a,b demonstrates the input radiation field (solid line), and the radiation field at the
distance 150 p-in, calculated by FD-BPM (dotted line), and by FFT-BPM (dashed line)
methods. Fig.5a corresponds to the case of symmetrical field excitation, and Fig.5 b
corresponds to the 2. ptim shift of the Gaussian beam. The radiation field distributions
calculated by two methods look slightly different at some distances. The dependence of the
field power difference in the vicinity of the inner layer (x=-30/m to 30 pm, -=PrcjPG,
A zL=- FD -rFFT) is shown in Fig.6.
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Fig.5 Fig.6

Thus FD-BPM was shown to be the most efficient in the analysis of the transient regimes in
planar waveguides, however, in the paraxial approximation that is used in FD-BPM, the field
propagates in the inner layer at the longer distances.
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Photonic bandgap (PBG) materials or photonic crystals represent a new paradigm in quantum
and nonlinear optics. These materials were predicted theoretically as a means to realize two
fundamentally new optical principles:

1) the localization and trapping of light in a bulk material [1];
2) the complete inhibition of spontaneous emission [2], [3] over broad frequency
range.

The novel consequences of PBG material flow directly from the implementation of these two
underlying principles.
Unlike optical cavities which confine light in one spatial dimension, the PBG materials
facilitate coherent localization of light in all spatial directions.
By implanting dopes in a bulk material we can engineer an arbitrary number of individual
localize states which weakly interact with each other inside a PBG material, but which
maintain their immunity from vacuum modes outside the PBG material. These facilities the
development of large scale integrated optical circuits within a PBG in which the nature of
radiative dynamics is controlled by the local density of states of photons within the photonic
crystal rather than the free space of density of states outside the photonic crystal.
Moreover the PBG structure may exhibit a much richer variety of nonlinear effects than
conventional waveguides and optical fibers. The main of them are:

1. anomalous superradiant emission rates [4];
2. low threshold nonlinear optical response[5];
3. highly nonclassical states of light within the PBG in the form of quantum gap
solitons [6];
4. collective switching of two-level atoms from ground to excited state with low
intensity applied laser field [7].

Nowadays three types of structures are actively investigated:
a) ID PBGs. The most common
realization is the optical waveguide
Bragg - grating with symmetrical [8]
chirped and double-chirped [9]
structure.
b) 2D PBGs are the photonic crystal
fibers [ 10].
c) 3DPBGsfll].

By relatively simple and potentially
useful method [12] that has allowed us
to obtain a periodic structure consists
of the cubic-close-packed colloidal

Figure 1. PBG structure from artificial opal. particles (for example, silica colloids
from Nissan Chemical Industries)
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with relatively large domain sizes (Z lcmn2).These 3-D lattices have a crystalline structure
similar to that of an opal with packing density (-74%). It can also be increased to 95-100% by
sintering the sample at elevated temperatures.
Owning to its 3-D periodicity, a crystalline assembly of colloidal particles strongly diffracts
light along certain directions for a certain range of frequencies, forming the so-called stop-

bands [13] the similar as we observed in the l-D PBG structures which had been investigated
using of the transfer matrix technique. The opals exhibit only narrow stop bands but missed
the completely gap. But we know that when the stop bands are wide enough and can overlap
for both polarization along all dirrections, this material is said to exhibit a complete PBG [14].
One of the way to increase the refractive-index contrast between the components of
considrered periodic structure is considered below.
The transmittanse for a general N-period refractive-index potential is given by [15]:

TN =I+ sin2(Nf()(T

where TN is the transmittance for the N-periodic structures; ,6 is the Bloch phase, associated
with the infinite periodic structure; T is the transmittanse of the unit cell; N is the number of
periods.
We have calculated (1) for the special case of the 1-D PBG structures - the quarter wave stack
(we assume that the periodic structure is nonabsorbent and infinite). The result of this
numerical calculation is shown in Fig.2.

TN 1

0.6-"

0.4--

0.2--

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Co

Figure 2. Dependence of the dimensionless transmittance for a ten -
period (N=10) quarter wave stack with nl=l, n2=1.5 (thin curve); n1=1,
n2=2.5 (thick curve) on the dimensionless frequency Aco/co0 . (We
chose the changes of refractive-index contrast arbitrarily).

It is easy to note that the width Aco/co0 of PBG increases from 33% to 48%. The result of

this calculation of the I-D PBG structure can be successfully carried over the 3-D
homogeneous periodic structure (for example, artificial opal).
This assumption has been justified in practice by producing the "inverse opal". One of the
methods for generating this inverted structure is to infiltrate artificial opal with a high
dielectric material and to subsequently etch out of the SiO2 spheres, leaving behind a
connected network of high dielectric material with filling ratios around f = 0.26. As a result
we obtain inverted structure like a Swiss cheese (Fig. 1).
The infiltration and etching out enhances the dielectric contrast and it leads to exhibition of
the complete PBG in this structure with relative size Awo/ow0 =4.25% ( Fig. 3).
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And for the end of our discussion it is very interesting to compare our theoretical conclusions
experimental data: dependence of the gap size as a function of index of refraction for a close-

21-

0,1 __ __ _ __ _ 11

0 I. C i .0013 2.4 OSC; C? C. S 5.5 1]S 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 6 5.5

•/2.•"Index of refraction

Figure3. Dependence of the density of states( DOS) for a close-packed
fcc lattice of air spheres in silicon ( "inverse opal") on dimensionless
frequency (ua /2rrc, where a-the constant lattice).
Figure4. Dependence of the gap size as a function of index of refraction

for a close-packed fcc lattice of air spheres in a high dielectric matrix.

packed fcc lattice of air spheres in a high dielectric matrix (Fig. 4). And we can easily note

that our theoretical assumption is in a very good agreement with the experiments.
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ABSTARCT
The algorithm for most compact construction packages of strict optical orthogonal codes
(GOC) is offered. It allows to solve problems connected with designing of large flexible fiber-
optic code-division multiple-access networks and complex hierarchical structures. The given
algorithm can be used for producing and calculating of all optical coders/decoders of the
given fiber code-division multiple-access network.

CONSTRUCTION OF OOC PACKAGES USING LINEAR ALGORITHMS
The result of this algorithm is the package of optical orthogonal code words with weight co for
L users. The model of the algorithm uses parts A and B of the theorem 1 [1]. We shall analyze
this algorithm.
Structurally, the linear algorithm can be divided into three stages: creation of the first code
word, construction others L -1 code words and computing of the code words length in the
package. The attention must be paid to such splitting because it almost completely repeats the
structure of the theorem I and is logically connected with it.
Once consecutive performance of all three stages
of the linear algorithm has been done a(n,w,1) , ,
packages of an non-periodic strict OOC will be
constructed.
This algorithm was realized using the
programming language C. Dependence of the
code word length from the users number n(L)
(Figures 1) and the dependence of length of code ------
words from the code word weight n(w) (Figure ' -
2) were established. Length of code words in -70 -0:..
packages was determined using the algorithm
that is much minimally than possible length of
the code word in a package appreciated using the Figure 1 Dependence of code
theorem 2 [1]. words length in a OOC package on the
An essential conclusion must be noted that number of active users for various
follows from the realization of the linear values of the code word weight
algorithm. We obtained a linear increase of the
length of code words in a package from the first word to last word if we consider each code
word separately while constructing the code words package using the minimizing principle of
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meaning distances. Consequently, the length of the last code word determines the length of
code words in the package and the difference between lengths between of the first and the last
code words in a package will be large. Thus, the linear algorithm uses not rationally the space
of meaning distances for all code words of a package.

ALGORITHMS WITH THE "TREELIKE" CONSTRUCTION OF OOC PACKAGES
An alternative algorithm was constructed taking
into account the experience of the linear algorithm
realization and the analysis of its application. It
takes into account the lacks of linear algorithm.
Namely, it satisfies to the minimal possible length
of code words in the package appreciated the I..
theorem 2; it most rationally uses space of meaning -

distances for all code words of the package.
The conclusion was made after the long logic -i

analysis of directions of the algorithm construction. a 2

It was proposed to build an algorithm of the OOC
packages construction including a minimizing Figure 2 Dependence of code
principle, where the length of code words in a words length in a OOC package on a
package decreases from first word to last; because code words weight for various user
the length of code words in a package increased numbers
from first to last code word in a package, and it led
to negative consequences in the previous algorithm. By the imposed condition, while
constructing the i-th code word we obtain the array of code words with the identical length.
The structure of algorithm is as follows.
Zero stake. Finding of a minimal possible n for a code word with the weight w. The use of the
found meaning as an entrance in the first stage.
The first stage. The finding of all families of code words for a range of lengths of code words
from n,,,m up to it,,i,,, where n,,.. is defined by the theorem 2 [1].
The second stagie. Optical orthogonal word chooses from the received families of code words
with the different length. For this purpose the part B of the theorem is used.
The third stage. Choosing of packages OOC with maximal number of code words in a
package from all received packages.
The results of the alternative algorithm working remind a tree, where the number of all
possible code words of identical length decreases from first to last, from the high to the root.
The fourth stage. We compare the received L with the given. If the received value is less than
the required one, then n must be increased in the first step and calculations repeated. In other
words, we increase the length of code words in a package until the maximal length L is equal
to the required.
It is possible to compute a package OOC for the given number of the users for given weight
of a code word. We also can calculate the optimum number of the users for a OOC package
with given maximal length of code words and given weight of a code word using this
algorithm. Unfortunately, it was not possible to develop a program for complete realization of
the algorithm because of its "treelike" structure a great number of the data must be processed.
The test examples shown almost completely coincidence with the estimated results of the
minimal possible length of OOC packets for the given values of L and of w, obtained using
theorem 2 (Table 2.1).
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Table 1 - Packages of exact OOC obtained from the "treelike" algorithm
o n WCi=(a~l), a2i) ,, a(), for a(n, ao 1) exact OOC

3 21 Cj=[1, 2, 3), C2=(1, 3, 6), C3=(], 4, 11]
4 29 C1 =[1, 2, 8, 12), C2=(1, 3, 6, 15]
4 57 C1={1, 2, 12, 25), C2=(1, 5, 22, 27), C3={1,

4, 20, 29), C4=(1, 8, 16, 28)
4 57 C1=(1, 2, 13, 28), C2=[], 5, 23, 25),

4, 20, 29), C4=(1, 9, 15, 22)
4 57 C1 =[1, 2, 15, 25), C2={1, 5, 23, 26), C3={1,

3, 20, 29), C4=[1, 9, 16, 21)

The considered algorithm has the following advantages: 1. The resulting length of code words
in a package is maximal approached to minimal possible for given L and w; 2. It can be used
to compute a OOC package with the optimum length for the maximal users number using
only one initial parameter, i.e. the weight of a code word; 3. It produces some packages of
OOC after final settlements with identical L, n and w, characterized by the different set of
code words. It can be used for designing of networks with a high level of branching.

CONCLUSIONS
Obtaining of several OOC packages at once is an essential advantage because a real OCDMA
network is characterized by a high number of intermediate optical stars. Moreover, the real
network has a block hierarchical structure. Each block of the first level represents an optical
star and certain number of users and each block of the second level has an optical star and
certain number of blocks of the first level and so on. Any optical star must have the OOC
package in each level of any hierarchical level. Therefore, the computing of OOC packages of
each star using linear algorithm requires a large time period because the presence of the
operator for the parameter input of each optical star is necessary. The "treelike" algorithm
allows to set up parameters so that the whole set of OOC packages for an OCDMA network
with any complexity of hierarchy will be constructed at once. In other words, the necessity of
the operator comes to a minimum.
The disadvantage is the necessity of processing of a large number of code words for finding
an optimum optical orthogonal package. It requires significant expenses of the computing
time and resources of the computer.
Having the mentioned disadvantage, this algorithm still remains very actual. The computing
time of an OOC package using this algorithm will be paid back by increasing the speed of the
information transfer in the OCDMA network, because a OOC package must be calculated
promptly.
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ABSTRACT
A computationally efficient modelling method is presented that allows for the analysis of the
whispering gallery (WG) modes supported by dielectric resonator structures. The approach is
based on the Spectral Index (SI) method that has traditionally been applied to rib waveguides
with rectangular cross section. The principle of effective widths is used in order to simplify
the problem, producing a method that is simple in its application and so is ideally suited for
use in an iterative design environment. The method provides both accurate resonant
wavelengths and field profiles that give a practical insight into the behaviour of the structures
that is invaluable to the design process. This approach is shown to provide results that are in
excellent agreement with those obtained through other more numerically intense methods.

INTRODUCTION
The high Q-factors that are obtainable from dielectric resonators and their ability to support
whispering gallery modes (WGMs) make them ideal components for inclusion in modern
optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs). Strongly confined, air-clad resonator structures
with radii of only a few microns may be realised with negligible loss. Such structures exhibit
high Q-factors [1-2], which thus make them an attractive proposition for elements in
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) circuits [3].
An analysis technique based on the well-proven Spectral Index (SI) method [4] is presented
that allows for the efficient analysis of air-clad disk and ring resonators. The method provides
a simple transcendental equation that is readily solved in a matter of seconds using a personal
computer, providing results in the form of modal propagation constant and field profiles. This
approach provides significant insight into the performance of the resonator, revealing
important design characteristics such as the Q-factor (or finesse) and the free spectral range
(FSR). The method maintains a high degree of computational efficiency and so is well suited
to an iterative design process. Although more accurate methods exist, such as those
employing finite difference (FD) schemes, the computational requirements of these methods
are high and for the most part the accuracy provided by these methods is not required during
an initial design process.

THEORY
The following will consider an air clad dielectric disk resonator as illustrated in figure 1(a),
where ng and n, are the refractive indices of the guiding and substrate layers respectively, with
ng> n, > nair. The method proceeds by introducing the concept of effective widths, whereby
the true boundaries of the structure are displaced by an amount determined from physically
consistent arguments. On these new boundaries the field is set to zero, figure 1(b), yielding an
equivalent problem, which is significantly easier to solve.
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(a) (b)
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of disk resonator, (b) zero field boundaries.

The field in each region of the equivalent structure is expressed as a superposition of local
solutions of the wave equation. The field in the disk can be expressed as:

W (r, y) A,,, J,c r) sin(y, (y + h) (1)
,, sin('y,,h)

T represents rEr and rHr for the TE and TM like modes respectively, m is the number of
terms used in the field expansion, A... are coefficients, J,, is the Bessel function of order n
whose argument, (a,..r), is such that the function is zero at the effective boundary. Below the
disk a Hankel transform of the field is taken yielding:

y(r, y) =f Js s ý (s)J,, (sr)e-- -s2 S" (2)

where c is an appropriate contour. The expressions (1) and (2) are then matched with a
variational expression, [4], to yield the final transcendental equation:

k; tan(k Yh) f a~s st(s)l2lF(s) (3)

C

where F(s) is a transfer function dependant upon the form of the layered media below the disk
and c is an appropriate contour determined by the boundary conditions imposed at infinity. In
(3) k,, and F(s) are functions of angular frequency, (o, which is the only free variable. Values
of o) are thus sought in the complex frequency plane for which (3) is satisfied. The Q-factor is
then defined as ,reaI/2 Xjimagl.

RESULTS
A disk resonator was considered, figure I(a), with ng = 3.44 (GaAs), n, = 3.40 (GaAlAs), r =
4.5pim, h = 4.5pin and d = 5jim. Solutions of (3) were sought in order to identify the WG
modes supported by the structure. WG modes can be classified as either WGEn,m,, or WGEn,m,i
where the subscripts n,m,l denote the number of azimuthal, radial and axial variations
respectively. The following presents results for the WGEn,1 l, WG modes. The results from the
SI method were compared with those obtained from two semi-vectorial finite difference
(SVFD) schemes of increasing accuracy, SVFD1 providing the higher accuracy through use of
a higher density mesh. Figure 2 compares resonant wavelengths (real component) and Q-
factors obtained by each method. It is seen that the agreement in the resonant wavelength is
excellent and that the Q-factors are in close agreement. It is noted this is a very challenging
problem for the FD methods, requiring a large computational space and high quality
absorbing boundary conditions.
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Figure 2. Numerical results, SI v SVFD; (a) resonant wavelength, (b) Q-factor.

CONCLUSION
We have presented a new method for the design and analysis of dielectric disk resonators. The
method provides results that provide a significant insight into the behaviour of these devices
with minimal computational effort. The method is shown to provide sufficient accuracy for
practical implementation within an iterative design environment.
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ABSTRACT. The boundary value problem (BVP) is reduced to the I-D integral equation of the Ist kind and
then to the ill-conditioned matrix equation. A new iterative method is proposed to such equations solving, which
produces a robust and adequate solution. This solution is compared with the genetic algorithm solution and good

agreement obtained. A strong backscattering for 10 grazing angle is revealed from a resonant-sized foaming-like
ocean wave, that is comparable in order with radar "sea-spikes".

INTRODUCTION. The investigation of y
wave-scattering by the ocean surface has been 0
an area of active research. The particular Eo
interest was gone up in the nowadays to the
low-grazing-angle (LGA) scattering from the Bt
rough sea-surface. Numerous experimental
works has indicated some unexpected A
phenomena in LGA backscatter [1], such as
"sea-spikes". The experiments pointed to X
incipient or actively breaking water waves as .. 1- G
a source of anomalous scattering. To explain
the anomalous scattering phenomena the theoretical Figure 1
investigation is need to the electromagnetic
scattering from gravity waves. Some recent studies have focused on deterministic targets with
analytical extending the target as a flat surface to infinity [2]. The magnetic field integral
equation (MFIE) was solved in these papers. It is known that MFIE and EFTE solutions suffer
from the problem of spurious resonances at the eigenfrequencies. This phenomenon has been
noted by several authors [3].

In this paper resonance-sized scatterers are investigated in the numerical
electromagnetics using deterministic gravity wave models. The proposed method of a BVP
solving is immune to spurious resonances and can be applied to LGA scattering from
resonant-sized geometries for arbitrary small grazing angles, that is a hard point of numerical
investigations.

THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL FORMULATION. We consider the perfectly
electrically conducting (PEC) realization of the ocean. A triangular model of a breaking wave
is used (see Fig. I where A(- a, ,A), B(O,b), and C(0, a2 )) with analytical extending the target
as a flat surface to infinity. The incident TM-wave has only a z-directed electric field:
E0 (x, y) = exp(-jk, x + jko2 y + jo)wt). Here: ko, = ko sin io, k02 = k0 cosi0 , k0 = co/c, and i0
is the incident angle. We find the scattered electric field as Witteker's integral [4]

E(x, y) f exp(-jý x - jhy)A( )dý (1)

where h h(2)= ko- 2=-i !- 2-k2 and Imk =-0. The function (1) satisfies the

wave equation and radiation condition in the upper half-plane for any integrable function
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A(ý). The boundary condition satisfaction in the TM case leads to the integral equation (liE)

for unknown function A(ý):

f exp(-iJx - jhf (x))A(4)dý = -exp(--jko 1x + jk 02f(x)) (2)

where the target's height-function y = f(x) is defined as
x = (x),Fx[-aa2] (a, +x)b/a,, -a, <x<O (3)

fOW 0, otherwise (x W (a2 -x)b/a 2 , 0• x • a2

The unknown spectral function A(ý) can be decomposed as

A(ý) = A, (ý) + B(ý) (4)

where Aj(ý)=-(5 (-k 01) determines the wave reflected from the plane y = 0. The

substitution of (4) into (2) yields an IE of the Ist kind for the spectral function B(4):

f exp(-j: x - jhf(x))B(ý)dý = F(x) (5)

with the right-hand side function
F(x) = exp(-jk0ox) [exp(-jko2f (x)) - exp(jk02f (x)] (6)

that differs from zero only inside the interval [-a1 ,a 2]. To solve the IE (5) over the whole

interval R,, we apply the Fourier transform to the both sides of equation with preliminary

multiplication by exp(-orjxj). Two methods are used in this paper for ill-conditioned system

solving, which results from IE (5) while discretization. The first is an iterative method and the
second is a genetic algorithm.

ITERATIVE METHOD. A new iterative scheme is proposed to solve an ill-conditioned ME
KX = F (7)

where K is a square matrix, X and F are vectors or matrices. The method is based on the LU-
decomposition of specific form:

K=L+U

where

L=kla0 .. U=0 k22- 2

L42! k32 0 07]k[3 ka :7].
Then, the Eq. (7) can be rewritten in the iterative form:

X =F + KX, FP= L'F, K-_-L-&U
This equation gives the iterative process

X (") =-, + kX ("-I) (8)
The convergence depends on the right-hand side (F) and the decomposition parameter (a).
Numerical investigation shows the following convergence condition fulfills for some F and
a:

ýK",F1 = 8l,, IF 1, •-p f =S <00 (9)
n=0
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In that case the solutions make up a compact set in a Banach space. Then, the tendency of
discrepancy to zero for consequently X (" ensures the tendency of approximate solution X (')
to an exact solution of Eq. (7), according to [5]. This method was compared with genetic
algorithm and an excellent accordance was revealed.

NUMERICAL RESULTS. The scattering from a triangularly modeled breaking wave on a
plane surface in PEC approximation is studied. The particular increasing of backscattering
from a foaming-like breaking wave modeled with triangular target is detected for it's height

b=1.52 0 . For the
0.7 most important

case of strong LGA
0 0.6 scattering from a

osolid curve - iterative solution foaming-like wave,
(dotted curve - genetic solutiont, 0.5 ! the normalized

tolerance level - 0.04 scattering patterns
o)0.4- [l

.for 1 grazing
0 angle wasS0.3

calculated with the
a aid of two methodsJ.2 -

(Fig. 2).
z 0.1 - The both

algorithms are
o0 20 40stopped at the same

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 discrepancy of
Scattering angle/Deg 0.04. We can see

Figure 2 an excellent
agreement of both methods. This result proves the robustness and adequacy of proposed
method and genetic algorithm. Compared with minimal backscattering from foaming-like
wave (for b= 2 0 ), the RCS may enlarged at 2.2922 dB for i0 = 88* and at 2.2104 for i0 = 89*
if increasing the wave's height to 1.5 2 0 . The RCS from a breaking wave may enlarge in
thousand times (- 3dB) when the steepening wave transforms to the foaming one. This
calculated effect is of the same order with a strong radar backscattering for H-polarization (so
named "sea-spikes").
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the diffraction of a plane electromagnetic wave by a cylinder with fractal

properties of the surface is researched. The results of designing of integro-differential model
of the conductive cylinder are represented on the basis of representations of fractal geometry
of a surface of actual explorers. The obtained a -characteristics of electromagnetic field
generation has allowed making specification in the classical theory of a diffraction of
electromagnetic waves on conductive bodies.
INTRODUCTION
For the description of the fractal properties of actual physical objects [1], the a-
characteristics of components of electromagnetic field are introduced [2,3]. The fractal nature
of objects (curves, surfaces, volumetric bodies, etc.) is taken into account through the
Hausdorff measure, which is defined by means of the fractional integro-differential
calculation [4,5], and the degree of fractality is taken into account by the a-values.
Development of an integro-differential electromagnetic field model is considered that is
further used for solving the problem of diffraction of a plane wave on a cylinder with fractal
properties of the surface.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Let us formulate the problem of determining the influence of the fractal properties of a
cylindrical metal surface on the components of a monochromatic electromagnetic field. We

assume that the field E0 , H of the incident wave is known, the conductive body, and the
enclosing medium has parameters --a and a. Under the effect of the primary field on surface

S of the body, the electrical fractal currents are produced which induces the secondary

electromagnetic field E,H. As it was noted in [3], the usage of the formulas of fractional
integration and differentiation enables one to characterize geometrical features of curves and

surfaces. Further, instead of the vectors E, H, their a -characteristics Ea =a Ia ,

) will be considered. Suppose that a plane linearly polarized electromagnetic
wave is incident on a perfectly conducting circular cylinder of radius a normally to its axis.
Introduce a cylindrical coordinate system x- rcosp, y =r-sinp, z =z the z-axis
coinciding with the axis of cylinder, and the angle (p is for the azimuth. Consider the case of

:0
the vector E parallel to the z-axis. The electric field of the incident wave has only z-
component:

to(r, (o) = E0 0ek =E.eikrc s. e , k=w. Pa .

The considered problem is two-dimensional (no dependence on the coordinate z), therefore
the Helmholtz equation for the secondary electric field becomes

I a( ODat,) 1 22DE

r - +D. +k 2 .DaE=O; r>a; 0<(p<2,7. (1)
r kr n Vr C a2 th/a2c -M i
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The function DaEl on a surface S should satisfy the terminal condition, which has a form as

DaF(a,q,) =-Eo .eika'cosq. It satisfies the condition of radiation in the infinitely remote

points: at r -- oo, in the expression for the function DaE(r,q,) there should be only the

components with the phase factor e-ikr corresponding to a wave propagating from the origin
to infinity.
Thus, the solution of the equation (1) satisfying the radiation condition is the function

DaE(r,p)= ZDaE (r,p))= Din ,Hl r)-cos(mp), (2)
m=O m=0

where Din is some constant determined from the terminal condition;

in=0: Do =-EO'H(J2(k a) m=1,2,3,... : Din = -Eo .2.il.H Jm2)(k -. aa) (3)

HJo(k'a) H
Substituting (3) into (2), we obtain a resulting expression for the secondary electric field,
which appears due to the plane wave incident on the perfectly conducting circular cylinder of
radius a with fractal properties of the surface

Da -zo'Eo H2(ka) , - - H2)(kr)+2 ini Jm(ka) "H(2)(kr)'cos(mn )}p (4)
DaE i0 . 0 IH2(k) mz= H, F((ka)

NUMERICAL RESULTS
After fractional integration, the a -characteristic of the secondary electric field (fractality is
taken at the angle if) is obtained as

•,EO. . Jo(ka).H2 0r. ) d 0i0 Jm(ka) H(2)(,)J cos(mt)/• H-O Fo H 2 (ka O kr -f(p t~ dt+2 oo in -H

H~a ) ( 0 - m=] H($2)(ka) in Ar 0(at) d

The polar graphics for the modulus of the secondary electric field in the far-field
region are presented in Fig. 1. Fig. l a) demonstrates a comparison of the classical and fractal
approaches. In Fig. I b), the results of calculations for the fractal cylinders of different values
of ka are presented.
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CONCLUSION
The obtained a -characteristics of the electromagnetic field have enabled us to generalize
classical theory of diffraction of electromagnetic waves on conducting bodies. Diffraction of a
plane electromagnetic wave on a cylinder with fractal properties of surface has been studied.
The results of developing an integro-differential model of conducting cylinder are presented
on the basis of representations about fractal geometry of the surface of actual scatterer. The
obtained numerical data demonstrate a comparison between the classical and fractal
approaches.
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ABSTRACT
A numerical method for predicting the field penetrating an arbitrary opening in a symmetric body is
considered. The method is based on the usage of coordinate functions of irreducible representations of the

group {rN } of symmetries of the cavity. It enables one to reduce calculation time by the factor - N2 and
to construct numerically an inverse operator for arbitrary excitation function. Required machine memory is
also reduced by the factor N.

INTRODUCTION
A numerical method for predicting the field penetrating an arbitrary opening in a symmetric body is
described here. The cubic cavity with an arbitrary aperture in its shell is an example of such item. This
cavity has the group of symmetries 0h, of the order 48. If a cavity has a finite group of symmetries {IN I
of the order N, it is possible to develop a numerical method of the problem solution based on using of
coordinate functions of irreducible representations of the group {(N } of symmetries of the considered
cavity [1], [2].
The aperture coupling problem can be reduced to three problems. In the first problem the induced surface
current density J is found for the apertureless body. In the second problem the aperture tangential E -

field is found. In the third problem the surface current J which yields the internal field is found. The first
and the third problems can be reduced to an integral equation on the cavity shell S with the same operator.
The second problem can be reduced to an equation on aperture So. In case of the group {1N } of the order

N the integral equation on the surface S is reduced to the - N disconnected equations on the ]/N part of
the surface S.
Thus operator matrix of the integral equation becomes block diagonal one in the basis of coordinate

functions of irreducible representations of the group {rN I of symmetries of the cavity. It allows reduce

calculation time by a factor - N2 and numerically to construct an inverse operator. Machine storage is also
reduced by a factor N.
In the paper the numerical results for a cubic surface without one face and for a cylinder located in a sphere
with a narrow slot irritated by an incident plane wave are given.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND BASIC RELATIONS
The geometry under consideration is a cavity with an aperture So in its perfectly conducting shell S. The

screen S1 = S \ So is irradiated by a monochromatic field E0 , H0, spreading in a homogeneous medium

with an inductivity e and a magnetic conductivity ut. Full field can be noted as H = H + H0 ,

E = El + E0 , where El, H, is a scattered field represented as

Hl = Vx AIJ 1 , El =-(iow')-1Vx Vx AI J 1 , (1)
where co is a circular frequency, and the vectorial potentials are determined by expression

AlJ(X) = S (exp(iklx- yj)/4nT)JI(y)du(y), k = co 1 S1 =S\S0.

The problem can be reduced to a following integral equation on a surface S1 = S \ SO:

NiJj(x)= F1 (x), xES 1, NIJI = 2nxVxVxAIJ 1 , Fl=2ioenxE0 . (2)
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In turn the problem for the closed surface S can be also reduced to an equation

NJ(x) = F(x), x e S, F = 2iaoa x EO, (3)
which can be written in matrix representationEo N o, N01 [Fol ].o

N,0  N_ ILJJ= LFi
The solution of equation (2) is equivalent to the solution of following matrix equation

iILJI JL Bio B1BL] oLO]

where functions Jl (x), X E S1, and o0 (x), x E So, are unknown ones and matrix B = N-1 .

Hence, if the matrix B is known, the solution of the equation (2) can be found by formulas J = BF,

T0 = -(B 0 )- J0, J = BT, F = [To Of, J1 = -I + J]1 . The field inside cavity can be found

through expression (1) or by representation H, = V x AYJ, El -(i=ow) 1 V x V x AY.
Let's enter a vectorial bundle T1S B T2S, where T1S is a tangential bundle of polar vectors and T2S is a

bundle of axial vectors. The transformation rk from group 0(3) of orthogonal transformations of space
induces an automorphism r+ of the bundle TIS E T2S: T+ (F1 (x),F 2 (x))-- •vkF1 x), k-lrk F2}x)),

where z-* is a transposition of a vector field.
If the boundary surface S has group of symmetries {rN } than the operator N of the integral equation (3)

is invariant one concerning group {1N }": +N = Nr4, rk ( {VN }.

NUMERICAL METHOD

Manifold S, possessing a symmetry group {tN}, can be represented as S= N v'iF,

Int(riF r) rF)=O,Vi• j. We can uniquely assign an operator function N(ri)= N(zri,,r1)=

= P(ri )NQ(rl ) defined on the group {TN } to the operator N which act in the space Lp (S). Here

P(ri): Lp(S) --> Lp (F), is a contraction operator defined by relation [P(r1j)(px) =

t[0(rj)IX), X E S, and Q(ri): Lp(F) -- Lp(S) is a prolongation operator defined by

relation: [Q(rj)0(rk)1x)= [(r•-j)+(rk)](x) at X E rjS1 and [Q(rj)*(rk)(x) =0 at x o rjSI.

The operation of the operator N on a function (, can be noted as the right operator convolution on group

{rN}" f(zi)= INlV(rT'ri)0(rj), where the label f =--N(p is entered. The operator function for the

inverse operator B= N 1 can be found under the formula B(ri)=Z EdAtr(B(Z k)U~ k (rj)), where

B(2k)= [NV(,k)]Y' and NGSk) = ZtN=(_s)U2 k (.rs).

The numerical approximation of the operator N was derived by a method of mechanical cubages. The
formulas coincide with the ones gained in a collocation method at piecewise approximation of currents.
The cavity shell S was approximated by an Euclidean complex.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Let us consider a problem of a diffraction of a flat linearly polarised electromagnetic wave on a cavity D
with group 0 h, which is a non-commutative group of order 48. The body with the group Oh is determined
by defining of a fundamental area in 1/48 part of space Oust as the body of revolution is determined by
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defining of a generator). For example, a cube and an octahedron have group Oh. In the paper the cubic
cavity will be surveyed.

The matrix Nh of a discrete problem is a block matrix of order 48 with blocks of order 2n, where n is a

number of simplexes on fundamental area F. Thus we need only one block column of the matrix N h as
the other columns are gained from the first by permutations. It allows in 48 times to reduce the volume of
machine storage. The group 0 h has 10 irreducible representations: 4 one-dimensional, 2 two-dimensional
and 4 three-dimensional. Hence instead of an inversion of the block matrix N h of order 48 it is necessary

to invert only four block matrixes of order 1, two matrixes of order 2 and four matrixes of order 3. This

approach allows constructing an inverse matrix Bh = (Nh )- 1 . For an inversion of the matrixes the Gauss
method was used. Thus the number of operations was reduced in - 103 times.
In fig. I the quantity ýH, + H01/IHo0 in H - plane is shown. The scattering surface S1 is a surface of a

cube S without one face So . The plane wave is falling on the aperture So with vector E along an edge a

of the cube of wave size ka = 12. In fig. 2 the quantity ýH1 +H 0 1/1HOn in H - plane is shown. The

scattering surface can be represented as S1 = SC u S sp \ So, where SC is a surface of a cylinder, located

in a sphere SSp with a slot So, which is located along the equator of the sphere. The plane wave is falling

on aperture So with vector E along the equator. The surface S = SC U SSp, which possesses group Dnh

was approximated by an Euclidean complex with -2 104 simplexes. The structure has wave sizes:
R = 3r, l = 2r, a = 0.42r, b = 1.9r, kr = 2.06, where R is a radius of the sphere Ssp, r is a radius

and 1 is a high of the cylinder SC, a and b are length of sides of the slot S0 .

Fig. 1. H-field for the cubic cavity Fig. 2. H-field for the cylinder inside a spherical cavity
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The two-dimensional jump problem for the Helmholtz equation in a stratified medium is
considered. Preliminary two auxiliary overdetermined Cauchy problems for a half-plane and
for a strip in Sobolev classes of distributions of slow growth at infinity are solved and explicit
representations of their solutions are given.
It is shown that the jump problem in the case of a multilayered medium can be reduced to a
set of equations for the Fourier transforms of the boundary distributions for each layer. This
set of equations can be transformed to two equations only. The jump problem for the
Helmholtz equation is equivalent to a scattering problem for a plane electromagnetic wave in
a multilayered space.
The diffraction problem for an electromagnetic plane wave at a finite set of metallic strips in
a stratified space is considered. It is proved that this problem is equivalent to an integral
equation with a logarithmic singularity in the kernel.

THE JUMP PROBLEM AND THE CAUCHY PROBLEMS
We assume that the lines z = h1 , hi <h 2 <...<h, separate the half-planes
Do : z < hl, D,, : z > h,, and the strips D : h < z < h, J= I..n-1 in the plane (x, z). We

will search the solutions of the Helmholtz equation

x2 z2 +k u(xz)=O, z>0
+x2

in the Sobolev space H'.(R2-), s > 3/2 of distributions of slow growth at infinity satisfying

the conjugation conditions
au au "u(x,h +0)-u(xh -0)=a a(x),- (xhi+±) - , (x.h -0) = b (x), j-1..n. (2)

.i i i (x), ~az ' z ij()

If the representations of the solutions in the domains Do and D, contain the outgoing into the

half-planes waves [1], then we call the solution u(x,z) of the jump problem as outgoing into

infinity. We denote Ah1 = h/y - h1 and

42 k2  21.1 :
The following statements are valid.

Lemma 1. The solution u, (x, z) of the equation (1) in the domain D,, belongs to the class of

solutions outgoing into a half-plane z > hn and satisfies the boundary conditions

un(x,h,, +O)=u',(x), au,, xhn )V+(y

az
if and only if when Fourier transforms of the boundary functions satisfy the equality

haov (Uk)ain, (h) ea C. (2)
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Thus the Fourier transform of u,, (x, z) is the solution of the equation
1 eih,,,rV+t +g](k2-2-2un(,-= e n .iýu.+n) (3)

Lemma 2. The solution uo(x,z) of the equation (1) in the domain Do belongs to the class of

solutions outgoing into a half-plane z < ho and satisfies the boundary conditions

uo(x, h, -0) =uT(x), -uO (x,h, -0) = v,(x)
az

if and only if the Fourier transforms of the boundary functions satisfy the equality

r (o + iy° w)U ww) = 0. (4)

Thus, the Fourier transform of uo (x, z) is the solution of the equation

(ko2 _ý2 _-2)Uo(,,) =__xeih'[V1- ()-i,-(4)] • (5)

Lemma 3. The solution u, (x, z) of the equation (1) in the domain Dj, j =1..n -1 satisfies

the boundary conditions

auj

uj (x, hj+, - 0) = u-+1 (x), -2  (x, hj+, - 0) = vjj+1 (x)

if and only if the Fourier transforms of the boundary functions satisfy the equalities

[j' (4) - iy(¢ () )]U - e+hJYJ" [ Vj()-t ij ()Uj+ 1 (4)]0=, (6)

e +iJ I•[ V+ (w) + iY. (w)Ut()] -[ VJ 1+(1) + ir° (o)U+()] =0 . (7)

Thus, the Fourier transform of uj (x, z) is the solution of the equation
e+'h11'[Vj/( )-i(u) 1 +h+" , ) -J+71 (')] .(8)

Lemma 1 is proved in [1], the complete proof of Lemma 3 is given in [2].

Theorem 1. The Fourier transform of the solution of the jump problem (1), (2) in the

stratified medium can be obtained from the equations (3), (5) and (8), where 7i (a), U.(1)

satisfy the equations (2), (4), (6), (7) and

UKharkUo, UAjk(i), VIit n-i CofBjr(n), j = Ln. (9)
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We denote that sometimes the homogeneous jump problem has nontrivial solutions in the
class of distributions outgoing from the media interfaces into half-spaces. It is shown in [2]
that the set of equations (2), (4), (6), (7) and (9) can be transformed to only two equations.

DIFFRACTION PROBLEM ON THE SET OF METALLIC STRIPS
Suppose a set of ideally conducting infinitely thin metallic strips are placed at the media
interfaces, and at the line z = h1i, j = 1..n the intervals [a.k,,/3 jk], k = 1..mj correspond to

the strips. We introduce a set of functions p.(x), j = L.mjdetermined on the intervals

[ajA, /3 jk], k = 1..m1 , respectively. We assume that the source wave has the potential i17(x, z).

Theorem 2. The diffraction problem on the set of metallic strips in the stratified medium is
equivalent to the integral equation

27cf f Uj( ,,)e-ye-"hd~dý
-d00 -- 0

f{j=n '-i(x, hn+ 0), xE(anfk,/flnk); j#n 0, xe(ap.,,G~k)} (10)

by functions OJ (x), j =1...i, where U, (J, 4) are the Fourier transforms of the solutions

u. (x, z) of the jump problem and
a. .(x)=O0, j =l.n -1; an W)= -W(x, hn +O0);

b.i(x)={0b.(x), x (a.cIk,/jlk); 0, X (cxik,/Jik)}, j=l..n-1;

b,,(x) = {0n(X), Xe (an,/,knk); -z(X,h,, + 0), x0 (ank,,I8nk)}.
az

The solution of integral equation (10) with logarithmic singularity in the kernel can be found
by Galerkin method.
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The problem of an H-polarized wave scattering by a dielectric polygonal cylinder is considered. To
obtain a set of the first-kind Fredholm singular integral equations (IEs), single-layer potentials are
used. A Galerkin method of moments with special basis is applied for reducing IEs to an infinite-
matrix equation having favorable features.

INTRODUCTION
Solving the problems of wave scattering often comes to singular IEs [1]. For example, this can
be done by applying potential theory together with boundary conditions on the scatterer
surface. There are various ways of a further numerical treatment, all of them being based on
reduction of IEs to a matrix equation. Some results obtained in the diffraction by smooth
cylinders were presented in [2,3]. However, the existence of edges makes computations with
smooth expansion functions inaccurate [3]. One of the ways to overcome this difficulty is to
take into account a solution singularity in the neighborhood of geometric singularity by using
appropriate basis [4-6]. As known, the methods that do not exploit analytical inversion of a
singular part of the full problem operator, fail to minimize the error of computations.
Therefore, we propose a method that is a modification of [4-6] for dielectric polygonal
cylinders.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND THE METHOD OF SOLUTION
The geometry of the considered scattering problem is shown in Fig. 1. The incident field

•y

Fig. 1. Geometry of the problem

is an H-polarized plane wave: H' = eikcos°°+iksin°o . The scatterer is a uniform dielectric cylinder
whose cross-section is a regular triangle of the side size 2d and relative permittivity is e.
Denote the internal domain of the scatterer as 0 and its contour as L. Present he total field
inside Q as H 'and decompose it outside 0 as H ' + H ". The incident and the scattered fields
have to satisfy the Helmholtz equation in free space, for r 0 n(r Eext Q), the field H' has to
satisfy similar equation with wavenumber kg" 2, for r e Q. On the scatterer contour L, the
continuity conditions should be satisfied:
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(H' + H~c HeIP(H' +(1)-) L'=an. +Hsc e L

The scattered field must also satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity.
Eventually, the condition that the energy in any bounded domain of space is finite should be
satisfied as well.
A fundamental solution of the wave equation is the Green's function depending on the
distance between two points on the plane, r, r 912:

G(r, r') = H()(kjr - r'j) and G,(r, r') H (kFr - r'l) (2)
4 04 0

We shall seek the solution of the boundary value problem as a pair of single-layer potentials
uniformly satisfying the Helmholtz equation and radiation condition [1], with unknown
densities p E C(an), qE C(aQ):

H-'(r) = fLG,(r, r')p(r')ds H"C (r) = f G(r, r')q(r')ds (3)

By using the conditions on L and the properties of the normal derivative limiting values for a
single-layer potential [ I ], the following set of singular IEs is obtained:

JL p(r')G, (r, r')ds'- q(r')G(r, r')ds' = H'(r)

2r+ fL p(r) G, (r, r')ds'L+ q(--fL q(r')n aG(r, r')ds' = a H' (r)

(4)

The method of numerical solution of (4) is based on the decomposition of polygonal cylinder
to three flat-facet key elements. Correspondingly, the scattered and internal field functions are
expressed as a superposition of the fields generated by each facet. Therefore, in the plane of
cross-section, introduce a common coordinate system (XY) and three local coordinate systems
(XsOYs), with the origin Os placed in the center of the s-th facet of the cylinder, and OY,/

axis being normal to the s-th facet (see Fig. 1). Then the set (4) is takes a form of six coupled
IEs in terms of the local unknown functions pi and qj (i=1,2,3)

-Z j Pi (t)Kijj(t, to)dt = fj (to)
4 (j = 1,2,3) (5)

P1 (t,,)+ P1+,(to) di 6 1+'7Zf Pj(t)Mij(t't°)dt=7j(to)
2 -4 j=1 _

where the following notations have been used:

qi = pi,+. (i =1,2,3) K1 1(t, t,), EH ("(--RfR (t, to)) ifi = 1,2,3 (6)
Ki (t, toH)= H)(Ri 3.(t,to)) if i = 4,5,6 (7)

Mji(tlt 0)- k2dVR t ±9 ( - -i COS((P. - 9i )+ -- sin(• -, (,i )]H•I)(.l./•Rj, (t,tt))

if i = 1,2,3 (8)

R1/(t" to to co i-3 - ,= )+ ýL2sin ((p.L3 - (. I(')I'(Ri-3(, to

if i = 4,5,6 (9)
Here, Rij is the distance between the points t and to, ( is the angle between the xi-axis of a
local coordinate system and the x-axis of the common coordinate system, (ai, bi) are the
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coordinates of the origin of a local coordinate system. Besides, in the right-hand parts, we
have

f (t)= expikdI(d[rt", + aj cos(0( - °J)+-Lsin(09°- ¢J)1
d) d i(10)

ZJ(t(J)= ikd cos(O() - (oi)exp i kd jto + aj cos(o. - (q, )+ " sin (vi .- (ij
In the scattering by a perfectly electric conducting (PEC) polygonal cylinder, a technique of
reducing the IEs similar to (5) to the infinite-matrix equation of the Fredholm second kind was
presented in [6]. It was done in the Fourier-transform domain. We propose to solve (5) in the
space domain, by projecting them onto local bases of the weighted Chebyshev polynomials of
the first kind. As known, for numerical efficiency, is desirable to decompose the kernels in a
sum of regular and singular parts and invert the latter. The mentioned basis functions
diagonalize the singular IE operator corresponding to a PEC strip scattering [4,5]. Therefore,
it is expected that our algorithm is better suited for the polygonal scatterers than the previous
ones from [2,3].

CONCLUSION
A method of numerical solution of the wave-scattering by dielectric polygonal cylinders is
proposed. It is based on decomposition of the total scattered field into the partial contributions
of separate interacting facets, and on further usage of semi-inversion concept. Numerical
results obtained by this method agree well with the published earlier. This can be applied to a
scatterer with arbitrary number of edges. Besides, it can be developed into a universal solver
of the scattering from electrically large objects, through the segmentation technique.
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ABSTRACT

A new technique for solving diffraction problems in angular shaped regions is here
presented. This technique applies both for impenetrable wedge and penetrable wedges. The
functional equations obtained through this technique present different difficulties of solution
according to the geometry of the problem. For example for half-planes and impenetrable or
isorefractive rigth wedges we deal with classic matrix W-H equations. On the contrary
dealing with arbitrary media or with not right wedges, we have to introduce new functional
equations that we call generalized Wiener-Hopf equations. This paper describes some
properties of the generalized Wiener-Hopf equations.

INTRODUCTION

The Wiener-Hopf technique is a powerful and general method for solving discontinuity
diffraction problems. However usually it is assumed that for wedge shaped regions these
geometries (except for particular wedge angles) do not allow Wiener-Hopf equations. The
aim of this work is the introduction of the Wiener-Hopf technique also for arbitrary angular
wedges and for penetrable regions filled with different media. The obtained results are new
functional equations that generalize the classic Wiener-Hopf equations. Our method is based
on a generalization of the method used to deduce W-H equations for right angle regions. In
particular, through the introduction of oblique coordinates, new equations have been
obtained, relating the unilateral Fourier transforms of electromagnetic field in two different
directions [I].
By using these equations and by imposing the boundary conditions on the interfaces
separating the different homogeneous regions, we can obtain the functional equations
relevant to every wedge problem involving not penetrable or penetrable media [11]. In order to
give an example in the following a wedge with two face impedances excited by an E-
polarized plane wave has been considered (Maliuzhinets problem). Let the axis z of a
cartesian coordinates system be parallel to the electric field E (E=E,) and the axis x
coincident with the simmetry axis of the wedge and directed outside. By introducing as
unknowns the following unilater Fourier transforms defined on the positive real semi axis
(x>_0, y=0 or (p=0):

V,(7)J= foE(x,0)ej"`dx, I+(7q)=-f Hx(x,O)ej7xdx,

where co, k and ji are the angular frequency, the propagation constant and the permeability in
the medium outside the wedge respectively.
The functional equation are [1]:
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M (77(a)) V, (r7(a)) = M (r/(-a))[i Vr0(-a)) (1)

where

__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _cop

M(7) -( cos(qD + qsin ()z+ +cop -( cosD + qrsin D)z+ +o ( _M__(____)_=____co(0-

- (•cos• + rsinDq)z_ +±o - (•cos• + rsin cI)z_ +cop

a cos (D+ rsin (D 0)p

SM(q(a)) =M(a)= -a z+ +ov -na z+ + ,ol M(qr(-a))) = (-)_a cos (D + r sin (D __COPt

-a z- + ou -a z +cop

and z+ are the the normal impedances on the boundaries 4,=±+ of the wedges,

[k= k2 - ,= k2 -a 2 ,a=V (7)= sinCF±+4cosCF77,(a)=a sincI-rcoscI,

r/(-a(q)) = r72(r) = qcos2(D- Vk -2 sin 2(:I.
Eq. 1 is a particular case of the functional equations in the Fourier domain, that in general may
be written in the following form:

G(i)F+(>)= F.(a(i))+F.(b(i))+ Fi(7) (2)

where G(il) (matrix kernel) and Fi(ri) (source vector) are known functions depending on the
complex variable il and F+ and R are the unknown vectors. The substantial difference with
respect to the classic Wiener-Hopf equations is the presence in this functional equation of the
known mappings a(il) and b(il). In fact, while the unknown F+(71) is a classic plus function,
i.e. regular in the half-plane Im[1]>Ž0, in the second member F(a(71)) = F_(a) is a minus
function in the a-plane, i.e.regular in the half-plane Im[a]_<, and R(b(71)) = F(b) is a minus
function in the b-plane, i.e.regular in the half-plane Im[b]0O . We can call the previous
equation Generalized Wiener Hopf equation. In some particular cases (half planes or right
wedge unpenetrable or isorefractive) we have a(i1)=b($)= rl leading to classic W-H equation
that can be solved with the factorization technique.
The major advantages of the introduction of these equations is that they characterize all
wedge problems involving both unpenetrable regions and penetrable ones even with
anisotropic or bianisotropic media filling them[l ].

ON THE SOLUTIONS OF GENERALIZED WIENER-HOPF EQUATIONS

Wiener-Hopf technique for solving the classic equations is based on the decomposion and
the factorization of generic functions in plus and minus functions (i.e. regular respectively in
the half plane Im[7l]_>O and Imn[1]_0O). Also dealing with Generalized Wiener-Hopf equations,
decomposition and factorization constitute the key for obtaining the solutions. However,
whereas the classic decomposition is very easy to obtain, the generalized decomposition is
more difficult and in general lead to Fredholm integral equations.
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Decomposition
Let consider a function F(il) which is a Fourier transform of a function f(y), and m(1I) an
analitical function of ir regular on a strip containing the real axis of the plane rI. The
generalized decomposition of a function (with respect the mapping m(11)) consists in getting
the two decomposing functions so that:

F(rj)= F+(ij)+F.(m(rj))

where the functions F+(il) and F(m(ij)) are respectively a plus function in the rI plane (i.e.
regular in half plane Im[ri]_>O) and a minus function in the m plane (i.e. regular in half plane
Im[m]<0). If there are not singularities of F(r1 ) between the real axis Im[rl]=O and the image
of Im[m]=0 on the ri plane (this condition is not rescrittive), we obtain the following
Fredholm integral equation of the second kind for the decomposing F+(il):

Io-( I dm I F(r') dm
F+ (17) + F i _ IF+ (q')d7' = FIf -- dq

F+ r)+ j - m(rf )-m(rq) drf 1fl77 27c (j)d/ 2-•f m(r/) ---m(77) drfdf

where y runs on the real axis i' leaving above the singular point 11. Note that the particular
case m(il)=ri leads to the classic Cauchy decomposition formula.

Factorization
Following the same ideas introduced in the classic factorization we can get to the generalized
factorization of scalar kernel G(7l)=G_(m(rl))G+(i1), through the logaritmic generalized
decomposition: log[G(il)]= y- (m(il)) + y+(ri). It yields:

G_ (mn()) = e--(n)), G+(i) = e4'+(q

This factorization technique can be extended also to matrix factorization in many cases.
In particular it is possible to reduce the generalized factorization of rational matrices to scalar
decompositions. This allows to factorize arbitrary matrices with Pade' approximations.

Solution of the generalized equations
The process of decomposition and factorization allow us to extend the Wiener-Hopf
technique to obtain the solution of the generalized equations:

G(1l)F+(11)= E-(m(rl))+ Fi(ij)

In this particular case, the generalized factorization of the kernel G(11) and the generalized
decomposition: (G_(m(ri)))YFo(il)= X+(il)+ X.(m(Ti)), lead to the solutions:

F+(,i) = (G+(f))1' X+(1l), F_(m(il))=- G.(m(rl))X.(m(7j))

To conclude it must be observed that always we can reduce the arbitrary generalized
equation (2) to Fredholm equations. However this procedure sometime requires a process of
matrix factorization.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the diffraction problem is considered for the plane electromagnetic wave
incident on a right-angled perfectly conducting wedge, whose metallic faces are coated with
thin layers of the bi-isotropic materials. Generalized second-order impedance boundary
conditions for thin covering is used. We applied the Sommerfeld-Maliuzhinets integral to
spectral representation of the total electromagnetic field. The total field must satisfy the
Helmholtz equation, the edge condition and the proper conditions at infinity.

INTRODUCTION

The recent years have witnessed of enormous growth in the research activity focusing on the
wave interaction with complex materials, namely, with chiral, bi-isotropic and bi-anisotropic
media [I]. The scientists elaborate new methods of the calculation for such materials.
In this paper, the diffraction problem is considered for the plane electromagnetic wave
incident on a right-angled perfectly conducting wedge, the metallic faces of which are coated
with thin layers of the bi-isotropic materials. It is a special case of problem, which was
considered in paper [2]. The covering is very thin; therefore it is possible to use generalized
impedance boundary conditions for its simulation [3-6], which contains field derivatives
above the first order. However, the standard boundary conditions on the edge are not
sufficient for the extraction of a unique solution studying the scattering on the objects with
edges. Therefore it is necessary to introduce the so-called contact conditions that prescribe
certain relations between the field and its derivatives on the edge.
The problem is considered with the help of the modified Maliuzhinets technique [2,4,6]. The
Maliuzhinets functional equations are obtained for the transform of the Sommerfeld-
Maliuzhinets integral. The general solution of these equations contains three unknown
constants, which are chosen from the radiation condition and the contact condition on the
edge of the wedge.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Let us consider the diffraction of the H-polarized time-harmonic (e-ioit time dependence is
understood) electromagnetic plane wave H•(r,q,)=exlA-ikrcos(ýo-(0o)] in an angular

region Jo <31r/4, where k=co o0o., /uo H £0 are the free space permeability and
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permittivity, respectively. The faces of the wedge io = + 3r/4 are coated with thin layers of
bi-isotropic materials, the thickness of which are d±. Hereinafter the symbol sequence of
kind ± means that the upper (lower) sign corresponds to the face V = + 31r/4 (Vo =-31r/4) of
wedge. A plane wave is incident in the direction (Oo. In the polar coordinate system (r, (P) the
generalized impedance boundary conditions [5] on the faces of the wedge can be expressed
as:

+ir a -p± l+k22 I r2 Hz (r,± 3;r/4)=0 (=)
2k 2Vk 2 2 r 2

where p± =ikd±,u±, N± n2COS e±_K2, n2 = 6±,±, sin e± lx±/ , -± and a± are
the complex permittivity and permeability of the layers, KC > 0 are the chirality parameters,

Zr > 0 are the non-reciprocity parameters. The total field H, (r, V,) must satisfy the
Helmholtz equation, the edge condition and the proper conditions at infinity. Nevertheless,
these conditions are not sufficient to solve completely the present boundary problem. It is
necessary to add a contact condition. The contact condition is required for the boundary
conditions (1), which is possible to write in the following form [7]:

liml a-•-Hz(r,+ 3yrl4)-lP Hz(r,-3;rl4)]= (2)

r ao t+ ar t- ar

where t± = N±/p±

METHOD OF SOLUTION

We applied the Sommerfeld-Maliuzhinets integral [8] to spectral representation of the z-
component of the total magnetic field in the form

Hz(r,q()= I- e -ikr.cosa s(a + ( xda, (3)2ziJ
Y

where y is the double loop Sommerfeld contour. From boundary conditions (1) the system of
functional equations is obtained:

a± (a)S(a + 3;r/4)- a± (- a)S(- a + 3Yr/4) = 2C± sin a (4)
where C± are arbitrary constants. Variable coefficients a± (a) in this system are polynomials
of sinca and contained the complex Brewster angles, which are given in paper [2]. The
general solution of the system of equations (4) can be written in the following form:

SWa= k(ao)+ C+ S'(W+ C_ S...W) CfW)V'(q ) (5)

where C is an arbitrary constant. The function c'(atvoo) is the meromorphic solution of the
corresponding homogeneous system (4) with a± (a) = 1. The functions

S ) _ ' sin utr sin rdr (6)

- 2 id-iocos r-T- sinlua a±+(r} (r+C±l)

are the partial solutions of the non-homogeneous system (4), regular in the strip IReal < 31r/4.

The function V/(r) is combination of special meromorphic Maliuzhinets functions [8], which
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depend on the complex Brewster angles. Maliuzhinets function, for angle P = 3;T/4, has of

importance V3,14 ((a)= (4 cos2 a - 3cos
6-6

CONCLUSIONS

The problem, which we have considered is an example of a bi-isotropic conducting wedge,
included angle for which, the exact solution can be found for a plane wave at normal
incidence. From the boundary conditions, using Maliuzhinets theorem, we obtained a system
of functional equations for the angular spectral function. The total solution of this system is a
combination of three arbitrary constants and a special meromorphic Maliuzhinets functions,
which contained the Brewster angles. The arbitrary constants are chosen from a system of
linear algebraic equations. In conclusion we have computed the constants, which are the
solution of the system of algebraic equations.
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ABSTRACT
Diffraction problems for an electromagnetic wave on an ideally conducting infinitely thin
metallic strip, placed on the media interface of two homogeneous isotropic dielectric media,
and diffraction problems for an elastic wave on a defect in the form of a split or a thin
inclusion, disposed on the media interface of two homogeneous isotropic elastic media, in the
case of the two-dimensional field are considered. The formulations and the methods of
solving these problems are given in comparison. It is shown that the most similar are the
diffraction problems, in which the number of the wave modes propagated in the medium
coincides.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
We will consider diffraction problems for an electromagnetic TE-wave on an ideally
conducting infinitely thin metallic strip { z = 0, a < x < 16}, placed on the media interface of

two homogeneous isotropic dielectric media, and diffraction problems for an elastic wave on
the defect in the form of a split or a thin inclusion { z = 0, a < x < 18 , disposed on the media
interface of two homogeneous isotropic elastic media. Assume that the body forces are absent.
Let us consider the plane problem when the field is two-dimensional (0a/ y = 0), omitting the

time factor e-"'. The incident field for z > 0 and for z < 0 is given. We will search the field,
arising in the diffraction for a TE-wave and an elastic wave on a strip and on a defect,
respectively.
It is possible to consider diffraction problems in the case of an electromagnetic and elastic
medium from common mathematical point of view, in spite of differences of physical nature.
To solve diffraction problems we will use the method of the Fourier transform in the class S'.
Diffraction problems in the case of one type of waves. It is well known (see e.g. [1]), that
there is one type of waves in a homogeneous isotropic dielectric medium and at the antiplane
deformation in a homogeneous isotropic elastic medium. Therefore we will at first consider
the plane diffraction problem for the TE-wave on the strip and the antiplane diffraction
problem for the elastic wave on the defect.
In the case of the antiplane deformation on the assumptions for the unique non-zero
component w(.,.) of the displacement vector we have the Helmholtz equation

a2 w a2 w2
-x+ 2- + (z)w=0, k(z)={k÷, z>0; k , z<0}. (1)

To solve the diffraction problem it is necessary to find a solution of (1) for z > 0 and for

z < 0 in the class S' of outgoing from the straight line z = 0 into the half-planes z > 0 and
z < 0 solutions [2], satisfying the conditions of the media interface

-W (x,0 ± 0) + (x,0 ± 0) = 0, x E (a,)3),
az t ao
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[w(x, z)] z=o, = 0, a _ (X, z)1 = 0, X 0(a, P), (2)

where w0(.,.) is the incident wave,

[w(x' z)1o, = w(x,O+0)- w(x,0-0), -. (Xz) (X0 +0) -- W (x,0-0).

In order to find the field, arising by the diffraction of the elastic wave on the defect, it is
necessary to consider two auxiliary problems [2], [3]: the Cauchy problem for the equation (1)
in the half-plane z > 0 with the boundary conditions

"Ow
w(x,0)= wo(x), (x,0) = w,(x), x e Raz

and the jump problem for the Helmholtz equation at the plane z with the conditions

[w(x,z)] = a(x), aW (Xz)] = b(x), x E R.~~ -OLaz J Z=o
One can obtain an integral equation equivalent to the diffraction problem for the elastic time
harmonic wave on the defect in the case of the antiplane deformation

i _ +w 4 Y+(ý)Y- () OW
I2f a(t) f exp(i4x(t - x))d~dt= - L (x,0), x e (a, /3), (3)

a -00 r+( )+r_() Oz

on the assumption that w (x,0 ± 0) = 0w (x,0), x E (a,,8). Then the field, arising by theaz az
diffraction of the elastic wave on the defect, is determined by the equality

W±+(x'Z) =-2--a(t)_ +)+-f-- ep(+iy ()z + i(t -x))d~dt.

In the case of the electromagnetic medium on the above assumptions we will search a solution

of (1) for z > 0 and for z < 0 in the class S', satisfying the conditions (2) and
w(x,O ) + wo (x,O ± 0) = 0, x E (a,,8).

The diffraction problem for the TE-wave on the metallic strip is solved analogously to the
considered diffraction problem for the elastic wave on the defect. The integral equation
equivalent to the problem, similar to (3), is obtained in [2].
Diffraction problems in the case of two types of waves. It is well known that there are two
types of waves in a homogeneous isotropic elastic medium in the general case. Oscillatory
processes in an elastic medium are more complicated than in an electromagnetic medium and
they are accompanied by mutual transformations of longitudinally and lateral waves, if a body
has the boundary.
It is possible to show that the diffraction problem for the elastic time harmonic wave on the
defect, coupling in the homogeneous isotropic elastic medium, when there are two types of
waves, but the boundary conditions for the longitudinally and lateral potentials are separated,
is reduced to the two considered diffraction problems [3]. The integral equations are
equivalent to the diffraction problem, are similar to the equations of the diffraction problem
for an electromagnetic wave on the unclosed plane cylindrical screens, located in one plane,
obtained in [4].
Consider the diffraction problem for an elastic wave on the defect in the case of different
media. The boundary conditions for the longitudinally and lateral potentials are not separated,
therefore it is conveniently to use the formulation of the problem in the displacements. To
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solve the problem it is necessary to find a solution of the Lame equations
a2 u 92V 22Z)U0

(A(z) + 2,u(z)) 2+ (2 + P(z)) + P(z) 2 + p(z)k
aX2 ~ axaz Z

,!2(Z) G 22V 2(Z) V 0.,.)02/(2x(z) - + (2() + ( z)) + (2(z) + 2,u(z)) - + p(z)k2 (z) v 0,

for z > 0 and for z < 0 in the class S', satisfying the conjugation conditions
u(x,0 ± O) + u0 (x,O ± 0) =0, v(x,O ± 0) + vo (x,O ± 0) = 0, xe (a,fi),

[u(x,z)]10 =0, au =0, v(x z)]_0=o=, (Xz) =0,
I az =0 j c Z=O

Here u(.,.), v(-,.) are the displacement components, the Lame constants 2(.), pu() and the

density p(.) are determined analogously to k(.); u 0(.,.), v0(.,.) determine the incident field.
Two integral equations equivalent to the plane diffraction problem for the elastic time
harmonic wave on the defect are obtained in [3] by the method used by us for solving the
diffraction problem in the case of the antiplane deformation.
In [5], integral equations with logarithmic singularities in the kernels of the static problems of
the plane elasticity theory for bodies with defects are solved numerically by the Bubnov-
Galerkin method. It is possible to use this method also to solve the diffraction problems, the
integral equations of which have a logarithmic singularity in the kernels.
Note that if there are points in an electromagnetic medium with identical physical
characteristics, then in the case of an elastic medium, by the presence of two wave modes, this
method is true only under a certain condition [1].
It is well known that there are not longitudinal waves in the Maxwell theory. However, lateral
waves have a polarization: the TE- and TM-polarized waves are considered. For lateral waves
in an isotropic medium one distinguishes horizontal and vertical polarizations: the SH- and
SV-waves are considered, respectively. In the case of a homogeneous anisotropic
electromagnetic or elastic medium the problem becomes more complicated. This is associated
with an increase of the number of wave modes.
Thus, the most similar are the diffraction problems in the case of electromagnetic and elastic
media, in which the numbers of wave modes coincide. Note that the general approach to the
diffraction problems in the case of elastic and electromagnetic media is possible because of
the consideration of general diffraction problems, scattered waves are not introduced from
physical considerations.
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ABSTRACT
The Sommerfeld integral is a very important field representation particularly in the
electromagnetic problems involving angular shaped regions. For example, we recall that even
the powerful Maliuzhinets method is based on the use of Sommerfeld integral. However,
although it has been widely studied and used, many questions are still open and in particular it
is not perfectly clear when it is possible to apply it and when it is not. Here, we deduce the
Sommerfeld integral starting from the inverse Laplace transform of the field satisfying the
wave equation. It is shown that, for this purpose, it is necessary to know in detail the
properties of the singularities in the spectral domain.

INTRODUCTION
Suppose that an electromagnetic field, Ez(p,(p), is defined in an homogeneous arbitrary
angular region with propagation constant k. We can introduce the unilateral Fourier transform
V+(il) (or Laplace Transform) of this field:

Y, (r7, 0) = F, [Ez(p, (9)] 0 E, (p,'(9)e I dP dp(I)

and the integral Fourier representation:

E, (p, ýq) = -' f V, (ql,ip)e-iqPdq (p _0) (2)

The function V+(rsp) is a plus function as it implies the regularity on the halfplane above the
Bromwich contour y (Fig.la). We have 'a priori' no knowledge of the singularities on the
halfplane under that contour. These may be branch points and discrete singularities (in Fig. I a
we show a cut corresponding to the branch point il= k). The plane-wave poles are particularly
important and they are all on the segment joining the branch points -k and k. In all the cases
of practical interest, V+(i,ýp) is a solution of a functional equation whose coefficients depend
on the ý variable defined by:

S= k- q"2  (3)
Ambiguities can be avoided making a unique definition of this double-value function by
choosing one of the two branches. We choose the branch so that 4=k for ri=0 and the branch
lines so that Im[4]<0 in all the il plane, this means to assume arcs of equilateral hyperbola
(Fig.la) as the conventional branch lines in the n-plane. We say that this branch of the
double-value function 4 is the proper one (the other one is the improper branch). It is useful to
imagine the ri-plane as a two-sheeted complex plane with branch cuts providing the means of
passing from one sheet to the other. The sheet where 4 assumes the proper value will be called
in the following "proper sheet".
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DEDUCTION OF THE SOMMERFELD INTEGRAL
In order to relate the Fourier representation (2) with the Sommerfeld integral, it is necessary
to make some assumptions about the singularities of V+(1,(p): a) +k is the only branch point,
b) the number of the poles is finite and they are (-k, k) on the proper quadrant 4 of the i1-plane
(Fig. 1 a). These assumptions form a sufficient condition for the Sommerfeld representation to
hold. We can deform the Bromwich contour y on the closed line yo surrounding the
conventional branch line relevant to k (Fig. I a). It follows:

E, (p, (o) = I,, V+ (q,(o)e- "Pdq - jjRe s(V+ (qr, (,)e-1 7 ") (4)

where the minus sign in front of the residues follows from the clock direction of the half

circumference closing the real axis in the lower halfplane. Note that ý = j-- 2 is real on

yo. In particular, it is negative on the right border of the branch line and positive in the left
border. Let us introduce now the w plane (Fig.lb):

i = k Cos[w], ý =k Sin[w] (5)

where k=k'+j k", k"<0. With this mapping both the proper and improper sheets of the r1-
plane lie down the w-plane. In particular in the range -7t_< Re[w]<! 7t, the improper sheet
(Im[4]>0) maps to the regions denoted with 1,2,3 and 4 whereas the proper sheet to the
regions with the same number in ( (Fig. lb). Note that the segment of the real axis defined by
0•< w•< 7t belongs to the proper sheet whereas the segment of the real axis defined by -rt< w•<
0 belongs to the improper sheet. Taking into account the relation

(6) w= ArcCos[rj/k] =w'+j w"=- jLog[ 77+ J~k

k
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the transformation (5) maps any point of the rq-plane to infinite points. In the range -nt<
Re[w]< rT, they are only two and differ by sign. Hence, one of them lies is in the image of the
proper sheet and the other in the image of the improper sheet. The position of the poles of
V+(7,p) means that for -37u/2_ Re[w]•< 37r/2 we can have poles in the region 4 in ( and on the
real segment 0•Re[w]< 7r. Under the mapping rl->w, (4) becomes:

E (p, (o) = [ 1 f[w, qo]e-JC"s[]Pdw + 2)"j Re s(f[w , q])e ° ei[]P) (7)

f(w,(p)= k V+(k cos[w, O) Sin[w], (8)

We now consider two cases. In the first case we suppose that no branch points are present.
Then (7) reduces only to residues, the function f(w,p) is a function of w that is odd and
27T-periodic, and we define the Sommerfeld function s(w,T) as:

s (w, (P) = -f(w + g, ý0) (9)

Notice that the poles of s[w,(p] are those of f[w] translated of - M. Taking into account their
positions, if the curves c1 and c2 are suitable chosen, the translation of -7r keeps these poles in
the region bounded by y1,C1, Y2 and c2 (Fig.lb). Moreover it results that Res[s(w,p)]w=wi_,= -
Res[f(w,(p)]w=wi and by the residue theorem it is possible to obtain:

f s[w, o]e'jkC(, "'fPdw- fs[w,(o]e djkCovw w =I 2njZRes(s[w,ý9])e,.=,.v kc(si P=-E(p,,9)
Y71+72 C1 +C2 i

However, the periodicity of s(w,Wp) means that the first integral vanishes, so that

E, (p, o) = Js[w,(] e "+ jkCos[Pdw (10)
C¢' +C 2

If the branch points are present, (8) defines f(w,(p) only if w belongs to the images of the
proper sheet (regions with the number in ( in Fig.la). One can define f(w,q) everywhere by
using a process of analytic continuation, but this makes f(w,q) neither odd nor period function
of w. In this case we define implicitly s[w,(p] (that is not periodic!) by:

f(w, o) = s[w+ir,(p]- s[w-7rLp] (11)

Non-periodicity of s[w,,] implies that its poles are those of f(w, (o) translated of 7E and - 7U.

Again in the region enclosed by yl,cl, 72 and c2 we can have only the poles of f(w,9o) that

are translated of - 7r, and the residue theorem leads to (10). The previous result stands for
every plus function. In order to relate it to the Sommerfeld integral it is necessary to consider
that the field satisfies the wave equation. Then we obtain:

f (w,) = fA (W + P) + fA (W - 0) (12)

Now we can relate f, and f2 to two functions s, and s2 defined by (9) or (11) and obtain the
sought Sommerfeld representation:

E (p,p) = s[w + (p]e+ jc's [,,Pdw] ' s(w)= s,(w)-s2 (-w)
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ABSTRACT
The problem of radiating coupled horizontal electrical Hertzian dipoles, placed close to the
plane interface of two dielectric media, is considered. The relations for calculating the mutual
impedance, radiation resistance and loss resistance between the dipoles and also the radiation
efficiency of antenna array composed of such elements are found. The computation results are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The study of properties of an antenna placed over a lossy half-space occupies an important
place in the antenna theory. However, despite a great number of publications on this subject,
the influence of the ground parameters on the antenna element interaction, and on the antenna
arrays efficiency has not been adequately investigated. In the papers [1-2], a rigorous
impedance approach to the analysis of the radiation efficiency of the coupled vertical dipole
antennas close to the air-ground interface is developed. In this work the approach is applied to
investigate the similar performances of the horizontal electric dipoles (HED) over lossy half-
space.

THEORY
Let us consider an antenna array of N electrical Hertzian dipoles located in a close proximity
to the plane interface between two media. The dipoles are centred 33 at the points
Qn(Xn, Yn, Zn) (n = 1,2 .2. , N; zn > 0) of the Cartesian coordinate system (T"), j0, 0), and

their electric dipole moments are j,, = 0°I1I1, where In is the n-th dipole current amplitude
and In is its length. The medium I (air), where the dipoles are placed, has the permittivity Ce,
permeability p, and conductivity or, = 0 and occupies the upper half-space z > 0. The

medium 2 (earth) with electrical parameters (62, P2,' 2) occupies the lower half-space z < 0.

The dipole array input power Pin can be represented as a sum Pin = • + Pd, where P. is the
power radiated into the upper half-space, i.e. the useful power, and Pd is the power

transmitted through the interface and dissipated in the ground, i.e. the lost power [3]. In this
case the antenna array efficiency is q P-/Pi, . All these powers can be found as:

N N N N N N N N

pill Z ZP,,= _ I ImIRIw, P' ,d - Z Z P2,dnin Z Z ,I,932,dmn'In (I)
7=l n=l m=1 n=l mI n= =1,n= n=1

where Znn 9m1 ?7, 1 dn are, respectively, mutual impedance, mutual radiation and mutual

loss resistance [4] between mn-th and n-th dipoles, 9mnl + 93di11 = Re{Zmn } = R111.

To obtain the mentioned quantities, we use the plane-wave representation [5] of the
electromagnetic fields of the n-th HED as follows: E,1 = E110 + AEn, /Hn =/HMO + A± n
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where E&. , Hlno are the HED fields above the perfect ground, AEn, AHn are correction

terms:
00 00 00 00

AEnx,),z = f JAenXyze-j• dvxdvy; AHnx, yz = f fAhnx,y,ze-j T dvxdvy; (2)
-00 -00 -00-00

vxVyQ'i~)TE +kTp)e~i 2T +v2T
Ae) = jZo 1C klyjTT +v ) e ; Ahx = C Y 6 T,) eJ X?

kl, vx+ Yklyl (Vx2 + Vy '
2 2T 2 2- xy7"-' TE /

Ae= Vy1 T -vxk T1Z ejTT Ah =-C 22-TE ej'Tn ;

Aez kzoI ),z T, - 27281 _ __ ____ _X X_ ,

key = T,,CAh

8cf= k 'In 2Y-' 272PI ±721 T 2y2 j1 
7 1J2

YiP2 +"72PI Y211 71/2 +272/+

jT = jk 1 (vxj± ) +Yyz; jk1(vxl + j vyY, 1 ) -yxzn 1

2V 2 VVxV2 Y
Aez = 12P, ;ovT ej 1,2 = -',( hz20'1;7, = -jC--T 2 ejX ;

Using math expressions (2) by the induced EMF method [6], the mutual impedance between
ni-th and n-th TIED are obtained: Znmi = Z~no + AZmn, where Zmncic corresponds to the

perfect ground, AZn,n is the addition due to real ground properties:

%AZ T 1 A+ (zpBz,, vdv, (3)
0( k12' 1  ) 2

where
Aj=sin 2 +0n J, (klvp, 2
87k/"22 2 + 2 Ym=2P . ,

Ann = j(XkI _X1) + (Yin -y + )2 ; jPn =j arctan Yn - A

xin - yn

For determining the mutual loss resistance EMFnn and mutual radiation resistance bezn the

Poynting vector method is used [1,2]. The obtained results can be expressed in form:

9 pdgn n j 3 addition .ue to +eal d + vdv (4)

A-Itn Re = - -- TA e + 2'"+z A vdv , (5)
Roo 2( 2k,

A93,,1 =~-fPmn =eY/(XZ-n+,)2 + (Ym1-7' -Yn) { (Pm e= arcta Y vd (6)

9 ¾nn 9i,,Z±inn; R00 =2Ok?1,i1, 1 ; T= 7kLTP
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NUMERICAL RESULTS
As an example, the radiation efficiency of the equidistant linear phased antenna array
composed of the N HED has been investigated. The array elements are spaced on the z-axis
with step d = A/2, and the bottom dipole is placed at a distant h = 2/2 from the interface. It

is assumed that currents in the antenna array have the uniform amplitude distribution
(In =I0 =Const) and progressive phase distribution. TheEft 0 0o,deg.

1,0 30 ......... N=2 parameters of the ground are c2/ 1 10, 072 = 0.01 (Q'. n)-,

0,8 . . N=4 P2 /1pI = 1, frequency is 6 MHz. Fig.1 shows the efficiency of

0,6 ... 60 the arrays versus the beam-pointing angle in xOz-plane. As
seen, when the beam is scanned within the elevation plane, the

0,4 antenna array efficiency is varied and its behaviour depends on

0,2- the number of the elements N. The maximal efficiency values

0,0 go 90 are observed at the evaluation angles a 90' -00 15 ... 45',

0,2 .. and minimal is at a close to -30 ...- 45'. The efficiency of

0,4- ' / the in-phase excited array, whose beam is pointing along the
0,6- .. interface, is about 0.85.. .0.9. Unfortunately, we have not

0,6 , / found in the literature any data on the efficiency for the dipole

0,8 array above the ground, but only for the single dipole above the

1,0 150 earth [3]. Therefore, in order to verify the offered here method,

180 we have computed the efficiency of the single HED and
compared it with the similar results in [3]. The agreement

Fig.1 between both results was very good.

CONCLUSIONS
The developed approach can be useful for estimation of the power budget for various
horizontal antenna structures over the earth, especially for HF antenna arrays.
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ABSTRACT
The communication deals with the 3-D electromagnetic model elaboration and numerical
investigation of scattering properties of jet engine inlets accounting for real shape of the air
duct and presence of the engine first stage to be the main scatterer. The basis of the model is
the utilization of equivalence theorem and integral expressions for electromagnetic fields in
conjunction with the iterative techniques to improve the accuracy of the surface currents
evaluation on the duct walls and termination (e.g. blade structure). Results of numerical
investigations are presented together with the indexes of computer program performance for
various types of engine intakes including curved ones (S-type) and ducts with complex blade
structure inside.

PROBLEM SOLUTION
It is well known that jet engine inlets often do determine the scattering properties of the whole
airplane. Different authors devoted their attention to the modeling of scattering from the inlets
but numerical algorithm enhancements and elaboration of more adequate electromagnetic
models do not miss their actuality. The main difficulties arise because of the model is to
provide the correct data on scattered fields for very large size of cavity (from tenths to
hundreds wavelengths) with the realistic accounting for the complex termination - the first
stage of the engine (e.g., blade structure). Cross section variations and winding of the most
modern engine air ducts prevent from using the analytical methods of the theory of guided
waves to calculate the electromagnetic wave penetration through the cavity. The required
accuracy is difficult to be realized and verified if the algorithm is based upon high frequency
asymptotic techniques (like rays). So the basis of developed 3D model is the utilization of
equivalence theorem and the integral expressions for electromagnetic fields together with the
Kirchhoff approximation (edge diffraction is being neglected).

Surface currents on the cavity walls are calculated via iterations organized similar to [ 1 ]

J0 = 2h x H'., J,,, (p) = 2h x HA + 2h x f m (q) x VG(p, q)dS, m > 1, p E S3 ,
S3

where H' is the incident field, G is the free space Green's function, fi is the unit vector of the

inner normal to the cavity walls, .,,i is the vector of the surface current density on the inner

surface S3 defined on the m-th iteration, p and q are observation and integration points,
incident field is produced by equivalent electrical and magnetic currents distributed over the
inlet aperture S,. In [1] after the convergence of the process has been achieved the calculated

distribution of J is used to determine tangent components of scattered field on the inlet
aperture S,. Then the far scattered field is calculated using these components via Kirchhoff's
approximation. Despite of many advantages and numerical efficiency of this technique
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comparing to direct solution of integral equation the calculation time remains still
unsatisfactory. So, if calculations are performed involving ordinary workstation with single
Intel Pentium IH-733 processor the maximum overall dimensions of the cavity are restricted to
several wavelengths provided the time of problem solution is not to exceed several hours. It
should be mentioned that the time expenses are proportional to the squared surface of the
cavity (i.e. the surface where the electrical and magnetic currents are to be determined) in the
best case when the number of iterations does not grow with cavity dimensions enlarging.

In the present work, the necessary numerical efficiency is achieved in the following way. The
inner volume of intake is divided to form the waveguide part and the termination, as shown on
Fig. 1. Then the waveguide part (or the duct) may be considered as the connection of some
sections, each of them consisting of inlet, outlet apertures and lateral surface. The quantity of
sections depends upon the duct length.
Numerical efficiency is increased due to
considering the propagation of waves
(incident and reflected from the

termination) separately for each section. It
is appropriate on the high frequencies
when Kirchhoff's approximation provides E', H' &r
a satisfactory accuracy and the effects of s,
edge diffraction and additional interaction
between different sections are relatively Fig.1.
small. As a result, now the calculation time depends upon the duct length (i.e. sections
quantity) linearly. Further improvement to the algorithm efficiency is provided due to special
way of integrand calculation. The technique is based upon a linear interpolation of surface
currents and rigorous calculation of VG in additional nodal points of quadrature formula.
This offered to sparse the grid of observation points by 1,5+2 times (in linear units) thus
enlarging maximum overall dimensions of cavity (section) without a loss of accuracy.

After the waveguide part has been divided by sections each of them consisting of inlet, outlet
apertures and lateral surface, we organize a step-by-step calculation of the surface electric and
magnetic current densities over the outlet aperture due to predetermined currents on the inlet
one for every section. This process is repeated until the termination (with the loading or blade
structure) is being reached. The calculation of currents on the inner conducting surface is
realized via iterations like in [1]. But the secondary (scattered) field is determined rather on
the outlet surface of given section than on inlet one. It is evaluated by integrating the fields of
currents distributed over inlet aperture and lateral interior surface. The mentioned algorithm of
integrand approximation is also used and iterations themselves are organized in slightly
different way (as in more efficient Ziedel's process). The determined tangent components of
scattered field on outlet aperture are treated as radiating sources that induce field in the
volume of the next section. The excitation of the section with blade structure is calculated in
the same iteration process. After the currents on blades and interior lateral surface have been
determined, the secondary field is evaluated. Observation points are placed on the input
aperture of termination now. Tangent components of the secondary field are the equivalent
source to generate the wave propagating along the duct from the termination to the inlet
aperture. This process is evaluated in the same way as for the incident wave with the
interchanging of inlet and outlet surfaces.
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The initial excitement currents on inlet aperture S, are defined as tangent components of
incident plane wave. The scattered field (in the far zone of outer region) is calculated via the
integration of tangent components of the secondary wave propagating from the termination.
This integration is performed over the same aperture S,.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
The backscattering diagrams of radar cross section (RCS) per squared wavelength calculated
for two different cavities are presented below. RCS of rectangular cavity with straight walls
and constant cross section (being the square 6Xx6X) and with the length ý25,5X is shown in
Fig.2. Here the curves 1 and 2 depict the case of conducting flat termination (2 are the test

50 ,co, 40

40 3

týc0 20 
_____

20 10

1-I0 /0 40

0.1 2 -20

-20 -44 30
0 10 20 30 40 -40 -20 0 20 40

Fig.2. Angle of incidence, deg. Fig.3. Angle of incidence, deg.

results obtained via usual modal techniques, they are plotted
to demonstrate reasonable accuracy of calculations), 3 and 4
are the results for RCS (for co- and cross-polarization ,

correspondingly) if the blade structure is placed instead of L 4 -
termination piate. Blade structure consists of 20 blades
(•0,8Xxl,6k), each of them being turned by 450 with respect
to axis. The results for S-type duct with varying cross section are shown in Fig.3. The cross
section perimeter, the axis length and blade structure geometry are the same as in previous
case, but the axis has two bends by 25,5' with the curvature radii 16k (see legend to fig.3).
Here curve I plotted for the case of flat metal plate termination, curves 2 and 3 are again the
results for RCS of cavity with blade structure placed inside instead of plate (co- and cross
polarization data). It is evident that RCS decreases sufficiently in the case of blade structure
presence but it is still significant. Another feature to point out is that cross-polarization
component in scattered field is close to that for co-polarization.
The calculation time for each of shown diagram (Pentium 1I1-500 based workstation was used)
lies between 45-90 minutes. We would like to note in conclusion that similar techniques are
realized to treat the cavities with interior walls coated with radar absorbing material.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
SCATTERING BY THE COMPLICATED TERRAIN RELIEF

A.Y. Shramkov
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ABSTRACT
A calculation method for the plane electromagnetic wave scattering by the complex terrain relief is proposed.
The relief model is constructed on the basis of digital maps of terrain using the finite element method. An
approximated surface is divided by triangular elements. Scattering problem is solved for every relief element
(physical optics approach). Resulted scattered field is calculated by adding the fields scattered by separate relief
elements. The example of calculation results for field scattered by the portion of natural ground surface is
presented.

A correct solution of many radar and electrodynamics problems is impossible without the
information about values of electromagnetic field scattered by the terrain relief at given points
of free space.
To solve the problem of electromagnetic waves scattering by the underlying surface with a
sufficient accuracy, we offer to use a spatial model of a relief which takes into account its
three-dimensional character. The relief model is built on the basis of digital maps of terrain
using the finite element method [1]. It represents a collection of relief heights in knots of a
regular rectangular grid covering given area.
The approximated surface is divided by triangular elements, vertexes of which are the knots of
a grid. The size of triangles should satisfy the following requirements. At first, it should
exceed by far the radar wavelength. Secondly, the observation point should be in the far zone
of the element. Besides, the triangles' size should ensure maximum adequacy of relief
approximation.
It is well known that the main contribution to the scattered field is from the relief plots
situated in a main ray of the radar pattern. Therefore, to simplify the calculations without
loosing the accuracy it is enough to solve the scattering problem only for relief elements,
which are situated inside this area.
Besides, relief plots, which are invisible either from the radar disposition point or from the
observation point, are eliminated from analysis. For determination of relief elements visibility,
the method of tracing is used [2].
The sizes of the area to be analyzed are so large, that the difference between the wave paths
from different relief elements to the observation point can be rather big. Consequently, for
every observation point the relief elements are sorted due to boundaries of differenced

volume.
Then we obtain solution of the scattering problem for every relief element, taking into account
the above mentioned reasons and supposing that the considered area of relief is in the far zone
of radar antenna. The incident field represents a nonuniform plane wave modulated by a radar
pattern and factors, caused by wave amplitude attenuation when it propagates from the radar
to separate relief elements.
On the surface of every element, the equivalent densities of electrical and magnetic currents
(in the approximation of physical optics) are found. The relief element surface has
electrodynamic parameters of the specific type of terrain ground.
The information about electrodynamic parameters of terrain in the analyzed area can be
obtained from the digital maps of terrain.
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The obtained current densities on the element surface allow to calculate values of scattered
field by using an integral representation of the field derived from the Lorenz lemma [3].
The well known formulas of Kirchhoff allow us to write the expression for the scattered
electromagnetic field as

jEa (xe [o(X (X1X( (x] lds=
S

ds= JzE + EoidSi ZJH t + ki -L jjds,

where FHi-L, •_-L are the equivalent densities of the electrical and magnetic currents on a
surface of separate element in an approximation of physical optics;

Eo (xfxo, p),fIo (xjxo, j3) are the field components at the point x, generated by the electric

dipole with a vector-moment P, located at the point x0 .

We shall obtain the asymptotic expressions for the field Eo (xlxo, p), flo (xlxo, p) by placing a

point x0 at the infinity in the direction of the vector i0

E0 (xx0, p)_ [FO X ( X)(r F -jk°(%) (2)

Io 0 (x xo0 eJrt. jko(rix), (3)

e jk0 ri
where Q r -- 0 k0 - ; ri is a distance from the center of separate triangle to the

observation point.
Thus field scattered by single relief element is

p5pac (Y0)= Io _ (ri)[( (x)(-i +(i)

J0 ~Si

+ E-L(x)(P x liO)]e-Jk°(i°lx)dsi. (4)

Densities in the -, FI-L in the boundaries of the same triangular element are supposed to be
constant and equal to the values at one of triangle vertexes. The integration on triangular area
will be carried out in the barycentric coordinates.
The field scattered by relief is calculated by adding fields scattered by separate elements. The
summation is carried out over the relief elements which are pre-selected. The influence of
radar pattern and various distances from radar disposition point to different elements is taken
into account.
The example of calculation results for field scattered by the portion of natural ground surface
is presented in Fig. 1.
The general view of the model of the relief portion which was used for calculations is
presented in Fig.2.
Thus, the described method allows to calculate the electromagnetic field scattered by the
complex terrain relief at any point of free space.
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THE SCATTERING BY A PERFECTLY CONDUCTING
PARABOLOID OF ROTATION WITH AN ABSORBING COATING

OF THE EDGES

S.V. Nechitaylo, S.V.Orekhov, and K.I.Tkachuk

Kharkov Military University, Kharkov, Ukraine

ABSTRACT
In this paper, the plane electromagnetic wave scattering by perfectly conducting
paraboloid of rotation with toroidal absorbing coating of edge is considered. The
calculation method is based on combination of the solution (in the near-field zone) of the
model problem of the plane electromagnetic wave scattering by perfectly conducting
wedge with absorbing cylinder on the edge [1] and asymptotic high-frequency methods.
Calculation results are presented.

THE TECHNIQUE OF SOLUTION
Calculations were carried out using the technique developed in [2]. The Stratton-Chu-
type integral representation was used as a main calculation formula. The asymptotic
expressions of this representation in the far-field zone can be written as:

exp(jko0[i°) 7(0
HS(F') = jko 4;.)51 (1)

Es(vo) = ,oi/60 !fs(FO) X P, (2)

where Fo is the unit vector of the direction to the observation point, 50 is radius-vector
of the observation point, p°,e° are permeability and permittivity of free space,
ko = wjo 7ol,u

l(70) f IiL - /(E l x o)jexp[- jko (TO)].dS, (3)
S

Eh = x t, Hf' =i x H, S is an arbitrary closed surface which encloses the scatterer, n
is the normal to the surface S.
Let us select the surface of integration as a surface coinciding with the paraboloid
surface S, everywhere except the neighbourhood of edge. In the cross-section orthogonal
to the edge the integration surface So is the part of circle with radius P0. S = So + S, and,
respectively, in (3):

i(T0 ) = o (?0 ) + , ( 0 ) (4)

The integral is0 (i°) can be calculated by technique [2], which uses the solution of the
model problem of the plane EM wave scattering by perfectly conducting wedge with
absorbing cylinder on the edge [1].
Since all geometrical sizes of the surface S, are sufficiently large in comparison to 2 the
contribution of the surface S, can be calculated in physical optics approximation. The

integrand in Is, (?0 ) is rapidly oscillating function. Therefore, Is, (Y0 ) can be calculated

by the cubature formula for integral of the following form: I = fexp[jkŽ(i:)]f(i)dS. For this,
s

the triangulation of the paraboloid surface and its piecewise-plane approximation with
transformation to the barycentric coordinates was performed.
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Using the above described technique, the calculation of RCS for perfectly conducting
paraboloid both with toroidal absorbing coating and without it was carried out. To
obtaine stable characteristic (since the RCS of paraboloid strongly depends on sounding
wave-length) it is necessary to average the RCS at a certain wave range.

RESULTS OF NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
X3 was 0,5 m, focus was Im. The wave-

length was 0,05m and the average was
carried out in the wavelength range
0,03..0,07m. The dependence of
a = RCS on angle fi is presented in
Figs.2..9. The edge contribution to the
total RCS is shown by a dotted line,

0 X2 smooth surfers contribution - by dot-
dash line and the total RCS - by solid
line. The vector of incident wave was

Fig.1. located in the plane X 20X 3 (Fig.1). FK is

The calculation was performed for the angle

paraboloid of the following sizes: height
between negative direction of axis OX3 and the incident wave vector. So, the value of
angle fi=180 corresponds to the axial sounding of paraboloid. The calculations have
shown that at sounding direction deviation of 1-2 degrees from the paraboloid axis the
integral Is,(•°i) in (4) can be evaluated with a sufficiently good accuracy by the

stationary phase method. In the monostatic and for axial sounding, Is,(F0) was
computed by numerical integration over the whole edge. In Figs.2..5 values of a as
function offi are presented for perfectly conducting paraboloid. In Figs.6..9 the result of
calculation of ca are presented for paraboloid, whose edge is covered with absorbing
material with &=20+jo,1and pt=l,35+jO,85. The calculations were carried out for two
types of sounding signal polarization: parallel (Figs.2,3,6,7), perpendicular (Figs.4,5,8,9)
to the tangent to the edge at bright point. The analysis of results has shown that at
ft =90'..140';2200..2700 there are no bright points at paraboloid and the edge dominates
the contribution to RCS (Figs.3,5,7,9).
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APPROXIMATE METHODS FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS OF THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING FROM LOCAL

INHOMOGENEITIES AND PARTIAL RADIATION CONDITIONS

A. S. Ilinski
Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia

E-mail: celd@cs.msu.ru

At the present time, problems of the electromagnetic wave theory play an important role in
science and technology. Progress in radio astronomy, radio navigation, creation of satellite
communication systems, antenna design, etc., is impossible without fundamental
investigations of the wave radiation, reflection, and scattering in the presence of an
inhomogeneous medium. Development of methods of medium remote probing is also
important.
A theoretical study of electromagnetic processes is reduced to an investigation of solutions to
the Maxwell equations for an inhomogeneous medium, which satisfy certain boundary
conditions imposed on bodies of arbitrary shapes. Usually, an investigation of wave processes
is a multiparameter problem, which can be successfully solved using simulation methods. An
important class of mathematical models of wave stationary processes which occur in
unbounded regions of the three-dimensional space includes models of the electromagnetic
wave propagation in waveguides and stationary electromagnetic scattering from a body
embedded in a locally inhomogeneous medium. Usually, a problem of the electromagnetic
scattering is formulated as follows [I].
In an unbounded space region, medium characteristics are described by permittivity and
permeability tensors 6(M) and /h(M) whose components are variable functions of

coordinates. The medium can contain a well conducting body D with certain boundary
conditions imposed on its surface. The medium characteristics are constant and the medium is
homogeneous (6 (M) so, ^ (M) ,. 0 ) at a finite distance from the surface of body D.
The incident field can be produced by external electric and magnetic currents localized at a
finite distance from the body or on its surface. In this formulation, the mathematical problem
is reduced to solving the Maxwell equations in an unbounded region De outside D

rotH =-iwo k +

rotE = icopfH(

where j is a finite compact function satisfying the boundary condition

[jqk] aD = Z [ii [*iH]]II ID (2)
Here, h is the inward normal to surface &D of the body and Z is the surface impedance
specified at each point of WD.
At infinity, the fields must satisfy the radiation condition, which provides the single-
valuedness of the problem under consideration and the absence of waves arriving from
infinity. When boundary WD is finite, the radiation condition is formulated in the form of the
Sommerfeld-Rellich condition
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urn f~TlRU] P/_0 [R [ý El])- 2? 2ds = 0 (3)
R->c SR

where tR is the outward normal to sphere SR with the center at a fixed point 0 E D.
In addition to the limit amplitude principle, the limit absorption principle proposed by A. G.
Sveshnikov [2], proves to be rather efficient. According to this principle, a unique solution to
the stationary problem for a lossless medium is found as a limit solution to the stationary
problem for a lossy medium when the absorption factor approaches zero. The limit absorption
principle enables one to formulate the analytical radiation conditions in waveguides and in the
problems of scattering from infinite periodic surfaces. Applications of the limit principles are
analyzed in [3, 5, 6].
For a body of an arbitrary shape and an arbitrary inhomogeneous medium, diffraction
problem (1)-(3) cannot be solved analytically and one has to apply numerical methods. In
this case, the solution is approximated in an unbounded region. In order to develop efficient
numerical methods, it seems natural to solve the problem in a bounded region whose diameter
is as small as possible. To this end, the radiation conditions must be imposed on a finite
boundary ,R0 rather than at infinity. It is assumed that, outside this boundary, the medium is

homogeneous and the field can be reconstructed analytically. The Sommerfeld-Rellich limit
conditions and limit principles cannot be directly used when applying numerical methods in a
bounded region. Using these limit conditions and principles, one should formulate the
analytical boundary conditions on 2:R0 .

In this situation, the partial radiation conditions are the most suitable. These conditions were
introduced [3] and formulated by A, G. Sveshnikov for the exterior diffraction problem [7].
The partial radiation conditions consist in the following. As known, the system of the
homogeneous Maxwell equations with constant cO and p/o has a countable system of

solutions {( n, H } which satisfy the radiation conditions at infinity. This system of

solutions can be found using the method of separation of variables in the spherical
coordinates. One can enumerate these solutions so that the values n > 0 and n < 0
correspond to the electric and magnetic waves, respectively. Applying the Vekua theorem,

one can prove that system {[ k,-, n} is complete on an arbitrary closed surface and a
solution to problem (1)-(3) satisfying the radiation conditions can be represented outside

Z•R0 in the form of the expansion

--n (4)

H n ln

where coefficients an are the same for the electric and magnetic fields. Representation (4) is

valid on ZR0. Thus, we obtain the condition, which couples the tangential components of the

electric and magnetic fields on >2R0 . The operator coupling the tangential components on

ER, is linear but not local. It couples the value of £ at a point on the surface with the

values of H at all the points on the surface. When 2R 0 is a sphere, due to the orthogonality
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of the spherical wave fields on a sphere, the partial radiation conditions can be written in
the form

An fyn-R° [Efn I*r ds = fin fzo [Enn-frds'

where 8, = fZR0 [kVn fl *1rds"

On an arbitrary surface, the conditions are of a complicated form (see [1, 2]).

The method of deriving the partial radiation conditions is of principal importance. It consists

in the following. In order to solve the boundary-value problem in the region outside surface

ERo , the solution is represented analytically. This representation is used for formulating a

nonlocal condition on finite surface XR0 . This circumstance enables one to formulate the

partial radiation conditions for certain regions with the boundaries at infinity. These classes of
regions include waveguides, horns, and periodic surfaces.
In [I], A. G. Sveshnikov first formulated and justified the partial conditions for a regular
waveguide. Later, the partial radiation conditions were often applied for numerical solutions
of diffraction problems using the projection methods [7]. It is important that, in these works,
both the exact solution and the approximate solution, which was found using the projection
method exactly, satisfied the partial radiation conditions. However, one can use the general
principle of formulating the partial radiation conditions in order to obtain discrete
approximate partial conditions for mesh functions. To this end, the problem is discretized
outside ZR0 , its solution satisfying the radiation conditions is represented analytically, and a

coupling between the discrete representations of k and H is established on XRo.
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EQUATIONS TO CALCULATE THE FIELDS INSIDE
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ABSTRACT

The communication deals with the solution of 2-D model problem of excitation of a uniform
dielectric circular cylinder with nonuniform dielectric object called 'inclusion' contained within.
The aim is reached by a combination of two rigorous techniques, namely eigenfunction
expansions (EE) and volume integral equations (IE). The solution leads to a system of linear
algebraic equations, whose unknowns represent the field values over the inclusion cross-section.
The developed model can be efficiently utilized to solve the electromagnetic compatibility
problems, to construct composite materials with predetermined electromagnetic properties and,
especially, when investigating the electromagnetic fields influence on biological structures. In the
last case, the cylinder is a good model of a bath with matching liquid, where the investigated
object is immersed, or a model of some biological structures such as arm, leg, etc.

PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let the circular cylinder with radius R and permittivity 62 be placed in the free space which
permittivity is assumed to be 1, Fig. 1. Axis Oz of cartesian and cylindrical coordinate systems
(x, y, z) and (r, (p, z) coincides with the axis of cylinder. The inner region of cylinder contains
a nonuniform dielectric inclusion Vj with the permittivity
e(x,y). The cylinder is illuminated by the plane wave

= ILE', the propagation direction of the incident wave is it, 4
perpendicular to the cylinder axis. The fields outside, inside (00

the cylinder and in the volume of inclusion are to be
determined.

_0 x
SOLUTION V 62

Let write the incident field as follows

Egi E0ei =(xcosV°+ysin~o) Eoe ikrcos(V-po) = E0 liJn (kRr)e-"(-P 1=1

Here k, is the free space wavenumber, Jj(.) is the Bessel Fig.1.
function. The electric field has single z-component. In the
region 2 (at r < R) it can be represented as a sum

E = E0 -inb,, j,, (k2 r)e-i"(v-9') + EPO1,

where k2 and G2 are the wavenumber and the Green's function of the unbounded space filled

with the substance of region 2, EPO' =k 2
2 f(-l)EG2dV is the field radiated by polarization
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currents PO'= iCO0E2 (C - )E. Making use of the superposition principle, the following IE for

the field E(p E V ) can be derived

E-k 22 f( -I)EG 2dV = Eo Zi"b,,J,, (k 2r)e-in(r-•°). (1)

V. n=-o

Then we write the fields E and H in region I (at r >_ R) and use the boundary conditions:
oo o

Eo Z1 Jn(kIR)e-"'P-(" +Eo Ein,'nlH(2) (k R)e-in(P-¢°)v E° ZinbnJ,(k2R)e-in((°-(D°) + EPOI LR
II=--o9 ~n=-m9l=o

oo I o.O nI -in (' H-2)

Eokj j i"J,, (kR)e"'("'ý) + E(kk , i",I (k- R)e-'' -

fl=-cO f1=-0

=FEk 2 Zi"b,,J,, (k2R)e-(- + k2
2 f (c - I)E(- rot•, (T G2)1=)dV (2)

nl=--,, 
Vi

Making use of G2 expression in cylindrical coordinate system, the electrical and magnetic fields
produced by polarization currents can be written in similar fashion, e.g.

E O ik2 2 i1PQ)O 2)
EP== -- [--(,,a( -1)Ee-"''-') J (k2r) dS' e H,(,2) (k 2r)r=R'

where S' is the inclusion cross section. Then S' is divided by M small elements {S,}M and

integral S' is calculated using, say, rectangular quadrature rule. As a result, the convenient
expressions to be used in (2) are obtained

H '(2) ei'(•-•'o) , io'u 0 OL = k2 I ie,, H ( k2r) i p- )
EPOjr:R = Eo Zi"e,, (k2 r)l=R e- HP , (k2r) e

n =-o9 n=-oo r =R
M •k 2ik 2 i -2

e,, = JE ,,d,ý,,, , d,ý,,l = (ell, -1)'e-in(•°°-") J,, (k2r')dS',

n,1= 4 s,,
where E,, is a field at the center of m-th element (r,,,, (,,,) related to E. ,E,,, is the mn-th element
permittivity related to the permittivity of region 2 matter.
Satisfying (2) term-by-term the following expressions are obtained:

J. (k R) + c"HI2) (1sR) = b,,J,, (k2R) + e,,IH,2 ) (k 2R) (3)

kjJ,, (kR) + kc,,IH 2' (k2R) =k 2b,,J,, (k2R) + k2eH(,2) (k2R).

Solving of (3) to define bn leads to the expressions

b, =b,(, + )e,, where b') = 4,A/C, , b(,2 = B,,/C 4 H,,(kR) J,, (kR)

J,, (kR) J,, (kR)

(4)

B, = H,,2 ) (k2R) ' (k 2R) C = H,2)(k 1R) H,2) (k,R)
IH,(, 2) (kiR) H'('2) (kIR) J' [ ,(k2R 2,1,, (k2R)[

These formulae for b,, are substituted into the right side of IE (1). The integral in the left side of

(1) is written as a sum that appears after dividing S' H Vj by the same elements S. and Vm
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M2

k2 f(C-)Gd=-Eg,, g,,=k22 f(,1) G2(p c=Vl,q cV,,,)dVq , 1=1, 2,..... M.

The coefficients gh,, are calculated analytically in cylindrical coordinate system while the squares

Sm are replaced with equivalent circles of radius a,, = S, -/r.

Then we write the IE (1) for every observation point p,, / = 1,2,...,M and thus obtain the linear

algebraic equations system with respect to the field values at these points and over S•
M o

El -- ahnEn, = fl, ah =gh,, + . , ,,' f= I ,)•
n=1 fl=--o n=--0

More convenient expressions are derived through substituting dnm, rearranging the series and

relating a1,,1 and B,, to J,,2 (k2R). After the system has been solved (i.e. the fields in the volume

of inclusion have been determined) it is possible to calculate b, from (4), then use (3) to define

cn and evaluate the fields both inside and outside of cylinder.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
The results of test calculations are presented in Fig.2. The reference solution was found via usual
eigenfunctions techniques. It is easily seen that the agreement is quite good (curves of the field
constant values placed upper are calculated via reported technique, lower ones are obtained using
EE). This field distribution is also depicted as a 3D surface. The geometrical parameters and
electromagnetic properties are shown in the scheme supplied.

3.0

V

2.0 
EE+

1.0 00:5

0.-" e EE kR=3,0

-1.-

-2.,0 =• 6,0-i0,3

-3.4,0-i,5
-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

Fig.2.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE SCATTERING FROM AN IMPEDANCE
PLANE COVERED WITH A DIELECTRIC LAYER

Yuriy V. Yukhanov
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ABSTRACT
The problem of a plane wave scattering from inhomogeneous periodic impedance plane,
which is covered with a homogeneous layer of lossy dielectric, is solved in rigorous
formulation. The solution is obtained in closed analytical form. The wave is scattered from a
plane with non-specular reflecting reactance [1] produced by the periodic groove structure.
The grooves are filled with a low-loss dielectric and covered with a uniform dielectric layer.

In [1], the problems of synthesis and analysis of a reactance plane, which reflects the incident
plane electromagnetic wave in a certain direction, were considered. Real structures realizing
impedance covering (as, for example, ribbed structures filled with dielectric), are not perfect,
and so they are not reactant due to the presence of losses. The impedance always has nonzero
real part. In the antenna applications this is not desirable. In electromagnetic structures
purposed for the control of the object scattering characteristics, the real part of impedance (Re
Z > 0) can be an additional parameter, whose optimization enables one to extend functional
abilities of such structures. The present work is devoted to the analysis of a plane with passive
inhomogeneous periodic impedance Z (ReZ>O) covered with a layer of homogeneous
dielectric, which reflects the incident plane H-polarized wave in a certain direction. Consider
an impedance plane S3 located at (y=O) in the Cartesian coordinates. At the height A, a
parallel homogeneous lossy-dielectric layer (e=-'-ie",'=/u'--iu") is located, with thickness d.
The impedance structure, which reflects an H-polarized plane wave with the incidence angle
(o= P° (Fig.1) into the wave with certain reflection angle p= po, is cut on the surface
S3..According to [I], requested scattering properties are provided by the following reactance:

Z(x) = iZotgx, ()
Y where qr= k(cos V° + cos9o0 ).

Introduction of small losses into the
impedance structure (1) (by the substitution
- = F(1-ia)) leads to the following periodic

S" d+A -distribution of impedance:

n : Z(X)=Z. Se irkx _ 2 e -irx
SSeix + S2e-irX +(So

"where F=27r/L=k(cosop +±cosq0 ) ;
_Z S. 00 -i; S1,2 = 0.5e"'•; and L is the impedance

Fig.1

structure period. If (x = 0, the expression (2) coincides with the formula (1).
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Consider the solution of the problem about plane wave

H' = eik(xcos i + ysin V,,)

scattering on the considered structure.
Represent the magnetic field H/(x), which is to be found, on the impedance plane (y=O), as
follows:

H, (x) = (SjeiFx + S2e-iFx + So)H(x)H' (x).
Taking into account that the function H(x) is periodic in the interval [O,L], use its expansion in
terms of complex Fourier series

(x) , .rimFx
H(x)= zXnex.

Then, one can obtain, from the system of integral equations for each structure region (Fig. 1),
with the unknowns as the spectral densities of the components of the electromagnetic field
vectors, the following three-diagonal system of linear algebraic equations of band-type, where
the unknowns are the expansion coefficients Xm :

., .... ,, ............................. .. ,,,,,,,,**,,,,,,,,,, .... °..,.. .

... D- 1X 2 + SOX-, + CX0 ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . =0;

.. ........ DoX_1 + SoXo +COX, ................ =XiC; (3)
S................................... DIX o + SoX 1 + CIX 2 ... = 0,

where Ii =2 G 2 (-)7i) eikdsinmpi ; D, = S, (I+ -O P2); Cm= S2 (1 Z° P2m
G(-~i ) Gm Plm Gm Plm)

G,,,c} -k 2 

hik;

ch sh_ An, G211 h sh

G2m = K), 7k1ik 2,_ K,,, =-q~ --mF,m=O,#±,.±2,...; and 77i = kcospi;," d=h+A.

In (3), higher-order harmonics X,,. can be expressed through X_1 ,X0 H X, as follows:

X ,+- - S CX " + DmX "-I , m=1,2,....
Cmj

"Xn,' S°X" +CmX ni , m=-J,-2,..., (4)
D111

The coefficients of expansion X.1 ,X0 H X1 , in their turn, can be determined by solving the set
(3) directly, in the form

X, = AX_; A = DI p', X_= 2 X- 2qS°A (5)
C-,q S2 (5)0

CD + AC -pC- D,[D0 + AC° p _-]

where the factors p and q are expressed after the chain ratios:
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= D1 1- s

D 2C_3  S1
D-2C-3 I D-3C-4 S2

D_ 4 C 5  S0 1

D- 4 C- 5  1D-5C-6 S2 1

D_ 6 C_ 7  S0 1

DO 6 C_ 7  1 -. ..........

and q = 1
D3C2 $0

D3C2  1 - D4 XC3
D5C 4 S1

D5 C4  1 0D6C 5 S

D 7 C 6 S2 1

D 7C 6  1-. ...........

Thus, we have managed to obtain an analytical solution for the total field of the periodic
impedance plane S3 in the closed form, as follows:

H, (x) = £ X,, {Soeix(71+"1r) + S ixti'+('+t'r]+ S2 eix[r'+(nt-i)rl}. (6),fl=--oD

This is a discrete spectrum of slow and fast plane waves propagating along the impedance
structure with the phase velocities equal to v,,,,, = ck/(mF ± 77i).
The scattering pattern F(q9) of the impedance plane, as well as that of any periodic structure,
can be presented in a form of a product of the unit element (single period) pattern, FJ, (O) and
the pattern of the whole system, F1, (V)

F(ýo) = F, (V)Fp(qp). (7)

Due to the impedance structure periodicity, it is possible to obtain the expressions for Fo (qo)
and F,, (V,) in elementary functions.

The system factor F,, (() behavior is conditioned by the period L of the impedance structure,

being indepent on the impedance distribution curvature (Zo) (2). The scattering pattern of the
unit element Fo (V), in opposite, depends not only on the values of L and Zo, as it was found
in [1], but also on the impedance structure parameter a and the dielectric layer parameters E
and pt. Note that the value of the structure period L determines spatial orientations of the
patterns Fo ((o) and F,, (op). The parameters Zo, x and e, ,u determine the comparative ratio of

the spatial harmonic amplitudes for the scattered field. Consequently, they can be used to
control the main and side lobes intensities. The obtained analytically closed rigorous solution
of the problem involving an impedance plane under a layer of homogeneous dielectric enables
one to optimize the impedance distribution and thus provide required scattering characteristics
for the objects of various applications.
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ABSTRACT

A reflector antenna system with a concentric dielectric radome and inner resistive grating problem is
solved by regularization. This is performed only for E-polarization case. Numerical results are verified
by some truncation error functions. Besides various radiation patterns are obtained.

INTRODUCTION
Although the general shape of the reflectors are 3D parabolic, two dimensional cylindrical reflector

antennas are sometimes used in application. The general solution techniques are asymptotic ones like

PO,GTD,PTD or complex ray tracing and Gaussian beam composition of the feed pattern. The other
alternative is purely numerical methods like a popular one MoM. In mathematical point of view both

asymptotic and numerical methods don't guarantee the accuracy and convergency. However, they can

be used in the solution of a large class of problems. On the other hand another way of solution of the
scattering problems is analytical-numerical methods. In these methods the problem is decomposed

into singular and regular parts. The singular part is converted by some analytical way and problem is
regularized. The remaining part is then inverted by an efficient numerical method. A popular
regularization method is Riemann-Hilbert technique (RHT) which is outlined in [1]. Then in [2], RHT
is used in the 2D reflector antenna problems by combining it with complex source point method.
Sometimes reflector antenna systems are located inside a dielectric radome which protects the system
from the enviromental conditions. The analysis of the reflector antenna systems with the concentric
dielectric radome is presented in [3]. Besides in [4], the radiation of a complex line source in a
cylindrical radome of metal-dielectric grating is studied by using the general surface impedance
boundary condition model.
In the present study we located the reflector antenna system in a concentric dielectric radome which is
reinforced with an inner resistive grating. This is extension of [3] and only difference is the inner
grating. In [4], the radome is very thin compare to free space wavelength (Ikhk<<1). But in this
geometry the thickness of the radome may be arbitrary so the presented geometry is more realistic.
There are two boundary conditions on the grating and on the reflector respectively.These two
conditions state two integral equations. Since the grating is resistive the first problem is Fredholm 2nd

kind and no need to regularization. We regularized the second integral equation by RHT.

FORMULATION

The geometry of the problem is a two dimensional perfectly conducting and infinitely thin
symmetrical front-fed circular screen which is illuminated by a directive feed antenna(Figure 1). This
reflector antenna system is covered by a concentric dielectric radome reinforced with an inner resistive

grating. The permittivity of the lossy dielectric radome is denoted as Er. The inner grating is assumed
to be very thin compared to free space wavelength and electric and magnetic resistivities R and S are
expressed by using plane wave transmission through planar slab. The grating is made up of good
conductor so R is small and S may be very large i.e. resistive case. The thickness of grating is greater
then the skin depth of conductor(impenetrable case). Therefore there is a very small but finite
thickness and this makes R and S values of the air part of the grating very large. Then we can assume
the tangential electric field on the air part of the grating is continuous as well on the conductor part.
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The requirements for the rigorous solution of the present boundary value problem can be stated as the
satisfaction of the Helmholtz equation, Sommerfeld radiation condition and the boundary conditions
on the pec reflector screen and on the resistive grating. The basic electric field integral equations
(EFIE) are obtained for E-polarization case by applying the boundary conditions. The integral
equation on the grating can be written as

S(7, F')j (d E (T EEl(7,p E)J'2 (r')dF'+Ez" (7) = RJf (7) 7eMi(r = c) (1)
M, M

J'E(7)=O 7 Si (r=c) (2)

The integral equation on the circular pec screen;

J f (T, T')jfE (7')dF'+JGE (T, F')JE2 (7)dT'+E" (7) = 0 7 e M (r = a) (3)
M, Al

jE2 (7)F= 7 S (r = a) (4)

Mi and Si are metal and slot parts of the grating where i=1,2,3,... Furthermore M and S are metal and
slot parts of the reflector screen. JzE'and JzE2 are current densities on the metalic parts.Ez'" is the
incident field radiation which is located at a complex position. GzzE(r,r') defined in [3] is the 2D
Green's function in the presence of a dielectric radome layer. Therefore the effect of the radome is
included into the Green's function.
All the parameters are expressed in terms of Fourier Series and substituted into the equations. Then
Dual Series are obtained. First integral equation on grating is already Fredholm 2 kind and no need
to regularization so Fourier Inversion Procedure is used to solve. The other integral equation is
Fredholm 1Vt kind and singular. We regularized it by RHT. Therefore the whole problem is reduced to
a algebraic equation system which is Fredholm 2 nd kind and regular.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Firstly the convergent nature of accuracy is shown in Figure 2. The variation of the directivity and the
truncation errors versus truncation number Ntr is presented in Figure 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. Two
types of truncation error is plotted. The first one for directivity Ad=IDNtr+I-DNt' I /DN and the second
one for current A,=max I Xn Ntr+ xnNtr I/max I xNtr I .The results shows that the accuracy increases with
the increasing Ntr. On the other hand Figure 3(a) presents the total electric field (Ez) and the error in
boundary condition(Bz=E,-RJz) and both are defined on the grating. It is clear that the boundary
conditions are satisfied on the metal part of the grating. The variation of the current distribution on the
grating surface is expressed in Figure 3(b) and it is really drops zero at the slot region. Finally Figure
4 is a representation of the radiation plots for two different 0,p' values.When 0,' becomes larger the
edge effects increases so the difference between s,=l and 6r= 2 +0. 2*i cases increases. One result of the
greater edge effects is the higher levels of the sidelobes.

CONCLUSiON
Reflector antenna system inside a dielectric radome-inner resistive grating problem is solved by
regularization only for E-polarization case. Real metal cases R goes to very small values so this
solution becomes non-regular. Then problem may be solved for pec metal grating instead of the
resistive grating case.
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ABSTRACT

The method of auxiliary sources (MAS) is developed for analyzing low frequency response
of conducting and permeable objects. The method uses elementary auxiliary magnetic
dipoles/charges to produce the unknown fields. Sources are located on virtual surfaces that
usually conform to, but do not coincide with the real surface of the object, where application
of the boundary conditions determines unknown source coefficients. The source fields
automatically satisfy Maxwell's equations and, using point collocation on the real surface,
one avoids all singularities and all integrations. Accuracy in satisfying the boundary
conditions can be evaluated explicitly using non-collocation points. Typical, highly efficient
results here show low frequency response of spheroids and cylinders depending on object size
and shape.

INTRODUCTION

The detection and identification of unexploded ordinance (UXO) is currently a subject of
intensive investigation. While UXO consists of sizable, highly conducting and permeable
bodies, it is extremely difficult to distinguish them reliably from typically clutter. Consequent
false alarms increase cleanup costs enormously. Resent research and field experience show
superior UXO detection performance by sensors operating at sub-radar frequency; this has
spawned new analyses of scattering by low frequency electromagnetic induction (EMI) [1-3].
For the frequencies considered (- 10 Hz to - 100s of kHz), displacement currents are
negligible compared to conduction currents. Conduction currents in the soil, J,, are also
negligible, relative to those in metallic targets.
Thus, the dielectric properties of the
environment are relatively unimportant. In this
work we demonstrate the ease of MAS for EMI
scattering simulation, showing accuracy in ni
comparison to the analytical solution for sphere So,//

[4]. ,,'/

FORMULATION Gý2!

Consider a permeable, conducting 3-D object Ip +
placed a primary magnetic field with time
dependence e"'•' (Fig.l). The primary field
induces eddy currents within the object, which
produce secondary (scattered) fields outside.

With aD1/at - 0 - Js, the external magnetic is
Fig. I Geometry general EMI problem
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irrotational and can be represented as gradient of the scalar potential, FIC = -V9, where p0
satisfies the Laplace equation. The approximate secondary field outside of the object (region
1) is expressed as

N1
Ht•c(r) = Lp,,VG(T,r), where G(f,,i) = (1)11=1 '47to, If -F,,

G is the fundamental solution of the Laplace equation for y, i is the observation point
position vector; ?f and p, are position vector and unknown scaler coefficient of the nth

source, respectively. These sources are located at points distributed over a secondary surface,
approximately following but inside the real surface. We compute the external secondary field
by assuming that these sources radiate into an infinite homogeneous medium with the
properties of the exterior space.
Inside of the target (region 2) we cannot apply the same simplification of the Maxwell's
equations as outside of it. The magnetic field inside the target is expressed as

/2(T) = Yk2 I F, + VV F) where (P" ,)(2)
,=1, 4 )/P 2  I - T1I

1I'ý is the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation, k2 = V-Jcooyru2 , P' is the nth

unknown magnetic dipole source coefficient. These sources reside on an auxiliary surface

slightly outside and approximately following the real surface. Each vector Pn consists of 2
components approximately parallel to the real surface (equivalently, two crossed magnetic
current elements), or 1 component for a cylindrically symmetrical problem. We compute the
internal total field by assuming that these sources radiate into an infinite homogeneous
medium with the properties of the metallic target material.
The relation between the external and internal fields is dictated by the continuity conditions at
the real surface. Specifically, the tangential components of the magnetic field and the normal
component of the magnetic flux density must be continuous across real surface,

In- x A"J +Bc) H [ii x 2 I ii .(B I" + B'"c) = ii.- 2 (3)

where 5i is a unit normal vector on the real surface. Enforcing (3) at selected collocation
points on the real surface provides the matrix equation that is solved for the unknown

coefficients {p }, Pn }. Once the unknown coefficients are determined, we may compute the
field readily at all points.

RESULTS

To demonstrate the accuracy of the method we consider a primary magnetic field,

f-Ip'= fH0, acting on a sphere with material properties c7, ýL2 and radius a. Because of
rotational symmetry, the number of auxiliary sources and boundary condition points is equal.
Fig. 2 show normalized secondary magnetic from the sphere as a function of the characteristic
parameter Ik2la (the induction number), for the case with Pr = Vt2/•to =10, 'compared with the
exact solution [4]. We see excellent agreement.
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Fig.3 shows real and imaginary normalized EMI response with R P = . H,, transverse to the
targets' major axes. Scattered far fields were obtained above target centroids, in the direction
of the primary field. For the cylinder L/2a=2 or 3, where L is cylinder length an a its radius;
and for the spheroid b/a=2. All targets have the same transverse radius a. Thus the smaller
cylinder has the essentially the same aspect ratio as the spheroid; the larger cylinder is twice
as long as the first. The spheroid produces a more diverging secondary field than the L/2a
cylinder, hence a weaker response, illustrating shape factor. The longer cylinder produces a
stronger response than the shorter one, illustrating size factor. The real parts are positive at
low frequencies due to induced volume magnetization in line with the primary field. As
frequency increases the secondary field opposes the primary field and response becomes
negative. The imaginary part shows a characteristic peak, when volume currents have their
maximum effect. This is absent in the near static limit (Ik2Ia - 0) and in the high frequency
limit, when essentially all eddy currents are on the surface. All these results make physical
sense, and serve as a reality check on the results.
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ABSTRACT
The influence of an impedance plane on the efficient surface of diffusing (radar cross-section
(RCS)) of parabolic antenna is considered in this paper. The features of diffusing are analyzed
on the basis of combination of the method of physical optometrists (of physical optics) and
integral equations. It was shown that due to the mutual reflections from the mirror antenna
and impedance plane, the RCS can double increasing its angular sector. The results of nu-
merical experiments are also presented.

The influence of the impedance plane on the radar cross-section (RCS) of parabolic mirror
antennas (MA) is considered. The scattering characteristics are analyzed using the method of
physical optics combined with the method of integral equations.Suppose the parabolic an-
tenna S is located at an h distance from the So homogeneous impedance plane (Fig. 1), the an-
tenna axis and So making the 00 angle. The Cartesian co-ordinates zero point coincides with

Y. the parable focus, the x-axis being parallel to
the SO plane. The problem parameters are con-
stant along the z-axis. Mirror and emitter fix-

t _' ing constructions are not considered. A plane
0 0_x electromagnetic wave E', H'. (/H' = i: H.) is

, •, incident from the direction (p on the antenna.
The Lorenz lemma in its integral form is used

7to solve the problem. The auxiliary source is
the infinite in-phase line of the magnetic cur-
rent with a singular amplitude. The auxiliary

Fig.0 source field EM ,-tM (HT M =tIHzm )meets the
same boundary conditions as the field under

investigation

[iiEM(pq)]=O, qES. (1)

The field is the one of the magnetic current line scattered near the antenna. The boundary
conditions introduced in (1) allow to avoid defining the field upon the S MA surface. Thus,
the problem is reduced to the task of defining the tensor vector of magnetic field HZ on the
homogeneous impedance plane SO from the Fredholm second-kind integral equation:
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H,(x) =2 JZoHv°(x,xI)H,(x/)dx/ +2 {goZHMA(x,xl)-ExMA(x,xl)}Hz,(xl)dx` +
0-0 --cO

+ 2H (x, q")+2HA (x, qo), (2)

where P"M =MO+ k'MA; f/M = RM0 + fjMA; !MO,!_M0 is the free-space auxiliary current

field; EMAf IMA is the scattered auxiliary current field; Zo is the homogeneous impedance of

plane SO; H mA(x,(oi) is the incident wave field in the p e S, point, scattered by the antenna.

In the paper, EMA,flMA are determined within the physical optics approximation. It became
possible due to thorough electrical measurements of the antenna reflector.
The complicity of (2) is that the function is to be determined upon the infinite integral. We
can avoid the difficulties by representing the field as a sum of the following fields:

H, (x) = H. (x) + H, (x) + H 2 (x), (3)

where Ho(x) is the magnetic field component induced waves upon the homogeneous plane So
in the absence of the MA S. It is the solution of the Fredholm second-kind integral equation

H,(x) = 2 ZoHLm°(x,x')Ho(x')dx' + 2H (x)

as

Ho(x)_ 2cosyi H.(x); (4)
cosy/, + Zo

HI(x) is magnetic field component induced by the scattered with MA S incident wave upon
the homogeneous impedance plane So. It is the solution of the Fredholm second-kind equation

00

Hl(x)=2 JZoHm°(x,x')HI(x')dx' +2HMA(x).

The equation was solved analytically. In case of Ma without the antenna component for H1 (x) we obtain (Fig. )

cosFi H (2) (kRp,q)ePikocs(Dq- 9i)dSH1 (x) = -k JcosF'cs±Z
W fcos r Cos Ti + Z0 e S

s

The magnetic field tensor component H2(x) is determined by the mutual reflection between So
and S planes. It is a cylinder wave reflected from MA and thus it decreases with the distance
as l/-Jr-. So, H2(x) is therefore commensurable to incident wave (H') on the finite plane in-
terval So. The further task is to find the function of the rest of the magnetic field tensor for the
impedance plane So. From the Fredholm second-kind integral equation for H2(x) for finite in-
terval [xI, x2],

X2H, (x) -2 fjZoH m(x, x) - EmA(x, x') }H, (x')dx=
X1

2 f{ZoHMA (x, x) - EmA (x, x/)} [Ho (x/) + H, (x/)]dx/,
Xl

where [xI, x2] interval value depends upon the disposition of plane and antenna, and upon the
MA reflector measurements as well. The solution, in principle, is not a difficult one.
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The bi-static diagram of MA scattering for the non-
CA, symmetrical parabolic reflector (f=1O0, T=600,
dB % ;____ 00=0°) is shown (Fig.2). The MA is located over
20: •_,.. : the ideal conducting surface with the length of 42k10 dg :I ,,.,',• xE[-12k•,30?,], at h=lOA height (line 1) and h=1A

0 _ _ _ (line 2) with the incident wave angel of (P'=300.
Line 3 represents the case of MA reflector RCS in

-10- -the free-space in the antenna axis direction. Calcu-
-20 ______ _ _ lations show that while increasing of the incident

0 45 90 135 o angel, the bi-static diagrams of MA scattering tends
Fig.2 to widen the angel sector with the simultaneous

increasing of RCS level in some directions.
a/, Fig. 3 shows mono-static diagrams of the same
dB antenna. The line numbers are the same as those for

, ;the previous cases.
20' , ta The analysis of numerical results indicates

that the MA S - surface So system acts as corner
10 ,reflector. It is especially evident for the low antenna

a; position. For the axis by directions with angel
L=------ (0+ 150) the main contribution is due to the waves

0 30 Fig 60 cross-reflections in the following sequence: So =:> S
=> So. For the other directions the field created by

cross-reflection sequence of S => So z S prevails.
Due to these cross-reflections the mono-static diagram widens as much as twice and occupies
the same angle sector as the bi-static diagram. It is, in fact, the whole of the upper hemi-
sphere.
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INTRODUCTION
The scattering of a plane electromagnetic wave by an infinite circular metal-dielectric
cylinder (CMDC) is considered. The metal part of cylinder is a sector of an arbitrary angle of
opening. One may use such structures in order to model the properties of a wedge-shaped
load, which is frequently used in electromagnetic control applications [1]. Since in some cases
the analysis of the experimental data may be not reliable due to small magnitude of the
measured reflection coefficient and relative errors of measurement equipment, there is a need
for a closed-form analysis of the model structures [2]. In the presented study the method of re-
expansion in the basis functions at a given interval is used [3,4]. The resulting field is
presented in terms of the Bessel and Hankel functions. Applying the boundary condition to
the Fourier series representation of the scattered field, the problem is reduced to the solution
of a matrix equation with unknown expansion coefficients, which can be calculated with
controlled accuracy. The scattered field is evaluated asymptotically and the backscattering
radar cross section (BRCS) expression is derived. Accurate numerical results are presented in
case of the E-polarized waves.

FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS
A 2-D cross section of the problem in cylindrical coordinates (p, (o, z) is shown in Fig.1.
Assume that CMDC is uniform in the z-direction. Cylinder is of radius a has a metallic sector

E o opening of the angle 8, and e2, el are permittivities of CMDC and
Z environment, respectively. Time-harmonic dependence is implied

as exp(-icot). A plane wave is incident on CMDC at the angle 86
with respect to the (p-axis. The field in the structure is presented as
a superposition of the incident and scattered fields. The E-

a ~ polarization implies that the incident electric field is parallel to the
z-axis. To apply the boundary conditions at the cylinder, we
expand the incident plane wave in terms of the Bessel functions

Fig. 1 Geometry of the [5]:

roblem.°= �� (-i),, J,.. (kp) e"'(P-P , E0 =E 0 =H0 =O (1)

The scattered field should satisfy a homogeneous Helmholtz equation at any point of space,
except for a metal, and the boundary conditions at the metal. In view of the condition of
radiation as well as condition of energy limitation in any finite region, we write analogous
representations in terms of the Bessel functions and the Hankel functions of the first kind, for
the electrical z-components of the scattered electromagnetic fields:
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{ 8H, (k.p)e '", p>a,
"o'= (2){ aJ q,(k2p)Sin(q, + v)qv, 0 • p <a,

where k=0/c , kj = eýpju k, (p=], j=I or 2), c is the velocity of light in vacuum, aqfinm are
the expansion coefficients to be determined. Other field components can be found from the
Maxwell equations.
Satisfying the boundary conditions for the total field on the metal and condition of continuity
of the field outside the metal surface, and using the method of re-expanding in the basis
functions at the intervals [0, 27r] and [-7r./2, ir/2] of the (0 variation, we obtain the following
matrix equation of the second kind.

/-/',"(k,a) 0 0 Jqv~kza). ,0-,, 1
I, (k) - p X, v V, ",, - p _i• (-)n J, (ka)e'-'f

H,,,k~) ?=-ý q=1 ]q . (k2a) 111=-0,

00l Jqk (k2a)

I"'q'•,/Q"'2+'(Xi)
q=/jV (k2a)

whereP- ,-X,=,,H,,')'(kja) and the prime denotes a derivative with respect to p.

Matrix coefficients V, and 0m are expressed through trigonometric functions [4]. The
obtained equation, after certain transformations, can be analyzed numerically after a
truncation to the finite order. Using asymptotic expansion of the Hankel functions, one may
obtain the following expressions for BRCS and the amplitude function of the scattered field
(AFSF), respectively:

klorB =4 gel , (ka 2 A(fp)= j XmII eim(p-; 12) (4)H,, (k a)- H,(,')' (k~a 4

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 2-4 illustrate BRCS versus electrical diameter ka and AFSF, respectively. Relative
computation error of BRCS and ASFS was less than 5.0%. Analyzing the obtained results one
can conclude that by varying the values of ka, e2 and el, the field reflected from CMDC
with a wedge can be minimized.
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ABSTRACT
A nontraditional approach to the synthesis of waveguide rejection cells of a dielectric
rectangular post type is developed on the basis of an exact solution of corresponding spectral
problem taking into account the dielectric loss. The results of synthesis of the rejection cells
and optimization of bandstop filters are presented.

Waveguide bandstop filters are usually worked out on the basis of resonant cells that have
smooth characteristics beyond the rejection frequency and have no spurious resonances within
the whole waveguide operating band. As an example of such an element, E-plane stub in a
rectangular waveguide may be mentioned [1]. The similar properties inhere in dielectric
circular cylinders made from a high-permittivity material [2] and having the height equals to
the one of a rectangular waveguide. The present communication is devoted to the evolution of
approach, proposed in [1], on the synthesis of separate rejection cells and the multi-section
bandstop filters based on dielectric posts of a rectangular cross-section shown in Fig.1. Such
rejection cells are preferred since they are simple in fabrication and can be calculated with the
aid of exact mathematical model that is more efficient than the one developed in [2] for
dielectric cylinders. The, lastjfactor is important because the search of a cell configuration
according to the given specification on its characteristics is a time-consuming procedure.

The utilized approach consists in searching
two geometrical parameters describing the post
dimensions according to the given complex
dimensionless eigen-frequency iK a/2 of the first

b higher H 201 oscillation that causes the resonant

rejection of the incident H10 mode (so-called
a Fig. resonance on a "locked" mode). The eigen-frequency

K 201 =c2 + 201', icy <0 and quality factor

Q20 KrI / 2 K" of the H201 operating oscillation describe uniquely the resonant201 -K'20 /£'201

characteristics of the desired cell providing the specified rejection frequency

Ko0  201 l - (2Q201 )2)/2 and quality factor Q : Q20,. The developed numerical algorithm is

based on solving the homogeneous system of non-linear equations

Re D(K0 ' Q, x1 , x2) = 0

ImD(c 0 ,Q,x 1 ,x 2) =0 (1)

Here D(...) = det F(...) where F is the matrix operator of the corresponding spectral problem

on field natural oscillations of considered waveguide-dielectric resonators. Such a problem
was strongly investigated in [3]. The solution of system (1) enables one to obtain the values of
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x1 ,x2 , corresponding to two post parameters (for example, tia, ra or dia, r/a), as

functions of the given f0 and Q. The desired solution of (1) was obtained by the Newton

method.
The concrete results on the synthesis of separate resonator cells are presented in Fig. 2 for the
case of rectangular dielectric cylinders located near a narrow waveguide wall (d=O) and made
from the mentioned in [2] ceramic with c = 38.5(1 + i2.10-4). With using the presented data,
one can determine the post thickness tia from Fig. 2(a) and the post length r/a from Fig.
2(b) according to the given values of Kc0 and Q. From the analysis of Fig. 2, it follows that the
chosen value of Q is greater, the frequency range in which such a value can be reached is
narrower. To extend this range, the structures with d # 0 should to be used.
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K N

a) b)

Fig.2.

The process of bandstop filter design includes two stages. The first one consists in obtaining
the initial geometry of separate filter resonators. For that, the required values of Q for each
filter resonator are obtained according to the given specification with the known procedure of
designing bandstop filter-prototypes with quarter-wave couplings [4]. Further, the desired
geometrical parameters of each resonator are defined with the aid of dependencies presented
in Fig. 2. The second stage is the tuning of filter parameters by the optimization procedure.
This procedure is based on the solution of the minimax many-variable problems by the
method of steepest descent. The following goal function is used in the optimization procedure

~ ~+ 
_Lk(2

fb!•f<•f,. d-<fj:-f<

In (2), " is a vector of variable parameters, fl, f,, are the beginning and end of the low-

frequency pass band, fh, f, are the same of the filter stop band, and fa, fr are the same of

high-frequency pass band. Values of L,,, L,, are the required insertion loss level within the

pass band and stop band, respectively.
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The characteristics of two optimized bandstop filters with the central relative

frequency K0 =0.8 and distances between separate resonators s/a zTg14 and s/a=3A9/4

are shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively (Aq is the wavelength of H10 mode in a

hollow rectangular waveguide at K" = iKo). The straight, dash, and dot curves are related to the

insertion, return, and dielectric loss, respectively. Initially synthesized resonators have the
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Fig. 3.

following qualities: Q, =Q3  31.5, Q2  18 for the cases of s/a ,;/Ag/4 and Q2  12 for the

case of s/a z 329 /4. The values of Qj, i = 1,2 were obtained for the filters having the 2%

stop band at the level of L, = 20 dB taking into account the corrections on qualities of

coupling waveguides. From the comparable analysis of Fig. 3, one can conclude that the

above-mentioned initial data are more suitable for the filters with 3A9 /4 coupling

waveguides. The strong higher-mode interaction does not allow obtaining acceptable

characteristics for the case of s/a 2,A /4 when resonators are close to each other.
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ABSTRACT
A set of algorithms based on matching the fields of radial waveguide (WG) and several
rectangular ones is described. The proposed approach can be applied to calculate both the
multiports with tuning posts and the turnstile junctions with coaxial WG.

Available library of the key-building
elements determines the versatility of

virtual boundary the software of WG electromagnetic
modeling based on the decomposition
principle. In this view, attractive are
such geometries as a set radial

"J discontinuities placed into the junction
"of several rectangular WGs. A lot of

X2 T ywidespread WG units may be treated
Sb in this manner, starting from the

simplest angled bends [I], corners, tees

Fig.1 and posts [2] and up to turnstile
junction of circular coaxial and star-

wise set of rectangular WGs, spaced in a plane. General considerations put into foundation of
the series of corresponding numerical models are described in this paper.
First, consider the mode-matching operators arising at calculation a generalized star-wise
junction of several rectangular WGs with some radial WG domain (p >,b). The
electromagnetic fields of the radial and rectangular WGs can be presented respectively, as an
expansion in the TE(M)V-modes with E(H)Y,=0 and as conventional expansions in

TE(M),-modes. The decisive factor at the choice of discretization in application of the

mode-matching procedure is that the fields of radial WG modes are orthogonal at a cylindrical
surface and the ones of rectangular WG are orthogonal at plane rectangular cross-section
section. It does not allow obtaining the second-kind matrix equation matching the fields at
virtual cylindrical boundary (Fig. 1) or at rectangles z1 =0 only. On the other hand matching

at p = const allows simplifying the calculation of arising coupling integrals. Projecting the

field matching equations at p = R on the fields e(h) ", of the radial WG eigen-modes:

S[E,(H)-G- E(H)rtI )x )h(e)h(e), ]I ,)Ep=R ds = 0, we have the following pair of matrix

equations coupling the amplitudes of the incident (I) and outgoing (R) rectangular WGs
modes and the amplitudes of fields in the radial WG region adjacent to the virtual boundary of
field matching:

E+R+E-I=PEA+QEB and HR+H-I=P"A+QnB (0).
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Here, A and B are the amplitudes of "standing" waves in radial WG, V, H are the matrix of

radial-rectangular WG coupling integrals arising at matching E-, H-fields and have line-block

character according to number of ports, the diagonal matrices pE(H),QEl(H are some kind of

radial WG "standing" waves norms.

JUNCTIONS WITHOUT INSERTS
Though our main goal is the consideration of "the junctions with inserts", we have to discuss

initially the simplest geometry. In the cases of star-wise junctions of rectangular WGs by

common cylindrical domain without any inserts, B 0 and we obtain, from (1), a required

matrix relation between the incident and excited modes

(PgH-H+ - PE-IE+ )R = _ (pH-'H- - PE-'E-) I (2).

A number of multiport junctions such as crosses (Fig.2a), Y-junctions (Fig.2b) and tees
. __ •). .-. j (Fig.2c) etc. can be calculated using this expression.
,/" "., This approach is close to one used in [1] for

, i 'S calculation of angled bends (fig.2e). The main
a))/ n-[ umerical efforts fall on coupling integrals'

a) b) C) calculation, the efficient way to do that using
Jacoby-Angerra formulae being firstly proposed in

"> ° - t~i~> There is a possibility to enlarge the list of possible
- -. applications. Based on some multiport problem and

d) f) e) taking into account that placement of the short in
"j"-th arm leads to relation Rk') = -IP, we can

Fig.2 obtain the solution for a new geometry. The

alteration of (2) consists in elimination of the "j"-th block in the matrix of right part and in
replacing the "j"-th block of the left part by

(pj)H -IH(j'+-_p jE-'E(j -) (p(jy ' -'H(jr - -P(jE-'E( .) These new geometries will be,

for example, a WG tee (Fig.2c) and a WG corner (Fig.2d) as the modifications of WG units
shown correspondingly in Fig.2a and 2b. A smooth transition (Fig.2f) also belongs to the field
of application of such algorithms. It should be noted that here we deal with an unusual
situation of matching the fields of partial regions beyond the boundaries of considering

geometry. The cylindrical fragments of this "matching surface" are marked as S in Fig.2. As
this approach to modified structures will be used further we present here the Table that

consists the amplitudes (Amp) and phases (Phase) of TElo -mode reflection coefficient for

the side port of H-tee (Fig.2c) calculated at different number of azimuth space harmonics in
radial WG Q taken into account in (2). The right column of Table contain the data obtained by

algorithm [3]. Waveguide dimensions are 23 x 10rmm2 , frequency is 30 GHz.
Table

Q 8 16 24 algorithm [2]

Amp 0.49940 0.48610 0.48770 0.49000

Phase -174.31 -171.81 -171.54 -171.27
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JUNCTIONS WITH CIRCULAR INSERTS
Some-junctions whose S-matrices can be found by the below described algorithms are shown
in Fig.3 and Fig.4. Different kinds of tuning posts in cross, tees or in the straight WG (Fig.3)
can be considered immediately and the others as different turnstile junctions of coaxial WG
and several rectangular ones or conventional coaxial-to-rectangular WG launcher require
additional calculations to obtain S-matrix (single-mode in coaxial) by a procedure described,
for example, in [4]. The latter will be reduced to a thrice-repeated calculation of the geometry
with a shortened coaxial arm.

-- ---- ---- --

L ------I~ -~<-i

Fig.3i7

Fig.4
The idea consists in consideration of corresponding auxiliary problems shown in right parts of
Fig.3 and 4 to obtain the relation that couples the amplitudes of radial WG field expansions
on the "output" boundaries of various units in radial WG. All of such radial WG objects
include point p = 0, and can be treated as some "reflective" ones and produce the relation of

type V [A] = 0. Here, A and B are the vectors of coefficients of radial WG field expansion in

the region between "virtual boundary" (Fig. 1) and external boundary of cylindrical insert. On
the other hand taking into account (1) one can easy obtain

+ W = . Excluding [A] we find a
B] [(PHQE - pEQH )'(P 11E± - pE H±)jB

required S-matrix of a multiport with insert from S = -(V W+)-1 V W- . Matrices V for

cylindrical inserts may be found by conventional mode-matching procedure.
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ABSTRACT
An efficient approximation method is used to calculate energetic parameters and amplitude-
phase distribution along a linear waveguide-slot antenna with double longitudinal slots in a
broad wall of a rectangular waveguide having an arbitrary end loading. The approach is used
when E-field in slots is approximated with only one sinusoidal function. The mutual coupling
of the slots over a waveguide and free space is taken into account, as well as the thickness of a
waveguide wall and dielectric filling of the slots.

INTRODUCTION
Linear waveguide-slot systems are widely used in antenna technique, especially in the class of
frequency scanning antennas. One of the mostly used antennas of such kind is a system of
longitudinal slots in a broad wall of a rectangular waveguide. The amplitude-phase distribu-
tion (APD) along an antenna changes with frequency. There are two causes of this change:
firstly, slot radiation coefficients depend on the frequency and, secondary, the reflection and
radiation coefficients of antenna depend on electric distances between the slots. The control-
lability of the frequency characteristics of slot energetic parameters is very desirable. One of
the ways to reach it is the usage of double slots (two nearly located slots) and filling them with
dielectric. The mutual coupling of slots in a double one usually widens the frequency charac-
teristics of their energetic parameters, the dielectric filling makes them narrower. Thus, the
combined application of these modifications gives enables one to obtain the required charac-
teristics. Obvious, the usage of the double slots complicates the process of APD and energetic
parameters computation for a multielement slot antenna especially when it has an arbitrary
loading at the end. If, for this purpose, the well known method of induced magnetomotive
forces [1] is used, the order of the corresponding system of linear algebraic equations (SLAE)
doubles and the matrix elements become very complicated. The successive approximation
method used in our previous works (for example [2]), is free from these shortcomings. The
purpose of this paper is to illustrate the possibilities of this method in the case of the double-
slot multielement systems and to study some of their electrodynamics properties.

CONSIDERATION
Statement of the problem. The waveguide of a cross section axb= 23x 10 mm with longitu-
dinal slots in its broad wall is considered. The thickness of the waveguide wall t is taken into
account (t= 1 mm). The double slot is composed of slots with lengths L1 ,L 2 and widths

did2. Coordinates of their centres and the centre of the whole group, which are calculated
from the narrow wall, are N, I2 and Y., respectively. The distribution of electric field in
slots is supposed to be sinusoidal (one half-wave of sinusoid) along the slot and constant
across it. If N-fold slots are considered, all these data must have the index n which indicates
the order number of the slot considered. The reflection coefficient from the end loading of the
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waveguide is R which can vary within the limits 0 _< •/ 1. The waveguide with slots is ex-

cited from a generator with the dominant wave H,, of unit amplitude. The amplitude distri-
bution of slot voltages along the antenna and its radiation coefficient are to be determined.
The main idea of the successive approximation method. The first approximation reduces to
the first expanding of an incident wave from the first slot to the last one. The first double slot
is excited by the wave of unit amplitude A0 = 1. The voltages on the inner surfaces S, and S3

of the first slot V1,",v, VA)1 and on the outer ones (S2 and S4) V ,,V1 '2 satisfy the 4-order SLAB
(SLAE-4) of induced magnetomotive forces method [1]. The first figure in subscripts signifies
the order number of double slot, the second - the number of the slot surface. The superscript
in the brackets signifies the order number of a successive approximation. The amplitude A,()

of the wave exciting the second double slot is composed of three amplitudes: A0 - of the wave

incident on the previous slot and the amplitudes A,(,), A,,), excited in direction z> 0 along the
waveguide axis by the electric field on the surfaces S, and S3.A,(') = A0 + A,(,) + A,(')

The voltages V2,'1 ,V2(30 and V(2) ,V24) on the second double slot are found from the SLAE-
4 which is similar to the previous one, only magnetomotion forces in the right side of this

system are stipulated by the amplitude A,() (not by the Ao already). This process spreads in
the same way to the end of antenna. The wave passing the last double slot has the amplitude

:AM A-! + AM + AM (2)

This wave is reflected from the waveguide end loading. We mark the amplitude of re-
flected wave as

B(2) = " 0)(3
N+IRA' (3)

Here, the second approximation begins, in which we successively find the voltages on the
slots with numbers N, N-I, N-2 and so on. The voltages V ,V2 and V2)2,v4 again are to

be found from the SLAE-4 with the amplitude B (2) stipulating the right side of it. The am-

plitude B.) of the wave which goes to the (N - 1) -th slot from the slot number N is com-

posed of B,+, and amplitudes B ,B•, excited by voltages V + V•, V' +V
B(2) =B +B(2) +B(2 (4)N 'VB +! + •

This process continues in z < 0 direction down to the first slot and then the third approxima-
tion begins. Approximations with odd order-numbers correspond to the spreading of the wave
process in z> 0 direction and the ones with the even order-numbers - in z < 0 direction.
These processes include the slots interaction over a free space as well but for the briefness it

was not mentioned above. The resulting voltages on the slots VI4) are sums of voltages of all
approximations:

V Mi YvI), (5)
PI=I

where M is the number of approximations, i is the number of slot surface.
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Calculations results. Fig. I presents the radiation coefficient dependence on frequency for the
single and double empty slots (curves 1,2) and ones filled with dielectric (permittivity E =5,
curves 3,4). Geometric parameters for the single slot are L=-6mm and x0 =2.5mm, for the
doubled slot - L1=L2=16.6mm, x01=lmm, x02=4.mm. The center of the system is xo=2.5mm.
The values for the slots filled with dielectric are: the single slot - L= 10.16.mm, x0=2.5mm,
doubled slot - L, =L2= 10.6mm. x01=lmm, x02=4mm. The widths of all slots are d= 1.5 mm. It
is clearly seen that in both cases the double slots have a wider band width than the single ones.
The behavior of radiation coefficient for the linear antennas with 10 single and double slot
radiators is plotted in Fig.2. Curves I and 2 correspond to the above mentioned single and
double empty slots as elements of the array spaced by the distance of half- wavelength in the
waveguide at the frequency f-=9.375 GHz.. The low level of radiation coefficient at this fre-
quency is a result of an unsatisfactory matching of the slot system with the half space [1]. The
same situation occurs in the case of the system of double slots. However, in this case the curve
goes a bit higher than one for the single slots and has no reduction of the radiation coefficient
at low frequencies (9.0 GHz). If the condition of matching is fulfilled, the system of 10 single
slots radiates nearly one half of power arriving from a generator (curve 3). Still the radiation
coefficient of this function is reduced at high frequencies. Thus, the system of double slots is
the best one.
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Figure 1 Figure 2

CONCLUSION
The obtained results show that that the applied successive approximation method gives correct
description of physical regularities taking place in linear waveguide systems of doubled. slots.
The developed computation program can be used for solving optimization problems for an-
tennas with such slots.
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Abstract An accurate numerical analysis is presented for the AC effective resistance
and the inductance of imperfectly conducting wire transmission lines. The number and
the allocation of the wires are arbitrary. The analysis is based on integral equations
combined with the moment method. The numerical results are shown for the resistance
and inductance of two-wire and three-wire lines. The present technique is also applied to
the microstrip lines and obtained good agTeement with the results by other methods.

1. INTRODUCTION
The properties of wire transmission lines have been considered analytically through many years [1]

because of the simplicity of the cross section shapes. From the viewpoint of application, approximate
formulas for the characteristic impedance and the attenuation constant concerning various structures
have been proposed [2]. The most of the above treatment, however, regards the lines as cylindrical bodies
having infinite conductivity or surface impedance, and moreover, imposes the limitation with respect to
the thickness of conductors or the distance among them. Because the available frequency range has been
widened recently, it is important, in designing transmission lies, to grasp the variation of the AC loss and
the characteristic impedance due to the skin and proximity effects. Therefore we desire the development
of numerical methods and the construction of design formulas effective for all wire conductivity and
frequency not only for the simple two-conductor lines but also for the multi-conductor coupled lines.

Based on the above motivations, this paper develops an accurate numerical technique for the AC
resistance and the impedance of the transmission line composed of a set of imperfectly conducting round
wires. The problem is formulated into the set of Fredholm type integral equations for the unknown
current density that has been used in Refs. [3-5]. The computations are done for several transmission
lines, and the characteristics are discussed physically. As an attempt to extend the applicability of the
method. the microstrip line is analyzed by using the current filament model.

2. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
As shown in Fig. 1, infinitely long wires, having the conductivity or, the permittivity r, the permeability

[4 (, po), and the radius a, are placed along the z axis. All wires are divided into three (p = 1,2,3)
groups. The p-th group includes Mp (m = 1, 2,..., Mp) wires and carries the current Ipi, where -denotes
a unit vector. Here we impose the condition of the closed current, i.e., I, + 12 + 13 = 0. The time factor
is assumed exp(jwt) and the field is treated as TEM under the quasi-stationary condition that a >> wc.

The set of Fredholm type integral equations is given by [3-5]
y 3 Mq

."" -2 (.2) i 27r E3 . l a
S2 . q=1-n-1 Sqn a.£ GII... ...-

2a Cp ( r Sp,ý; p= 1, 2,3;
"a2  m = 1,2,...,Mp )

S where r = ci+yý is the observation point, r' = xi,+

" Y'V is the point of the z-directed unknown current
#1' (1•2) * . density J,, and Sqt. is the n-th cross section in the

#'V 3 (+132) q-th group. The constant CP = -oa'a2(8/Z)#P is
'"'..4. also unknown, where ¢ is the scalar potential. The

Reference total current in each group is given by
"............. point

0X •-M,
I, h(-=) Z j JZ (r')dS' (q=1,2,3) (2)

n ---- qn

Figure 1: Geometry of the problem.
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Figure 2: Frequency dependence of the effective resistance and the inductance for the parallel two-wire
line. The circles are the exact values at f -- 0, oo. 2a = 32.0 mil = 0.8128 mi, a 58 MS/ire.
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Figure 3: Frequency dependence of the effective resistance and the inductance for the parallel three-wire
line. The circles are the exact values at f -4 0, oc. 2a = 32.0 mil = 0.8128 m. n, = 58 MS/rm.
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Figure 4: Frequency dependence of the effective resistance and the inductance for the microstrip line

(M 1 = 10, M 2 = 100). The solid, broken, and dotted lines correspond to the present method. the

volunie-current formulation, and the surface-current formulation, respectively.
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3. MOMENT METHOD
Let us solve Eq. (1) by the moment method. We set the local cylindrical coordinate system (rp, cp,r,).

in which rp,,, = 0 and 'ppm = 0 correspond to the center of S., and +x direction, respectively. The
Unknown function is approximated by the finite sum as

I K - Jk(O3rp.) *jk(3

(r) --- K (3)
a2 f=-K k Jk1a) e '

where Jk(') is the k-th order Bessel function, 3 = ,/-_jw-z0 a = ej 37,/Iv'/6 is the wave number, and
6 = V/2/(wo•r 0 a) is the skin depth.

Next we substitute Eq. (3) into Eq. (1) and derive a set of linear equations by the point matching
niethod. We impose Eq. (1) at the 2K + 1 points distributed at regular intervals. This leads us to

3 A19 K kFtn= p 1,2 3= = 1 , . P
= = -K,-K + , K (4)

q---- n=--1 k=-K

where the local coordinate ( (pm,q, ,,Opnt,,,) denotes the position of the /-th matching point on the

circumference of Sm, with its origin being settled at the center of Sqi. The function Gk is defined by

f ( fq Jk(/nrqn) e - lo. r- r'
Gk(Tq,,) = qa is JdSfl)

and are evaluated analytically. We notice the lack of three conditions in Eq. (4), which is supplemented
with Eq. (2). Substitution of Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) yields its linear expression of it.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the property of the two-wire line composed of copper. The degree of separation is

denoted by p: the situation of contact corresponds to p = 1. The circles are based on the exact formulas
iased on the models of uniform current (f -- 0) and surface current (f -* oo), which agree well with
the both edges of the curves. The raise of the effective resistance R mainly stems from the skin effect. as
p = 4. whereas the proximity effect is added if p is smaller. The external inductance becomes small and
depends on the frequency when the wires are close. The internal inductance decreases monotonically as
the frequency increases due to the skin effect.

Figure 3 concerns the three-wire line. The outer wires carry the signals and the center wire is the
rcference. From the symmetry Zpq = Zqp. The self values RP and LPP are nearly equal to R and L" + L'"
in Fig. 2 for all f. That is: when the current flows only in two wires (#1-Ref. or #2-Ref.), we have little
effect from the remaining one. On the other hand, the mutual resistance Rpq (p 0 q) is about half of
R,),I¾,=4 and the mutual inductance Lpq (p 0 q) is 1/3-1/5 times as Lpp. This means that the amount of
the crosstalk is not small. The circles denoting the limit values agree well with the edges of the curves.

Next we treat the nlicrostrip line by using the filament model. As shown in the right side in Fig. 4.
we regard the strips as the set of t x 2t rectangular elements (t: thickness) and replace them by round
wvircs having the same area. The microstrip line is considered as 110 filaments. The behavior of R and L
is similar to the previous figures. The results by the volume-current formulation (VCF) and the surface-
current formulation (SCF) are added for reference. The present result is close to VCF and SCF at low
and high frequencies, respectively. Considering that VCT (SCF) is precise when the current distribution
is uniform (surface oriented), we can conclude that the present treatment is sufficiently effective.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have computed the AC impedance of the wire transmission lines using the integral equations.

The nmicrostrip line was treated by the filament model and good results were obtained. This technique is

therefore expected to be effective for the lines with more complicated cross section shapes.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the problem of radiation from finite array of identical waveguides with an
impedance flange radiating in arbitrary stratified media has been solved. The problem
can be reduced to a set of integral equations with respect to finite functions representing
linear combinations of electrical and magnetic fields tangential components on apertures
of waveguides. The stationary functional is performed for these equations on the basis of
variational principle. The expressions for the matching characteristics of the system
(reflection and transmission coefficients of waveguides, self and mutual admittance) are
obtained in the closed form by using the functional. The flange impedance influence on
the matching characteristics of two rectangular apertures on the single mode assumption
is numerically investigated.

INTRODUCTION
Flanged waveguides can be applied as radiating systems and radiowave probes for
diagnostics of native media and artificial materials. Our interest lies in developing
theoretical methods of solving similar boundary problems. In the case of a perfectly
conducting flange, the problem can be formulated as a set of integral equations for
unknown functions that are the tangential to the flange components of electric field on
the aperture of the waveguide. The method of moments or variational approach can be
used for analysis. In the previous papers, the problems were solved for radiation in a
plasma or dielectric half-space [1]. The extension of similar class of problems for the case
of single radiator with an impedance flange was performed earlier [2-3].

THEORY
Consider an antenna array consisting of the N aperture radiators based on open-ended
identical semi-infinite waveguides. The apertures of waveguides are located in a flat infinite

flange, which coincides with the coordinate plane ý3 = {x,y} and is characterized by an

impedance Z2 (Fig. 1). The coordinates of aperture center number n is defined by the
vector (n=J, ... , N).

e(z) Z -iot
g(z) e

ZZ0  S1 Sp SN

Fig 1.
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The mutual location and orientation of apertures is given by an arbitrary parallel
displacement relatively to each other in this plane. The region z > 0 is characterized by
the medium parameters c (z), it (z).
It is assumed that a waveguide with the number n = p is excited by the dominant mode and

that the fields vary in time as eC' . The radiation occurs in the region z > 0. The matching
characteristics and mutual coupling of waveguides must be determined. The problem is
assumed to be linear, therefore, more general case of several excited waveguides can be
analized using the superposition principle.
Using the impedance boundary conditions of the flange and the requirement of
continuity of the tangential fields of apertures, a set of integral equations can be obtained

by representing auxiliary finite functions F,,,) as linear combinations of tangential
fields of the apertures:

n()= Et,, (•,-0) - 0 x fi't,,,(•,-0)," • Sn. (1)

For the set of integral equations, a stationary functional related to the matching and mutual
coupling characteristics is introduced. An approximate solution of the problem can be found
by using the variational principle and a model set of finite functions (1) on apertures. The
single-mode approach is most simple, here suppose

Ji1(ý) Al 011 (2)
where ý0n,(P) is the orthonormal modal functions of the waveguide dominant mode of the
given configuration, and A,, is the unknown complex amplitudes. The application of the
variational principle in the single-mode approach to the set of integral equations allows
to derive expressions for the dominant mode reflection coefficient 17 in the waveguide

with number p and the transmission coefficients r,,,(n p). Each of the latter
characterize the amplitude of the wave transmitted into the waveguide with number n:

p nn=p," =A, n~p. (3)

Here, a = 1 - Z_ ),8= = 1 +Z4V ; 1V is the admittance of infinite waveguide. The
coefficients A, can be found from the following algebraic set:

PN( +gnm Am = - ; n= 2.... lN. 
(4)

ni-I a•
Here, 8nim is Kronecker delta, coefficients p,.... are defined as

Pnm = f fJP0"(W)G(PP-)0(P or(P0d'd4 (5)
s~s,,

Sf-') is the dyadic Green's function containing the information about environment
properties in the region z > 0.
Self and mutual admittances are connected with the reflection and transmission
coefficients as [1,2]:

1 - P Fp n = c y (6)

hon 1C o
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
This approach was applied to the analysis of the matching and mutual coupling
characteristics of two rectangular waveguides with an impedance flange. The reflection
coefficients in the first waveguide FI,, transmission coefficient r2 in the second

waveguide, admittances r, and )2n under the formulas (3-6) were calculated.

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of IJrd and [r2j on the parameter k0a (ko is free space
wavenumber). Calculations were performed for the following parameters: a = 2.3b (a
and b are the dimensions of waveguide broad and sidewall, respectively), L= 1.5b (L is
the distance between centres of apertures), the mutual orientation of waveguides is.
shown in Fig. 2.

a 0,28 Z 0
S0 0.2.ib. .L ........ Z.-0o.2..0,6 0 ,2 4 ,•/ .

I F I1 ~ 2 1 " % ".

0 A4 0 ,2 0 .

0,12

0 2 ,,.. .. .. . ... ....... 0 1,

0 ' ,/V 0 ,1 2"

3 4 5 6 3 4 5 6

k a k ao 0

Fig. 2
Fig. 2 demonstrates the most noticeably influence of the impedance on the reflection
coefficient in the vicinity of k0a critical value. The capacitive impedance Ia(Z) > 0

decreases [rF, and IT2 j; the inductive impedance Im(Z) < 0 increases these characteristics
in comparison with the case of a perfectly conducting flange.
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ABSTRACT
The effective mathematical approach making possible the understanding of different physical
phenomena, which have been observed in complicated waveguide structures, from the
standpoint of some properties of a semi-open resonator, based on cut -off waveguide splitters,
has been discussed.

THE IDEAS WORLD AND THE WORLD OF PHYSICAL PHENOMENA
Albert Einstein and Leopold Infeld in their book "THE EVOLUTION OF PHYSICS: The
Growth of Ideas from Early Concepts to Reality and Quanta" remarked "we were striving in
broad touches to describe the attempts of human mind to find the relationship between the
world of ideas and the world of phenomena". According to Einstein's opinion, "the most
inconceivable characteristic of universe is that it is conceivable". Modern standpoint on the
knowledge evolution allows to draw a conclusion about its homology with the biological
evolution [1], but to refer ideas themselves to the categories of certain forms of lives in
consciousness, as well as reproductionable programs (genetic algorithms and computer
viruses) can refer to live forms in virtual reality [2,3]. In the author's opinion, the possibility
of human cognition, as well as homology of evolution processes observed on different
structural organization levels, is due to fundamental unities of creative processes of nature and
consciousness [3]. It is essential that a fuller agreement of the observed phenomena with our
theories is reached by means of inventing some new ideas and new notions, while new facts
often compel us to abandon old theories.
This work is devoted to the consideration of the question of shaping the new electrodynamics
concepts on a waveguide splitter as a certain semi-open resonator, the description of an
efficient mathematical method of electrodynamics analysis of such kind of structures and the
demonstration of a variety of different practical actions of the newly received knowledge for
the microwave technology.

SOME WAYS OF OVERCOMING MATHEMATICAL MODELING PROBLEMS
In a physical-mathematical study, it is very often fruitful to compare physical and
mathematical information on the subject of models world and physical world singularities
correspondence. So, for example, mathematical singularities which are not backed up by the
analyzed structure physics, point to the need of auditing of the mathematical method, while a
priori knowledge about singularity, for instance, on the metallic wedge, will allow a priori use
of field representation taking this particularity into account [4]. In paper [5] it is noted that in
problems of the applied mathematical physic, failures connected with attempts to build
efficient solutions in the form of series on certain function system, possessing completeness
inside a considered area, but unfit for account of its boundary conditions, sometimes brought
about some wrong conclusions about insolubility of the problem. Therefore, it was proposed
to divide the problem into several auxiliary subproblems, for which it is possible to find series
satisfying both the assumed equation and boundary conditions. In such a manner, the general
solution of Dirichlet's problem and Neiman's problem for rectangular region was obtained in
the work [6] as a sum of two uniform problems. The usage a similar approach to solving
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scattering problems on waveguide discontinuities has allowed to get some series which
converge rapidly and already in one-wave approximation allowed to receive the relative error
not more than 1-2%, regardless of the type of the problem geometry and its complexity
[7,8,9]. It is important to note that the adequacy of electrodynamic modelling performed on
the basis of the Treftz method to real wave processes is due to the accuracy of satisfying the
boundary conditions. In this case, the boundary conditions are satisfied termwise for the
expansion of the field electrical components. To illustrate it, let us consider the geometry of
the elementary problem about the waveguide expansion where the mode matching intervals
have been shown (dashed lines):

1) ;2) we = +

where 1) corresponds to traditional mode matching method and 2) -to the method discussed here.
Thus, for the case 2) the used Treftz method, in which an internal region (WGC) of
"orthogonal waveguide coupling" containing no singular points inside the mode bases
matching intervals, has been separated at the stage of selecting the problem geometry [8,9].
Experience shows that such an approach to solving not only scattering waveguide problems
[7-9], but also eigenmode (scalar [10-14] and vector [15,16]) problems yields infinity rapidly
converged equations. It should be pointed out that for the first case the one-wave
approximations has no practical sense.

NOTION OF NEW TYPE OF RESONATOR BASED ON CUT-OFF SPLITTERS
The method described above enables one to analyze an electromagnetic field structure of
different types of waveguide splitters and waveguides with complex cross sections. The most
interesting results have been obtained under eigenmode problem statement concerning
different types of waveguide splitters with and without dielectric filling [10-14]. It turned out
that in the case, when splitter is formed by cut -off hollow waveguides, a limited number of
eigenmodes exists in it that was confirmed experimentally. Hence, it follows that sections of
cut-off waveguides operate as "spread" reflection boundaries for the field concentrated within
the splitter area. In this case the term "spread" boundaries characterizes the fact that here it is
impossible to indicate exactly the coordinates of reflecting surface, because the field
attenuates from the borders of a WGC area in longitudinal directions of cut-off waveguides
forming splitters. That is why when a splitter is excited by a propagating wave, for example
Hi0 , the coupling quasi-eigen modes arise there, which condition the variety of their
scattering properties, in the case when its arms are not cut-off [8,9]. According to their
physical nature, they are analogues to the modes on "locked" waves in waveguide expansion
or dielectric inserts. The main phenomenological difficulty in understanding this phenomenon
was that the known resonators structures have certain metal or dielectric reflection boundaries
and accommodate propagation of high order waves. The big contribution into the evolution of
knowledge about the physics of phenomena in these structures was given by the "free
oscillation model" with complex frequencies [17], that has brought about the refusal from
previous standpoints which connect a sharp inflections of their amplitude -frequencies
characteristics with appearance of high modes.

NEW CONCEPTION PRACTICAL ADAPTATION IN MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY
The most practically important property of the discovered resonators was their semi-

openness that ensures a possibility of access in a resonator area. Having filled one of the
orthogonal waveguides by extended magnitodielectric bar (rectangular waveguides splitter
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[9,12]) or plate (splitter of rounds waveguides and flat one [13,18,19]) and having chosen its
sizes under condition of the waveguide being cut-off, one could locally test this object
consecutively moving it through the area of splitter, connected with the main microwave tract.
As quasi-eigen H modes frequencies correspond to critical frequencies of E waves of
transmission lines, the necessity of studying the new lines, whose cross-sections have the
form of splitters, became obvious [14-16]. Waveguide splitter eigenmodes have been also
applied for the microwave filters designing based on the resonators of different classes [20].
In all cases, the new devices have proved to be better on many basic parameters than the
known ones.

CONCLUSION
The developed conception about the new type of resonator based on cut-off waveguide
splitter has changed the insight into phenomena physics of scattering waves on waveguides
irregularities and has lead to the designing of unique new class of microwave devices.
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ABSTRACT
The eigen regimes of a multilink waveguide filter with reactive diaphragms are investigated.
The transcendental equation for complex frequencies and Q-factor of the eigen oscillations of
the multilink waveguide filter with reactive diaphragms is presented. The dependences of the
eigen frequencies and Q-factor of the eigen oscillations on the structure parameters are
shown.

OBJECT OF RESEARCH
A cylindrical waveguide with the N infinitely thin and perfectly conducting radial or circular
diaphragms placed on the equal distances (L) (fig.1) was considered. The waveguide has a
radius a. The pieces-homogeneous layers between diaphragms are characterized by the per-
mittivity (6.,), permeability (,u j) and longitudinal dimensions bj (j 1,2).

Y3

byI L y2 T

d d

Fig. 1. Multilink waveguide filter with reactive diaphragms.

The eigen oscillations of the symmetrical T4,,- and TM0,-waves were researched. The
characteristic dimension of the diaphragms is supposed to be significantly smaller than the
wave length (K = 1l,), therefore there are no phenomena of the transformation of the wave
types. In this approach, the amplitudes of the fields on the entrances of the neighboring peri-
ods are connected by the transfer matrix T of the equivalent four-pole. Taking into consid-
eration the transfer matrixes of the input ( T0 ) and output ( T3 ) boundaries of the filter, the
amplitudes of the fields of the radiation are defined by the operator correlation:

BUo TOTn 3 (a ic (1)
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The elements of the degree of the transfer matrix T(tik ) were presented in [1] by the analyti-

cal formulas through the Mauguin polynomials PN(X), where X = (t]1 + t22)/2.

The transcendental equation for the complex eigen frequencies was obtained from the condi-
tion of the existing of a nontrivial solution of (1):

PN-,(X)/PN(X)=ti, ± ti2((YJ -)/( Y3 J + Y3))- (2)

There Yj is the wave admittance of the regular part of the structure, and Y0 = Y,. The com-

plex eigen frequencies K' = Re< + i. Im< (v is the number of the resonance in the zones

of the quasitransparent) are included in tik as the argument (tjin (K,') ). The upper sign in (2)

corresponds to the TE4,, -waves and the lower sign corresponds to the TMo,, -waves.

ANALYSIS OF THE EIGEN REGIMES

The characteristic dependencies of the eigen frequencies Kv and Q-factor

(Q, - ReK.' /(2 ImKtv) ) [2] of the oscillations on such structure parameters as filling pa-

rameter u of the diaphragms (u =cos(r d l)), LI a and b, / L for filter were presented in
Fig. 2-4 (N = 3) and Fig. 5 (N = 2).
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""4 ,8 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -4 ,4 8ý -- - - - -- -- -- -- - - -- -- -- =10

0105 0 0 O -0 ,5 0 ,0 0 ,5 u

-1 _ - -1 ,5 .. u

-2 Q

-3

-4 61 2 i-2 ,0 2

-5 L
rn M 'c 1 0 -1 ------ El=2+i*0.005 R e( c) 1 o.

Fig.2. Dependences of K' I and Q, T4 1 - Fig.3. Dependences of K' and Q, TM0I -

waveon u (L/a=2,a/l=15,ei= Pi=1, waveon u (L/a=2, a/l=15,,- =/i=1).
( i =- 0,2,3), p,u =I1).

The influence of the connection between basis elements upon the spectrum of the eigen os-
cillations can be seen from the dependences of the K," (u) and Q, (u) on the filling parameter

u of the circular diaphragms (Fig. 2-3). These dependences are distinguished by a very small
value of Irn<c' for the T4, -wave (Fig. 2). In this case, the spectrum lines Re<'(u) in each

quasitransparent zone are separated by small distances if the filling parameter is small
(u <-0.5), and they are very close if the filling parameter is large (u> 0). For the TM0I -

wave the spectrum is wider (Fig. 3). This fact is conditioned by the polarization sensitivity of
the diaphragms.
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The absolute values of Retc<, IImi ( are decreasing and the Q-factor (Q,) is increasing, if

the frequencies (- LIA ) are increasing (Fig. 4). Such behavior of Kc' and Q, is typical for

quasiopen structures.
The presence of the piece-homogenous regions (e, # 62 ) changes the conditions of the radia-
tion in the external waveguide canals. The extreme values appeared in dependences of the ra-
diation losses (Im<c,) and the Q-factor (Q,) on the dimension of the inhomogeneous regions
(Fig. 5).

14 :Re(Oc.),l"0 2 Q,11 36

1 ,,.'" 9 6 51 0 .• .......... 1"

8 .. 4.
12 65---02 0, , ,8 b/ '10-8

-8,2

L/ 05 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 10/L

2 -2,5 Im 10
.IM (1,'C,), 1 0-5

Fig.4. Dependences of <~c' and Q, TF41 - Fig.5. Dependences of Kr" and Q, T4 1 -

waveon L/a.(u=O,a/l=15, ej=,ui=1). waveonb,/L.(la=2, a/l=12, u=O,

e2 , 0 = se3 =1, Pi =).

The JIm< J is increasing and the Q-factor (Q,)decreasing, when the dissipative losses

(lImnE ) are increasing (fig. 2). In this case ReK' was almost constant.

CONCLUSIONS
The transcendental equation for complex frequencies and Q-factor of the eigen oscillations of
the symmetrical cylindrical waves of the waveguide with an arbitrary number of the identi-
cally elements is presented. The dependences of the eigen frequencies for multilink
waveguide filter with the reactive diaphragms on wave type, filling parameter of the dia-
phragm, dimension of the dielectric layers and dissipative losses are shown. Their computa-
tional algorithm does not depend on the wave type, waveguide canals and number of the
identically elements. The presented results allow to select the optimum operation regime of
the control devices depending on their functional purpose.
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ABSTRACT

A new mathematical model of a coaxial waveguide to radial waveguide junction is presented.
The solution has been obtained in terms of generalized scattering matrices. At first, closed
form expressions for elements of a generalized admittance matrix of the junction have been
derived. Then, the generalized admittance matrix has been converted to a generalized
scattering matrix.

INTRODUCTION
A coaxial waveguide to radial waveguide junction is widely employed as a part of coaxial-to-
rectangular waveguide junctions, rotary joints and other variety of microwave devices.
However, the diffraction problem of a coaxial waveguide z
to radial waveguide junction has not been solved in a
generalized form so far. The known mathematical models an---
are limited to the TEM mode in a coaxial line and bn
formulated in terms of input admittance normalized to the
coaxial aperture [1]. In this paper, the solution of the
problem is obtained in terms of generalized scattering a

matrix, which describes all possible operation conditions cd

of the junction. 2d

Furthermore, along with the solution for a general junction
between two radial waveguides [2], the presented Fig. I
approach allows analyzing biconical antennas with non-
linear elements of cones taking into account the feed geometry.

MULTIMODE ANALYSIS OF THE JUNCTION
Geometry of the junction is presented in Fig. 1. Transversal (to the r-direction) components of
the electric and magnetic fields in a radial waveguide are given by (azimuthal index m is
omitted for brevity)

r) E I,,(, E( 2 H' 1\-))k, (aH() (k,,r) + b, H' ' (k,,nr)yDE + E a, , (kr) +b,",H (k,,+,r))( "jD, - t ,- -

In I0i 11 n1;• xi a, 3y aH,,,(k)+(b,,) H b,,,

1 11 1 I fI

,,=0 =(2)

x = Y,,( (k,, r) +E ZB(2E (_ Ej

,,=0 
(2)

y ' r ain, H' (k, ,r +IaHH,ia 2) (knf r)e o M Me i E
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where indices E and H stand for TM and TE waves, respectively; H"' and H,12' are Hankel

functions of the first and second kind; k,, = Jk -7 ; ky 0 is the wave propagation constant in

free space; y,, = n)/l; 1 E and (JD' are the radial waveguide eigenfunctions

,D cos(yvz)cos(mrn)'T + my- sin(7yz)sin(m(.)J, ; (3)k/n 2Y~ r~ rMOKnr

S2 
= r cos( j,, Z) cos(m q)p e + sin(y,,z)sin(m (P)X ; (4)

Kn

E H k&S0any, =-j COECo and y,, -j are the wave admittances.
kI ,,COwPo

At first, we define a boundary condition on the surface I[ as E" = 0 and an exciting electric

field on the surface I by
Ir = H(ciH.E +, zHeE EHE Gi Zi 7hi X W, (5)

where hi is the transverse magnetic field of the coaxial mode i; Zi is the wave impedance of

mode i: Z H- k°Z° .Z - yýZ° = k2 _(kE)2 is the propagation constant of

mode i; ki ',E = 2,"E/a is the wave number of mode i; ý,E is the i-th root of the function

L,,(x) = J,,,(x) - YM (x)J,,,(xd / a)/Y;,,(xd / a);

2,H is the i-th root of the function X,,,(x) = J,1,(x) - Y,,(x)J',(xd I a)/Y,,,(xd / a);
J,, and Y are Bessel functions of the first and second kind, order m.

Then, the tangential magnetic fields on the surfaces I[ and I are found by using the Green's
function for a coaxial resonator. These magnetic fields can also be represented through

equation (2) and .-' = I Making use of continuity of tangential magnetic fields

on the surfaces I and II and following the Galerkin procedure for the resulting equations we
obtain the elements of the generalized admittance matrix Y('") and y(2l).

TMi -> TMi and TEw --> TWE mode coupling: r,'" = j cos(yiH•El)/sin(Y iHl);

TEM-->TEM mode coupling: K(1, icos(ko,0 -f--l)/sin(k0 e,ui);

TMi--TM. mode coupling: yK21) =v,,1 ki E (7i)2-2 L,4,(kka);

S HH(2) 4_• mT + my,,H ,, (ki a)
TEi-+TMn mode coupling: Yl

2i1 - 1( .|(k,,)2 aT".+(kHai2a )iH } Y i

TMi-->TEn mode coupling: Yi21) = 0;

2) 4 y, (kHa)
TEi-*TEn mode coupling: Y•2 ) 2 l H 7, X (k. a);

•_____ f2,nO

TEM- -TMn mode coupling: ,21 4d k2v.,/ - , 2,n = 0
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Similarly, we obtain the other elements of the generalized admittance matrix y(,2) and y1221 .
Transition from the admittance matrix to a scattering matrix yields the generalized scattering
matrix of the junction between coaxial and radial waveguides.

RESULTS
Consider a cylindrical cavity formed by a short circuit in the radial waveguide (Fig. 2).
Experimental results have been presented by Keam and Williamson [1] for the phase of the
reflection coefficient for the partially filled with dielectric and hollow coaxial-line/cylindrical
cavity junctions. The dimensions are a = 1.525 mm, d = 3.5 mm, R = 41 mm, 1 = 150 mm,
c = 24.12 mm and c = 2.1. Both cases for TEM coaxial mode excitation have been analyzed
using the developed mathematical model. For the first case, four generalized scattering
matrices have been progressively cascaded: of the junction between the hollow and filled
coaxial waveguides, of the coaxial waveguide to radial waveguide junction, of the junction
between the filled and hollow radial waveguides, and of the short circuit in the radial
waveguide. The computed results are plotted in Fig. 3 along with Keam and Williamson's
experimental values. One can see that theoretical and experimental results agree very well.

S200 -- -- ' __ _SA Filled case Hollow case
:a 160

o, 120 U

i ' ~ Measured
0) 80 '1,
040

.2 0

.40

S-80 '" :

S-120 Measured

S-160
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Frequency (GHz)
Fig. 2 Fig. 3

CONCLUSION
"A new approach to analysis of a coaxial waveguide to radial waveguide junction is presented.
"A key feature of the approach is the closed form expressions for elements of a generalized
admittance matrix of the junction. Resulted generalized scattering matrix describes all
possible operation conditions of the junction. Correctness of the developed mathematical
model has been proved by a comparison with known results for cylindrical cavity excited by
coaxial waveguide.
Presented solution can be incorporated into multimode analysis of coaxial-to-rectangular
waveguide junctions, rotary joints and other variety of microwave and antenna devices.
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ABSTRACT
General properties of the single- and double-band rejection sections based on the multi-aperture
irises have been investigated. A bandstop iris with two rejection resonances has been numerically
investigated and measured. New type of three-section bandstop filter with three-slot irises has
been designed, optimized and tested. The calculated results for an X-band bandstop filter have
been confirmed with good accuracy in experiment.

INTRODUCTION
A bandstop iris for a rectangular waveguide was first reported in [1]. Recently, it was shown that
a resonance of total rejection exists even for the simplest two-slot iris and that it is always located
between two points of full matching [2]. The nature of the rejection resonance was also studied
there, and it was shown that this resonance is the structure response to the excitation at the real
frequency close to two natural oscillation complex frequencies. In this communication, the study
of such elements as the components of bandstop filters is discussed.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
A numerical model under consideration was based on the generalized S-matrix technique The role
of key element was played by the plane-step junction of the main rectangular waveguide and two
(or three) waveguides of smaller cross-sections. Required full-wave S-matrix of this junction was
calculated by the conventional mode-matching technique (see, for example, [3]). Numerical
investigations show that the rejection resonance Q-factor is mainly determined by the difference
between the widths of the iris slots. Varying both the height and the width of the iris slots can
change the location of the resonance frequency. Fig. I shows the frequency responses of two-
aperture irises, slots of which were cut right next to the wide walls of the rectangular waveguide
WR90 (iris thickness is 0.48 umm, o1= 14.5 mm, o2=12.5 ram, b1=b2 =4.75 mm (solid curve
with square markers), bV= b2=3.75 mm (solid curve), bl= W2= 1.75 mm (dashed curve)).The
widths of the slots are fixed and their heights are changed decreasing from one curve to the other
leading to the resonance sift to lower frequency together with making its Q-factor decreased. As it
is seen, decreasing the heights of the slots does not necessarily leads to the increase in the Q-
factor of the rejection resonance (as in single aperture irises). Note that even two "high" slots,
taking approximately 90% of the waveguide height, provide a rejection effect (see the curve with
square marks in Fig. 1). The latter is important with respect to the electrical breakdown properties.
Similar to Fig. 1 rejection responses are also formed by the three-slot irises, the topology of which
is symmetrical with relation to the horizontal axis of the waveguide cross-section. This symmetry
provides a rarefied spectrum of the higher-order modes and decreases mutual interaction of
fringing fields for the irises being the sections of a filter with 2A /4 distances between them. The

latter makes the response more close to the one predicted by the circuit theory. A cumulative view
of the dependence of the three-slot iris properties on the widths of the slots is given by Fig. 2,
where equal-value curves for the rejection frequencies and the Q-factors (defined at the 3 dB level
of insertion loss) are presented in the coordinates (ala2). Fig. 2 enables one to estimate the
dimensions of the iris slots that provide a required Q-factor and rejection resonance frequency
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(iris thickness is 0.38 mm, heights of the slots are b1=1.52 mm, b'2=2.52 mm). It is clear that
close frequency responses can be obtained both for L1> a2 and for al< c2. In the case of equal
"electromagnetic" properties for the external pair of slots and the central one (roughly speaking in
the vicinity of their equal dimensions), the Q-factor tends to infinity and the rejection resonance
disappears. Note also that the rejection sections based on the irises with three slots of different
dimensions possess an interesting feature of forming frequency responses with two rejection
resonances. The frequency responses having two rejection spikes for the three-slot iris in WR90
(iris thickness is 0.48 mm, aix bl=13.1xl 7n1n

2 
, Ox b'2= 14.2x3 1"M2, 3x W==I3==15.2x3 mm2)

are presented in Fig. 3. Calculated (solid line) and measured (triangle marks) curves are in good
agreement although the maxima of insertion loss reach only 12 dB and 19 dB because of the finite
conductivity. The existence of the pair of rejection resonances can be interpreted as a response of
the open structure to the excitation of three natural oscillations with three different complex
frequencies [2]. One of them has a low Q-factor of the coupling with input and output
waveguides, whereas the other two have high Q-factors. As an example of application of multi-
slot irises for the bandstop filter design, let us consider the structure shown in the insert in Fig. 4.
The filter-prototype design was carried out according to the following specification: frequencies
of the stopband are f =10.2 GHz, f 2 = 10.3 GHz at the suppression level L >80 dB, edge
frequencies of passband fPL = 10.1 GHz, fo 2 = 10.4 GHz with permissible insertion loss LP <0.5
dB. According to [4], we obtain the filter consisting of three sections, separated by the distances
11 = 2 = 2 g /4. Obviously, the interaction of irises due to the fringing fields substantially
influences both the skirt selectivity and the level of the passband insertion loss. The geometry
optimization for the bandstop filter based on resonance irises was carried out with the aid of the
goal function of conventional type:

g(3Mj=2+ L fP)J,

where L, and LP are the required level of insertion loss in the stop band and the pass band

respectively. The frequencies { fk,} and { f"} correspond to the sets of sampling points within the
stop and passbands, respectively. The vector of varying parameters 3 included all the filter
dimensions except of the thickness of the irises and the location of the slot centers. The
dimensions of two irises after optimization are presented in Table 1.

Table. I Bandstop filter geometry

1st and 3rd irises 2nd iris

0ix bl, mm 2  a2x b2, min2 aix b1, mm 2 1 a2x b2, mm 2  11, min 12, mm

14.31x.87 x 12.5362.09 14.2562.1 12.5761.98 9.92 9.95

The curve of the insertion losses for the optimized filter geometry, pictured in Fig. 5 by solid line,
corresponds to the goal function with an increased weight of the lower part of the pass band. The
resulting response is characterized by quite a steep left front near the lower edge of the stopband
(0.22 dB/MHz). The lower part of the passband of approximately 500 MHz has insertion loss
exceeding no more than 0.15 dB. An experimental example of the filter has shown the losses of
about 0.5 dB within the band of 450 MHz to the left of the stopband and even a steeper left front
of the characteristic at the lower edge of the stopband (2.5 dB/MHz) with the maximum of
insertion loss being equal to 42 dB. Corresponding data are marked by triangles in Fig. 4.
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CONCLUSION
Thus, it has been shown that the multi-slot resonance irises, cross-sections of which contain
several slots of different dimensions, form a frequency response containing a number of total
rejection resonances equal to the number of slots having different "electromagnetic" properties
minus one. Numerical analysis of the possibility to control the locations and the Q-factors of the
total rejection resonances has shown that it is possible to develop easy-to-manufacture low-cost
bandstop filters (one- and two-band) using the multi-slot irises. Three-section bandstop filter has
been experimentally realized showing a high front steepness of the stopband frequency response.

-l f a2xb2L, d alxbl
L, dB -II alxbl 20 a2xb2

3 0 a 2 x b 2 /, . .. f = 8 .A /
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20 16
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bl=b2=3.75 mm f1

mmf=12
2 ýL i blb2=475 m 12- ý fGHz

9.0 10.0 11.0 f, GHz ,
12 16 20

al, mm
Fig. I Insertion loss for two-slot irises with different Fig. 2 Plots Q = Const and f= Const for a three-slot

slot heights symmetric iris with a single stopband
L, dB

L, dB

30.0 a3xb3
I '--- Ialxbl 60 E M

20.0-L~L a2xb2
40

A

10.0
20

A

9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 f GHz 10 10.5 11 f, GHz

Fig. 3 Calculated (-) and measured (A) frequency Fig. 4 Calculated (-) and measured (A) insertion loss for
responses for a two-stopband three-slot iris a bandstop filter based on three-slot irises
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present the results of investigation of electromagnetic waves in a layered
dielectric that is backed from one side by a metal plate. These waves attenuate in the direction
of periodicity and propagate along the normal direction, so they can be treated as surface
waves.

INTRODUCTION
It is well known [1] that in 1-D periodic media, there are two different basic electromagnetic
eigen-oscillations supported without external currents and charges. In the certain frequency
intervals (passbands) the electromagnetic oscillations represent wave process, which carry a
constant power (in the case of absence of absorption) in the forward or backward direction.
Between the passbands electromagnetic oscillations have a structure that is different from the
previous case. In these frequency intervals electromagnetic oscillations transfer no energy in
the direction of periodicity and have decreasing (increasing) dependence on the coordinate.
These frequency intervals are called forbidden bands (stopbands). Today the I -D periodic
media are sometimes called I-D photonic band gap (PBG) structures. Results of our
investigations of the properties of electromagnetic oscillations in the stopbands of a layered
structure are presented. Particularly, we have shown that, under some conditions, the eigen-
functions, which yield the field distributions, can have zero values at certain planes normal to
the direction of periodicity. By placing metal sheets at these planes, we can essentially change
the properties of the waves reflected from finite number of dielectric layers lying on a metal
plate and create dielectric-metal resonance systems having oscillations with increasing or
decreasing field distributions along the coordinate z. These phenomena can be treated in terms
of so-called "defect modes" [2] as the "surface defect levels" that arise as a result of existence
of the interface between the medium with a band structure and the medium that can be
considered as an infinite potential well. In this paper we present the results of investigations
of the evanescent in one direction and propagating in the normal one electromagnetic waves
in the case of a layered structure limited from one side by a metal (or in the case of periodicity
reflected symmetrically relatively some plane).

MULTI-LAYER DIELECTRIC
Let us consider properties of eigen electromagnetic oscillations in a layered dielectric, which
represents a periodical along the axis z set of layers with the thickness d, and d2 and
permittivities 6, end s2 . In transversal directions (x, y), the layers are not limited. Dependence
on time and transversal coordinate x shall be supposed as exp{i{kxx- (ot)}.
Dependence of the transversal components of electromagnetic field on the longitudinal
coordinate z can be found from the Maxwell equations. For arbitrarily selected two adjoining
layers (i=1,2) (from which we shall count the periods (s=O)) tangential electric field
components can be written as:

( ) ilhiz ( )e illiz,

E()e=Ei e + (1.1)

where hi =o/c Al js•-kc 2 /o 2 and E-+ are constants.
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As the considered system is periodic along the axis z with period D=dl+d2, the field
components within the period with number s can be determined by the expression:

E_') = Ps' ` (zvD) + , ] (1.2)

where p is some complex number. It is easy to show that at the fixed frequency the boundary

conditions for the field components are fulfilled only for two values of parameterp [3]: p,

and P2 = 1 /p 1 .

Inside the stopbans, jp1p <1. If K., =kxD/2rt= D/IX >0, there is a gap for the frequencies

0<Q<Q, (92= oD/(27tc)=D/IX). This gap we shall call the zero stop band. Let us
I1J consider a structure of an electrical field in some stop

band. An example can be seen in Fig. I where we
0.8 .- d show the dependences of the absolute value of E, on

0 the normalized longitudinal coordinate
. , ' Y d= z / D within one period for the first stopband and

0.4 1c, =0.31, Q2 = 0.35 (n, = sqrt(E,) = 2,

n2 =sqrt(E2)=l.38, &'l'= E"=0, d, =n 2 1(n, +n 2)D,
0.2 d2 = n 1/(n, +n 2)D).

0 From Fig.1, it follows that both eigen non-
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 propagating oscillations (d-decreasing: pI <1,i-

Fig. I increasing:IP21 > 1) of layered dielectric have an

interesting feature. In certain planes normal to the axis z, the tangential component of the
electric field equals to zero [4]. Note that for two fundamental solutions these planes do not
coincide. By putting in these planes metal planes, we can efficiently control the field
distribution.
Indeed, a general solution of electromagnetic problem with a finite layered structure is
represented as a sum of two fundamental (partial) solutions E, (z) = CE ,, (z) + C2Er,2 (z). If

the metal plate is located at z = z., the following condition must be satisfied:

(z.) + c2E2 (z. ) =o, (1.3)
from which it follows that if E•,,(z.)=O(E, 2 (Z.)=O), then C,=0 (C1=0). Thus, choosing

some z., we can create the field distribution that corresponds only to one fundamental
solution, i.e. either pure increasing or decreasing one.
Transversal planes with zero values of the tangential component of electric field exist in all
gaps under some conditions, but for the zero gap they are located near the edge of the gap and
if K., -+ 0, the frequency width of this interval tends to zero.

Using the described circumstances, we can, firstly, essentially change the performances of
waves reflected from a finite number of dielectric layers lying on a metal plate. Secondly, one
can create metal-dielectric resonance systems based on non-propagating waves and having
oscillations with increasing (decreasing) field distributions along the coordinate z. Results of
these investigations will be given elsewhere. Here we shall present the results of exploring of
the surface waves that can exist in the forbidden zones in the semi-limited layered dielectrics
backed by a metal plate.
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SURFACE WAVES IN A HALF-LIMITED LAYERED DIELECTRIC
Assume that the front surface of the metal plate has the coordinate z=zm. The layered
dielectric is spaced in such a way that a layer with the higher refractive index starts at the
coordinate z=O. Changing the position of the front surface of the metal plate (O<zm,<D), we
can study different "surface levels" of electromagnetic oscillations. We shall consider the case
when optical length of each layer equals a quarter of some reference wavelength X,.,

... i.e., di = ?. /(4n,). For perfect metal we have

0.7 '
3
ph•,. the boundary condition at Z=Zm:

0.6 P _- E,(z = z,) CIE•.,(Z = Z )+C 2E,,2 (Z = ZI).

0. .If E.,(z) corresponds to the decreasing
.. solution then we have to suppose that C2=0

0.4 .and try to find such a frequency Q and
3 -=0 transversal wavenumber icx inside a forbidden

0.2 P ... ,.p... .. •band thatE,,,(nRi.,z=z,,1 )=O.
0.1 .. In Fig.2 (s-polarization) and Fig.3 (p-

0.2 0.4 0.6 1 polarization), we present the results of solving
this dispersion equation (symbols { } -z,11=0,

Fig. 2

0.8 nthe layered medium starts with the more dense
layer of nl=2; and symbols {+} - z.=dl,

0.7 p -. x layered medium starts with the less dense

0.6 ...... . layer of n2=1.38) . Letters p mark passbands
0.5• . and lettersf mark forbidden bands.

04P • /We can see that for s-polarization there are
surface waves both for z,,=O and z,,,=dl, but
surface waves with p-polarization exist only

0.2- 111 . =0 when z,,m=O. The surface wave in the zero
. forbidden band exists only for s-polarization

f , when O<z,,<d1/2 and (d±+d2/2)<z,,<D. In the
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 first forbidden band for the s-polarization

Fig. 3 waves can travel along the x-axis with phase
velocities less or greater than that of light

(O<z,..<dj12 and (dl+d2/2)<z..<D) and they are slow waves if dj/2<z,,<(d±+d2/2).
For the p-polarization surface waves in the zero forbidden band cannot exist. In the first
forbidden band waves travel along the x-axis with phase velocities less or greater than that of
light only if (O<z,,<d,/2 and (d,+d 2/2)<z,,,<D). So, surface waves with the p-polarization do
not exist if d1/2<z,..<(dl+dj2).
Our preliminary simulations have shown that the studied surface waves can exist in the
layered structures with finite number of layers backed from one side by the metal.
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STUDY OF SURFACE FLUTE MODES PROPAGATION IN A
CYLINDRICAL METAL WAVEGUIDES WITH NONCIRCULAR

CROSS-SECTION AND PLASMA FILLING

V. Girka, I. Pavlenko, and S. Puzirkov

Kharkov National University, 4 Svobody sq., Kharkov, 61077, Ukraine,
e-mail: girka@pem.kharkov.ua

INTRODUCTION
Due to needs of modern radio-physics and plasma electronics, dispersion properties of the
plasma filled waveguides of different geometries have been actively studied recently. Such
waveguides are used as the main component of oscillators and amplifiers of high frequency
electromagnetic waves and guiders of intense charged particle beams [I]. Theoretical study of
surface flute modes (SFM) which can propagate along azimuthal angular direction in a
cylindrical metal waveguide with non-circular cross-section can be useful for elaboration of
various radio engineering and plasma electron devices.
That is why this paper is devoted to description of the SFM electromagnetic properties. They
are studied analytically and numerically by using Maxwell equations for description of the
SFM fields and cold plasma model with the aid of successive approximation method.

PROBLEM GEOMETRY AND ANALYTICAL STUDY
Consider a cylindrical metal waveguide which is completely filled with magneto-active
plasma. An external uniform magnetic field Fl0 is oriented along the z axis. The radius of
metal waveguide is characterized by the following expression: R2 =R (1 + hcos N(p).
Dependence of the SFM fields on coordinates and time is chosen in the following form:
f, (r)exp(imnp-icot). Here h is a small parameter, co is the wave frequency, m is the

a
azimuthal wave number. We suppose here that - = 0. If there is a narrow axial slot in the

metal waveguide (it means that its angular size (p0 <<1) then by using Maxwell's equations
and two boundary conditions: the SFM fields are of finite value at the axis of the waveguide,
and the tangential component of the SFM electric field is zero at the metal surface, one can
find the following dispersion equation:

mg2  I' (kR 2i'Po) - 0 (J'm (kR 2)+iN'm (kR 2 ))

kR261,o +•, l(kR 2'Po) 2rT(Jm(kR 2)+iN,,(kR 2))

2 2

where ij
2  

FE- ', Im(x) is modified Bessel function, Jm(x) and Nm,((x) are the Bessel

and Neiman functions, respectively, the prime means the derivative with respect to argument,
k = co / c, &i is the plasma permeability tensor in the approximation of cold plasma. Solution
of (1) has been found in the form: co = (oo + Ao-iy, where lAol << woo, y << o00, co0 is the
solution of (1) in the zero approximation ((po = 0), A wco and y are real and imagine parts of
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the first order approximation for the oo, respectively. In the limiting case one can find the
following analytical expressions:

( kR___Y 2m in!2

Ao Q 2) 7 1 M!2 2QC, if kR2 << 1;

(2)

Ac z 4Pk fe, n,-e, if kR2 >> m,
47cka27

here Q. is the Langmuir frequency.
In the case of the waveguide with non-circular cross-section one can find the

following analytical expressions as a correction to coo. If the inequality kR 2T0 >> N,m is
valid, then correction term is as follows:

A z-h 2 coo1 + 'Coe' 2N) (3)

However, in the opposite limiting case kR 2T0 << N,m one can find another solution:

_2 f 4NkRw when coo 0

Aco h 0 2No (4)
2 2Nco o w hen wo -1 )

RESULTS OF NUMERICAL STUDY
Numerical analysis of (1) enables one to obtain the results presented in Figure 1, where

2 = 50. Lines marked by squares, triangles and diamonds have been obtained in the
Ce

cases of m=2, 3 and 4, respectively.

Re(o/o%))

1.4 -

1.2

1.0-

0.8.
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0.4-

0.2 -i
0 5 10 15 20

af/c

Fig. 1.
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One can see that the SFM with small values of azimuthal wavenumbers damp more stronger
than those with relatively great wavenumbers.
Figure 2 illustrates a results of spatial structure of the SFM magnetic field for the case

c
R1 7 andm=3.

•e

Re(l--I)

80

60

40 [ ' -52.264

20 m -45.295

0 -38.327

20 
-31.358-20 • -24.390

-40 -17.421

-60 E -10.453El -3.484
1.4 3.484

1 1.4 10.453
0.6 I 17.421

0 .2 0.6
-0.2 .2 • 24.390

-0.6 -0.6 2 31.358
-1 -0.6 38.327

-1.4 -1.4 45.295

Y X 52.264

Fig. 2.

CONCLUSION
Dispersion properties of the SFM have been studied in the case of magnetoactive plasma-
filled metal waveguide with the cross-section which is characterized by the equation

R2(p) = R, (1 + hsin Np). Eigenfrequencies and spatial distributions of the SFM fields have
been found and analyzed both analytically and numerically. The SFM damping caused by
emission of their power through an axially directed narrow slot has been studied as well. It is
found that these X-polarized modes are the fast waves: their magnetic component is much
greater than both electric components; their wave power flow is directed mainly along a small
azimuth angle. The SFM propagation can be considered as alternative method for wall
conditioning in fusion devices during a microwave gas discharge.

The work was supported in part by the Science and Technology Center in Ukraine,
project #1112.
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DOMAIN-PRODUCT-TECHNIQUE ANALYSIS
OF A DIELECTRIC-LOADED H-PLANE RADIATOR

Ahmet S. Turk, and Vitaliy P. Chumachneko'
Electronics Engineering Department, Gebze Institute of Technology

41400 Gebze, Kocaeli, Turkey

ABSTRACT
A study of an H-plane structure composed of the feeding waveguide, horn and dielectric
loading with polyhedral boundaries is described. The method of analysis is domain product
technique (DPT). Results demonstrating improvements in radiation characteristics are
presented for several configurations.

INTRODUCTION
Effects of dielectrics on radiation of electromagnetic horns have been examined by a number
of authors. It was established that dielectric loading could provide significant improvements
in some of their characteristics [1]. Because of complex geometry, many configurations of
this type can be studied only experimentally or using direct numerical methods requiring long
computing time and large storage capacity of computer.
This paper deals with a symmetric H-plane radiating structure composed of the feed, horn and
dielectric embedding of a multiangular cross-section. One possible geometry is shown in Fig.
1. An efficient rigorous analysis of the structure is based on the DPT method [2,3]. Sample
results showing reduction in the beamwidth and lowering the side lobe level are presented for
several loaded radiators.

FORMULATION
Two regions form the structure considered.
Region I is occupied by dielectric with relative
permittivitys. Region 2 contains a filament
source extending along the z -axis. It is Soure
assumed that the waveguide supports a single \
TE10 mode and the source is far enough from

the aperture so that the horn is excited either
by dominant mode. Both regions may consist
of more than one separate part. The profiles of
region I and 2 are broken lines composed of
N(' and N(2 ) segments respectively. The
length of the j th segment is 2fiP). The time

dependence is exp(icot). 2 is the free-space

wavelength, k (2) = = 2)e /A and Fig. 1 Geometry of the problem

k (1) - /J-ko. In addition to the basic system (x, y, z), a local Cartesian co-ordinate system
(x),, •P) and an elliptic one (•VP,r(P") are introduced for the jth segment of the pth

region (j = 1, N IP, p = 1,2)

' On leave from Technical University of Zaporozhye, 64 Zhukovsky Str., 330063 Zaporozhye, Ukraine
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i =.cosh Pcos q'), Y/ = fj(Psinh ýI)" sinn7' (1)

Boundary value problem is formulated with respect to the single component of
electromagnetic field E, satisfying Helmholtz's equation with appropriate boundary, edge

and radiation conditions. Denote electric field sought in regions 1 and 2 as u and u2. In
every cross-sectional regikn, the field is constructed in the form of a sum as

N (I) N (2)(1)=(2) (2)(2
u = u , U. +± u (2)

j=1 j=1

Here, u, is the known contribution of the source and terms upj (j = 1, N'P), p 1,2) are given

by expansions
- '" = ' cen (q7() , q )( ) (3)

=4D Me•! (Oq(p)) ,I
(P) (1p) (2) (ý p) a(t)) i

where ces n t j mqj ) is the even angular Mathieu function of index n, Me r ( ,truatio
the relevant radial Mathieu function and aq' = k°'P~j/2 ID) an "i I arJ eune

of the unknown expansion coefficients. Substituting (2) and (3) into boundary conditions
leads in the manner usual for DPT to an infinite matrix that can be solved after truncation.

Validation of the theory and the pertinent computer code was performed in the case of an H-
sectoral horn loaded by a quasi dielectric (c = 1 ) insert. The results obtained are in complete
agreement with the known solution [2] for the same configuration without loading.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
The radiation properties of the structure have been examined according to the procedure
described in the previous section for a selected set of parameters. Some of the results are
presented and discussed below.

0

-20 -

0 0

0-1
C, o -10 ---

-40 - "•

ci) 0)

-60

I IA l I I I- -20 1 I
-90 0 90 180 270 90 135 180

C, deg. C)' deg.

Fig. 2 Radiation pattern of unloaded and loaded horn shown in Fig. I for
a1/2=0.75, q/a=2, b/a=l.5,c/a=l.5,dl/a=0.16 and l/a=0.5. Solid line: unloaded;
circles: loaded (e = 4).
Fig. 3 Radiation pattern of unloaded and loaded horn for a / 2 = 0.75, q / a = 2, q, / a = 0.23,
c/a = 1.5 and b/a = 1. Solid line: unloaded; circles: loaded (6 = 2).
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Improvements in radiation characteristics of dielectric-loaded horns are usually archived at
the expense of the new appreciable side lobes [1]. Results given in Fig. 2 demonstrate the
opposite. The loading lowers significantly the level of the minor radiation. Fig. 3 shows far-
field patterns calculated for the horn depicted in the background. The narrowing of the main
beam, caused by dielectric slabs, is clearly seen. Fig. 4 shows the radiation pattern of the
open-ended waveguide loaded with multiangular dielectric lens. It is seen that the lens
increases directivity of the waveguide appreciably.

0 0

M -10

-10 * 2

(D 0
,._-

0 o

•= •-20

-2-

- -30

-30

90 135 180 225 270 90 135 180

4), deg. C, deg.
Fig. 4 Radiation pattern of unloaded and loaded open-ended waveguide for a /2 0.75,
q / a = 1.35, b / a = 1.5, l / a = 0.5, 1, / a = 0.1 and d / a = 0.2. Solid line: unloaded; circles:

loaded (c = 4).

Fig. 5 Radiation pattern of unloaded and loaded horn for if = 60", a / A = 0.75, 1 / a = 2.95,

r / a = 1.45, c / a = 2.1, c1 / a = 0.87, c2 / a = 0.3 and b / a = 2.97. Solid line: unloaded; circles:

loaded (data calculated for c = 2.586); crosses: loaded (experimental data for 6 = 2.586).

Parameters of the insert shown in Fig. 5 have been chosen with the aid of computational
experiment to narrow the main beam and to lower simultaneously the side lobe level. In the
same figure, the calculated radiation pattern is compared with the results of measurement
performed for the H-sectoral horn with the waveguide dimensions 10 cm x 4 cm. As it is seen,
agreement between the theory and experiment is quite satisfactory.
All numerical examples given were obtained by changing the input data only. On the whole,
computation time depends on the dimensions of the antenna but is fairly short. For a structure
with subdomain boundaries in the total electric length extending to 20 wavelengths,
computation of the radiation pattern takes about 5 s with an IBM-PC-compatible computer
based on Pentium-II CPU at 266 MHz.
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HIGH-Q WAVEGUIDE FILTER
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ABSTRACT

A waveguide section filled periodically with magneto-dielectric layers and metal gratings is
investigated. The amplitude-frequency characteristics, conditions of the resonant transparency
and high-Q natural oscillations are obtained.

INTRODUCTION

The resonance properties of a periodic set of gratings of metal bars in free space have been
investigated in [1]. The revealed high frequency selectivity of such a structure stimulates the
investigation of a similar system in a waveguide as a filter. This paper deals with a periodic
sequence of gratings and magneto-dielectric layers in a rectangular waveguide.

GEOMETRY

A section of a rectangular waveguide (a x b) is considered. There are N identical unit cells
placed periodically with the period L along the z-axis (the direction of the wave propagation).
A unit cell contains a grating of rectangular metal bars (h is the grating thickness, I is the
grating period along the y-axis, g is the gap between the bars) between two dielectric layers.
The latter are characterized by the thicknesses d, and d2, permittivities 81 and 82, and
permeabilities ,ul and ,U2, respectively. The input and output waveguides are filled with
magneto-dielectrics of permittivities co, 83 and permeabilities uo, /u3, respectively. The
structure is homogeneous along the x-axis. We consider the single-mode regime of TEm0-
modes and use the long-wave approximation (e=l/2 <<1).

Ay Unit cell

go 1 N. g3

0 db L ML (m+l)L (N-1)L NL Z

Fig. I Geometry of multilayer periodic waveguide filter
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METHOD OF SOLUTION
The diffraction problem of TEm0-modes is solved by using the matrix approach and the theory
of the matrix polynomial [2,3]. The transfer matrix T of the unit cell of the structure has been
obtained from the solution presented in [4]. The transfer matrices of the input TO and output

T3 of the waveguide are determined using the standard boundary condition for the interface

of homogeneous layers. The amplitude of the incident wave is related to the scattered field

amplitudes by the product of TOT NT3. Direct analytical formulas of the reflection R and

transmission i-coefficients are taken from [2] in terms of the Mauguin polynomials [5].

RESULTS

1. Reflection characteristics

There are wide stopbands and narrow passbands near high-Q resonances on the reflection
characteristics of the structure (Fig.2), similarly to the structure with simpler unit cells [2].
Position and width of the bands result from the equation for the propagation constant of the
relevant infinite waveguide [1,2]. The resonances in the passbands are determined by the
zeros of the Mauguin polynomials cos(,zv/N)=(tj +t22)/2, where v=l,2,..N-1 is the number
of resonance, til and t22 are the elements of the transfer matrix T. High Q-factors of the
resonances result from the high selectivity of a single grating and weak electromagnetic
coupling between the gratings in a set. The Q-factor can be evaluated using the ratio of the
total number of the resonances (N-I) to the width of the corresponding passband
Q - (N-1)/(aTN1 -Xel). If hNA<<l and ej =pj =I, then the passband width is

xN-1 -X 1 =cs(/N)/z(2jlnsin(7/2 1+ A/g), where n is the number of the passband.

1,0

00,8
0,8_ - ,

0,6 g/1=0.05
-............. g1=0.2

0,4 0,4 ......

0,2 j 0,2 m(F,)=0.05
........... • m(E•)=0.I

0,0

0,090 0,095 0,100 0,105 0,110 6,104 0,106 0,108 0,110 0,112

Fig.2 Frequency dependences of the reflection Fig.3 Frequency dependence of the reflection
coefficient module, TElo-mode, N=5, a/l=40, coefficient module, TE10-mode, N=7, a/1=40,
a/b=2, 11l=20, h/1=6, eo,2,3=1, C1=9+i0.001, a/b=2, L1J=20, g/1=0.2, h/1=6, co,2,3=1,
A.t= 1, dj1/( L-h )=0.2. Re(c1)=9,/.A= 1, d l/( L-h )=0.2.

Insertion of magneto-dielectric layers between the gratings enables one 1) to improve the
matching of the section with the input and output, 2) to decrease the total length of the
structure, 3) to increase the number of the varying parameters, 4) to simplify the fabrication
method. It is important to take into account the influence of the dissipative losses in the layers
on Q-factor (Fig.3).
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2. Natural Oscillations

Obtained analytical formulas for the scattering coefficients enable one to investigate the
natural oscillations of the structure depending on the geometric, field and material parameters.

Figs.4 and5 illustrate a typical behavior of the complex frequencies X' = Rex' + ilme' and

Q-factors Q, = Reaj' Ima•' . It is important to notice that the Q-factors of the resonances

grow with the increase of frequency (Fig.4). If the dissipative losses get greater, the absolute

value Jimaxc increases and Q-factor decreases (Fig.5).

5,0 5,5 6,0 6,5 7,0 0,00 0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,05. . . . . 0,o °1086oe•••-i-t

...... 1.......... 1000

0, 1 - .............. ........ ......... . ...R ea l 6 00
R- e3 0,106Ra 3oQ Q-

-r0,105 Rem 2 .. .... 020> 1 400

-00,

-15

0,00 v=2102 v=3 20

5,0 5,5 6,0 6,5 7,0 0,00 0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,05
h/I Inmc 1

Fig.4 Dependence of the natural frequencies and Fig.5 Dependence of the natural frequencies and
Q-factor of the filter on the thickness of the Q-factor of the filter on the dielectric losses,
grating, TE10-mode, N=4, a/l=40, a/b=2, L1l=20, TElo-mode, N=4, a/1=40, aib=2,L/l=20, h/l=6,
g11=6, C0,2,3-=1, cl=2, /t,= 1, dl/( L-h )=O. 1. c,"02,3-=1, Re(cj)=2, li= 1, d j/(L-h )=O. 1.

CONCLUSION

Obtained results enable us to recommend the investigated structure as a basis of a high-Q
waveguide filter of the TE1 o-modes. The presence of additional resonant magneto-dielectric
layers before and behind of the grating in the unit cells enables one to modify the
characteristics of the filter in a wide range. Analytical expressions for the resonance
frequencies and Q-factors of the oscillations have been obtained. Their behavior has been
illustrated by the dependences of the reflection coefficient and natural complex frequencies on
the parameters of the system.
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ABSTRACT
Using the method of overlapping regions, an electromagnetic model of an E-plane cross-
shaped divider is developed. The coupling region of the cross-shaped divider includes
rectangular resonance cavities. Numerical values of the scattering matrix coefficients have
been obtained.

INTRODUCTION
Parameter determination of the measuring standards of reflection and transmission
coefficients by numerical methods is a perspective tendency in the microwave metrology. E-
plane cross-shaped junction of rectangular waveguides has a smooth scattering matrix
coefficient behavior against frequency. The junction is used as a reference discontinuity in
various measuring devices. Thus the comprehensive investigation of the junction properties is
practically valuable.

ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL OF THE WAVEGUIDE JUNCTION
In the present paper, electromagnetic calculation of the scattering matrix of the loaded E-
plane cross-shaped junction of rectangular waveguides is made by means of the method of
overlapping regions [I]. The configuration of the divider under consideration is shown in Fig.
1 a.

/Sij
3t 3 0.52 -

-- 'U21, 1 /S31/

c ' b

Tr4! 2~J~~ c12i df2-
i--- - ý-7 0.50

'y /S21/

S1 Is 11/

0.48 -- T - -
25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00

F,GGz
a) b)

Fig. I. (a) A loaded E-plane cross-shaped junction of rectangular waveguides. (b) The
scattering matrix coefficients of loaded divider: c= 1.2b, d=].97b, a x b=7.2 x 1.7 mm.
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The protruding arm, regions I and II, is a rectangular waveguide (of dimensions a and b, a
being the broader dimension) which supports the dominant H10 mode only. In the junction,

the modal fields must be of the H-type only (i.e., having no electric field component Es),

and their dependence on x takes the form of sin ;/a(x + a/2). Regions I, II, III and IV are

the overlapping regions with boundaries:

region1: a a b b

2 2 2 2

region II: X a <y<oo, -- < z<
2 2 2 2

a a d d c c
region III: - -_ <x _ , 2--< y _< -- , -2<z< -

2 2 2 2 2 2

a a c c d d
region IV: -- _x <- , 2- < y <2- --- < Z <-

2 2 2 2 2 2

For the selected simple regions, a system of integral equations has been derived. The solution
has been obtained by the method of eigenfunctions. In the regions I and II, the H, -

components have been expanded in terms of the waveguides modes, and in the regions III and
IV they have been expanded in terms of the resonator modes [2]. The electromagnetic
problem constructed in this way enables us to determine the divider scattering matrix
coefficients Sui = 5,1(a,b,c,d,F,N) as a function of geometrical sizes a, b ,c, d in the whole

frequency band F of the single mode excitation. The number of the taken into account
higher-order modes was N=15.

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The device can be considered as a cross-shaped divider, which is loaded with waveguide
irregularities in the form of step discontinuity of impedance. The properties of divider are
investigated beforehand by the method of the loaded multi-port. Initial numerical values of
the scattering matrix coefficients were calculated by using the rigorous solution of an
electromagnetic problem. The values of reflection coefficients of the loads in the output ports
were determined from the solution of the concrete problem.
Application of the divider as a 6-port transducer of complex signals demands the input power
to be split into four equal parts. This can be achieved by using the principal mode H10 or by

using higher non-propagating modes H,.

The situation of equal splitting under conditions of operating with higher modes H,,, is

illustrated in Fig. lb. The corresponding sizes of resonator cavities were c=I.2b, d=1.97b.
With these sizes, the absolute value of S.. lies between 0.49 and 0.51.
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Fig. 2a displays the situation with operating mode H10 . The divider sizes were d 3/22A,,

c=3b. The parameters mentioned above correspond to the analysis of the divider loaded by
steps in the rectangular waveguides with impedance ratio 1/3 by means of the theory of
transmission lines.

/8i / /Siji/

0.80 ... Si /1.00 
--

/S31_ /S31/

0.40 /S21/ 0.50 Is I /
/S11/

/S21/

0.00 0.00-

28.00 30.00 F,GGz 32 .00  28.00 30.00 F,GGz 32.00

a) b)

Fig. 2. The divider scattering matrix coefficients as a function of the cavity sizes d and c:
a) d=6.55b, c=3b; b) d=4.7b, c=3b.

If the lengths d of the resonator cavities are equal to 2,/2 and the width c is equal to 3b, the

effect of narrow-band matching in the input port has been observed. This situation is
illustrated in Fig. 2b.
Therefore, the divider can be applied in practice using as the operating wave both the
principal propagating mode and higher non-propagating modes H,,,. The obtained results

enable us to investigate the properties of the divider with different sizes of resonator cavities.
They also show that the divider can be applied as a reference multiple-port discontinuity for
the design of the analyzers of microwave circuits.
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ABSTRACT
Longitudinal slot in a broad wall of a rectangular waveguide filled with a centrally positioned
dielectric slab is considered. Radiation coefficients of the slot are studied using the modified
eigen-wave method in the excitation problem. Dependence of radiation coefficient and
resonance properties of the slot on geometry of the system, dielectric permittivity, width of
the slot and its position in the waveguide wall have been studied in the X-band.

INTRODUCTION
Longitudinal slots in partially filled with dielectric waveguides are more difficult for
theoretical studying than transversal ones. The scattering elements of a slot can be considered
as functionals of the magnetic field H excited by the electric field in the slot in the source
region. Magnetic current equivalent to the electric field in the slot, that is a surface one, is
used as a source of this field. The density distribution function of this current contains the
Dirac delta-function which causes difficulties of obtaining a convergent solution for the
magnetic field. Using the eigen-wave method [1] or the method of the Green's function for
the field [2] (the main methods of solving an excitation problem) one encounters the
following difficulties. In both cases the expression for the H-field excited by a longitudinal
magnetic current contains its density (and the Dirac delta-function as well) in the explicit
form. This prevents one from obtaining the convergent expression for the inner admittance of
the slot, without which it is impossible to obtain its power parameters (radiation coefficient
and others). The authors of [2] did not write in their paper how they have overcome this
difficulty. Modification of the eigen-wave method proposed in [3] permits to obtain a
convergent solution for the H-field. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the possibilities
of this method for calculating the radiation coefficients of longitudinal slots in a waveguide
with a dielectric slab and studying these slots' resonance properties.

DISCUSSION
Geometry of the system considered. A rectangular waveguide of a x b=23 x 10 mm cross

section is partially filled with a centrally positioned dielectric slab of the width a 2 and

permittivity c. The waveguide wall thickness is supposed to be finite. The slab is parallel to
the narrow walls of the waveguide. The coordinate system x,y,z is used inside the waveguide,
z is longitudinal coordinate. The sot of length L and width d is cut in the broad wall of the
waveguide, x0 is displacement of the slot center from the narrow wall; u and v are local
coordinates along and across the slot with the origin in its center.
The main steps of obtaining a slot power parameters are as follows. The electric field in
the slot is presented as , = VJ on the inner surface of the slot and ý,2 = Vj, on the outer

one. Here, & =0e,, e, = sin[nt(u+ L/2) /L]/ d, V, and V2 are voltages between the slot

edges in the bulges of the E-field, v5- is a unit vector along the v-axis. For simplicity, the our
study was done by characterizing the E-field along the slot with the only one half-wave of a
sinusoidal function and admitting E to be constant in the transverse direction. Magnetic field
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H. excited by the slot is to be found under the slot in order to obtain the inner slot

admittance. Magnetic current which excites this field has the density J"f [ ,],where h'

is the unit vector normal to the inner slot surface. Taking into account the expression for the

field e we can represent ? in the form
,-r = °(v)(,(1

where z0 is a unit vector along z-axis, 6(y) is the Dirac delta-function, y is the coordinate

along the axis normal to the inner slot surface where y= 0.

The above mentioned methods [1,2] yield the expression for the H -field that consists

of the infinite sums of LE- and LM-waves and the divergent extra sum term:

H:- = -(,-0,j"?)/A(iwý) (2)

where (o is the frequency, p,, is the absolute magnetic permeability, i is imaginary unit.

The idea of the eigen-wave method modification is as follows. The set of potential eigen-
functions ýj = Vp`7 was built for the waveguide with a dielectric slab. These functions are

orthogonal in the cross section of the waveguide. This property was used in the series
expansion of (2). The combination of three sums (over LE- and LM-waves and the last one)
resulted in the convergent series. The H-field obtained was used for determining the
longitudinal slots inner admittance and, after that, for calculation of their power parameters.
Calculation results.. Calculations were performed for the slabs having permittivities 6=10

((12=1 rmm), E=16 (a 2 =0.5 mm and a2=1 mm). In all three cases the cut-off wavelengths of

the H 20 -mode were K, = 24ram, for the Hl0 -modes K. =62, 60 mm and 72 mm, respectively,

and in the band 24 X. 5 < 45 mm the wavelengths in the waveguide were smaller than those in
the free space. It is very useful in the scanning antenna design. For creating a required
amplitude-phase distribution along antenna it is necessary to have possibility of variation of

separate slot radiation coefficients S in the limits:

0.05< IS:12 , < 0.5, (3)

where subscript "res" means "resonance".
As a result of calculations it was shown that as unlike the empty waveguide, in the case of a
waveguide with centrally positioned dielectric longitudinal slab the radiation coefficient
increases with x0 approaching to the wall axis where the dielectric slab is placed. If
permittivity c is not high enough, Sx 2 may vary in much smaller limits. For example, if

k=31mm, n=l0, a 2=0.5 mm, the radiation coefficient remains practically constant for all

xN .in the region where E = 1. It was found that the most suitable geometry for fitting (3) is the

following one: F=16, a 2=l mm, d=1.5 mm (see Figure 1). The curve-numbers 1-9 in this
Figure correspond to the displacements x0=l, 2.5, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.25 mm. It is well seen
that the electric length of resonance slot diminishes with the slot approaching to the dielectric.

This effect was discussed in detail in [4]. The relative width of curves of S5 2(?,) is of great

interest as well. In Figure 2, the relative width Ak/krc, of radiation coefficient dependences

on X (curves plotted in Figure 1) are represented as a function of x0 . The shifts AX were

fixed at the level 0.5IS~ 2 . The curve order numbers correspond to the following cases: l.-
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s=10,a2 =lmnm, d=1.5mn, 2.-8=16, a2 =0.5 mm, d=1.5 mm. 3.-F=10, a 2=l mm,

d=3mm, 4.-F=16, a2=0.5 mm, d=3 mm, 5.-E=16, a2=1 mm, d=1.5 mm., 6-8=16,

a2 =1 mm, d =3 mm.. It is seen that these functions are rather irregular. The average level of

Ak/kr,,, does not vary significantly from that of the slots in an empty waveguide (about

15%). The tendency of widening of the functions S, 2 (k) is observed in most cases when x0

is directly near the dielectric slab. In the middle parts of the curves, the oscillations of
Ak/Xre, in the range of (3-4)% take place. Apparently it can be caused by the complicated

structure of field in the waveguide considered and besides by not very accurate calculations of
these functions. In order to reveal the real reason of these oscillations it is necessary to
continue the investigations.

Is 1 I2 A r. e• s.
0 ,5 0 ,20

0 .4 0,1 86

0,0 

2 
4

0.2

0 , 2 45 7, 48k.f/

0 ,1

0 ,00 1 2 4
30 2 4 66 84 140

X ,,rnm

X 0,m m

Figure 1 Figure 2

CONCLUSION
The results obtained make more clear the physical regularities taking place in the
electromagnetic field radiation by a slot cut in a rectangular waveguide with a dielectric slab
inside. These results may be used in the design of the scanning waveguide-slot antennas.
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THE VORTEX LATTICE METOD IN THE SPECRAL PROBLEM OF A
RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE WITH A LAMELLAR GRATING

V.V. Kamyshan, and O.P. Kamyshan
Kharkov National University, 4 Svobody sq., Kharkov, Ukraine

ABSTRACT
Interest to research and use of slowing-down electromagnetic systems (ES) in waveguides
with rectangular grooves recently has been revived (see [I]). In the present work, in a rigorous
manner the spectral problem of infinite rectangular waveguide for the longitudinal electrical
(LE) waves [2] for ES with periodic slowing-down systems with any number of arbitrary size
resonators in the period is considered. This work is a generalization of results of paper [3],
where we considered a lamellar grating with one resonator in the period by using the discrete
singularities (currents) method, also known as vortex lattice method.

The spectral problem for a rectangular waveguide with a grating on the wide wall can be
reduced, by using the technique of [3], to a spectral problem for a two-dimensional (2D) ES
(Fig. 1), whose cross-section by the plane XoZ is homogeneous along the axis oY and
coincides with the similar cross-section of the initial structure. Starting from the Maxwell
equations for 2D problem we obtain the set of singular integral equations (SSIE) with
additional conditions (1), based on the method published in [5,6]:

Q bq
I] f[G(z'0)+ gpqMp (Z' )]F(-) d-= 0; z e[ap bp,

q=laq 

QQbq p--1,Q, (1)

Q bq
Z fK(z,)F(;) d9=0;
q=laq

In the case of Q resonators in the period of slowing-down system, the kernels of the singular
equations for the LE,,- waves are

G(z,9) = •1eikzo(Z•_){_ ctgL(z - )+ ikzo cth(yob)+
L L Yo

+ 'Z jzlcth(y,,b) - e' 2(Z4)L }

1 {ctg ) (z-_)+ctg/ (z+±-2a )+
2Lp 2L 2Lp

+ 4 ) cth(y,/b) -I sin kP) (Z -ap )cosknP)(-a

and the additional conditions are

Kpq(;> t5pqictg(kh ) 1 cth(yb)[eikz,,(bp-g) eikzn(aP0)]
Khckv Ukrai-Pq k ntgrnatio-aL Conrnc o t i h
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In these expressions the following notations are used

=k -k (kk k=I -;1 = )= knk+ L n; L, =bq -aq,

The symbol denotes the sum over X

n=-oo...co excluding n =0, k is the b a, b,
wavenumber in free space. Other notations are z
shown in Fig. 1. The required function F(z) is >
connected to a longitudinal component of electric h
field on the border between the resonator and the
space of interaction by expressions:
F(z) = E_(x,z), 0 ; Fq,(z) = E zl(XZ).,--0; L Fig. 1

F(z)=F'L(z), zi[ag,b ]; q=lO;

The z-cornponent of the electric field in the space of interaction E+, (x> 0) and in resonators

Eiq, (x< 0) is presented as

Ez (x, z) -k ,0, 1-C /n (b sh(- ) b) Oz 0<_ x b, (2)

(q) 0 Zq) ) sh• ()( hq)) k() (Z a - (3)q (X Zos Y, C1 71qb1q); q<X_< 0,
___, f(

and satisfy, together with the other components of electromagnetic field, the boundary
conditions on the perfectly conducting metal surfaces of ES. Other components of
electromagnetic field are expressed through the component E, by using the Maxwell
equations. The factor of decomposition (2) - (3) is determined through the SSIE solution
F(z) from expressions

bq
1kQq1 F(;)dq, n=0

ik b bq ,cq- ik aq
- JF(gý)e-ik-"' d q" - q

L q Lq211 2 fF(O)cos k (q aq ), n > 0

aq

Longitudinal component of the field E( w) and dispersion curves k(") (kz) of the
rectangular waveguide are expressed through the solution of 2D problem as follows:

ElW')(x,y,z) E-(xz)cosk=yk("''(kz) k 2(kz)±k2, where = bc/a; a is the width

of the wall of rectangular waveguide along the axis OY, 1 is the index of the LE/m - wave.

Fig. 2a- ES,,:(b=1.5; a, =0; b, =0.5; h, =2;);

Fig. 2b-ESb:(b=0.75; a1 =0;bI =0.25; h1 =1; a2 =0.5; b2 =0.75; h 2 =1;);
Fig. 2c - ES: (b= 0.75; a, =0; b, =0.25; h, = 1; a2 =0.5; b2 =0.75; h 2 = 0.9).
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The numbers in figures specify indices of the LE1 , waves.

The normalized parameters ESa1 and ESI, were chosen so that the geometrical sizes of these

ES were identical and dispersion curves differed only because of the presence of

computational mistakes in the matrix elements (of the order of 10-7 ) and in calculations. For
ES ES, the height of resonators differs on 10%. Comparison of figures shows that small

manufacturing errors in slowing-down systems can essentially change the shape of dispersion
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NEW EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS IN TIME DOMAIN
FOR WAVEGUIDE SIGNALS

Oleg A. Tretyakov and Zheng Yu
Kharkov National University, Kharkov, 61077, Ukraine

ABSTRACT
Study of electromagnetic phenomena in Time Domain (TD) within the scope of the classical
approach has faced the problems of a principal nature [1]. Evolutionary Approach to
Electromagnetics (EAE) has been proposed as an alternative tool capable to overcome the
difficulties in the development of Electromagnetics for TD [2]. In this presentation, idea of
EAE is explained and two examples of its application are demonstrated.

SCHEME OF EAE

A system of Maxwell's equations can be shortly written as an abstract operator equation MX
(R, t) = F(R,t), where M is Maxwell's operator, X(R,t) is the sought electromagnetic field,
F(R,t) is the given function of impressed forces. EAE has been developed [2] starting from
separation of Maxwell's operator as M = W + B, where W is a linear self-adjoint operator
acting on waveguide transverse coordinates r of the position vector R = r + az, (Izl = 1) at the
argument of X(R,t). Operator B can be linear or nonlinear as the constitutive relations
involved in M dictate it.
Operator W is self-adjoint due to the boundary conditions over the perfectly conducting
waveguide surface involved in this definition. It has the eignevectors specified as the
eigenfunctions of the operator eigenvalue equation WYi( r ) = kiYi( r ), where re S, S is a
waveguide cross-section. Spectrum ki is real and discrete. Eigenvector set ý Yi (r ) t is
complete. It originates a basis in the Hilbert space chosen as the space of solution. Projection
of the solution sought onto the basis elements looks as X(R,t) = 1(i)ci(z,t)Y,(r), where the

scalar coefficients ci(z,t) are unknowns. A problems for them can be obtained via projecting of
Maxwell's equations themselves onto the same basis elements Yi(R)'s. This procedure results
in a system of evolutionary (i.e. with time derivative) partial differential equations for ci(z,t).
Operator B determines the type of these equations.

WAVEGUIDE MODES IN TD

Electromagnetic fields of TM and TE waveguide modes can be presented as

E,, = -ie f,," (z't ) ,, (r)+ ze , ,(z,t)[ ,,0 ,, (r)}, (1)

k,, = -2oV, (z,t)[Vt,, (r)xz], (2)
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H,,, 2=- u~,,/ {,' (z, t)V',, (r) + zh,,, (z, I•v ,,,(r)}I

where Eo jio are free constants. Potentials D,, and T'm are normalized eigenfunctions of well

studied eigenvalue problems for Laplacian, namely
2(A + K, )P,,(r) = 0o, Ott(,-)1, =0-o , jsI• <, ds= 1 (3)

, 0 •'fJ c,,1 ds-1•
(A + Villmr O -F0 ,-T- '(r)IL=0 IT a

aNJS' ds1

The above mentioned series X(R,t) = Z(i)cj(z,t)Y,(r) is equivalent to presentation of

electromagnetic field sought as a superposition of the waveguide modes.

EVOLUTIONARY EQUATIONS

When a waveguide is hollow, the amplitudes of longitudinal field components, i.e. and from

(1) and (2) are solutions of unidimensional Klein-Gordon Equation (KGE), i.e.

I ý -o•)('r, o= o0 (4)

where t=vct, ý=v1,z while f - h,,, and r =,,ct, £ = Kc,,z while f - ell ; c = 1/ 1 -u'o - is

the sped of light in the free space. Evolutionary equations for the amplitudes of transverse

modal fields in the hollow waveguide turn into a set of simple direct formulas

I,', =ahil , V,,' =-E9,,hill, V,'== 9,ell , I," = -t9 e, (5)

system of equations (4), (5) should be supplemented by appropriate initial or/and boundary

(with respect to z variable) conditions.

EXAMPLE OF EXPLICIT SOLUTION

Separation of variables in KGE (4) is evident: it results in monochromatic waveguide waves

[3]. Furthermore, it turned out that it is possible to obtain a variety of new explicit solutions in

the form of product , f (rz,)- F[u(r, ')] = U(u)V(v), where u, v are new real variables. The

problem of finding the functions u(r,'), v(4,ý) has been solved by Miller in his study of

KGE by means of the group theory methods [4].

Two examples of such solutions are given below.

Case 1: -'= I(utV)2' _r=+g (= uI ) • -+) o<u< 0< , t* < o
2 2

These substitutions convert KGE (4) to a pair of equations for parabolic cylinder functions as
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d 2U (2 VT d2 V±(2a) O(6
du 2 dv 2

where variables u, v can be expressed in terms Tc, ý as follows

provided that Icl > k1. When free parameter cc is equal to ± i(2k + 1) where k = 0, 1, 2,
then

F,,- F, (u, v) = e±iTH 2k ([:iT/4" )H 2 k (eFixl4v ) (7)

where H2k are the Hermite orthogonal polynomials. This solution is valid in two quadrants of
plane (-c, Q) where inequality I-cl >_ I•1 holds. In the supplement, where inverse inequality I•1 >
I-l holds, the folowing substitutions are valid.

Case 2: z-=I(UV) 2, 4+=Z u-v)2 ; _-cc<u<co, 0 V<co.
2 2

In this case, we have the other forms of equations for parabolic cylinder functions as

d 2U (2 d ) V 2

du2  dv2  +aV= 0 (8)

where

v = vj+T +-c) 2, 4-rI - 11--1z 2

CONCLUSION

The Scheme of Evolutionary Approach to Electromagnetics is presented for the development
of waveguide theory in Time Domain.
The Approach opens a prospect for evolutionary (i.e. with time derivative) partial differential
equations obtained as a powerful tool for developing Electromagnetics in Time Domain.
Two examples of explicit solutions are presented for electromagnetic waves in a hollow
waveguide different from the monochromatic waveguide modes.
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SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF A PERIODIC PLASMA WAVEGUIDE
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ABSTRACT
Periodic waveguides have numerous applications in modern microwave technology mostly
due to their two fundamental properties: support of slow waves; and existence of stop bands.
These properties are common for a great number of waves in periodic mediums regardless
from their nature. However, the reliable approach allowing an adequate analysis of dispersion
properties of the plasma waves in periodic plasma-filled waveguides is addressed here for the
first time.

Recently, periodical waveguide structures loaded with a magnetized plasma become a subject
of intense experimental and theoretical investigations, since they are promising tools for using
as interaction chambers in high-power microwave (HPM) electronic devices. They provide
exclusively favorable conditions for enhancement power-handling capabilities, increase of a
tunability and improvement of some other characteristics of HPM sources. As it is well-
known, plasma-filled periodic waveguide supports two families of modes. One of them is
high-frequency electromagnetic (EM) modes. The general dispersion properties of EM modes
in plasma-filled periodic waveguides are very similar to those in vacuum periodic
waveguides. They can be successfully analyzed using a conventional approach. Another is the
family of purely plasma modes which are prototypes of the well-known Trivelpiece-Gould
(TG) modes in smooth plasma waveguides. They were multiply observed in experiments,
however, a detailed exploring of their spectral properties is extremely difficult both theoreti-
cally and experimentally. Detailed investigations showed that the dispersion diagrams for TG
modes can not be analyzed on the basis of the conventional approach since the density of dis-
persion curves infinitely increases in the finite range of frequencies 0 < (o < oP, where (o is

the plasma frequency, producing a fundamentally new kind of spectral behavior, a so-called
"dense" spectrum [1]. The properties of the "dense" spectrum have not been studied yet even
qualitatively.
Quite recently, the novel approach to be more suitable for the treatment of the "dense" spec-
trum was suggested in [2]. It provides the formulation of the eigenvalue/eigefunction problem
in terms of full fields avoiding the infinite determinantal dispersion relation. The obtained
dispersion curves of the first approximation had no stop bands; yet it was unclear whether this
was the consequence of the idealizations or such a feature is really inherent to the TG modes
in periodic waveguides. The aim of this work is to develop a more accurate and detailed
analysis of dispersion properties of TG modes in periodic plasma-filled waveguide based on
the novel approach proposed in [2].
For the sake of simplicity consider as in [2] a planar waveguide with periodically varying
thickness loaded with a uniform, cold, collisionless plasma embedded in a strong axial static
magnetic field. All wave perturbations are assumed to be of TM polarization

(E,, H ., E)- e'-it, (o< <onp), electrostatic and symmetric with respect to the z-axis

(E, (x, z)= Ex (- x, z)). Dispersion properties of TG modes in such a structure can be de-

scribed by the functional equation [2]:
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eikzqp(z) (z + (p(z))(1 + (p'(z)) + e-ik2,T(Z T(z (-•(z))(1 - '(z))=O, (1)

where T(z) =e-ikzZE (O,z), Tp(z) = ;(w)j 1/ 2X 0(z), x= Xo(z) is the equation of the peri-

odic waveguide boundary: X0 (z + d) = X0 (z), d is the period of the structure, kz is the

wavenumber of perturbations, Ez (O, z)= E (x, z)xo is the axial electric field on the

waveguide axis, which is assumed to be quasiperiodic E,(O,z + d) = e ikzd E,(O,z), the prime

denotes differentiation about an argument.
Eq. (1) is correct in a rigorous mathematical sense provided that T'(z):< I and valid in a
qualitative sense if this condition is slightly broken [3].
A direct numerical analysis of (1) is hardly possible, since it describes the "dense" spectrum,
i.e. each point in the to-kz plane inside the range 0 < wo < omj is the solution of (1). Indeed,

let kI,,,,(o) be the eigenvalues of (1) with the eigenfunctions ,,,(z) where m is a transverse

index. It is not difficult to see that k ,,,,, (co) = k,,, (co) + nko, where ko=2rt/d are also the ei-

genvalues of (1). They have other eigenfunctions T,,,, (z) = ,, (z)e -i'lk . The set of curves

k (,,,,,()=k,j(o)+nk., where ni=l ,..., oo, n=0,+1,+2,...,+oo, entirely fill the range

0 < 0 < Cop in the co- k, plane [1]. Meanwhile it can be easily established that eigenvalues

k..,,,. () and eigefunctions T,,,,, (Z) taken at fixed in and different n define the same full field

E,,,, (0, z), which is characterized only by transverse index in. So, one can use any of them to
calculate the full field, others are spurious. Thus, before numerical calculations it would be
reasonable to transform (1) in such a way as to get rid of spurious solutions.

For this, introduce a new function F(z) Ez (O, z')z'. For F(z) we- have the following

problem:
F(z + (p(z)) + F(z - T(z)) = 0

F(z + d)= eik~d g(z) (3)

It is expedient to present F(z) in the form F(z)= p(z)eik z.iO(z) For two new unknown

real functions p(z) and 0(z) from (3) we can derive two separate problems:

P(z + + p(z - -- 0
p(z +d) = p(z)

[0(z + qp(z)) - 0(z - §9(z))] =(in +1I/ 2)7r - k.~) 5

O(z + d) = 2mzk,,z + O(z)
It can be easily seen that all spectral properties of our structure are defined by the problem (5),
while the problem (4) has a simple and evident solution p(z) = const. According to the theo-
rem about uniqueness of solution of a value-boundary problem for Maxwell equations, it is
unique.
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Now, the index n labeling the axially shifted branches can be omitted what enables us to get
rid of spurious solutions and consider the problem describing the ordinary spectrum of
waveguide modes:

S[0(z +(P(z)) - 0(z - z)= (m + I/2)r - k(p(z) (6)

0(z +d)= 0(z)

After that it is convenient to analyze (6) numerically. Numerical calculations have been per-
formed for sinusoidal ripples: X0 (z) = x0 (1 + cacosk 0 z).

Fig.l displays the dispersion curve for the fundamental plasma mode. The locations of stop
bands are defined by the relation: 3)-q < (o < (3+q

where o = o, A/(l + (7rq/xoko(I±c())2 , q ,2,..., o.

0) As in the case of electromagnetic
------ ---------------------- waves, group velocities of plasma

/ -I I Iwaves at the boundaries of stop
- - -------------------------------- 4 ---------- . ------ bands " =.tend to zero.
(02I i oz o

- - - - - - O. Meanwhile the wavenumbers ofco z --- -- . . . .. --- --- -------- -
-2 ..... plasma waves tend toko/2q, when

S---.-----------... x0=l4cm the frequency approaches to the
0 _-4. k0=3.67 ... 0 q -th stop band. At increasing q stop
(0-4- ------ ý-T- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----.. , I bands locate more densely and below

.. ,. I I

the frequency defined from the condi-k Z , , i l/2
ko/ 8 ko/ 6 ko/ 4 Ako2 tion -Xok :>_ t/12 they begin to

overlap. Note, that our consideration
Fig. 1. The fundamental plasma mode (m=O) is restricted by the condition

cX0ko'I •< 1 [3]. No stop bands for

the fundamental plasma mode exist at kz > k0/2.

CONCLUSION
Revealed distinguishing features of periodic plasma waveguides can provide specific regimes
of beam - plasma wave interaction as well as specific regimes of acceleration of charged par-
ticles which can not be realized in conventional vacuum periodic waveguides. The approach
considered can be a gateway to their quantitative analysis.
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ABSTRACT
An approach for computing propagation constants of dielectric waveguides with arbitrary circuit of
cross section is presented. The method is demonstrated by a numerical example of waveguides with
circular and square cross sections. The convergence of this method is analyzed.
We shall now consider the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a cylindrical dielectric waveguide
with constant permittivity el embedded into a medium with constant permittivity 62<61. The cross
section of the waveguide S, is an area bounded with twice continuously differentiable circuit C. The
permeability /o is equal to I everywhere. Electromagnetic waves in such a structure satisfy the source-
free Maxwell equations

aE aH
rotH = c-, rotE =-/-p at

at a
We represent unknown functions in the form of
E(x, y,z,t)= Re(E(x, y)ei(of-I:)), H(x, y, z,t)= Re(H'(x, y)ei(°t-[tz)). Expressing vector fields

in terms of longitudinal magnetic and electric components u = E, v = H., we reduce the initial
problem to the spectral problem (see [I]) of finding such values of parameter fl which allow to obtain
nontrivial solutions of system of the Helmholz equations
Au + X.U = 0, Av + ,r2v = 0, M = (x, y) E S,,j 1,2 that satisfy the condition

1 -Ii-=0, 1 +-v-=0, M0C,

f aV_ au '1 I (,f C9av al_I ^-- _ , +C,- =0, MCC,2 )6 Cr +0 8 vI ) av ;2 ar av

and Reichard condition at infinity (u) (/,)r(I (z2 r)eir r > R. Here,

. =kon- ,k o =Cw 0 , 2no/,j = ol, ~ 1,2 , a/aT(a/av) is tangential (normal)

derivative. We search for 8 in the Riemann surface A of the function ln%2(J3). If 86 lies in the main

"physical" sheet Al0 of this surface, which satisfy the conditions ImnI2_0 and - - <_ argX2 <- 3ý-
2 2

then functions E, H decrease exponentially in infinity. If / lies in the sheet A20 , which satisfy the

conditions Jmn 2 _>O and -- 2 < argX2 < 2 then functions E:, H. increase exponentially in infinity.2 2 es epnetalyinifiiy

The numerical method of computing the propagation constants ,6 is presented in [1]. We use the
expressing unknown functions in terms of potential theory basic problem reduced to an equivalent
system of singular integral equations with nonlinear introducing of spectral parameter 8 in kernels.
The Galerkin method with trigonometric basis was suggested for numerical solution of this system.
This method was used only for finding real dispersion characteristics.
The aim of present work was to test this method for finding complex propagation constants. First, we
analyze singularities of kernels of integral operators. It was proved that these singularities can be
extracted analytically. Integral operators with singularities were represented as a sum of operator
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without singularities and operator with known eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. We use the Galerkin
method based on eigenfunctions of singular operators. A program complex for numerical solution of
this system was developed.
The method has two parameters, i.e. M-number of the integration point and N-number of basis
functions in the Galerkin method. Our experiments show that the method has an interior convergence
by M and N.
First, the circular cross section with radius R example was considered. In this case it is possible to
formulate characteristic equation rigorously for the propagation constant ,8 (see [2]). The calculations
was done with 8j=2, 62=1, koR=4. The differences A between the exact solution and approximating
solution and the number of points of integration M for four roots are presented in Fig]. Here
h = fl/ko . Increasing N does not make effect in this case because Galerkin's method resulting system

is equivalent to characteristic equation. Besides, we can see that it is not necessary to take large M to
obtain a good accuracy.

. .. . To analyze such complex modes we applied
S- : ,o,, the method of [2], see Fig.2. The solid

curves are for characteristic equation, the
squares denote values computed by our
method. Here V = koR( 1 's2)102, E1=61,

lo 82= .

As seen (Fig 2), Re(fl) changes its sign for L

V= Vo. It means that 83 moves from A0 to

A0 Numerical experiments for waveguide I .

with square cross section were carried out. : V
Their result coincidences with [1] are -- -.. .

presented in Fig3. We specify the square as

-I,, 2 ,,, 2, Here p - d is the length of square side. The dependence ofd (d)) = +

calculation accuracy on the number of basis functions N for p=0.7 is shown in Fig4. As one can see,
the method is convergent by N.

I 4 10*'

1.2

0A4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1 0 5 10 15 20
P Fig 3 N Fig 4
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we consider the problem diffraction of a circularly polarized wave by an
anisotropically conductive cylinder of small radius with a thin longitudinal slot. It is shown that,
for a certain relation between the pitch angle of the helical conductive lines and the angular
dimension of the slot, one can observe a resonance phenomenon that is characterized by a sharp
increase in the scattering cross-section; for a right-handed helix, this resonance phenomenon
occurs only when the incident wave is left circularly polarized. At the resonance frequency, the
scattered field is left-circularly polarized and has a uniform directional pattern.

It is known that certain cylindrical objects of small cross dimensions have resonance properties.
These are, for instance, a metal cylinder with a longitudinal slot [1] and anisotropically conductive
strip where the direction of conductivity makes a small angle with the edges of the strip [2]. The
fields scattered by these objects are linearly polarized. In [3], a low frequency chiral resonance
was observed in a hollow cylinder with the pitch angle of the helical conductive lines close to
ir/2. For right-handed helices, the resonance appears for right circularly polarized wave. The
scattered field at the resonance is right circularly polarized and its angular directivity can be
described by coscp.

Y

0

-0 x

Fig. 1. Anisotropically conductive cylinder with a longitudinal slot.

In this work, we investigate a new electromagnetic object, which is a non-closed cylindrical
surface with helical conductivity. We considered the diffraction of a circularly polarized plane

wave propagating perpendicularly to the z axis by the surface r = a, •o < 0 with the following

anisotropic-conductivity boundary conditions:
E:' = E-, E' - E- E sina + E, cosa = 0,

(H'. - H- )sin a + (H,+ - H,-)Cosa =:O, (1)

where a is the pitch angle of the helix. The z -components of the incident electromagnetic field
are given by the formulas

H' = exp[- ikrcos( o - ° )], Eý = ±iexp[- ikrcos(9p - k)] (2)
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Hereinafter, the upper and lower indices correspond to the right and left hand circular polarized
waves.
The problem is reduced to a integral-differential equation for the surface current f(,p), which is
related to the jump in the tangential component of the magnetic field by the formulas

H' - H- = -f((p)cosa, H+ - H- = f((p)sina (3)

The equation for f((p) is
d20 d 0 0

d 2 fJA(( - v)(pdp + -' fB(q, - ip')f(q/')dqi' + f C(q, - v=fýo)v F(V)d(p0 -~ _- -0

(4)

The kernels A, B, and C are determined by the Green's function for free space,

G(r, o, r',') () -4H2){k[r2 +r -2rr'cos(o-( o')]Y}, (5)

as follows:

A = cos 2 a G(a,qV,a,qp')cos( -'
ka

B- =Cos2a a [G(a'(p,'a,'•') + a a -G(a'•°'a'p') sin(ý°-(°')'O (6)

ka I irI
C = kasin 2 aG(a, V, a, p') + kacos 2 aG(a, p, a, qo')cos(-( -

The left-hand side of equation (4) is determined by the expression

F((0) = [i cosa cos((p - o0 ) -- sin a]exp[- ikacos((p - ýo)]. (7)

The current f((o) obeys the conditions

f(O)= f(-o)=O. (8)
For the asymptotic case

ka << 1, p = tgc << 1, ;z - 0 << 1, (9)
an analytical solution is derived in the following form:

f (,p) = Dr0 (ýo) ,(10)

where

f0(V))=In cos + cos2 V_-cos2 -l2Incos-s (0)
1 2( 2 2 2'

2ka(ka-:2p) (12)
D +(ka)2{2_i2[(ka)2 +42]} lncos(

The total scattering cross-section cr calculated from the current (10) is determined by the formula
20

kcT= (ka)2[(ka)2 +42]D i2n2 (13)
8 2

As it follows from (12), similarly to the case of a metal cylinder with a longitudinal slot, the
resonant frequency is determined by the formula

ka =21ncos- 2_ (14)
2

Note that, at the frequency
ka = 2p, (15)
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a right circularly polarized wave does not interact with the cylinder. Therefore, a cylinder with the
geornetrical parameters It and 0 related by the formula

1 2l 8l1cos-- (16)
l = 81n

demonstrates ideal chiral properties at the resonant frequency (14). It does not interact with a right
circularly polarized wave and strongly scatters a left circularly polarized wave. Fig.2 shows the
scattering cross-sections versus the frequency for the left and right circularly polarized waves for

0=175' and a 12o.

ko
,I

2-

o __ ____________
0,2 0,4 0,6 ka

Fig. 2. Scattering cross-sections for left (resonance curve) and right circularly

polarized waves for 0 = 1750, a = 120.

Thus, an anisotropically conductive cylinder with a longitudinal slot has a strong polarization
selectivity with respect to left and right circularly polarized waves. This fact makes it possible to
use such cylinders for the design of artificial chiral media and structures [4].

Acknoledgement: This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project
no. 98-02-16197.
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ABSTRACT
WGM cylindrical dielectric resonators deformed from the circular symmetry are of special
interest for the design of new optoelectronic devices. They provide advantages for integration into
microwave and optical circuits and obtaining directional emission from the WG-type lasers. The
effect of increasing the deformation magnitude on the complex resonance frequencies of the WG-
modes is studied using an efficient algorithm based on the method of analytical regularization.

INTRODUCTION
WGM dielectric resonators (DRs) are important elements of microwave, millimetre-wave and
optical integrated circuits [1-4]. Their high quality factor, simplicity of fabrication, mechanical
stability, good temperature compensation and suppression of spurious modes make them attractive
for applications in a wide range of wavelengths and materials. Furthermore, they are also easily
coupled to various waveguides and transmission lines. The fields of the WG modes are localised
in the vicinity of the resonator contour, resulting in the high Q-factors of these modes. However,
this also causes a strong dependence of the Q-factors on the shape and curvature of the contour.
The intrinsic widths of the WG resonances of undeformed circular cylinders appear due to
evanescent leakage and absorption losses in the dielectric material, while WGM oscillations in
azimuthally-inhomogeneous DRs may have considerable radiation losses. However, along with
inhomogeneities caused by fabrication inaccuracies, i.e., surface roughness or imperfect circular
shape, deliberately formed inhomogeneities of DR are of special interest for the design of new
devices. Such inhomogeneities are introduced in order to rarefy the DR spectrum and prevent a
mode coupling (narrow sectorial cuts or inserts [2]), or obtain a directional emission of the WG-
type lasers (gratings and small indentations on the circumference or substantial deformations from
a circular symmetry [3]), and enlarge the coupling interaction length and air gap between a
resonator and a waveguide (elliptic and racetrack ring resonators [3,4]). It has been demonstrated
[3] that high-Q WG resonances can be excited in DRs deformed by up to 50% from the circular
cylindrical symmetry.
The main goal of this paper is to study the effect of perturbations in the DR cross-section shape on
the resonant frequencies and Q-factors of the WG modes. As conventional numerical methods can
fail to give a correct description of the high-Q WG-mode resonances [5], we use the combination
of two accurate mathematical techniques: the Green's function method to derive the set of the
boundary integral equations (IE) and the Method of Analytical Regularization (MAR) [6] to
convert them to a matrix equation with favourable features. Finally, it should be also noted that
standard perturbation techniques cannot be used as the deformation of the DR cross-section
causes a drastic shift of the resonant frequencies.

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND METHOD OF SOLUTION
Consider a deformed dielectric cylinder of cross-section S bounded by a smooth closed doubly

continuously differentiable curve L (x = a/,u. r(t) cos t, y = ar(t) sin t ) (Fig. 1). After presenting
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the fields inside and outside DR as single-layer surface potentials over the DR contour and
imposing the boundary conditions, a set of homogeneous singular IEs of the Fredholm first-kind
can be obtained:

J (F )G,(TF )d1, - f )G(FF)dl, =0 (1)
L L

ý0r /r + I (F)G, ( )d1s -JfyI(rý G (r, r)d1, =O0
2a 2 a L all L "a

Here a/an is the outer normal derivative to the contour, a = I or 6, in the case of E or H

polarization, qo(.,) and V/(i,) are the unknown potential densities. Kernel functions G, G are

the Green's functions and are known to have the logarithmic singularities at : -+ .. To handle

the singular parts of the kernels of the IEs, we use the integral operator regularization (semi-
inversion) based on the diagonalization of the singular part corresponding to a "standard" circular
cylinder of some radius as:

Go(t,t,) = -LH")(2kaJ(sin(t - t))/21). (2)
40

This is advantageous for numerical modelling provided that the contour of the deformed DR is
smooth and also provides readily the characteristics of the undeformed DR, useful for the
purposes of comparison. By applying the Galerkin scheme, the problem being considered is
reduced to a homogeneous Fredholhn second-kind infinite-matrix equation:

AX = (I + B)X =0,

where X= ,, , A ={A r=, I = }:d=-W (3)

The resonant frequencies of the WG-modes of the resonator are determined as the points on the
complex frequency plane for which nontrivial solutions of (3) exist. Specifically, we seek the
values of dimensionless frequency parameter ka that are the singular points of the operator
A(ka), i.e., points at which the determinant of the matrix equation vanishes:

det(A(ka)) = 0. (4)
The roots of (4) are found by searching in the complex plane with the Powell's hybrid method.
Although in practice the matrix, which is used in (4), is truncated, the analytical regularization
procedure reduces the impact of this and the method shows guaranteed and fast convergence with
increasing the truncation number. Once the complex resonant frequency is determined, the
resonance Q-factor can be obtained as:

Q = -Re(ka)/2 Im(ka). (5)

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DICUSSION
We consider elliptical (Fig.la), quadrupolar (Fig.2a) and sinusoidally-corrugated (Fig.3a)
resonators as examples of deformed circular-cylindrical geometries. Elliptical and quadrupolar
deformations of DRs are frequently used to achieve a desired level of coupling with a waveguide
via a wider air gap, which may relax the required fabrication tolerances and substantially improve
filter characteristics. Circular DRs with periodically corrugated contours find applications when

directional emissions are required. WG modes in DR are classified as WGE, or WGH'
depending on polarization and symmetry. The first subscript in denotes the number of the
azimuthal field variations, the second n denotes the number of the radial variations, index ±
relates to the even/odd dependence on y. One can see that increasing the aspect ratio of the ellipse
and quadrupole shifts all the resonances and spoils their Q-factors. Figs. 1-3b show that although
deformed WGM DRs possess the merits of the circular WGM DRs, high Q-factor WG modes can
only survive in the resonators, which are slightly deformed from the circle. If the deformation is
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increased further, the Q-factors of the WG-modes decrease dramatically. It should also be noted
that this effect is much stronger for small resonators, and if the DR size is enlarged, high-Q WG
modes can still survive even in DRs with severe deformations of the contour.

CONCLUSIONS
Natural resonance frequencies of the WG-mode DRs deformed from circular geometry are studied
by an efficient and numerically accurate method based on the analytical regularization of the

a) Lb) i< -Lc),-

x x

Ja a

.. .... .. .. .

rr(t) = (1 + 6 cos 2t) r(t) = (1 - 5 sin vt)

2.8 800 2.74. WGH 0 3.058 WGH 800

272.72 W 3.00 6  60
2.6- WGH" 6 600 2.70 600 2.95 WG," 6,
2.5-

400 2.68- Re(ka 2.90- 400
2.4- 400. t522.6 2.85-

S2.3 ct.' .t' 2.80to 200
2 200 2.64 2.8

2.1 Q-factor 2.621 Q-fact 200 2.702. 2.75. R ka
0 2.60 .

1.0 1.2 1.4 I/M 0.00 0.06 0.12 0.188 0.00 0.02 0.04 8

Fig. 1. Deformed resonator geometries, resonant frequencies and Q-factors of the same WGH±J oscillations.

a) Ch = 10 + 0.0 li, b) c, = 10 + 0.0 li, 1/u = 1, c) 0h = 10 + 0.0 li, v = 50

contour integral equations. It is demonstrated how the resonance characteristics of the deformed
DRs depart from those of the circular-cylindrical DRs. The method is applicable to various types
of host media. Its accuracy is the same near and off sharp resonances that makes it an ideal tool
for investigating practical design issues.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the existence of eigenoscillations near the mentioned in the title system is
proven. The number of oscillation modes is determined. Classification by groups of possible
symmetry is carry out. Infinite matrix equation for the coefficients of corresponding
expansion is obtained. This equation is investigated numerically. Obtained are the plots of
eigenvalues versus the length of the cross. Approximate formula for the eigenvalues is found
and investigated. The theory of the self-adjoint operators, the "Dirichlet-Neumenn bracket"
and variational methods are used.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
We deal with a system of two identical strips forming a cross in the infinite channel of square
cross-section. The point of strips' intersection is in the center of cross. All notations are
shown in Figure 1. We investigate eigenoscillations with a harmonic time dependence.

z*
ZALA A

0.5 0.5 1 z 0.5 i z
0 !S-I 00 Q Q

4905. -0. 5  W 0 .. 0
y, 0.5 X 0.5 Y

-0.5 -0.5 -0.5

a) b) c)

Fig. I. Geometrical parameters of system of two strips forming a cross: a) front view; b) right
lateral view c) top view.

Mathematical statement of problem for potential function u(xy,z) is:

Au+2 2u =0 in Q/S/W - wave equation
du

-= 0 on S uW - Neumann condition , (1)

JQ (u2 + (Vu)2)ddQ, < o Q, c 2 -local energy condition

Definition. Non trivial solution u(x,y,z) of SP is called eigenfunction of (1), the
corresponding X is called eigen (value) frequency.
It is assumed that the oscillations are odd with respect to the axes OY and OZ (the case of the
even oscillations with respect to one of the axes leads to a problem with one strip in the
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channel, that was studied in [1]). The system has a mirror symmetry with respect to the plane
OYZ, so its solution can be presented as a direct sum of even and odd in variable x solutions.

THE THEOREM OF EXISTENCE
The self-adjoint extension (-A) has a positive continuous spectrum. The main difficulty is that
discrete spectrum of problem (1) is imbedded in continuos spectrum of operator (-A).
Moreover, the Green's function of (1) is not unique [2] and it is necessary to add some
condition, which provides the uniqueness of solution. On physical grounds we need to add the
following condition (see more in [1]) (here, S is any cross-section of the channel):

f e iAu(x,y,z)d =o0 <> Ju(x,y,z)dS=o vx (2)
0 S

According to (2), continuos spectrum of the problem (1) starts from o0= )T 2(sometimes it is
called cut-off frequency). Thus the solution is unique. By using variational methods and
theory of self-adjoint operators one can prove
Theorem 1. Eigenoscillations always exist independently of geometrical parameters of the
structure.
Theorem 2. The number of eigenvalues below cut-off of SP, K, satisfies the inequalities:

if b is integer then max[l, [b]-1}_•K _-max[], [b]};
if b is not integer then max[], [b]}_•K _•max[1, [b]+l},

where [b] is the integer part of the number b.
In the proof, the approach based on the "Dirichlet-Neumenn bracket" [3] is used.

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION
The next linear infinite set (3) for the coefficients of solution's expansion in domain "2r
{x_>0.5} is obtained by the mode-matching method:

+ oo + oo a , , e b a 1
2  + ( , , e- b a / 2 ) ( I +1 m , 3-+(-I1)' e1"2 1 1=0 Vm2,n2,(3)

,,,=o,1=o ca1 -a a, +a (2m +1)2 -(2m) 2  (2nI +1)2-(2n) 2

where I even (odd) corresponds to the even (odd) oscillation in variable x,

a = a (m, n) = r 2(n 2 m 2 )2 , a 1= a (2m1 +1,2n, + 1).
This set is investigated numerically with two ways of truncation:

1) equal truncation of the upper index in every sum (for Omi, nl_• N):
ZZaN .. e 2e-ba12 2 2

ba/-+ (-1)' . = _________+(fl1202l2; (4)
.,l=0 a, -a1 a a, +a (2m± +1)2-(2m)2 (2n +1)2-(2n)2

2) using Cantor's numeration of the pair of numbers (see notations in [4]), the double sum in
(3) simplifies to a single sum and then the latter is truncated (for O_5k1 •K):

K (e b,12 e-b,/2 1 IIak +2' -o2 )) 12 )2 0, (5)
k a -a+ae + (2m, + -)2(21(k))2 (2n, )-(2r(k))

k=0 1 aa-- I2 1 k 1

where a= a(l(k),r(k)) = V;f2 (1(k) 2 + r(k)2)- 22, a, = a(l(k ),r(k,)).

Based on the above, approximate formulas for the eigenvalues are obtained (6a for the even,
6b for the odd oscillations):

(2b~ 2f2  /2 (b ~ -2A
tg = (6a) tgA b A 2) (6b)

() 2 2i 2 i r2 2
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From formulas (6a) and (6b), a formula for the relation between the even and odd oscillations
corresponding to the eigenvalue 2/ is obtained:

b ;T (2k +1)(7

2
where be,,c,, and bodd are the lengths of cross for the even and odd oscillations respectively,
k cZ+.

~, 3 +~'

2.5 2.5 '
X 2  -2

1 .5 i • -o - • _. , 1 .5

0.5: 0.5.

1 2 3 4 5 6 71 2 3 4 5 6 7

b b 5 6 7

a) b)

Fig. 2. Variation of the eigenvalue 2 with the cross-length b. The solid line is the approximate
relation (6a), and the dashed line is the approximate relation (6b). In Figure 2a, dependences
of eigenvalues versus b from the set (4) with N=2 are also plotted, where diamonds and
circles correspond to even and odd cases, respectively. In Fig. 2b, dependences of eigenvalues
versus b from the set (5) with K=9 are plotted, where crosses and squares correspond to even
and odd cases, respectively.
As we can see in Figure 2, there is a good matching between two different ways of
calculation. Computations for larger values of N and K do not change this situation, because
the difference between them is very small.

RESULTS
1. It has been proven that eigenoscillations always exist.
2. It has been found the number of modes of oscillation.
3. It has been found the approximate formulas for eigenfrequencies, and on its basis the
formula for the relation between even and odd modes of oscillation has been obtained.
4. The dependences of the eigenvalues versus the length of cross for even and odd modes of
oscillation have been obtained in two ways.
5. Numerical methods of calculation of eigen frequencies have been developed in the three-
dimensional case.
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ABSTRACT
High Q-factor oscillations in a longitudinal anisotropic dielectric resonator with imperfect
conducting end walls are considered. Using an integral equation, which was derived by the
authors, the spectral characteristics of such oscillations are studied.

INTRODUCTION
As a rule, open cylindrical resonators exited at the lowest oscillation modes and made of a
material with a large dielectric permittivity are applied to produce stable microwave
generators and filters. Recently,dielectric resonators with small dielectric permeabilities are
widely applied. They are excited at higher oscillation modes, that are characterized by large
values of azimuth indexes. The formed waves are incident on a lateral area at very small
angles, as a result, a very small part of energy goes out the resonator. Such oscillations are
known as "whispering gallery" modes. The usage of anisotropic materials, such as uniaxial
single-crystals of quartz, ruby, sapphire, having small dielectric losses (not more than
5x10-5 ), allows to increase considerably the Q-factor and apply them in devices of a
millimetre and optical wave range. These oscillations are also used to study the parameters of
high-temperature superconductors. Analysing the resonance oscillation spectrum of an
anisotropic resonator, it is possible to determine the components of dielectric permittivity
tensor of crystals. In papers [1 -2], spectral characteristics of resonators with perfectly
conducting end-walls were investigated. The imperfect conductivity of the latter can
essentially influence the spectral property of resonance oscillations. The restriction of a
resonator by end high-temperature superconducting films has allowed measurements in a low-
frequency microwave range of small absolute values of their surface resistance. In [3 - 4],
using power reasons," the influence of imperfect conductivity of end-walls was studied
theoretically.

INTEGRAL EQUATION. FIELD CHARACTERISTICS OF A DIELECTRIC
RESONATOR
A cylindrical dielectric resonator limited from two sides by identical imperfect conducting
end-walls and made of an anisotropic uniaxial crystal, is considered in this paper. The axes of
an anisotropy of crystal are parallel to its geometric axes. The electrical parameters of the
resonator are characterized by a dielectric permittivity tensor Z,. The spectral characteristics

of oscillations are determined by solving the integral equation

(o-) q)f (HHfl + Eiý(r)E*)dV =--f•fff, 7td()

o US
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Here, the left-hand integration is carried out over the whole volume v, and the right-hand one
over a surface of end-planes S, characterized by a surface impedance 4-; ý(r) = •, inside

and ý(r) I outside the resonator; the sign * is for the complex conjugation; CO, H,E are
frequency and fields of resonance oscillations in a resonator with imperfect conducting end-

planes, and coq I fIq Eq - with ideally conducting; i7 is the basis vector of axial resonator

axes.
In a resonator with ideally conducting end-walls, independent EH and HE oscillations exist

with fields HlqEq expressed through the potential functions for EH oscillations

L cosnqosink, zU ,, Aq,,R (r)[sin n(o cos kz z],

FJ,, (X r), r ro
where R, (r) , (,r)It5_ %J X[1r- H ,YO( or), r[Xo H," (Xoro) -r

[ sin n pcos k z-
) [cosn(psin k z

J, (XZEr), r < ro2

where RE(r) XH J,,( rE o)
X • -H•Xro H II ,-, (r.)rr

for HE oscillations. Here, q stands for a triple index nms - azimuth, radial and axial indexes,

respectively, and the resonance frequencies are determined by the equation
nkk, (1 - c,.

(a,, - - ao)(E ,

where 2" 8A/_•k2 2k, Z , -k) are the radial components of wavewher XX." -k " , g-

s7"

vectors of EH and HE oscillations; k, = -, 21 and ro are height and radius of a resonator,21

s = 0;1;2... ; cz, and -,, is a component of a dielectric permittivity tensor in parallel and

diametrical directions to the axes of uniaxial crystal;

J, I(Xj ro) _aH'_ _ ( ,oro)
a1 j - ~~ 0 ,; a70 " '" ( "r

(jroJ, jro) Z0 oroH,, (Xoro)

The index . has values H and E; J,,(x), H(Z(x) are the Bessel and Hankel cylindrical

functions of the first kind.
The fields of resonance oscillations are orthogonal to a continuous spectrum and satisfy the
orthogonality condition

f( LI, +Ek*ýE,) dV =2Np5,,,

where (5 is the Kronecker symbol, and N,, = fJHpHdV = fE ,*E,,dV is a norm for p'sP p'
\, V

oscillation.
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For both axial and azimuth-homogeneous oscillations (k, = n = 0) it is characteristic, that in

the case of EH oscillations the E, component of the field is equal to zero, and their resonant

frequencies are determined by the equation aH = ao, at HE oscillations H, =0, the resonant

frequencies are determined from the equation caE = 6sýx 0 . At k, •0, n •0 all of these

oscillations have all non-zero field components. In fact, the oscillations with parameters
H, >> E. for EH oscillations and E, >> H, for HE oscillations are selected by an adequate

methods of generation.

In a resonator with imperfect conducting end-walls the fields E, H are described through the

potential functions U and V. The inter-mode interaction occurs if frequencies coincide
between HE and EH oscillations. Assuming that the frequency degeneracy is absent, we can
present the solution of equation (1) as

U = )YHq
q

for EH oscillations and

V=>j/Eqv,
q

for HE oscillations, where fiHq fBEq are the expansion factors. Using expressions for fields

and integrating over the space coordinates, we obtain an expression defining the displacement
of resonance frequency under the influence of imperfect conductivity of end-walls.

CONCLUSION
The obtained relations allow to determine a surface impedance of end-walls using the
experimentally measured frequencies and basic Q-factors of resonance oscillations of a
dielectric resonator with imperfect conducting walls.
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ABSTRACT

Reflection and angular-mode transformation of electromagnetic waves propagating in
medium with small two-dimensional quasi-periodic inhomogeneity are theoretically
considered. Using a complex form of the asymptotic method of Krylov, Bogoliubov and
Mitropolsky, expressions for coupling coefficients of propagating waves are derived.
Existence of "Brewster radius" in Bragg phenomenon is discovered for the case of TE waves
in a medium with periodic perturbation of permeability. Radial distributions of complex
amplitudes are numerically computed.

INTRODUCTION

Attention to the Bragg structures is to be explained by the variety of physical effects that can
be observed in them [1], i.e. wave reflection, mode conversion, coupling of surface and space
waves. Additional variety of effects occurs if parameter perturbation becomes non-periodic
[2].
In present work, two-dimensional Bragg structure with nonperiodically inhomogeneous
permittivity and permeability is considered. The permittivity and permeability of medium are
assumed to be presented in the form of a sum of spatial nonperiodically oscillating harmonics
of perturbation. The amplitude and wavenumber of each harmonic smoothly vary along radial
coordinate. The perturbations as functions of the angular coordinate are expressed in the form
of the Fourier expansion. In this case, the Floquet method [1] is not applicable because of
nonperiodicity of the structure and traditional coupled-waves method [1] is failed near cut-off
radii. Approximate solutions describing Bragg reflection and conversion of angular mode are
found by a modified asymptotic method of Krylov, Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky (KBM) [3].
The main feature of the proposed approach is the usage of the Hankel functions in zero-order
approximation instead of exponential ones. This allowed us to overcome the problem of cut-
off radii.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

We consider a two-dimensional waveguiding structure nonperiodically inhomogeneous along
radial and angular coordinates. Permittivity and permeability are presented in the form of a
sum of spatially oscillated harmonics of perturbation as follows:

6 (p, ý9) +fl ej 0 jp) exp[iVy1j (P)+ is(4j

P =A,(p•,) = P00 + f6y p.,(,.#p)exp[iv,. (p)+ is4(
j.s

where Vlj(p) = Zj,(,fp)dp is the longitudinal phase of perturbation harmonic, amplitude e., and
uj.s and wavenumber v of each harmonic smoothly vary along the radial coordinate. We
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suppose that smallness of perturbation amplitudes and smoothness of parameter variation are
determined by the same small parameter 83 [3]. Simultaneously with radial coordinate p, we
introduce "smooth" scale 4=flp. For the case of a/az = 0 and TE waves all field components
can be expressed in terms of E,. We introduce the potential function -IH(p, qo) by a relation

E_ = p-'12F1(p, (p). For I-H(p, p) the following differential equation is obtained:

1
2 - +2 2 k(p,o)/(p,)+ 1a 1 -( n, =0., (2)

ap2±p2a2 . I 4p j p ap 2p p pp2 a(oC9 (P0

If /6 = 0, a solution of the unperturbed differential equation is presented as a sum of divergent
and/or convergent cylindrical waves

1I(p, p) = Z amp/2 H•',) (k,,,p)exp[in(m)(°]= a, exp[io (p) + in(m)q,], (3)

where H,,(,,,)(t) are the Hankel functions, n (1) and n(2) are angular indices of coupling

waves, 0,,,(p) is complex space phase and k,,, = ±kOooE0 are the unperturbed wavenumbers

(sign "plus" corresponds to divergent waves, sign "minus" corresponds to convergent waves).
In contradistinction to traditional Bragg structures [1,2] in the considered task unperturbed
radial wavenumber h... is not constant and real and for divergent waves it is defined in terms
of the cylindrical functions [4]. At fixed small P3 there is such a value of the radial coordinate
pA = PO [8, n(m)], that for p > p0 values hm and kdo - [n 2 (M) - 1/4,/p2 can be considered as

smoothly varying along p.
A solution of (2) is sought as an asymptotic series on degrees of a parameter ,8

2

FI(p, a,)= a,,a exp[io,,, (p) + in(m)o] + gu, (a, 0, V/, 4,,(p)+ /32u2 (a, 0, V, ,1 0) ... (4)

where Uq (q = 1,2,...) are sought functions, am are amplitudes of the cylindrical waves

propagating in the waveguiding structure. The functions exp (10,,) strictly satisfy the
unperturbed equation and are defined by (3).
Bragg wave coupling occurs when the difference of wavenumbers of propagating waves is
close to the wavenumber of one of the spatial perturbation harmonics (i,, = h-,,, - h, - Xp(I)

are wavenumber mismatches). A solution suitable near a space parametrical resonance is
searched with the aid of the complex form [2] of the asymptotic method of Krylov,
Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky (KBM) [3]. The complex amplitudes a, and a 2 of cylindrical
waves are supposed to be functions of p and satisfy to the following equations [2]:

dam = B,'B ! I(a, ,a, + g 2B!,)(a,ý,a, + (m 1,2) (5)

dp

where a,,, = 0,,, - 03_,m - Vpt(,,,) are phase mismatches from a resonance, B,`II) (q = 1,2,...) are

functions chosen from the condition of absence of infinitely growing members in Uq when
p -> oo and r7 - 0. Substituting expansion (4) into (2) using (5) and equating the members
with identical smallness order, we get succession of equations for Uq. In each smallness order
we search solutions under "frozen" an and ;. They must be valid for both small values of 77
and not small ones. To ensure single-valued determination of B (q) for not small r we demand

absence in Uq resonance addends proportional exp(tiO..) and "potentially" resonance addends
proportional to exp (tO,,, -itr..). The main distinction of presented modified version of KBM
method from traditional one [3] is using the Hankel functions in zero-order approximation
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instead of exponential functions. This allows us to overcome the problem of cut-off radii and
widen the area of validity of asymptotic method.
As a first approximation on 8 we have following inhomogeneous differential equation for u1 :

alu, 12u 2 ih B, l, c,

+ + k' + ul + E -- " Bexp[iO, .(p)+ in(m)(] +ap2 p 2aýq2  00  4p 2  (6)

+ Y a,,E D,,,1 ,* exp[i0,,, + inn(mnp + ii V/j + iso] = 0,

,1=l j.s

where D,. = koo ej.s/eoo +,uj,./oo{koo2 -yb [h,,, -//(2,o)] + sn(m)/p2 }.
Taking into account that O,, - a1,,, = 03_,, + Vfp(.) we find B!,). In the first approximation on /3

the following system of the linear differential equations for amplitudes a, and a 2 is obtained:
da= _6a3_,,,G,,, exp(- ia,,,), (m = 1, 2) (7)

dp

where G, =-iD3 ,,,,(,,,),,(,,,,,(3 ,,)/(2h, + qr,). Parameters G, and G2 describe spatial coupling

of the waves propagating in the inhomogeneous medium. If perturbation is homogeneous in
the angular direction, only waves with the same angular numbers and opposite propagation
directions can be coupled and Bragg reflection can be observed. If coupled waves have the
same direction of propagation, a resonance conversion of mode occurs. If the angular numbers
and propagation directions are different, there is a combination of the reflection and the mode
conversion in considered waveguiding structure. In two last cases the resonance conditions
must be satisfied for both radial and angular wavenumbers. Because the value of longitudinal
wavenumber is not constant and real, the process of Bragg transformation is not periodic even
if perturbation wavenumber and amplitude are constant. For the case of a periodic
perturbation of the permeability value of Gm becomes close to zero at some value of p. Similar
"Brewster radius" can be observed also for TM waves and a periodic perturbation of
permittivity. Specific type of Bragg resonator is formed near these radii.

CONCLUSIONS

Combination of radial and angular perturbation of the filling provides a reflection or mode
conversion for waves with different angular indices. A modification of the asymptotic method
of Krylov, Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky by using the Hankel functions widens its
possibilities. The found solution can be used to investigate resonator properties of
waveguiding structures filled with inhomogeneous medium. The obtained results can be
useful for designing frequency and angular selective reflectors and resonators.
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ABSTRACT

A system consisting of three-layered dielectric with semi-transparent film in form of a plane
logarithmic spiral between two layers and metallic screen on one side of system is considered. A
dispersion equation for symmetric waves was obtained and computations were curried out for various
system parameters and dielectric permittivities. Proper and improper slow waves were found and
influence of the system parameters on their existence was determined.

INTRODUCTION
It is known [1] that complex waves (CW) can exist in layered dielectric or in metal-dielectric
waveguides for some system parameters in some frequency band. The expression «complex>» means
that a wave number is complex for ideal system parameters. The complex waves can be proper,
improper, fast or slow. They can exist both in open or closed waveguides as well. The improper
complex waves exist in open systems. They do not satisfy the radiation condition, are called <leaky
waves>> and have a high phase velocity. The slow improper complex waves were also observed in
open systems in wide frequency band. The introduction of thin dissipative film in layered dielectric
causes the coupling between waves of various polarization and, as a result, a great variation of CW
characteristics behavior. The waves became proper in some frequency band, etc. This was observed
only for a thin film. But the literature presents no data about the existence of CW in layered
dielectrics with an anisotropic semi-transparent film. So, we investigated a system consisting of three-
layered dielectric with a film in form of plane logarithmic spiral. The aim of such study is to find the
waves with various physical nature.

CONSIDERATION
The system under consideration consists of two planar dielectric layers which thickness are a,d and

dielectric permittivities F;3,E2, respectively, and semi-infinite dielectric area with permittivity FI"

The plane logarithmic spiral is situated between the first and second layers. The whole system is
situated on a grounded screen. The spiral is described by the curve p = Po exp(u / p), where

1,qz are cylindrical coordinates, Po is starting spiral radius, U = Ctgy is spiral parameter, y14 is

the twirl angle of the spiral.
We used the following approximation. 1) All dielectrics are ideal. 2) The spiral is assumed as an
anisotropy sheet model. 3) The spiral and screen are perfectly conducting, the time dependence is
exp(ikot). 4) We assume that only symmetric waves exist in the spiral.

The mode matching method has been used for the problem solution. There are three regions

I-d<z<oo,Fc=&1 ,: II-0<z<d,c=F 2 , III--a<z<O,E=E; 3 , The spiral and screen

ones are situated at z = 0,-a, respectively. The fields in each region are expressed using the electric

and magnetic Hertz vectors Aem(09,0, A;.m), where j is the region number. Potentials are various

for each region and expressed as follows: for j=l Af"' = Ne Am(I2 ) e for j=2,3el m 0p

H.= t-p2)()(Fe.Gne-iP" + J e ),where Ho2 ) (7p) is the Hankel function, 7 is the
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longitudinal (radial) wave number, 'pj is the transverse wave number, pj = Jy2-2

k = 0) / c is a wave number in free space, N'z, 2 e,3 a o f

The boundary conditions are formulated as conjugate conditions at two dielectric boundaries,
anisotropy sheet model on spiral and zero conditions on metal screen. Substituting the fields from
each region into boundary conditions, we obtain the algebraic expressions for unknown coefficients
and dispersion equation in the form

&2 k 2 u 2 R 2 A + BP 2 M 4 =0, (1)

where

A= A M 4 P 28 3 / (P38 2 )- M 4 , B=P3 AoR 2 -p 2 R1 ,

A0 = [exp(2P 3a) + 1]/ [exp(2P 3a) - 1],

P= P2 -PA, P+ = P2 + Pl, S= exp(2p 2 d),

R 1,2 =P SP, M 1,2 = F1p2 +T-2pI, M 3,4 = M1 ± S 1M 2..

We assume that in dispersion equation (1) the radial wave number can be complex y = y' + iy".

So, we found the complex roots by means of the computer program. The computations were fulfilled

for various a,d,u, ,j in waveband 6-60cm. We obtained the following results. 1) For the case

61 = 82 = E;3 = 1 the slowing down (SD) of the wave is determined by the spiral parameter u in

the same way as for usual pure surface wave. 2) In the case of substrate or superstrate presence
(E = 1,82 > 1, 3 > 1) we also have not found the complex waves. 3) The complex waves occur if

three-layered dielectric exists. And what is more, they exist if the thickness of the air gap between the
spiral and semi-infinite area is small or the superstrate thickness is small and 82 < 8l .The

calculation results are:
A) Dispersion curves can have two parts: one with 'y"= 0 and normal dispersion (usual surface

wave), another one with y" < 0 and anomalous dispersion (this is improper complex wave), but both

of them are slow waves. B) The complex waves occur in case of a small wave-length A. for small 8.1

and in the case of large wave-length for larger E1 .C) The increasing of 81 causes the increase of the

surface waves SD, but a decrease of the complex waves SD. D) The increasing of the substrate
permittivity 83 causes the increasing of the surface and the complex waves SD as well. E) The

increasing of the spiral parameter u causes the complex wave arise in a larger wave-length.

CONCLUSION
It was found that the improper slow waves in layered dielectric with semi-transparent film occur in
the case of small gap between the spiral and semi-infinite dielectric space. The frequency band of
these waves existence depends on the system parameters and dielectric permittivities. These results
can be used in designing of applicators for irradiation of live organisms.
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Diffraction from a multilayer-coated bisinusoudal grating is analyzed by Yasuura's mode-matching method.
The diffracted fields over the coating, inside the layers, and below the metal surface are represented in terms of
finite modal expansions consisting of vector modal functions with unknown coefficients. Since the functions
satisfy the vector wave equation and the periodicity and radiation condition, the coefficients are determined so
that the representations meet the boundary condition in the least-squares sense. In the present problem where
the geometry has several boundaries that are corrugated in two directions, however, the size of the least-squares
problem becomes so large that we face a trouble of memory deficiency in handling the problem on a computer.
We, hence, employ the technique of sequential accumulation in solving the problem, the technique which
considerably decreases the memory demand and enables us to solve the problem on a small-sized computer.

INTRODUCTION
We investigate the problem of plane-wave diffraction by a multi]ayer-coated bisinusoidal
grating which is a stack of dielectric thin films over a metal grating. Both the films and the
grating are periodically corrugated in two directions. In the numerical analysis based on the
Yasuura method [1] we solve a least-squares problem that finds modal coefficients in each
region: the free space over the grating; inside the layers; and in the metal grating.
When the number of modal functions in each region or the number of layers is increased, the
size of the least-squares problem also increases considerably. This causes the problem of
huge requirement of computer storage. Apparently there is a minimum number of modal
functions to ensure a desired accuracy of solutions. Hence, if we solve the least-squares
problem by a conventional algorithm, the number of layers must be limited strongly.
We, hence, combine a technique called sequential accumulation [2] with the QR decom-
position algorithm in solving the least-squares problem. This reduces the storage requirement
in the numerical computation. In addition, taking the fact that the Jacobian matrix in the
problem has a band structure into account, we can attain further reduction of storage demand
and shortening of computation time.

FORMULATION AND METHOD OF SOLUTION
We consider a stack of surfaces Sq (q = 1, 2, ... , Q) accumulating in the Z-direction. Each
surface is modulated sinusoidally in the X- and Y-direction with a common period d. The qth
surafce is governed by z - Hq = ((x, y) = (h14) [sin(2xtx/d) + sin(27ry/d)], where Hq is the mean
height of the qth surface. The region V0 above S is a vacuum; the region Vq between Sq and
Sq+i (q = 1, 2, ..., Q-1) is filled with a dielectric whose refractive index nq is real; and the
region VQ below SQ is a metal with a complex index nQ.
Let an incident plane wave be E'(r) = eo exp(ikoJ r)where k0 = (a, 03, -y) = (k sin 0 cos ý, k sin
0 sin 4, -k cos 0) with k being the free space wave-number. The e0 is a unit vector, which can
be decomposed into the TE (the electric field is perpendicular to the plane of incidence) and
TM (magnetic field perpendicular) component: e0 = e0TE cos 8 + e0TMsin 6, where e0TE = kx x
iz/I ko x iz I and eoTM = eoTE x k0 / e0TE x k0 I are unit vectors in the TE and TM direction.
Thus the incident field is characterized by the three angles 0, ý, and 6.
We denote the diffracted fields in each region by Eq d(r) and Hq d(r) (q = 0, 1, .... Q). They
satisfy (i) the Helmholtz equation in each region; (ii) the periodicity condition in the X- and Y-
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direction; (iii) the radiation condition for q = 0 and Q; and (iv) the boundary condition that the
tangential components of the total electric and magnetic field are continuous across Sq.
To find the diffracted field in each region in terms of a finite summation of vector modal
functions, we first define the scalar modal functions, which are the separated solutions in each
region satisfying the periodicity condition:

(Pqmn-(r) = exp( ikqm,,+ r ) (q = 0, 1, ... , Q; m, n = 0, ±1 +2 ). (1)
Here, kqnn- = (am, P3, +--qmn) is defined by (x,,, = ca + 2m7t/d, N,, = P3 + 2nr/d, and 7q,,n2 = (nqk)2

- all -_3,/2, Re(7qnn) > 0, and Im('Yq,,) > 0. Note that the superscripts + and -, respectively,
mean an up- and down-going wave. Note also that we need only up-going waves in V0 and
down-going waves in VQ because of the radiation condition.
Next we construct TE and TM vector modal functions by

(PqmnTE± = eqpnnTE± (Pq,n,,±(r), eqmnTE± = kqmn± X iz / kqmn± x iz j (2)
and

(Pqinn TM+ = eqm,,TM± Tqnn-(r), eq,,,,, = eqn,,, - x kq,,-± / I eq,,TE- x kqmn,,+ . (3)
The TE and TM are defined with respect to the plane of propagation.

An approximation to Eqd(r) is given by
EqNd(r) = Yp-=TE, TM Yd=+.- Yn,=--NN AqmPn(N) (pq,,,,,Pd(r), (4)

where Aq,,,,,p(N)'s are unknown coefficients to be determined by the boundary condition.
Note that: d = + alone in Vo and d = - in VQ because of the radiation condition.

The coefficients are determined so that the EqNd(r) and accompanying magnetic fields
satisfy the boundary condition in the mean-squares sense. To do this, we first define the
mean-square error on the boundary
IN = J I v x [EoNd + E' - EINd] 12 dS + W2] I V X [HONd + H' - HINd] 12 dS

+ Yq=2Q { f I v x [Eq-!. Nd - EqNd] 12 dS + w 2f I V X [Hq-. Nd - HqNd] 12dS, (5)
where the range of integration is a unit cell on each surface and w is a weight having an
impedance dimension. Then, we locate JxJ sampling points (xi, yj, 4(xi, Yj) + Hq) on the unit
cell, where xi = id/J (i = 1, 2, ... , J) and yj_=jd/J. The number of divisions is given by J = 2M
= 2(2N + 1), i.e., twice as many as the number of modal truncation. Thus we have a
discretized form of IN:

IN = INJI (DA - b II2. (6)
Here, A is a 4M 2Q-dimensional column vector whose elements are the unknown modal
coefficients; and b is a 24M2Q-dimensional column vector consisting of sampled values of
-vxE' and -wvxH'. The Jacobian matrix (D has a band structure that

(DI0 01 ... 0(7

(I) =i . .(7)

0 0 ... q)Q-jQ

The elements of the 24M2 x 2M 2 sub-matrix )o00 are sampled values of v x To,,, V X

9011111,TM+, and the accompanying magnetic fields. Other sub-matrices (q)qq and IDq q+± ) are
defined similarly and the size of the sub-matrices are 24M2 x 4M2 excepting cPQ_] Q whose
size is 24M2 x 2M 2 as well as 'Doo. Hence, the size of the Jacobian is 24M2Q x 4M2Q.

QR DECOMPOSITION WITH SEQUENTIAL ACCUMULATION
The QR decomposition algorithm is known widely as an effective method for solving a least-
squares problem: The Jacobian is decomposed into a product of a unitary matrix Q and an
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upper triangular matrix R; and the solution is given by solving RA = Q*b. If the Jacobian is
full rank, there is no essential difficulty in this procedure. Even if this is the case, increment
of Q and/or M causes a serious problem of the lack of computer storage. For example, if we
set M = 11 (N = 5: quite few) and Q = 5 (the number of coating layers is 4), then the matrix
size is 13,420 x 2420, which is beyond the capacity of a desktop computer.
This difficulty can be removed by the use of the sequential accumulation. We first
decompose (P and b into Q segments as

b "(8)

Here,~ ~ ~~~( (Q)) b (0. (qQ)qi D[1~ [~
Here, V/ = (0 ...0 (Iqq (IDq q+l 0""...0) are 24M2 x 4M2Q (actually 24M2 x 4M2) matrices, and b(q)

are corresponding parts of the driving vector b. Decomposing the first segment, we obtain

Q(I)* [(D(") b(R]= [1 e ]) (9)

Appending the segment [C(P 2) b(2)] to [ R(1) g()] and decomposing the result, we have

Q(2,* [ g] = [R • ] (10)LD 2) bt (2) e (2) .(0

Repeating the same procedure Q times, we finally obtain

Q F) (Q9 1 F
L (D (Q bt0 (Q L 0 e(

The solution is obtained by solving
R()A =g(Q) (12)

and the mean-square error is given by INj = (Q) ]2.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
Here we show some numerical results that prove the effectiveness of the present algorithm.
The diffraction of a plane wave by a coated silver grating is taken as an example. Because of
the limitation in space, we confine ourselves to comparison of the methods of solution: the
conventional QR decomposition (C-QRD) and the QR decomposition with the sequential
accumulation (SA-QRD).
Setting Q = 3, we examined the size of required memory for M = 7, 9, and 11. 'In C-QRD
they are 33 and 55 MB for M = 7 and 9; but the computation for M = 11 could not be executed
on a desktop computer with a 64 MB memory. While in SA-QRD the memory size are 10,
29, and 45 MB. There is a complete agreement between the solutions obtained by the two
methods while C-QRD works. Further, the memory demand in SA-QRD, in contrast to that
of C-QRD, almost does not depend on Q. This means that we can handle the problem with
many layers at the cost of CPU time increment alone.
The CPU time also is reduced by the use of sequential accumulation. For example, for Q = 2
and M = 4, C-QRD and SA-QRD, respectively, need 642 s and 474 s to obtain the solution.

REFERENCES
[1] Y. Okuno and H. Ikuno, The Yasuura method for solving boundary-value problems of the Helmholtz
equation in homogeneous media, Radiotekhnika i Elektronika, 37, 10, 1744-1763, 1992 (translated into
Russian by Yu. Eremin).
[2] C.L. Lawson and R.J. Hanson, Solving Least Squares Problems, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, 1974.
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ABSTRACT
Nonlinear systems under periodic pulsed excitation are considered. Solutions of the
differential equations of motion are represented in a special form with contains a standard pair
of non-smooth periodic functions and possesses a convenient structure.

INTRODUCTION
A problem of the stationary wave propagation in a periodic structure can be reduced to the
analysis of differential equations with periodic coefficients. Periodic structures with localized
singularities (inserts) are widely employed in various optical and electromagnetic systems.
The localized singularities are customarily simulated by using one of two methods: by
subjecting the variables to be determined to additional conditions in the neighborhoods of the
points of localization of the inserts [1] or by introducing singular terms of the Dirac function
type into the equations. The principal merit of the first approach is the fact that the
differential equations describing the system are the same as when no singularities are present.
However, there equations are treated separately in each of the spatial intervals between the
inserts, and hence, instead of a single set, a whole sequence of sets are analyzed. The second
method yields a single set of equations over the whole spatial domain without introducing the
above-mentioned conditions imposed on the variables. However, to be correct, the analysis
should be carried out within the framework of the theory of distributions [2] that requires
additional mathematical proofs in non-linear cases. A method is presented in this paper that
enables one, on the one hand, to eliminate the singular terms in the equations and, on the other
hand, to obtain solutions by analyzing a boundary-value problem on a standard interval, in
the form of a single analytic expression over the whole spatial interval [3-6]. The technique is
based on a special representation for a periodic solution using a pair of (non-smooth)
functions that have relatively simple forms associated with the translation and reflection
subgroups in the group of Euclidean motions. These functions are termed the saw-tooth sine
and right-angled cosine respectively. The mechanical model that generates these functions is
the vibration-impact oscillator moving with constant velocity between two rigid barriers. The
representation includes the two components and possesses an algebraic structure. This
essentially simplifies all analytical transformations with equations.

NON-SMOOTH TRANSFORMATION OF TIME
Ours system modeling with localized temporal singularities will be based on the fact that any
periodic function x(t) with period T=4 can be represented in the form

x (t)o = Xe(r)n + Y (M)em, Mths
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where r = r(t; 0) is the saw-tooth piecewise-smooth function of argument •,

r(')= +2, 1 < •!_3,

__, ~ ~ ~ ~ -()=(+4), V(

-l Ov(t;®)
e = e(t;O) =

I, at
" " I

-0 (-1< 0 <1) is a parameter which characterizes the
slope of the "saw" (Fig.1). If O0,-, function z(t;O) is not

F I symmetrical, pulses act two by two. If 0 = 0, the
function z(t; O) is symmetrical, and

Fig. 1. pulses act through the equal gap of time.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Many problems of nonlinear optoelectronics and electromagnetics are reduced to the
following equation

c2 at2 a =(y,t)+T0(y,t)+flV(y,t)3=O, (2)

where c is the velocity of Wave. The function V/ depends on the spatial coordinates and time t.
Suppose that

V4y,t) = x(t) cos(wo y+ V), (3)

where co is the frequency, q' is the initial phase.
Substitute expression (3) in (2). By using Galerkin's method we obtain a nonlinear differential
equation of the second order (the Duffing equation) with periodic pulsed excitation:

X+ p+q a e Jt 0)X+ = 0, (4)

dx
where X-=- , p and q are the parameters, e is the parameter of nonlinearity.dt

The following problem will be studied:

* for 0=0, obtain an asymptotic solution,
* for 0#0, obtain an exact solution in elliptical functions. In this case, the y- component
is zero,
* for large values of the nonlinearity c , solve the equation by numerical-analytical
method.
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ANALYTICAL STUDY
Non-vanishing solution of (4) is build in the way borrowed from [1]. Obtain differential
equation system

(1-0 2 )X"- 20Y"+(I-6?)2pX = -fl-E) 2Rf (5)
(1+36Y)Y"- 20X"+(1-69 )2pY =f

with the boundary conditions

(X'+qX) /r_ [20Y'+ E(X'+qX)] /,:-t+
Y/•__+=0 (6)

The set (5)-(6) does not contain singular terms. This is its main advantage. Pulsed influence
reveals itself in the boundary conditions with parameter q. Under q=O, pulsed excitation does
not act to the system.

CONCLUSIONS
A standard pair of non-smooth periodic functions which join small sections of the solution (in
the intervals between the pulses) into a single analytic expression over the whole time interval
plays an important role in the proposed method.
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ABSTRACT
The problem of the plane electromagnetic wave diffraction by a multielement grating which is
imbedded in a half-space is considered. A system of singular integral equations is obtained by
satisfying the necessary boundary conditions. The numerical results describing the resonance
characteristics of the cascaded grating imbedded into a half-space are presented in the paper.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM0 "\\E
Our goal was to investigate the diffraction of plane
electromagnetic wave with an oblique angle of incidence Lo
by a multielement grating with arbitrary-shaped elements ximbedded into a half-space. We considered the next
problem: let each period d of the grating contain a L>

boundary (contour L0) which separate the media: the

upper S, (%i = 6bUI ) and lower S2 (%2 = ) E-22•). X2

The lower half-space contains N perfectly conducting d
screens with contours Li (Fig. 1). The source of primary
electromagnetic field E* (TM-polarized plane electro-
magnetic wave with exp(- iot) time factor) is located in Fig.]. Geometry of the problem.

SI.
The sought for potential of the field E can be found from the next boundary problem: to solve

the Helmholtz equation AE + X 2 E = 0 which satisfies the following conditions:
-junction conditions on contour Lo (z=x+iy):

E1zc=2z . 9  lc d ef

E (z E(( ; 1 -E(ZzE2 ElE2 (z)= E(z . (1)
4 ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 4)) - P 12 Ez (S

- boundary condition on contours Li:

E2 (zJ4 =0, i=1,N; (2)

- Sommerfeld's radiation conditions and Meixner's edge condition at the screen Li ribs.

SYSTEM OF SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
The satisfying of the junction conditions (1) leads to the next integral equations:TW 2 -osG )s'- z, zeLI(3

_2 ( Zo) +)- j " (s)G G2(T) - ,(G ( F (3

P2 J2) I P/'2 ai 0  P/1 )O
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1 N (4)ZI J"ii s G2 (O)ds - Eo(Z). (4)

P2 i=1LA 10 Pi ''o
The satisfying of the boundary condition leads to the last integral equation of the desired ones:

N
f 4 ) j°(s)G2 (ds±d + I L, Ji(s)G 2()ds = O, z eLi , i = 1,N. (5)

Here G12 (T)= G(T is the Green's function which should be calculated by a special

algorithm [1].
.0Thus, we obtained a system of N+2 integral equations for N+2 unknowns j1.2, Ji, i = 1, N.

SYSTEM OF LINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS
After normalization of the system (3)-(5) and by applying the specially constructed quadrature
formulae [2] to its singular elements, the ordinary Gauss-type ones and to the non-singular
elements, we obtained the system of linear algebraic equations:

Z {ql (4k I- B(ýk , )_- R, (ýk ,, )] + q2 (4k I[B(ýk , ýj ) + R2 (+k , 1 )]+
k=1

N Kn
+ j (qi()K (ýk, =---E*( ,), to(4l,)eLo, l=1,n; (6)

i=1"J if"

nq O(ýk)(&k 2)A+("k,( )+q(,k )A2(4k, )+
k=1

Nn

1 N )} n2o(4l l E,(•l)' tO(ýl)t(Lo, 1=1,n;
+2 i=, iT ,1 C(o

nZ~qo (ý)K2 (ý, ,)+ qi (6)[B(ýk,, €)+ R2(ýk, •,)]+
k=1

+ E'q.,(ýk )K..•k• =0, to (ýj)E i, i=l1,N, l=1,n. (8)

Here:
g,2 (1-, 0)--a1,2 (-,'ro)+ lnjr -01+ S1,2 (T,'0), _r#T0, t(T)ct0

K2 (zrro)= H2 (r,o-0 )+ S2 (r, ro), t(r)ELo,
P1,2(r, ro)=H`7(-r, ro)+S S(r, ro), r •ro, t(z-)eLo,

B(c•,4, )= In 2±+ 2X2-1,,Z(4• )Tm (•,),
"n ' IA12(4 t, •,)=l n2 Z _ .1 4 p n ,

A12( ,= n -kl--- I 1,2 (4: 1) (9)
111,2 P1,2

coS 2k- 1 g), k = ,-n, T,, (r) = cos(m arccos r)
Kn V = n 2n ference nM
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The super-index i denotes t(r)e Li, B . The expressions (9) in the case of geometric

singularity (,r = r0 for the same contour) should be calculated by special formulae.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
The software in Visual FORTRAN 6.0 programming language has been developed and some
numerical results for the far field approximation have been obtained for the cascaded grating
imbedded into a half-space. The grating elements have been treated as parabolic arcs:

tk (T) = a(7 + i(l - r2 )) + ih(k - 1) - iho, z- = [-1;1], c = b/a, k = 1,2; (10)
where h0 is the imbedding depth; h is the distance between layers; cis the arc curvature
(Fig. 2). Fig.3 shows the "incident angle 83 - imbedding depth h0 " dependencies (/6 runs
through 20...88'; h0 runs through 0.05... 1.00) in 3-D and topographic forms for different
screens curvatures.

E*
YA

E S1

a

d e=0.0
Fig. 2. The cascaded grating
imbedded into a half-space

CC ; 0 0.05 0.15 06 0.35 0.45 0.5S 0.0 0.- 0.0. 0.95

•,.,o~•- . •• ! , • .-.---- ,.j ,~ , 02.00-"- --'.oo;

" . .'" . . . .o

CC... . >,,..-... ~.0.0 00
0 0 . ...... .. ,b.

~~30

6 =0.25 c.0 0o.9 o .0

6 =0.5
Fig 3 The grating parameters0 = , = 2 a=0.5, h=l.0, d=l.0.
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ABSTRACT
The problem of electromagnetic wave scattering by a double-periodic magneto-dielectric layer
is solved by the new method based on the rigorous integro-differential equations. The
Galerkin method is applied to reduce these equations to a set of second-order differential ones
with constant coefficients in functionals. The general moments of the solution are given.
Scattering by some magnetodielectric structures including perfectly conducting ones are
studied. Numerical results for transmission and reflection coefficients are presented.

INTRODUCTION
3-D models are best matched to the real scattering process. Basically, the 3-D scattering
problems were investigated to study the properties of composite structures with double-
periodic inserts made from perfect metal, for the problem of designing electromagnetic wave
absorbers based on the double-periodic lossy structures and for the vector problems of
scattering by so-called photonic crystal.
In this paper, a vector problem of the wave scattering by a double-periodic layer composed of
magnetodielectric parallelepipeds is solved. This paper is conceptually analogous to paper [I]
devoted to the scattering by single-periodic layers and it is an extension of paper [2], where
double-periodic gratings were investigated with the use of the volume integral equations.

y~~ "L. ' :Z d • .. .. •: :: "•:: : .... : ...........................'i:• i

• ..................... .. ....................... ... ...
•:y•..... .......

• ........ ::-" " - - 7•: :•' •"...... ..........
s = .... .z .; . ............ Z ..... , i

E ~b Q• ¢ ........................ q- 1b

X kX b--b b.,.t b. .'

E=E,,,1

Figure 1 Geometry of the scattering problem
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METHOD
Formulation of the problem is as follows: from the half-space z<O, a linearly-polarized plane
electromagnetic wave is incident at an arbitrary angle (o on the double-periodic infinite layer
(Fig. 1). We suppose that the incident wave is TE-polarized and a is the angle between the x
axis and the electric field vector k lying in the plane of the layer. The layer consists of
rectangular parallelepipeds of arbitrary sizes along the x axis and the y axis, Lx and Ly are
periodicities of the layer in the x and y direction, respectively. The parallelepipeds are
characterized by the complex relative permittivity , and permeability ýt and have the thickness
h. We consider the field components in the (r/, ý, z) coordinate system connected with the
incident field polarization and rotated at the angle cc about the (x, y, z) coordinate system. We
have to obtain the transmitted and reflected fields in the immediate vicinity of the layer.
Integral equations [3] can be transformed to the equations for the field components in the
scalar form:

E,(r)= , (r)e i(k +kz) + (k2 + 2 )f [e(r') - l]E,(r')G(r,r')dr' +
47c d2 }

+ 2 f-_ [c(r') - I1E,(r')G(r,r')dr' + d [c(r') - 1]E(r')G(r,r')dr' + (1)

ik f [[(') - ]H (r')G(rr')dr'- [,u(r') - l1]H(r')G(r,r')dr'},
41r- , J•

Here the Green's function is presented in the integral form, V is the scatterer volume, i.e. the
layer. For the other field components, E,, EZ, HI, H, , equations can be written in a

similar manner.
For each period segment numbered (k,l) we can write the notations b`- <xI <1k,
b)"`- < y1' < b r' 1 r,, Pk

Following the algorithm given in [2] we present the field in each period segment as an
expansion in terms of the spatial harmonics and act on the equation for these fields by the
linear operator

•k F ' " 1 •b', b, 2"•1 ,
. _(k +" 2 )x, -i(k,,+ ))yV, F(x',y',z)-(L "- I-l)e L e F(x',y',z')dx'dy'.

. :' I~f,' b

Thus, we can obtain the set of linear differential equations for the field functionals. By
summing these equations over all segments we can express the fields and field functionals for
individual segment through the ones for another segment, e.g.:

Ek -kr(ck - 1)axk a k 1(ax_ 0-
EPq -- kl(EkV - 1) p-r q -__r Yq-s) 7pq

where
k r L !' L

ax= e L, dx, ay•e= -- dy,
L~ Yi- b11-

Next we solve the equation set for the field functionals and thus for the field components (the
procedure in paper[2]). Using the extinction theorem at the last stage we obtain coefficients Ci
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and the expressions for the scattered fields. To take an example, for the transmitted E-
components

E I, Iz) eji(.n'p__ +t14+ XO+p (z-h)) -I h 21104,)=CZe" (Aij + ix,,,){( - V/,,,M)W , -

"-,I r p 2/ 22/) 22/ p j 41 ~ :p VV

- p 1,,,,W 2 - W 5,,1P + X mp Wn4 p - V Uh,,f)nipW6 p

where

,,,, += (k2± )cosa+(k-, + 271P)sin a, = -(k+ + sin) sina + (k, + )cosa,Lx " L. L, Ly

XniX

1,2 •x1,2 ×paper[4], -this paper

1 70
0,8- •_• 0,8 .

0,6 0,6- + . :++

0,4 - 0,4 .. +,;.,

0,2- IR0,2-
0 - - -. -- - -- - 0 1 , x , ,,

-0,2 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1
a) b)

Figure 2. Reflection coefficient versus frequency parameter L/X when a normally incident
plane wave illuminates a structure with parameters: { L, = L, = 1, a = 0, p= 0.001 1}; for

a){ I = I, e,,,,,,ic = 10, E..a, =2, h = 0.3L }; for b) { e = 250 + 2500000i, u = 1 / e,

h = 0.001 1

2 are the eigen values and W],..., W6 are the corresponding eigen vectors of the structure.
The considerations are illustrated by two graphics. In Fig. 2(b) the reflection coefficient of

the magnetodielectric periodic layer closely approximating the perfectly conducting cross-
perforated screen is shown, and the data are compared with results of paper [4]. In Fig. 2(a)
the reflection coefficient of the structure composed of periodically disposed dielectric
swastikas in a dielectric slab is shown as well.
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1. Introduction
Dielectric gratings have found applications in various areas such as integrated opticsill and acousto-

optics, optical filters, and holography. Recently, the refractive index can easily be controlled to make
the periodic structures such as fiber grating and photonic crystal waveguide by the development of
manufacturing technology of optical devices. Thus, the scattering and guiding problems of the inho-
mogeneous gratings have been considerable interest, and many analytical and numerical methods
which are applicable to the dielectric gratings having an arbitrarily periodic structures have been pro-
posed.

In this paper, the scattering of electromagnetic waves by dielectric gratings with elliptically layered
media are analyzed using the combination of improved Fourier series expansion method1 21 and the
multilayer method1 31.

Numerical results are given for the transmitted scattered characteristics for the case of incident an-
gle and frequency by dielectric gratings whose shape of grating is an elliptic cylinder, and whose inte-
rior distribution of permittivity is an elliptically layered medium for both TM and TE waves. The in-
fluences of the incident angle and frequency of the transmitted power are compared between circular
cylinder and elliptic cylinder.

2. Method of Analysis
We consider the dielectric grating with elliptically layered media as shown in Fig.l(a). The grating

is uniform in the y-direction and the permittivity E(x,z) is an arbitrary periodic function of z with
period p. Fig.1(a) shows the configuration whose shape of the grating is an elliptic cylinder with the
cross section of a x d/2, and whose interior distribution of permittivity e(x,z) is elliptically layered
medium. The permeability is assumed to be yo0 . The time dependence is exp(-iwt) and suppressed
throughout. In the formulation, the TM (the magnetic field has only the y-component) case is dis-
cussed. For the TE (the electric field has only the y-component) case, only numerical results are pre-
sented. When the plane wave is assumed to be incident from x > 0 at the angle 0,, the magnetic
fields in the regions S, (x > 0) and S3 (x s -d) are expressed1 21 as

S, (x - 0) : H y" ) = e*k,(zsin00 -xc.0sO,) + eiklzsi6 . rN (e0 2np), (1)
n--N

'N+1 N

1.2) x< ) = 2-+ [A 2 ih,"{x+((-1)dI + 1 B eih,')(x+Id,) 1 ikxsin~o N (1) ei2xnzlp(2=, (d<x<0 H(Ale+.eeu ,e (2)
SLJ nl--N

Hy orEy *'0 X. 'X

00 
X

F- -

(a) (b)
Fig.1 Structure of the dielectric grating with elliptically layered media. (a) Coordinate system,
(b) Approximated inhomogeneous layers.
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3) _ kzsn , (•3) -'1 k. ' (x ÷d)-2gnzl/l

S 3 (x < -d) : H( ei 4" . t ( e , (3)
n--N

ký 1) 4jk e, eo (ksino + 2zrn/p) ; k, 4 o ceo , k, 2r/A , d" =d/M, lI--1 M

where A is the wavelength in free space, hV') is the propagation constant in the x-direction and rn1),

A•), B(') and t(3) are unknown coefficients to be determined from boundary conditions. hV() must
satisfy the following eigenvalue equation[21

A -U(1) {h( )} A2 U' ; Al A-[-t (] A 1[F('U 1 =-~M, (4)

where

""'," A "(.] , T transpose, Ez'(z)- /
N-1t ,1.2• , it) . I)(t (n) -m (Z , /Z),

k,, 2 (1., Y(1  , + 2r(n )77.,, /p - ,,. 1,

(1 fP fI(~g)z}i2(n-m)/Pz 1) A 2i If (,(z 12-ýz, d77.,., - f t(z)g (1)(z)j e, l.,)./dz, ý0,(t~,,, - ( ) - .ed..'# d

,,) A 2 fi{f (')(z 2e(nm)z/pdZ, .' -) =,A (k, sin 00 + 2rn/p), m,n = (-N,...,,. .N).

In inhomogeneous grating region S2 (-d < x < 0), the elliptic cylinder is divided into thin layers
dA(=d/M), as shown in Fig.l(b). The dielectric distribution of thin layer is approximated to step
index profile e")(z)[=e((l+05)dA,z);l-1-A]. Therefore, f(')(z) or g")(z) contain discontinuity
such as the step function, (n-m-(')•,, does not converge, because r7u), is 0(1/fn- n ,m) as

n(t) K/ n l;n-n)a

in - m[ I t( I is less than KIn - m 1, where K is independent of In - m I ], so that the solution
of the Eq.(4) also does not converge to the correct value. To solve this difficulty, the function contain-
ing the discontinuity is approximated by a Fourier series of Nf terms 41 . We have experienced that
N = 1.5Nf is sufficient when Nf is related to the modal truncation number NM41.

From the boundary conditions at x = 0, x =-l'dA (1 =1-M -1), and x = -d,wegetthefol-
lowing homogeneous matrix equation in regard to A(m) by matrix algebra1 51.

W-A(M)=F, WA-[QISI +Q 2S3 -(Q 1 S 2 +Q 2S4 )Q 'Q 3], (5)

where the elements of matrix W and F are obtained by reference1 51

The mode power transmission coefficients I T,(r) 12 is given by
IT,1)1( El Re . I~) It () 12 0(a~)), (6)

where superscript (TM) indicates TM wave case.

3. Numerical Analysis
We consider the following structure of grating:

(1) Grating shape ; elliptic cylinder
[(x + d/2)/(d/2)]2 + (z/a)2 = 1 (7)

(2) Distribution of permittivity e(x, z) ; elliptically layered media

C _Z [1-bf(Z(x+d/Z)/d) +(z/a)' ] b--. 1-/e 2  :inside of elliptic cylinder
(x,z) E : outside of elliptic cylinder, (8)

For the above case, we put g t()(z) = 1 and f ')(z) = e(x,z), and the values of parameters chosen are
=e = E e0, e2 /e 0 =-3 and d/p = 2/3. For the TM wave, the results to check the validity of our

method are computed with N - 9 (N, = 6) and M = 30. For the TE wave, the results are computed
with N = 10 and M = 20. In this case, the relative error are less than about 0.1% and the energy
error is less than about 10-3 for both TM and TE waves.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show ITO('• I12 and IT"(E) j2 for various values of incident angle 00 at
2a/d - 0.8,1.0 and 1.2 for p/A - 1.0. The case of circular cylinder is 2a/d - 1.0. From in Figs.2(a),
the effect of grating shape is seen clearly at the minimum of coupling resonance T I2, 0, and it
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moves toward larger 00 as 2a/d increases. On the other hand, for TE case, IT,,"' 12 has a symmetric

shape around 00 = 30'. Therefore, we note that the 0o dependence at coupling resonance is more sig-

nificant for the TE case than for the TM case. It is interest the peak of I TJ5 ' 12 at 2a/d - 1.0 moves

toward at 00 - 90*.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show I ToTm) 12 and IT"rE) I2 for various values of normalized frequency

(p/A) at 0, = 300 with the same parameters as in Fig.2. Comparing the TM case with the TE case,
we note that the characteristic tendencies for the effect of grating shape are approximately same at

p/A < 0.7, but for about p/A > 0.7, the effect of the grating shape is more significant for TE case.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have analyzed the scattering of electromagnetic waves by dielectric gratings with

elliptically layered media using improved Fourier series expansion method and multilayer method.

Numerical results are given for the transmitted scattered characteristics for the case of incident angle
and frequency for both TM and TE cases. The influences of the incident angle, and the frequency on

the transmitted power for grating shape are discussed. Finally, the authors would like to thank Mr.

Ryuji Terada at graduate student of Nihon University for help with drawing graphics in this work.

TM Wave .",TE Wave- . 2a.d=1.2 "2a/d=1.0

L> ------- ', .. ... 0.8 .......... I '

0. iL2(r)Iro=1 -3I~~~~~ 

...

,............,.,0.4- 1 0.4"'-.

,,.2-\ 0.62L" 'o i , \.

S2ald=08 JJ//li
=r)3 o•3 E2(r)/t 0=1 -3

3• i 9 3 6' '19b

(a) ---------- :A- 00-(b) > 00
30 60TM 12 90E 12 , , f , --

Fig.2 ]To'0 12 and IT0TE) 12 versus 00. (a) TM wave, (b) TE wave.

" TM Wave T W

Oo=30[deg] ' TE Wave

0.6E- / r/o = I ,," ." 0.6 Oo=30[deg] . . "
/2(r)Eo= E•o 13'

0.4' O. £2(r)lo- 1 -3
..... 2ald=l.2 '0

o. -2ad=1.0.
0... d= 0.2-- 2a/d=l.0

0.5 1 1.5 ) 0.5 1 1,5
Sp/A -• p/A

(a) (b)

Fig.3 IToTM) 12 and IT"E) 12 versus p/A. (a) TM wave, (b) TE wave.
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The light diffraction by high reflecting grating is under is considered under the double

resonance conditions. This means that two diffracted spectra are grazing waves, i.e., condition

k, + mg k is fulfilled for two integers m = r,r' simultaneously. Here g is the grating

wavevector, d = 2rt/g is its period, kt presents tangential component of the incident wave

wavevector. In the simplest geometry case (the plane of incidence is perpendicular to the
grating groove) double resonances arise near the 'magic' angles of incidence,
0 mag = arcsin4r + r'j/jrj + r'), integers r and r' are of opposite sign. The structure of the

double resonance strongly depends on the 'resonance' Fourier amplitudes, r, , r' of the
grating, and on the 'inter-resonance' harmonics, ý+(r-r'). The latter causes interaction

between resonance waves via the first order scattering process [1-3].

GENERAL SETUP
Let a plane monochromatic p-polarized electromagnetic wave

H'(?,t) = EyHexp[i(kf - wOt)] (1)

is incident on the surface z = ý(x) =Z-] exp(imgx). Here k = (kx,O,kz) is the wave

vector of the incident wave, H presents the amplitude of the magnetic field. The total field H

above the surface (in the framework of Rayleigh hypothesis) may be presented as a sum of the
incident wave (1) and scattered outgoing ones:

00

H=y ZHm exp[i(kmxx+kmzz-ot)], (2)
M=-00

wherekm =kx+mg,kmz =-Vk2 -k"nx, k=", Re(kmz), Im(kmz)<O, kx =ksinO, 0
C

is the angle of incidence. Assuming the surface impedance • = •' + i4", (ý' > 0, 4" < 0) to be

small, 1 << 1, and making use of the impedance boundary conditions at the surface z = ý,

one arrives to the infinite set of linear equations for the amplitudes Hm. One can present the
solution of these equations in explicit form as the ratios of power series in the grating Fourier
amplitudes ým, cf. [1-3]. For instance, in the main approximation the normalized amplitudes

hn = H /H of the resonance and specular reflected waves are

hr = (VrMr~r' - Vr,Mr,')/D, ho = R0 +i'rvjhr, (3)
r

Ro = (13o - 4)/{0 + 4 ) presents Fresnel reflection coefficient, and

D = MrrMr'r' -Mrr', r'r' Vr =2irI3ovr/bo + O(v2)+ O(4v),

Mrr'= br6 r,r, + sgn(r)(r - r')Vr-r' + z_(N - r)(N - r')VrNVN-r'/bN + O(v3 )+ O(4v2).
N
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Fig. 2. Plots 10 against 8K and 80 for the gratings with w, = 1 and w2 = 0.5, 7 = 7u/2

(A); w2 = 2, y = it/2 (B); w2 =2, y = it/4 (C).

Here P3, = -knz,/k, bn = 4,, Vn = gn, n = -n, index N corresponds to nonresonance

spectra.

CLOSE TO NORMAL INCIDENCE
The explicit form of the solution (3) allows carrying out complete examination of the double
resonance diffraction. Moreover, in the close vicinity of the resonance extrema it may be done
analytically. Let us present here, for instance, the case of double resonance for close to normal
incidence. Let the normalized wavenumber of the grating K = g/k be close to the value

K= J1 ")2 , K=K+AK, AK <<I (the values ic=K, 0=0 correspond to the position

of the resonance extrema for infinitesimal grating height). Expanding normalized z-
components of the resonance spectra wavenumbers, P31_, in 0 and AK with first order terms

accuracy (in other terms of (3) it is sufficient to put 0 = 0, AK = 0), one obtains simplified
expressions, cf. [3-4]. For instance, for the specular reflected wave we have

1-2w2 -(6K-w2/,\(2 +602 + 4w0 +2i 4K-w2/+ 2 -Wl- -4iww 2 c)s-y (4)
I + 2w• - (6K - w2/'[3-Y + 5 + 4w2 + 2i(6K- w2/-I3(X1 + w2)+ 4iww 2 cosy

For simplicity, we presented the result for biharmonic grating (the role of high order grating
Fourier amplitudes consists in the shift and broadening of the resonance, but these amplitudes
do not influence essentially the double resonance structure). Here the grating amplitudes

40 i I I 40 i 1 I v 1  l = ,

20 20 Z V±2 = 4'w 2e+i2, and

" ""0 = OB, 6K = AKB,,

-20 A\ ... -20 \B ....
-40-1 -40 A . - - Note that h0 depends on the

-40 - -40 I I I renormalized grating

-0.5 0.0 0.5 X/d -0.5 0.0 0.5 VJd amplitudes w, and w2 , and
Fig. 1. The difference between the pure harmonic renormalized variables 60 and
grating with w, = 1, (G), and the gratings (A), (B), (C) of 6K and in these terms presents

Fig. 1 for the Au (X = 632.8 nm, 6 = -10 + 1.5i ). universal result that does not
depend on the impedance of the boundary. The latter determines only the scaling factor
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B >> 1. Note also that the scaling factor for the second harmonic (4') is much smaller than

for the first harmonic (1t7). This means that the second harmonic affects the resonance
essentially if its magnitude is small in comparison with the first harmonic amplitude,
Iv 21 << vii. This limiting case is of special interest.

Examination of the representation (4) enables one to find all features of the double
resonance diffraction analytically; in particular, one can define parameters of the grating
corresponding to the total suppression of specular reflection (TSSR), Ref. [5]. For the

harmonic grating (w 2 = 0) with small amplitude, w, • /1-2, the intensity I0 = ho 2

possesses minimal value at the point 80 = 0, 8x = w2/-. With wI increasing, the minimal

value decreases and tends to zero if w1 = ]/,[24. For w1 > 1/1-i, w, # I this point becomes a

saddle one, zero value of I0 corresponds to the point 80 = 2w•- 12 -1, 6K w2/V. The

special case presents w, =1. TSSR for this grating exists for one-parametric set of

parameters, namely, at hyperbolas 6K = l/.43 + 802 -1. Note that the surface I0(80, K) is

symmetrical relative to the plane 6K = w2/VL This property takes place also for non-
harmonic grating (w 2 • 0) if cosy = 0.

In the case w, =1, cosy = 0, and w 2 # 0, TSSR exists at the modified hyperbolas

8K = 4w 2 - 1 + 02 + /1,3, cf. Fig. 1, (B). For the special magnitude of the second
harmonic, w 2 = 0.5, the hyperbolas transform to two intersecting straight lines. The point of

the intersection, 80 = 0, 8K -I/Jf3, corresponds to the extremely wide 10 minimum, Fig. 1,

(A). For the phase shift, y ± +•t/2 the exact TSSR is impossible, but there exists regions
corresponding to rather small I0 values, cf. Fig. 1, (C).

CONCLUSION
The results presented show high efficiency of the modified perturbation method [1-4] in the
analysis of the resonance diffraction. In spite of simplicity, they are in a very good
correspondence with existing experimental data [6]. Moreover, the simplicity enables one to
find the cases of special interest both for further experimental investigations and for solving
the problem of high-accuracy measurements of gratings and media parameters, and for
designing the unique optical devices.
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A rigorous solution was sought at normal incidence of a plane electromagnetic wave on a
planar strip grating placed over a chiral medium. The approach consists in drawing up the
coupled systems of dual series functional equations for the Fourier coefficients describing the
field in the chiral medium and in the following application of the analytical regularization
procedure based on the Riemann-Hilbert boundary-value problem method.

The present development of UHF-techniques is characterized by the widespread application of
the composite materials, thereat the perspectives of the chiral media use is particularly
interested [1].
1.Let the XOY plane separate chiral (z<O) and nonchiral (z>0) media. A simply periodic
grating composed by infinitely thin and perfectly conducting strips extending infinitely along
the OX axis lies in a plane z=h>0. The strip separation is d, the grating period is 1.
A plane electromagnetic wave k! =FoexT(-ikz), I -=Hoexy(-ilz) (let Eo=(F,0,0);

Ho = (i,0, 0) where F, hT E C) are normally incident on the grating from z>h. The time

dependence assumed to be exp(- ico t) is dropped. The diffracted field is to be found.
2.An isotropic chiral medium is described by the following constitutive relations [1]

D: =eE+iy Fg0p0H, B = ,u0H- iy V;j--jE, (1)
where c2 andpu2 is, respectively, the permittivity and permeability , y represents the
chirality parameter which characterizes the magnetic-electric interaction.
Taking into account that the incident field does not depend on the x-coordinate and the grating
is uniform and extends infinitely along the OX axis, the sought field will not have any x
variations. So the considered problem is two-dimensional. For this problem, (1) yield the
following relationships governing the field in a homogeneous chiral medium

+ +2 +u+=
A u+k =0,

E+=u+(y,z), E;=_ u+ + L u+ E=E+E H=H+ _=-il(E+- E

where k± =-k 2(l±q),k2 =co -082/,2P/2,7r=y/ 2/-12 ,P2 = /AJ,2/!oe2. So the electric field
is described by the sum of the so called "wave" fields E± and E± is that through which all

x
the rest field components can be presented.
It is worth noting that notwithstanding the problem is two-dimensional, all the components of
the fields are kept. Thus the vector problem is considered.
3.The sought physical solution has to fit the following conditions: Maxwell's equations;
radiation condition at infinity; boundary conditions; periodicity condition; finiteness of the
field energy. In this formulation, the problem solution exists and is unique.
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Let us seek the solution in the form of the Fourier series expansion. Using the boundary
conditions on the z=O, z=h surfaces one can obtain the two systems of functional equations:

17= +400 fn=+oo

ZX, ln[ exfi,(p))= F, 10Z Yn exp(inqp)= 0, 1p < 3

(n•0) n=+o (2)
=4-00 ZYYInlex14inýy) ,F

Z xn ex(inp) = O, 5 < H0f _f n=-oo
n=-- (n#0)

where p= 2,'y/l, 5= 7rd/l and F(X, Y), F(X, 1); X(x, y), Y(x, y) are determined by

analogy with [3]; xn ,yn are the Fourier coefficients describing the field in the chiral medium

and give all the unknown values. Coupled systems (2) of dual series equations with the
trigonometric kernels are systems of the first kind. These systems are ill-conditioned and do
not allow developing an efficient numerical algorithm. The analytical regularization can help
us to get rid of this ill-conditioning and arrive at the form admitting efficient numerical and
analytical treatment [2].
4.It was proved that these systems can be simplified by the method of Rieman-Hilbert
boundary value problem. Applying this method to each system individually we arrive at the
following infinite system of linear inhomogeneous algebraic equations:

x i n V,,n 2 (u){ ,al X/ + A,, 1n } + b,11
ni -O 0,± 1, . (3)

Y,,, 1771 Z ,, ••,X11 + An Yl I+ ý,n,
n=. -00

b0 = 2iX1 J6 (u)(iex-ik) +2iki h)t+ ex ikih)) b, = -2ii Vo(U{() exp(-ikih) + expik Ph)jb0=2zV•u ey-i r) 0o T~O+

-2p 2hz1 WO(U-) exp(-i1ch) +--- exp(ikIh )ýIbI = 2p 2hIFo(u- e(- ikIh) + T- exp(iklIh,

where all the unknown values can be found in [3]. The asymptotic estimates ai~,A]n

-constjnlexp(-n); ct,a, ý,- const/In and the V,, behavior at In{,Jnj-* allow one
to say that (3) is the Fredholm system of the second kind. Using this system, various
diffraction values can be calculated by the reduction method in any necessary accuracy.
Having chosen the smallness parameter an analytical solution can be found by the method of
successive approximations.

5.For example, seek the reflection coefficients. Let the coefficients aox and aoY determine the
reflection (z> h) of the x- and y- electric field components, which establish, respectively,

the grating-period averaged field in E- and H-polarizations. It is supposed, that the incident

field has the only polarization F' = 1, hT = 0. The reflection coefficients magnitudes la nd

aIY as a function of X = 1/A 0 indicating the excitation field frequency are plotted in Fig. 1,2.

The aOj ,ja•' as a functional of the chirality parameter rq are plotted in Fig.3:
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Fig. 1. Reflection coefficient a." versus Fig.2. Reflection coefficient a• versus

frequency 1/,ý: 61 = 1;/P 1 = 1;P2 =1; frequency 1/4 for different h/l.

d/l = 0,5;h/l = 0.05. Solid curves correspond Solid curves correspond to the left

to 77= 0,2= 4; the dash curve corresponds axis, dotted line to the right axis:

q= 0.3. • = 1;/4 =1;c2 = 4;•= 1;7 I 0.3;d/l =0.5.

0,8- • / / ,°"". 0,16 0,96- '- 0,06

0,96-00
0,7 - 0,12 la I"..

0,04

0la'I0,6- 0,08 0,9 -003 0J
00,03

0,02
0,5- 0,04 0,88

0,86 0,01

O on 0,86-

0,0 0,1 a)0,2 0,3 0,4 110,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9 0,0 0,1 b)0,2 0,3 0,4 10,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9

Fig.3. Reflection coefficients a'I (solid line, left axis) and a6) (dash line, right axis) versus

chirality parameter r7 at X=0.71 (a) and X=038 (b): el =1; /' =1; , =4; P2 = 1; d/l=0.5; h/i = 0.05.
The obtained solution describe the field in two polarization states, while the incident wave has
single polarization. The appearance of additional polarization is attributed to the fact that the
chiral medium eigenwaves represent circularly polarized waves produced by the superposition
of E-and H-polarized fields.

The given approach permits to consider the following problems: the wave oblique incidence;
the involvement of optional layers, the more complicated grating geometry, etc.
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THE VORTEX LATTICE METHOD IN THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
WAVE DIFFRACTION ON THE METHOD GRADING WITH

GYROTROPIC LAYER

Y.V. Gandel and V.V. Khoroshun

Kharkov National University
Dept. of Mathematics and Mechanics

4, Svoboda square, Kharkiv, 61077, Ukraine
Tel. 8-0572-457202. E-mail: gandel @ilt.kharkiv.ua

ABSTRACT
A mathematical model of diffraction of plane linear polarized monochromatic wave on the
band grating located on the one side of the planar gyrotropic layer is suggested. It is based on
the reducing of the problem under consideration in its exact formulation to a singular integral
equation and its numerical solution by the method of discrete singularities.
This approach is interesting both by the possibility of the discretization of the considered
problem by the direct numerical method and its possibility to be extended to the
corresponding problem with a multielement grating.

xV

Denote by 1 and C13 the half-spaces z > 0 and z < - a, respectively; also let n"2 be the

layer -a<z<0.

The domain 9"2 is occupied by a gyrotropic layer of thickness a with the tensors of dielectric
and magnetic permittivity [1,2] 1

E[ 0 0 1 0 0A A

6Ij 6-iea I 0 U - i/,

S0 ie,, 8 0 ip /1'U

Infinitely thin and ideally conducing grating with a period I and the thickness of aperture d
is on the upper base of the layer.
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The half-spaces "2, (above the gyrotropic layer) and E'23 (under that) are occupied by

gomogeneous isotropic magneto-dielectrics with parameters C, " p, and '3, /13, respectively.

Plane monochromatic E-polarized (with an angle i; to the normal to the plane of the grating)

wave having only one non-zero component of the electric field of the form ewhere

= = ro= k0n -siY 2  , >0 1 >0; h0 =k 0nnsing, k0 =-, n7 = ,
C

is incident on the grating from the upper half-space.
We consider the case when the complete electromagnetic field has the form

e" ' (E, (y,z),O,O), e " (0, H, (y, z), H (y,z)),

and as it follows from the Maxwell equations, H,, and H. can be represented with the help of

E,, in particular,

H) 'aE- +K ,where M / a K - 2
MOk + ay I /a1 P Pa

Here we use the notations of [5]. For non-gyrotropic media, K=0.
We seek the unique non-zero component of the electric field that satisfies the Maxwell
equations in the form:

cc

in the domain E, = Cey°'C-e'I/I + Za,e 'Y"'e ""' , z > 0

in the domain •2 E,2 = (b,,eiY2 + e 7n - a < z < 0

in the domain"3 E,3 = Zd,,e''3 (-)el , z <,-a

where )/,= kon3-h,,, j==,3; y,,2  ko 1 ,u 1-h, , ; RePI,Ž0,

hnm),,,• < 0, j = 1,2,3; in accordance to the Snell law h,, = h,,2 = h,,3 = h,,

where h,,. = koni sin 2 +--- = 1,2,3, n is the refraction coefficient of the media.

Further, using the boundary conditions on the boundaries of the media for the tangential
components of the electric field E. and magnetic field H, and expressing coefficients b,,

c,, and d,, in the representations of the field by a,, one comes to the dual summator equations

in the dimensionless coordinates =--y; = d
1 o a 1i• /9

=+a. + Yall e 0, 0< 1<9•1 (SH)
%11=-o

(B +D0 )a± + {in +A i -+ B + D,,}ei", =f (P), 91 < 0
n:•n

where A, B, D,,, ncZ are known where D,,= 012 ), n -- oc.

The limiting cases of the problem under consideration were researched in [3,4,5].
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Using the method [6] developed by one of the authors of the paper, we introduce a new
unknown function

F (ý na, e'"

that, as follows from (SH), has the following properties
F((o) = 0, 0• < jo 7 r; (AC)

f F(VI)dVI= 0;
-0

and by the conditions on the edge we seek F(q') in the form

() is abneF() 0V _22

where V((o) is a bounded function.

It is shown that F(qo), qp < 0 satisfies a singular integral equation of the second kind

F(p) + A f ""v " + B fF(V)dyi + f Q(q, V)F(v/)dyi = f((p), fq9f < 0, (SE)
-0 V/ - (o -0 -0

where for constants A, B and smooth functions Q(qp,V1), k9 < 0, J+ < 0; f(q'), qo < 0 the

explicit expressions are found.
The discretization of (SE) with additional condition (ac) was done via discrete singularity
method [6,7,4] with the help of the interpolation with the Chebyshev points.
The used method can also be applied to the numerical solution of the problem with
multielement grating with mn bands on a period.
In this case the problem is reduced to the analogous singular integral equation on the system
of m intervals with in additional conditions.
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SOLUTIOIN OF THE DIRECT AND INVERSE PROBLEMS OF THE
WAVE REFLECTION FROM THE WAVEGUIDE FRAGMENT FILLED

WITH A LOSSY DIELECTRIC

S. V. Buharov

Radiophysics Dept., Dnepropetrovsk State University
13 Naukovy lane, Dnepropetrovsk, 49050, Ukraine

Phone: (0562) 43-36-30, e-mail: buser@apli.net-rff.dsu.dp.ua

ABSTRACT
In this paper various math method application for solving the transcendential equation system

fl(a,b) - Az=0

Sis 

considered.

f 2(a,b) - B-=0
This system appears when a problem of determination of the complex permittivity from the
known coefficient of reflection from the short ended rectangular waveguide fragment filled
with a lossy dielectric is solved.
Different types of the direct problem formulation which determine the variety of functions
f l(a,b) , f 2(a,b) are considered.

The comparison of the obtained results in dependence on the direct problem formulation is
presented.

INTRODUCTION
A waveguide method of the complex permittivity measurement is based on the interaction
between electromagnetic wave directed by the transmission line and researched substance.
A rectangular waveguide fragment is filled with a substance under the test. Information about
the complex reflection coefficient (or waveguide fragment impedance) is obtained by the
measuring device which is turned on to the other end of the waveguide.[1]
The H, 0 wave is used for measurement.

The direct problem
The 1-st formulation uses the transmission line theory. In this case

zs =z1 .th(y.d); y=a7 i./+ =i. 2'= f. e-(c/2af)2 " R= ZO -Zs
C z0o+zs

R C2 af -FJ - Y2 Caf * th(yd)

Y(2 2af ± F_/ 2af ) th(yd)

The 2-nd formulation uses the partial wave conception. In this case, the reflected wave is
considered as a superposition of waves after numerous reflections from different waveguide
regions boundaries. The H 10 wave can be considered as a sum of two TEM waves (incident

on and reflected from the narrow wall). This approach is illustrated in Fig 1.
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When the TEM wave is incident on the
a lossy dielectric surface [2] at an angle (p,

the reflection coefficient is
I=W, cosq°- W0 cosO

W1• cos + W0 cosO0

__tgo= 
ko .sin9

'-2 _ __ 2 _2

Re k0 sin .

Taking into account the boundary
conditions on the waveguide walls we

:.• .•..... t..,. • .....•*,.,•:I ...... o b ta in
R' K obta'i 1-(c/2afy)2 -_ "coso

Fig. I The wave approach V1J-(2aoj + --V .cos0

Taking into account the enormous reflections from the short end and the dielectric boundary

[3] we obtain R - R01 -exp(i.4 fd1ZcosOIc) (2)
1- R0 1 .exp(- i.41fdJ-cosO/c)

Comparison of the obtained results for coal powder with e = 5 - 0.2 . i is shown in Fig.3, and
Fig.4.

RI 1 arg' 1,2

R2

0 .6 2; 2.40!t@'.00 - 28.400 3.400 3,2.-M00 t g 34.4 09 30 . 603 .409 4.-00

O8. Rfi

03..

3.,0 2.3.tW . 4.400 3.0 1-0 . 4 100

f

Fig.2 The absolute value of the Fig.3 The phase angle of the

reflection coefficient reflection coefficient

The inverse problem
The inverse problem consists in the determination of the complex permittivity from the
known reflection coefficient.
The I-st formulation. From (1) we obtain the following equations

th(yd) = A+iB; A and Bare constants; yd=a+ib,
yd

a.ssh(2a)+b.sin(2b) -_A =0, a. sin(2b) - b. sh(2a) -B =0

(a2 + b2 ). [ch(2a) + cos(2b)] (a2 + b2 ). [ch(2a) + cos(2b)]
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There are some methods of the similar system solving. The following methods were used: The
Newton method:

f1 l(a,,b) af2(abn f2(an,) ,b)fl(an, bn)

a a ab ab
afl(an,bnl) 0f2(anj,bn) afl(an,bn) Off2(an,bn)

aa b a caa

aa ab ab aa
The optimisation approach: The problem of solving the system of equations is transformed
into the problem of two variable function

F(a,b) = (fl(a,b) - A) 2 + (f2(a,b) - B) 2 minimum searching. The descent

method with the alternation step was used. -

The extension by the parameter [4]. Parameter t is introduced into the initial system thus when

t=0 the solution can be obtained easily: th(7d) A - iB = 0 Then assuming that
7d

a = a(t), and b = b(t), the following system of the differential equations is solved by the

B fl -1B.afl

numerical methods dc =b d _a

dt afl f2 afI af2; d -- flI Df2 fli If22

a ab ab Dca aa ab Ob aa
The solution of the initial system is obtained if t =1.

The obtained results for several substances are listed in the followin table.
The I-st formulation The 2-nd
Newton method Optimisation Extension Optimisation

Toluene e'=2.375 e'=2.368 e'=2.64 e'=2.397
e'"'=0.0178 e =0.0183 e"=0.02 e"=0.022

Ethanol e'=35.7 e'=35.7 e'=35.85 e'=33.65
e"=4.1 e"=4.1 e"=3.91 e"=1.32
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AN ANALYTICAL NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD
OF THE REFRACTION INVERSE PROBLEMS

G.A. Alekseev, A.P. Kusaykin, and A.Y. Poyedinchuk
Usikov Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics of NASU

ABSTRACT
An analytical numerical method with the usage of ground measurements of the refraction an-
gle is suggested for reconstructing the refractive index profile of spherical layered tropo-
spheric environments. In this method, the original refraction inverse problem is reduced to the
integral equation of the first kind with the self-adjoint positive definite compact operator. A
numerical algorithm of solving this equation has been developed on the basis of the Lav-
rent'ev cc-regularization method and tested on standard and biexponential tropospheric mod-
els.

From different methods for diagnosing radio-wave propagation conditions of the earth tropo-
sphere, we decided on the analysis of the interference structure of a signal when sent by a
space-borne SHF transmitter over sea and recorded with an earth-detached receiver while the
signal source moves close to the radiohorizon, as if it was in "radiosetting" [1]. No less then
seven of ten observations of the signal interference structure correspond to the radio-wave
propagation under subcritical refraction and with the reflection layers absent (normal
"radiosetting"). This enables us to calculate the refraction angle from the shift of the interfer-
ence minima depending on the radiosource apparent elevation (refraction direct problem).
When in geometrical optical terms, the refraction direct problem admits of setting up the in-
verse problem consisting in the reconstruction of the refractive index of the earth troposphere
from the elevation dependence of the refraction angle along the path from the space-borne
transmitter to the ground-based observer. Solution of this problem would be a contribution
toward the end of the operative determination of radio-wave propagation characteristics (first
of all, radiohorizon distance) along desired intratropospheric paths to more reliability than it
follows from the earth effective radius concept.

In geometrical optical terms and under the assumption that the earth troposphere is spherical
layered, the refraction inverse problem, or problem of the reconstruction of earth troposphere
refractive index profile n(r) in terms of ground-measured refraction angle 4 at a radiosource
positive apparent elevation F is formulated as follows

a+hf n'(r)dr
•()= -P n'r'ln2"r'r 2_t _p 2 '(1

where p = noacos(c) is the beam aiming parameter (no = n(a), a is the earth radius) and h. is the
height of the space-borne radiosource.

Given ý(g) function, (1) is a nonlinear integral equation for n(r), and by the change of variable
u = [r2n2(r)-no2a2] [(a+h8)2n2(a+h,)-no 2a2]-/ 2 it is transformed to the linear integral equation

= 1f cos(6)F(u)du (2)

0 ju c + sin 2 ( )
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for a new unknown function F(u) which is associated with n(r) profile via the parametric rela-
tions

n(u)= n ex -{ F(u)du

Ir(u) = noa(u2C2 + IY/2/n(u)

where c = [(a+hs) 2n2(a+hs)-no2a2] 1/2/noa.

A straightforward discretization of (2), i.e. the transformation of the integral with proper
quadrature formulae gives the ill-conditioned system of linear algebraic equations (SLAE)
whose computer solution is sensitive to any small variations of the SLAE matrix and the
right-hand side. Besides, as seen from (2), the functions from the range of the considered in-
tegral operator are indefinitely differentiable. Hence, when experimentally obtained, function
4(F) may have no derivatives at some c. In this case, equation (2) does not have solution in
classical sense.

The aforesaid makes us refine the refraction inverse problem formulation. Let instead of exact
4( e(•), its approximation Va(&) be known and

62

Jla(E)_ ýe (sE2f 52
6;1

where 6, is the upper bound of the refraction angle measuring accuracy. Given input data

Va(S), ' [ = ,P2], the problem reduces to finding such an approximate solution FA(u) of (2)

that is stable to relatively small 4a(E) variations and converges in the norm of space L2([0,1])

toward the exact solution FE(u) as 8, -- 0 [2].

The trouble with the interferometric method for measuring refraction angle is large error 5,

and E discreteness which is caused by the interference minima determination. To escape the
discreteness, we reduce the initial equation (2) to the integral equation whose right-hand side
represents an indefinitely differentiable function. To this end, rewrite (2) as

f( VO0.5sin(2')F(u)du _ KF(•) (4)f(•)=
S o 4u cz +sin2(•;)

and introduce an integral operator K*: L 2([ 1,,]) -> LA[0,] ]) of the form

K f(u>= f2 •.5 sin (2E)(f)dE (5)

61 cL + sin 2e

Evidently, the equation K*f = 0 possesses only a trivial solution. Acting on both sides of (4)
by operator K* yields

AF- M A(u, u)F(u)du = (D(u), (6)
0
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where

'. ý(c)sin()dc +n oa2+ + a2 + U2

@(0 c2 +sin2(f)+ bpu) I .- +n+2 a =sin(F2)/c, and b=sin(e1)/c.

A direct calculation reveals that operator A: L2([s1 ,82]) -+ L2([0,1]) given by the left- hand
side of (6) is self-adjoint and positive definite.
Compared to (2), equation (6) offers the following benefits:

"* function (D(u) with the weight function given by the kernel of operator K* somewhat
smoothes the refraction angle measuring error on interval [e1, 2], so it acts as a filter;

"* with the interferometric method in which the refraction angle is discretely measured,
the employment of operator K* provides the indefinitely differentiable function suit-
able for the numerical work;

"* for approximate solution, equation (6) admits the Lavrent'ev cL-regularization method
[3] in which the aim is to convert (6) to the Fredholm equation of the second kind

where a > 0 is the regularization parameter.

cLFA(u)+ JA(u,u)FA (t)du = (u), (7)
0

As shown in [3], the solution of (7) is insensitive to small in the L2([0,1]) norm perturbations

(110-0 811 < 8) of the right-hand side. And as 8,cx -+ 0 with 5/x -)- 0, it converges in the
L2([0,1 ]) norm toward the solution of (6) to be readily obtained by the numerical methods.

The computer modeling has shown that the suggested method of the refraction inverse prob-
lem numerical solution based on the conversion of the refraction integral equation into the
equation with a self-adjoint positive definite operator with the following employment of the
Lavrent'ev ct-regularization method is capable of reconstructing the earth troposphere refrac-
tive index profile from the elevation dependence of the refraction angle with high potential
accuracy 0.3N units.

Being determined by the refraction angle measuring accuracy, which in the interferometric
method is of order 0.1', the reconstructing accuracy reaches 20N units and permits a large-
scale prediction of the refractive index profile.
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SOLUTION OF LIGHTNING INTENSITY DISTANCE DISTRIBUTION
RECONSTRUCTION PROBLEM BY USING THE SCHUMANN RESO-

NANCE SIGNAL

A.V. Shvets
Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
12 Ak. Proskury St., Kharkov, 61085, Ukraine; E-mail: larisa.nipi@ugp.viaduk.net

The inverse problem solution for revealing total worldwide lightning intensity and its distance distri-
bution based on decomposition of average background Schumann Resonance (SR) spectra is consid-
ered. The developed one-site technique can be applied without invoking any preliminary knowledge
about spatial structure of the world thunderstorm activity. The technique allows reducing the influence
of additive interference occurring in experimental measurements. Apart from average electric and
magnetic field power spectra for the inverse problem solution it is suggested to use their linear combi-
nations emphasizing distance dependence and basic SR peaks. The influence of errors in source spec-
tra and propagation parameters on recovered lightning intensity and its distance profile has been stud-
ied numerically.
Radio waves in the lower end of ELF band propagating within the Earth-ionosphere wave-
guide exhibit a very low attenuation. In the result of interference between radio waves repeat-
edly passing the globe circumference, a phenomenon known as Schumann Resonance (SR) is
observed in spectra of natural electromagnetic emissions. SR are excited by lightning dis-
charges and carry information both on sources and propagation parameters determined by the
lower ionosphere properties [1]. SR are considered also as electromagnetic background for a
problem of extracting signals of emissions e.g. of seismic or cosmic origin.
Interest to the study of the SR was recommenced last years by Williams [2] who suggested an
idea of a global tropical Earth thermometer based on SR measurement from a single receiving
station. Apart from total level of worldwide lightning intensity and then average tropical tem-
perature SRs also carry information on spatial distribution of sources over the Earth surface.
This information is useful for study of spatial dynamics of global lightning. An account for
distances to sources inhomogeneously distributed over the globe is necessary for a correct es-
timation of the total lightning intensity by SR observations.
A simplified consideration employing a point source model placed on the Earth surface at
some distance from an observer determines two characteristic ranges. The first is the globe
circumference that determines basic SR frequencies. The second is a difference between di-
rect and passed trough the antipodal to an observer point path lengths. Direct and antipodal
waves come to an observation point with the phase difference determined by the source-
observer range and interfere "pure" SR producing a distance signature in field spectra.

lei' ih I' Such distance signatures are observed as
quasi-hyperbolic structures in shaded re-
lieves shown in Fig.1 representing the

1 frequency-distance dependencies of
electric and magnetic field amplitudes
squared.
"These spectral features are employed by55

various methods of distance detection to
10 20 30 10 20 30 discharges producing so-called Q-bursts

, Hz r,lHz in ELF signal [3,4]. Q-bursts amplitudes
Fig. 1. Shaded relieves of distance-frequency dependen-
cies for electric and magnetic field amplitude squared, exceed background level by few times
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and can be analyzed as isolated events.
More sophisticated situation occurs with the analysis of background SR signal formed by to-
tality of lightning discharges happening on the Earth [5-8]. In this case a simplified model
which implies three world thunderstorm continental centers placed in Asia, Africa and South
America is employed. But still essential problems remain with determination of parameters of
this model such as effective sizes of the world thunderstorm centers and dynamics of redistri-
bution of activity between them from experimental SR data.
We propose a new technique for solving the inverse problem for decomposition of distance
distribution of the world thunderstorm activity from average SR spectra. The solution is based
on supposition on incoherent summing of pulse energies produced by totality of lightning dis-
charges forming SR background signal at input of a receiver. We suppose also spherical
symmetry of the Earth-ionosphere waveguide. In this case the next similar equations for elec-
tric and full magnetic field amplitudes squared can be written:

N

= r(co)Z S- e(coD7c2  (1)

+H HH(, (c + o&Y Sich(o,D ( (2)
i=1

where Si is an effective number of discharges with mean dipole current moment squared

in (oo). occurred within i"' distance interval, e(oDi), h(co,Di) are frequency responses of the
Earth-ionosphere waveguide on vertical lightning discharge with unit current dipole moment
placed at the distance Di from a receiver.
Equations (1), (2) represent expansions of average spectra by series of non-orthogonal base
functions le(oDi)l2 and Ih(coDi)12 and solutions of these ill-posed problems can be obtained in
terms of regularized least squares method. To improve conditionality of the linear equation
systems obtained we can require base functions to be closer to orthogonality. For this aim we
constructed the next linear combination of electric and magnetic field amplitudes squared,
emphasizing the distance signature as is seen from Fig. 2:

g(o, D, y) = le(ao, D) 2 - yjh(co, (c)12, (3)

where y-530 is fitted to commensurate electric and magnetic components. Another function:

g + (co, D, y) = e(co, D) 2 + ±yh(wo, D)2 , (4)

vise versa, suppresses distance signature and emphasizes basic SR peaks. This property of
g+(co,D) can be used for solving the inverse problem for propagation parameters determina-
tion.
Inevitable for experimental measurements interference from pulse static and induction fields,,-

radiated by nearest lightning discharges, at-
mospheric (wind and rain or snow? and mi-
croseisms influencing field sens6rs being
situated in the Earth's magnetic field and
fair weather electric field frequently spoil
acquired data. Such interference is observed

S> usually as ascent of lower frequencies in
5 measured spectra. To compensate these

10 20 3 noises and extend data ensemble admissible
r, Hz f,Hz for analysis, a set of functions of 1/f" - type

Fig. 2. Shaded relieves of g-(woD) and g+(coD) (n=1,2..) is added to system of base func-
in distance-freauencv coordinates.
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tions.
Base functions describing spectra of emissions of possibly seismic or cosmic origin falling

°80 t Model poie .Ak 86 into the SR frequency range might be added
So e~~ 48

-F Sh Sh=0.24 for their detection on the SR background.
Sg s .248S s0 Results of reconstruction of model mean

40 - E, .941
r[ E •.0.998 spectra superposed with low frequency

EýZ 0.998 noise shown in Fig. 3 demonstrate advan-
- tages of the proposed technique for separa-

tion of interference.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

0tc M in 8 ,0•20The results of this study are summarized

+ Modlspectrum . Recovered spectrum below .
I ...... ' 37 " E.-3 1. A one-site technique for recovering of a

total level and distance profile of the global
lightning activity based on decomposition
of average field spectra of the natural SR

0 6H' 6. 5E - electromagnetic background has been de-
OH2 6.15E6-3

veloped and tested by numerical simulation.
2. The technique allows reducing the influ-
ence of different types additive noises oc-

0 -: curring in experimental measurements, ex-
6G = 5.483 tending data ensemble acceptable for analy-

½ •sis.
3. Together with the average power, elec-

0 .C...t tric and magnetic field spectra for the in-
verse problem solution is suggested, using

....... ......... ......... their difference and sum that emphasize
0 10 20 30 40 distance dependence and basic SR peaks,

F. HZ respectively.
Fig. 3. Lightning distance profile recon- 4. The influence of errors in model average
struction by model average SR spectra inter- source and propagation parameters on re-
fered with I/!r-type additive noise. covered values of total lightning intensity

and its distance profile have been studied
numerically.
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ABSTRACT
Our research is related with a new idea in the area of subsurface radiometry. This idea is based
on a specific character of the quasi-stationary part of a thermal emission field (evanescent
modes at interface). It is formed in media in another way in comparison with the wave (propa-
gating) component. At first, the problem of the detection of the quasi-stationary field near the
media surface has been formulated by S.M.Rytov (see, for example [1]), where it was shown
that the energy density of this component enhances drastically with the decreasing of the dis-
tance above the surface whereas the energy density of the wave component is unchanged in
the whole space. But till the present time this problem remained experimentally unsolved. The
difficulty of these measurements is related to the strong influence of the media on antenna pa-
rameters, because the quasi-stationary field could be measured only at a small distance above

the surface and only using electrically-small antennas (much less than wavelength in a me-
dium) [2]. The theoretical analysis [2] shows that the effective depth of the formation of
quasi-stationary component depends on the height of antenna above the surface of a medium
and on the antenna size. At the surface, this skin-depth could be very small (for small anten-
nas); it increases with the antenna height, and at the height comparable to wavelength in the
medium it converges to skin-depth for the wave component of thermal emission. So, it is pos-
sible to discover the influence of the quasi-stationary field by measurements of the tempera-
ture-stratified medium using for the calibration the same medium at two different constant
temperatures. Two near-field effects could be detected: (i) the effective radiobrightness de-
pendence on the height of the small antenna and (ii) radiobrightness dependence on the aper-
ture size at small distance above the surface. These effects lead to new one-wavelength meth-
ods of non-invasive temperature sounding of absorbing media, such as water and living tissue
[3].

THE INTEGRAL EQUATION AND EFFECTIVE RADIOBRIGHTNESS
The well-known solution of the emission transfer equation for radiobrightness is inapplicable
for the case of quasi-stationary field measurements. The solution of this problem of electrody-
namics has been obtained in [2] on the base of wave approach, and the expression for the ef-
fective radiobrightness temperature at given wavelength X could be written in compact form
as:

0
T (h D)fT(z) K(k,D, z)dz, (1)

where h is the height of antenna above the surface of the half-space, D is the effective antenna
diameter. It is possible to represent the kernel K of (2) as a sum of quasi-stationary field and
wave field parts. The quasi-stationary component dominates, if D << X and h << X. In this
case the depth of layer which gives the main contribution in the value of measured thermal

This work is supported by Russian Science Ministry State contract No. 107-3(00-P).
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emission in (2) (the effective depth of radiobrightness formation) d, f zK(h, D, Z)dz is

much less than the absorption skin-depth dk = 1/y (y is the absorption coefficient). The wave
field component dominates if D > X and h > k, and defr--> dsk. In any case because of near-field
effect deff should be less than dsk. Integral equation (1) has been applied in [3] for near-field
effect calculations and for the statement and numerical simulation of the inverse problems of
the temperature profile retrieval from the known dependence Tb(D) or Tb(h). It is used below
for the comparison with the experimental results.

MEASUREMENTS. NEAR-FIELD EFFECTS
The measurements have been carried out using the high-sensitivity (0.05 K) radiometer at the
frequency of 950 MHz with the spectral band 200 MHz. On the first stage of measurements,
we use the temperature-stratified water as a media with well-known dielectric parameters. A
special device has been worked out to create a stationary linear temperature profile in the wa-
ter with the large gradient dT/dz = 2.5 K/cm and to manage the precise height h of the antenna
above the water surface. The main technical problem was to develop the electrically-small
antenna with high enough efficiency. The first examples of the stripline planar dipole antennas
with the effective size about 1 cm have been developed [4] and applied in experiments. These
copper antennas include the resonant circuit to achieve the antenna-water matching. In [4] the
reflection coefficient R, efficiency rI and sensitivity dTb of the developed dipole antennas have
been investigated. These parameters appeared practically independent on the temperature and
the salinity of water in radiometer frequency band. The achieved antenna parameters permit to
solve the main problem, i.e. to detect both the above mentioned effects at large temperature
gradients in the temperature-stratified water.
Measurements have been carried out for the temperature-stratified water at three different val-
ues of salinity: S = 0, 1.8.10-3 and 5.0.10"3g/cm 3. At the water salinity S = 1.8 g/litre the skin-
depth at the given frequency is temperature independent and the medium can be considered as
a homogeneous dielectric. The results for the first two values of salinity are shown in Fig. 1,2.
The measured temperature profile in the water is given in Fig.3. At S = 0 the temperature T(z
= -d) at the skin-depth was used to calculate the dielectric parameters.

300 Tb, K 310 Tb, K

298 D cm ................... .

296 306

294 304 .................................
D =4cm

292 =0 302

290 300 s = 1.8 g/l

288 298

286 296

284 { D =4cm h,mm 2 h,rmm

0 1 2 3 0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5

Fig. . Measured dependence of radiobrightness on the Fig.2. The same as in Fig. 1, but at water salinity
antenna height at antenna sizes D = 1cm and S = 1.8.10.

D = 4 cm for the distilled (deionized) water (S=0).
Circles-measurements, dashed line - calculation.
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One can see in Fig. 1,2 that the measurements and the results of calculation of Tb from the in-
tegral (1) are in a very good agreement. So, the dependencies of radiobrightness on the an-
tenna height and size are successfully detected. More strong effects have been observed in
distilled water, but in this case the dielectric parameters are temperature-dependent and it is
difficult to get a high accuracy.
The calculated and the measured dependence of the effective depth dff of radiobrightness
formation on water salinity at contact measurements (h = 0) along with the same dependence
for the absorption skin-depth dsk is presented in Fig.4. The well-detected difference between
deff and dsk is a demonstration of the near-field effect.

315 - 14-
T, K deff, cm

310 - 12-

305 10 -

300 8
6-='

295 6

290 -

285 -
S, g/I ..

Z, cm 0
280 - 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 5 10 15

Fig.3. Temperature profile in water. Fig.4. Measured (circles) and calculated (dashed) de-
pendence of the effective depth of radiobrightness
formation on water salinity. Solid line - calculated

dependence of the absorption skin-depth.

METHODS OF SUBSURFACE RADIOTHERMOMETRY
It is possible to use the dependencies Tb(h) and Tb(D) for the retrieval of the temperature pro-
file T(z) from the solution of the integral equation (1). This possibility has been theoretically
studied in [3] on the basis of numerical modeling of retrieval from the solution of ill-posed
Fredholm integral equation of the 1-st kind (1) using the Tichonoff method. The first exam-
ples of the temperature retrieval by Tb(D) are obtained. To use the height dependence Tb(h) for
temperature diagnostic it is necessary to work out the tunable antenna for matching at arbitrary
height level h (in our measurements the antenna was matched for h = 0 only).
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MATCHING OF THE NORMALLY INCIDENT H-POLARIZED PLANE WAVE WITH
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The plane z=O divides the whole volume into two regions 1 and 2 (Fig. 1). An emitter from region
I forms a plane unit wave with components HY, Ex, which is normally incident on a stratified half-

space (SH). Planes x=0, +a±..., x=±a/2 are electrical walls. It conforms to the zero phase shift on a
structure spacing in the x-direction of the SH [1]. Permittivity of region 2 strata is considered to be

a diagonal tensor with components _-, cy, e,. The dependence on t is
exp(jot).
Fields in region I are represented as a sum of incident and reflected - .
waves x

H ,, = + R.e jF + R,, cos(2,nx/a)e jZ

WEof"I =Ex Fo (e,-10 - RoeIF•Z ) . R,,r,, cos(2rtnx/a)e ..,..- w

whre,72 Fig.1I
where F ,, = .. [k2 -(27tn/a) 2 /c,, R,, - amplitudes of reflected

waves, n = 0,1, ....
Region 2 is divided into two subregions 2.1 and 2.2, separated by the boundary x=±t/2 within the
limits of one period of the SH. Fields in region 2 are represented as a sum of transmitted waves

09 09 (
HY,2 = ,,,T,,, (x~ej'~ Io)oEx2 Y ,,,,,,•,, (x e ,y

where 7m is ,,,= ,,,=(
determined, as follows
from the wave equations, by one of the equalities

"2 9 2 2E 2 22'y7, =k-er,. 1 -q7,8, 2 1187l 21 =k .2 .2 '-.-~ / .
Y)I k XI II F x.1 I k x2.2  - i h 2. E 2.21

[cos2v ,x cot, x(< t / 2, -,cos2v ,,,x/t, x:5 t/2,

kv = ce x2,2
at -cosu,,, 2xc-a1,t/2_x< a(/ 2, aIcosv,,,
[co s n COS2.1 /- CO S U,,2x -- a )/2, t/21 csX < a 12 .

Other parameters are known, 1,,, and vm is derived from the equations
•-2 ... /t) [V2 )2 .)]

..22u,,,tgun (l/t) 7 . (v,,tgV,, z,,2, ( 2.1 / 2.Xl/t)-[v,,,v .2 / 62.2 - (kt/2). (E,2.2 - 8x2.1

On the region I and 2 boundary z=O the boundary conditions should be satisfied
HY. = HY,2 z=,0 Ex = Ex2 Iz=o

Substituting field expressions into these conditions, one gets a system of functional equations:
M 21rnx

1_ R0 + ER,, cos- = ZB,,T(x,,,, (ba)

t8 l 8 ,t ,,l a 111=1

This system can be reduced to the system of linear algebraic equations (SLAE) of the first or
second kind for R,, or B,,,. In order to do this, every equation (1) is multiplied by a system of the
same or different functions that are full and orthogonal on interval 0•_x!a/2 and integrated with
respect to x between 0 and a/2 (the task is even about plane x = 0). In the given problem the
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system of functions {cos(2tqxla) =o with weight 1, ~q x)q=1 with weight l/lc

and {',' (x)l q, with weight sx are full and orthogonal on interval Ox5al2. Hereinafter one needs

the following integrals

4/2 22, n=q=0, 4a ,2nx
a fcos(2ntnx/a)cos(27tqx/a)dx= 1, n=q#O, Jn a f CosaT x)x,

0 0, n # q, 0

/,2 12 a/2
4 J",,, (x) I(x)dx = I (x)',(x)dx m =q, 4 f 27nx j = (x)dx.
a 0  a0 m0q, 0

Applying the system of functions {cos(27rqx/a){ q 0 to (1), one gets the following SLAE:

A.(,, +5R,,) = , BJ n... n=0..... 2, n=O, r, n=q,
-An = 6,,q = f1(2)S,. "1, n#:0, 0, n *q.

A ,,(,, - R,,) = B . ,y J =o ....
Va 111=1

Eliminating from SLAE (2) Ro and R,,, one gets a system of the first kind for B,,,:

{ B-, ,,Jnn,, (I + x , ,, )= 4 ,,o (3)

SLAE (3) being solved, amplitudes R,, is derived from one of subsystems (2).

Applying system of functions {'$ (x) -, to (Ia) and -(X -=, to (1b), one gets

In j, 0 + R, J,,,,, = B,,,I, m = 1....=o • (4 )

F0J,,,o -ZR,,FJ.... = B,, yI. m = 1,...
i, =0

B,,, can be eliminated from this SLAE. One gets SLAE of the first kind for R,,:

R7,(J ,,sx + J,7,,, / n y )= J.,,, /y,,,=-J ,,. J, m = 1... (5)
II =0{ t

Applying system {cos(27tqx/a) -=0 to (Ia) and q x)jt - to (Ib), one gets SLAE

A7, (87,o +•, =n B. 8J•,, ,n 0,....
n=1 (6)

B,,yI,,,s.ri = F0Jm0 -•Z FT,,R,,,J m =.
11=0

SLAE of the second kind for B,, or R,, can be derived by eliminating R,, or B,., from (6):

Zj Blq 8 qI,,n,6l +F n,,Jq,,,/ + A = 2170 J, 0 , n = i1... (7)
q=1

Z Rq q ,,qA,,I, +Fq J ,,,,Jq l(y, In,,= J 04 -26,,&xjl n=0 .... (8)
q=0 111=1 m=l

Applying system t , ,lq=, to (la) and {cos(27tqx/a)jq 0 -to (lb), one gets SLAE
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J ,n,0 + R , , J ,• ,, = B ,,I ,,, m = 1'... .

S,,00 (9)
[A,,(8,,o - ,)F,, = xlF,,,,,I,,y,, n = ,.

L ni-I
Eliminating amplitudes R,, or B... from (9), one gets SLAE of the second kind for Bm or R,,

B * zj i 1(A?,F, =2J'o, 1,...~Bq 6,mqIl + ,lq iJ,.,q ) .,
q=_ q ,,=o (10)

R,1 6lq ,,A,,1Fl, + ..vl Y ,J,,1iJ,,?,q /I,,, =26,,oF,, - E,.] ,J,,,,J,,•o/I,,,, n= 0 .... ( 1
q=0 ni=m

Comparison of the obtained systems of the second kind shows that SLAE (8) and (10) are the best
from the point of view of convergence of the coefficients of unknown amplitudes.
The presented results of computations are obtained by Table 1
SLAE (8). The data in table I allow to make 6, value M=5 M=10 M=20 M=4

conclusions about the accuracy of calculations as a 1Rol 0.033964 0.033965 0.033965 0.033!

function of SLAE order M, relative permittivity c' 2 arg(Ro), 2 4.81338 4.91077 4.93382 4.937
(S~2.2 z ' aRol 0.059584 0.059587 0.059589 0.059E
C z'2 2= , E'x2.2= '8 z2.2= 1) and thickness t/a, (I/a 6 arg(Ro), 11.5367 11.8328 11.9055 11.91.

- const). IRol 0.063381 0.063360 0.063366 0.063K

IRI -RI 10 arg(Ro), n 14.7730 15.1788 15.2768 15.28
0.5-

0.5I20"IO••Iol 0.13577 0.13578 0.13578 0.1357
20"2 arg(Ro), a 1.94421 1.96517 1.97255 1.974;

"0.40 0.4 1 Rol 0.29841 0.29841 0.29844 0.298-
. 5 10 .. . 3 5 arg(Ro), _ 7.42772 7.4624 7.47427 7.478:

0.3 - - 5 •,,,,, 0.3 1Rol 0.39326 0.39302 0.39301 0.393

0.2- ... -'=5 5 .. 10 arg(Ro), 2 3.01915 3.05608 3.07333 3.080(
//// e=2' 0... i-i

0.1 ..- . . Reflectance magnitude IRoI and phase
01 - • arg(Ro) (further index 0 is omitted) as

0.11 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0. t 01 0 3 05 07 09 Itx functions of F' and relative dimensions
ano F 3I -a/X, t0X, l/X are computed. With every

40 ..-. ..... ...... ...... ...... .. .. next higher m ode, new points of

40 o.. 0 , 25 -' inflection appear on curves. Fig. 2
00 o.25 .- "-.. - shows RI and arg(R) as a function of

.20........................ 0.2 •t-,, L="I tl?, for several values of c' (alX = 1).
20-0 - 0. 15---- - Fig. 3 shows IRI as a plot of /X for

10o-.- . several values of E' (t0X = 0.5). Fig. 4
0.05 -.. - shows the dependency of IRI from I5X

00.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 i o 0 0.1 0.3 0.5 o.7 0.'9 for several values of tlA (s' = 5).

b Fig. 4
Fig. 2
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NEAR-FIELD AND FAR-FIELD IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION FOR AN

IMPERFECTLY CONDUCTING CYLINDER
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ABSTRACT
Comparison of image reconstruction by using near-field and far-field data for an

imperfectly conducting cylinder is investigated. A conducting cylinder of unknown shape and
conductivity scatters the incident wave in free space and the scattered near and far fields are
measured. By using measured fields, the imaging problem is reformulated into an
optimization problem and solved by the genetic algorithm. Numerical results show that the
convergence speed and final reconstructed results by using near-field data are better than
those obtained by using far-field data. Finally, it is worth noting that the present work
provides not only comparative information but also quantitative information.
INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic inverse scattering problem of conductors has been a subject of
considerable importance in remote sensing and noninvasive measurement. In the past twenty
years, many rigorous methods have been developed to solve the exact equation. However,
inverse problem of this type are difficult to solve because they are ill-posed and nonlinear. As
a result, many inverse problems are reformulated as optimization problems. General speaking,
two main kinds of approaches have been developed. The first is based on gradient search
approach such as the Newton-Kantorovitch method [1], [2], the Levenberg-Marguart
algorithm [3]. Since these approaches apply the gradient search method to find the extreme of
the cost function. This method is highly dependent on the initial guess and tends to get
trapped in a local extreme. In contrast, the second approach is based on the genetic algorithm
[4], [5]. The genetic algorithm is a well known algorithm that uses the stochastic random
choice to search through a coding of a parameter space. Compared to gradient search
optimization techniques, the genetic algorithm is less prone to convergence to a local
minimum, which in turn renders it an ideal candidate for global optimization.

In this paper, comparison of image reconstruction by using near-field and far-field
data for an imperfectly conducting cylinder is presented. The genetic algorithm is used to
reconstruct the shape and conductivity of a scatterer.
THEORETICAL FORMULATION

Let us consider an imperfectly conducting cylinder with cross section described in
polar coordinates in the xy plane by the equation o = F(O) located in free space. An incident
plane wave whose electric field vector is parallel to the z axis is illuminated upon the metallic
cylinder. By using the induced current concept, the scattered field can be expressed as the
integral of the two-dimensional Green functions multiply the induced surface current density,
which is proportional to the normal derivative of the electric field on the conductor surface
[2], [4]. Besides, for an imperfectly conducting scatterer with finite conductivity, the
boundary condition can be approximated by assuming that the total tangential electric field on
the scatterer surface is related to surface current density through a surface impedance [2]. As a
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result, for the direct problem, given the shape and the conductivity of the object, we can use

the boundary condition to solve the surface current density, then calculate the scattered field

by using the Green function. Let us consider the following inverse problem: given the

scattered field, determine the shape and the conductivity of the object. The genetic algorithm

is used to minimize the root mean square error of the measured scattered field and the

calculated scattered field, through three genetic operators: reproduction, crossover and

mutation. When the root mean square error changes by less than 1% in two successive

generations, the genetic algorithm will be terminated and a solution is then obtained, i.e., the

shape and the conductivity is obtained.
NUMERICAL RESULTS

By a numerical simulation we compare the image reconstruction by using near-field

and far-field data. Let us consider an imperfectly conducting cylinder in free space and a

plane wave of unit amplitude incident upon the object. The frequency of the incident wave is

chosen to be 3 GHz. In our calculation three examples are considered. To reconstruct the

shape and conductivity of the cylinder, the object is illuminated by four incident waves with

incident angles 0 =00, 900, 1800, and 2700, and eight measurement points is taken on a

circle of radius R' at equal spacing. In our cases, R' is chosen much smaller than or larger

than 2 D'2//l2, corresponding to the near-field or far-field measurement, where D' is the

largest dimension of the scatterer. Here R'=0.06m for near-field measurement and R'=7m

for far-field measurement. The number of unknowns is set to 10, to save computing time. The

population size is chosen as 300. The search range for unknown coefficient of the shape
function is chosen to be from 0 to 0.1. The

Msearch range for unknown conductivity is--f ..... Esl .... field)10
0.45 -3 ESC(nearefield) chosen from 3 x 10' to 7 x10. The

- ES~lar field)
0.4 EG(farfield) extreme value of the coefficient of the

0.35 shape function and conductivity can be

determined by the prior knowledge of the
q 0.25

0.2 objects. The crossover probability and

0.15. mutation probability are set to be 0.8 and

0.1 - 0.04 respectively.

0055* In the first example, the shape
20 • .... .-..t:-;±. function is chosen to be

0 20 0 6 80 100 120 140 100 180 200
Generations F(O) = (0.02 + 0.004 sin 20 + 0.008 sin 30) m

with copper material (a = 5.8 xl 07 s/m).
Fig. I Shape function errors and conductivity The reconstructed relative root mean

errors for example I in each generation by using
near-field and far-field data square error for the shape and conductivity

(ES and EC) by using the near-field and
far-field data are plotted in Fig. 1. Here the

shape function is also plotted for reference.

From Fig. 1, it is clear the convergence speed and final rms error by using the near-field data

are better than those obtained by using far-field data. The final rms errors for conductivity by
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using the near-field and far-field data are 1.7X10- 2 and 2.4x10- 2 respectively. Note that the
convergence is achieved at the 130th generation by near-field measurement. However, for far-
field measurement, the convergence is not achieved until the generation is 200. This is due to
the fact that the kernel of integral for far-field measurement is more smooth (less singular)
than that for near-field measurement. As a result, the near-field measurement is less illposed

0.5 than the far-field measurement.
-.. 5ES(near field) In the second example, we0.45 0 EC(near field) l

• ? . ES(far field)
0.4 - + Ee(far field) selected the peanut shape function

0.35 F(O) = (0.026 + 0.009cos 20) m with

S0.3. silver material (o-=6.17x10 7 s/m). The
S0.25 purpose of this example is to show that
05x p
0.2 different shape and conductivity has

0.15 similar results. Reconstructed results are

0.1 shown in Fig. 2.

0.05 CONCLUSIONS"0 - -/ . . . . . . . . . ..
.0 1 00..., -.-.. We have compared the image

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Generation reconstruction results for an imperfectly

Fig. 2 Shape function errors and conducting cylinder by using near-field
conductivity errors for the example 2 in each and far-field data. It is found that the
generation by using near-field and far-field reconstructed results for near-field
data measurement are better than those

obtained by the far-field measurement.
The can be explained by the fact that the near-field measurement is less illposed than the far
field measurement. Finally, it is worth noting that in these cases the present work provides not
only comparative information but also quantitative information.
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ABSTRACT
Investigations of 2-D sheet current distributions based on measurements of magnetic field
above the type-II high-temperature superconductor (HTSC) YBaCuO films in a remanent
magnetization state have been carried out. Using the Biot-Savart law and continuity equation,
integral equations (of the 2-D convolution type) for two components of the current have been
obtained. These equations have been solved on the basis of Tikhonov's method of generalized
discrepancy. Sheet current pattern in superconductors has been retrieved as well as the
magnetic field distribution on the film surface. The current peculiarities related to the laser
pulse effect have been retrieved from measurements. A new physical effect of the
redistribution of currents after the laser pulse impact without the change of the total vortices
number has been observed.

MEASUREMENTS
The method of measuring the perpendicular component of magnetic field Hz(x,y) at arbitrary
height level z above the film surface uses a Hall scanning probe. A normally-directed external
magnetic field was generated by a solenoid coil, which is cooled with liquid nitrogen and
produces a maximum field of 500 gauss. The magnetic field increases linearly up to its
maximum value during 20 seconds, and then decreases in the same way down to zero value.
Thin film (about 0.1 rim) with a diameter of 20 mm was chosen for measurements. A Hall

probe with the sizes 100 x 50 pm in the x-y plane and 10 ýtm in the z-direction was applied in
experiments. The height z of measurements was chosen in 200-300 urm interval to ensure non-
invasive conditions. The lateral resolution of measurements (pixel size) was chosen 250 Pm
(comparable with the Hall probe size). The time of the one-pixel integration was 0.25 s at the
integration time constant ro = Is. The noise level was about 0.1 gauss, and it was uncorrelated
at the adjacent pixels.

INVERSE PROBLEMS
The integral equations (of the 2-D convolution type) for two components of current for the
inverse problem formulation have been obtained in [1] using the Biot-Savart law and the
continuity equation:

(,,Y Z ')4'X'+Y 2?)-X(X2 + )d)1dy',(1
" (X2 + y Z2)3/2 (X + z2Y

HO(xy, ) = -f iji o( y') X[z2(X2 + Y2 + 2Z2)- Y2(X 2 + y)ld±d (2)
.(X

2 + x,+ z2)3/2(V2 + Z)2
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where jx, jy are the components of the sheet current j, X = x-x, Y = y-y'. Deconvolution of
(3) and (4) yields a solution of the inverse problem of 2-D current pattern retrieval from
a 2-D magnetic-field distribution measured in the x-y plane at some arbitrary vertical distance
z. Special regularization methods should be applied in this case. Convolution equations (3)
and (4) have been solved by using Tikhonov's method of generalized discrepancy [1]. Our
numerical simulation gave the following results. The rms of random errors of retrieval related
to the random "data" noise with the rms of 0.1 gauss changes from 0.1 A/cm for the low
current values (about 2 A/cm) up to 0.5 A/cm for the strong currents (about 20 A/cm).

To reduce the measurements time to about 3 hours instead of 48 hours, the retrieval of
the true magnetic field H(t) from the measured time dependence Hm(t) has been carried out
from the deconvolution of the equation

t-T

to

where co is the integration time constant. The equation (2) has the exact solution

dH
H(t) = Hm2 (t) + 0 --d-(t), (4)

dt

but this solution of ill-posed equation (2) has a property to amplify the random noise. To
solve the problem, the Tikhonov method for the initial convolution equation (2) has been used
as a preliminary data processing shown in Figs.1, 2.

20 20
H, gauss H, gauss H

15 H 15 -
Hi

10 10 -

5 5-

0 
,0

10 20 30
-5 -5

Fig. 1. Numerical simulation. Retrieval of the step- Fig.2. Retrieval of the measured magnetic field.
function.

EFFECT OF LASER PULSE IRRADIATION
In Fig.1, initial state of the magnetic field of a circular disk film with a diameter of 20 mm
after the above magnetization process is shown (height of measurement was z = 225 ýtm). The
current perturbation due to a laser pulse (with the beam footprint of 2 mm at the power
density about 10 kW/cm 2) leads to a new distribution of currents and, hence, to a new
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magnetic field distribution shown in Fig.2. The pulse duration 'r = 10-7 s was chosen
comparable to the time of film-substrate heat exchange.

,. .." ... - _ . ...... . -- •" • .. . .'-..... .- ..... ......... ...

H. Hzgauss g l; |

6l

3 I
2.2

Fig.3. Initial magnetic field at z = 250 pm. Fig.4. After a laser pulse

The retrieved current patterns before and after laser pulse are presented in Figs.5, 6. One can
see that the strong counterclockwise current rotation region near the center of the film (Fig.6)
has disappeared. The magnetic field distributions before and after the laser pulse were
calculated using the retrieved currents. The most unexpected result is that the mean (over the
film surface) value of the change of the surface magnetic field is equal to zero within the
limits of measurement error (see in Fig.7). It means that in the considered case the laser pulse
redistributes the currents significantly without a change in the total number of current vortices
in the film. So, the well-known Bean theory appears inapplicable in this case.

4. 44 :50 4.0: 10 . . .. 0.0 0101 : 4,. . 00 . 0 * 0 ........ . ' ........... .. 01... . ... ...... : - ......

S... .. ....... ....

Fig.5. Initial currents. Fig.6. After a laser pulse.
Fig.7. Calculated change of the

surface magnetic field because of
the laser pulse.

Thus, this effect gives a possibility to change the magnetization in the HTSC films by using
the optical emission. Besides, it enables one to switch or to change the polarization of the
optical signal reflected from the film (by the same transmitted signal) using a magneto-optical
coating of the film.
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ABSTRACT
The approach for solving the nonlinear synthesis problems of radiating systems according to
the prescribed amplitude radiation pattern with due regard for the mutual coupling of separate
radiators is proposed by an example of synthesis of a linear waveguide array. The variational
statement of the problem is considered. The goal functional takes into account both the mean-
square deviation of modules of the prescribed and synthesized radiation patterns and
restriction on a norm of the excitation sources. The investigation of the problem solutions and
their numerical determination is based on a research of solutions of the Euler equation of the
used functional. This equation is a nonlinear integral equation of the Hammerstein type.
Algorithms of the direct minimization of functional by gradient methods are also constructed.

THE PROBLEM STATEMENT
The considered two-dimensional waveguide array present the system of N = 2M + 1 plane
semiinfinite waveguides of width 1 located equidistantly at the distance d .The boundaries of
waveguides and the boundary of the half-space are perfectly conducting. It is supposed that in
this system of waveguides an H - polarized electromagnetic wave
(fl = {O, Hy,O, = {Ex,O, Ez}) is propagating. In this case components E of the

electrical field are expressed through H as follows: EX =a H (XZ)

Ez -,(z Electromagnetic field at any point of space can be calculated, if thewe Ox/

distribution functions of the fields in the apertures of the waveguides Jn() -) Hy, (0,= ,)

n= -M,M) are known. If the nth waveguide is exited by a normal wave with a unit

amplitude, the problem of determination of the functions J'm()(q) with due regard for the
mutual coupling is reduced to solution of a system of linear integral equations [1]:

1/2 M 1/2

I (+ I)(-)MJp(q',)d4=-Fmp( ) (p -M +M), (1)
-1/2 j=-M -1/2

where

2_c n (cos +", (2)
k1 1n=)=1•=l 1

M j" (ql• H ("o (k 177-, + (p - j)d 1), (3)
2
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F,np(77)= 2cos nO_,p=m. (4)

1
The radiation pattern (RP) of array, in accordance with the solution of (1), can be presented as

M

f(Z) = A - Zamfm(ý), (5)
m=-M

M 1/2

where f,,(ý)= Z e ikja JInm)(t)eiktdt is RP of the m th radiator in the case of its
j=-M -1/2

excitation by the normal wave with a unit amplitude, a. are the complex factors which

characterize the excitation of the array elements, k is the wavenumber.

THE METHOD OF SOLUTION
We formulate the synthesis problem according to the prescribed amplitude RP F(4) of the

waveguide array as a minimization problem of the smoothing functional [2]:
2f 22fad)=F- fj[ ±q-a~d12 -- F-IAd "j1 ±ald 2. (6)

We obtain the following Euler equation

ad = A*Af + A*(Fe-iargf) (7)

from a condition of vanishing of the Gateaux derivative of c,.

For the analysis of quantitative and qualitative properties of existing solutions it is reasonable
to use an equation equivalent to (7) with respect to the synthesized RP f:

af = AA*f + AA* (Feiargf). (8)

In the extended form the equation (8) has the following form
r1/2 ir/2

af(ý)+ f K(f,')')f(')d' = fK('')F(t')efiarg (U)dý'' (9)
-;r /2 -;r/l2

M

where the kernel function is K(, ')= Zf,,f(4)f,,(ý'), which is degenerate and positive,
12=-M

and by virtue of the condition f-m (•) =f, (•) it is real.

We write the equation (7) for a numerical determination of solutions as follows
Mcaal, + I_.d,11tmam = bni(a) (n=V-M, , (10)

m=-M
where

;r/2 r/2

d = n f, (1 ) f (ý)dW, b, (d)= F(ea f( 2 f()d4. (11)
- /12 -;r12

The solution of (10) is calculated using the iterative process
M

aP+)+ Id ...naP+') = b,t(a(p)), (n =-M,M), (12)
m=-M

built by an implicit scheme of the method of successive approximations. Here, p = 0,1,2.... is
the number of iteration. Thus, on each step of iteration the system of linear algebraic
equations with the matrix (aE + D), where E is the unit matrix is solved. From functional
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entry of the equation (10), it follows that matrix D is positively semi-defined. In accordance

with [3] (aE + D)-• _< 1 for arbitrary a > 0. Inverting the matrix (aE + D) once, we can

reduce the iterative process (12) to the form

a, (E + D)-',,(fl(P'), (p=0,1,2,...). (13)

The theorem of local convergence of the iterative processes (12), (13) is proved.
We mark some properties of solutions of equation (9):

1. If f(4) is a solution of (9), then complex conjugate function f(ý) is also a solution of

(9).
2. If f(4:) is a solution of (9), then e'if(ý), where y is an arbitrary real constant, is also a
solution of (9).
3. Linear and nonlinear operators in (9) are invariant with respect to the properties of parity
of the phase RP, arg f(ý), by virtue of symmetry of the system of radiators in the case of
symmetrically prescribed RP F(ý).

The last property enables one to carry out an investigation of solutions of equation (8)
separately in the classes of even and odd phase RPs.

Equation (8) may have non-unique solution and these solutions can branch depending
on the value of parameter C = Mc = Mkd characterizing electrical size of array.

Algorithms of direct numerical minimization of the functional c (Y ) by the
method of conjugate gradients [4] have been also constructed.

CONCLUSIONS
Computer codes for solving the problems of synthesis of a wavegiude array according to the
prescribed amplitude RP by using the proposed approach have been developed. These codes
enable one to realize numerical simulation of the wavegiude arrays of various types in a wide
range of variation of their geometrical and electro-physical parameters. In the presentation,
the examples of synthesis of narrow one- and two-beam RPs will be presented.
In summary, we mark, that the mentioned above solution technique of the nonlinear synthesis
problem of a waveguide array can be simply generalized for the synthesis problems of the
other types of arrays with due regard of the mutual coupling of separate elements.
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ABSTRACT

A method of regularization of the reconstructed image in electromagnetic geotomography is
proposed. The Wiener filter for attenuating noise disturbance in reconstructed images is used
with the Landweber iterations. The results of the reconstruction from measured data both with
and without filtration are shown. The efficiency of the proposed regularization technique is
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic geotomography [1] makes it possible to investigate a distribution of the
attenuation coefficient of electromagnetic waves inside a given earth section, usually between
two bore-holes.
Measurement data may be obtained by measuring the attenuation of the electromagnetic field
strength along conventional rays, which are chosen in such a way as to cover the investigated
area. Each ray may be described by a linear equation and, therefore, the set of linear equations
matches the investigated area.
The problems of reconstructing the image of the electromagnetic wave attenuation coefficient
are related to the problems of solving a set of linear equations. This apparently easy-to-use set
of equations has many disadvantageous features: it is ill-conditioned, has not one solution and
its coefficient matrix is very sparse and very large. Because of this, many easy methods of
solving linear equations cannot be used with this set.
Measurement errors of any kind make the set of equations inconsistent. Moreover, ill-
conditioning means that the reconstructed image is affected by inaccurate data. This leads us
to the question of how to choose the right solution to this set of equations.
Regularization is a technique which deals with the solving of such a problem. It is usually a
compromise between the solution which corresponds most closely to the result of the
reconstruction from data with interference and an a priori solution, often adopted by default
on the basis of measurements obtained using different methods. One of the many methods of
regularization [2] is a filtration of the reconstructed image.
There are also a lot of image reconstruction methods that may be used. Iteration methods,
based on the Landweber iterations, are the most commonly-used methods. Through some
modifications of the Landweber iterations, especially the implementation of the regularization
method, the right reconstruction method may be found.
The SIRT algorithm based on the Landweber iterations has been described in this paper.
Then, the method of usage of the Wiener adaptive filter in the Landweber scheme was
described. The results of reconstruction by means of the SIRT algorithm of the least squares,
both with and without using the Wiener filter, were shown. Measurement data of the
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attenuation of the electromagnetic field strength in the earth were used in the reconstruction.
The efficiency of this regularization method was discussed.

PROPOSED METHOD OF REGULARIZATION IN ELECTROMAGNETIC
GEOTOMOGRAPHY

The Landweber [3] iteration scheme is used in many iteration methods of solving the sets of
linear equations. In this scheme, the image vector Xq+' is updated in the current iteration step
q. This is shown by the following formula:

Xq'+1 = Xq +aq .-AT . (Y -A .-X ) q1

where A is the coefficient matrix and Y is the measurement vector.
The oldest method based on the Landweber iteration scheme representative is the Richardson
algorithm, also called the SIRT algorithm of the least squares. In this method, the coefficient
aq does not change during succeeding iteration steps. Its value only defines a radius of
convergence of iteration process.
In the SIRT algorithm, no additional a priori information was introduced concerning the
distribution of pixel values in the image. Thus, the iteration process is convergent to an
accurate solution, i.e. the one which faithfully corresponds to the measurement data.
Unfortunately, the real data are corrupted by measurement errors and the image reconstructed
"accurately" may be strongly degraded, mainly because the system of equations is ill-
conditioned and its matrix of coefficients is sparse. Measurement errors show white Gaussian
noise. Therefore, interference shown by the reconstructed image is also a form of noise, i.e.
"salt and pepper" effect may be seen.
One of the most effective tools for attenuating this effect is the Wiener adaptive filter which is
used in many applications of image processing. Therefore, it seems reasonable to improve the
process of reconstruction through the use of appropriate filtration of the reconstructed image
used in the process of iteration.
The typical Wiener filter from the MATLAB "Image Processing" toolbox [4] was used for
this purpose. It is designed to filter noise disturbances from the 2-dimentional image
consisting of pixels. The adaptive Wiener method is based on statistical estimation of the
local mean and variance from the local neighbourhood of each pixel. The size of this
neighbourhood can be defined in different ways, but here it is limited to the nearest
neighbourhood because of the small size of the filtered image. Used filters also have the
ability to force the filtration of a given noise power. On the basis of many tests of
reconstruction of an original image and reconstruction from real data, it may be stated that
the best results can be obtained if the level of noise is equal to 0.001.
The different ways of using the Wiener filter in the Landweber iteration scheme were
investigated. The best results were obtained when the reconstructed image was filtered at
every 5th step of the iterations. At the appropriate step of the iterations, the image vector X
was transformed to an image matrix whose elements strictly correspond to the pixels of the
image. In order to improve the filtration of pixels on the edges of the reconstructed area, the
image matrix was expanded by additional edge elements (edge pixels) to which the mean
value (the value of the background) of the reconstructed image was attributed. The expanded
image was filtered and then the appropriate part of the image matrix was re-transformed to the
image vector X and the process of iteration was gone on.
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RECONSTRUCTION RESULTS

Measurement data of the attenuation of the electromagnetic field strength in the earth were
used for the reconstruction. These measurements were carried out in Upper Silesia in southern
Poland. The result of the reconstruction presented in Fig. I a was obtained by using the SIRT
algorithm without filtration. However, in Fig. lb it is shown after using filtration.

N8 09 8 ~ M 043

10 "10 0.42

2 " 05 12 0

1 14 0.
0.45

16 •16 0.39

18 .04 18 3

20 0.3 2003

22, 22-

24 11ý 24 - 0 .30 36s

(a) " (b)

Fig. 1. The result of reconstruction by means of the SIRT algorithm:
a) without filtration
b) after implementing filtration

CONCLUSIONS

Regularization through the use of the Wiener filter used in the Landweber iterations allows
considerable attenuation of the reconstructed image disturbance (the "salt and pepper" effect).
The image presented in Fig. lb is smoother than the image in Fig. la. For the reconstruction
of geotomographical images, it is assumed that the attenuation coefficient does not change
abruptly. Thus, a smooth reconstructed image is desirable. In many iterative reconstruction
methods, regularization by means of interrupting the process of iteration earlier is used. When
the Wiener filter was used, it was noticed that the convergent solution was already obtained
after a few iterations and the reconstructed image did not change considerably during further
iterations. Therefore, an acceleration of the reconstruction process was obtained.
Summing up, the usage of the Wiener filter in the reconstruction process enhances the results
of the reconstruction. Moreover, this method can be applied in many areas of tomography.
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ABSTRACT
The problem of finding the permittivity profile of graded-index single-mode planar
waveguide after the given mode parameters is considered. For solving this inverse problem
some universal mathematical model of profile is implemented. It has the form of a double
truncated exponential-power function. Each set of function parameters corresponds to a
particular distribution of permittivity in the waveguide. Multiply repeated numerical solution
of direct problem by special algorithm using the least-square method enables to select the
function parameters for a certain set of mode parameters. For solving the inverse problem a
knowledge of the propagation constants is required. Exact reconstruction of the waveguide
parameters can be obtained by using four criteria. Nevertheless, there are always some errors
in determination of the propagation constants. The tolerance of the solution to these errors is
investigated.

1. For describing the permittivity profile in a waveguide, the authors propose a
reasonably universal function [1, 2]. It has the following form:

6( y) = 6g [1 - 2 Ajfj( y)], (1)

where f {1-expqj(oj( Y) )(2)
where - (2)

j=],when O<y:r ;j=2,when r:y•51

AI g - 61, A2 = 9 "-e , (01 - P2 =I- y (3)
2eg 2eg r 1-r

Here e(y) =h , if y=0 ; 6(y)= g , ify=r ; 6(y)=6, ,ify=1.

This model can be used for the studies of the waveguides of vastly different types. The
process of solving the direct problem becomes easier when compared with other methods,
such as, for example, the WKB-method [3-6]. Besides, those methods cannot be used in the
case of a single-mode waveguide. The usage of the Shift Formula Method (SFM) [7] makes
such a solution possible.
The SFM is based on the representation of permittivity profile using the double truncated
exponential-power function (1). This method is convenient to solve direct problem for a
single-mode waveguide. Besides, it performs very well in solving the inverse problem [2, 8].
The advantage of SFM over other methods lies in the fact that it uses the mathematical model
(1) to represent the permittivity profile of a waveguide.
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According to this model the permittivity distribution in the waveguide is determined by 9
parameters. Usually some of them can be specified beforehand considering the implantation
process of fabricating the buried waveguides [9]. So the problem of profile reconstruction
reduces to finding the parameters P,, q1, P2, q2 (see formula (1)). The form of the profile can
be easily changed by setting the values of these four parameters. Over methods (for example,
method of stratification) require much more parameters to describe the profile. The direct
problem consists in finding the values of cut-off frequencies and dispersion characteristics of
the waveguide with the known profile. In this case methods differ slightly, because one needs
to describe the profile only once. However, the situation changes drastically when solving the
inverse problem. The aim of the inverse problem consists just in finding the permittivity
profile. In this case it is much more easy to find no more than four parameters. Besides, it
needs less time.
2. The process of a waveguide profile reconstruction consists of several steps [2]. Firstly, it
should be noted that to solve the problem one has to know two values of propagation
constants within the limits of single-mode operating regime, i.e. it is suggested that for some
waveguide the normalized propagation constants B1, B2 at two normalized frequencies V1, V2
[10] are known. Then some arbitrary profile parameters p, q are chosen. For the waveguide
with such parameters the propagation constants are calculated at two frequencies V1, V2. Then
they are compared with propagation constants B1, B 2 of the studied waveguide. The difference
between the values of propagation constants are estimated using several criteria. The first one
is the least-square method, the second is the closeness of the values (B, - B 2)/(V2 - V/I)
calculated for the modes of both waveguides.
These operations are repeated many times till both criteria become close with some preset
accuracy.
Such a process was described in [2], and it yielded good accuracy in the selection of profile
parameters. The application of two criteria enables one to find a waveguide which has the
same propagation constants B1, B2 as the studied waveguide.
The main demerit of such a process lies in the fact that the found waveguide is not unique:
there are many waveguides having the same normalized propagation constants B1, B2 at two
normalized frequencies V1/, V2.
3. In order to reduce the number of the waveguides with the same propagation constants, two
more criteria were implemented. These criteria are the following: the closeness of the tangents
to dispersion curve at two normalized frequencies V1, V2 for the studied waveguide and the
waveguide under consideration.
Simultaneous application of all four criteria allows to find the parameters Pl , q1 , P2, q2 that
characterise some waveguide. The important thing to state is that the found waveguide is the
only one which satisfies all four criteria.
At the very beginning of the process the studied waveguide was not chosen arbitrary. In order
to test, at the end of the process, what profile parameters have been found, the normalised
propagation constants B,, B2 were calculated for the waveguide with preset parameters.
It is significant to note that the profile parameters of the waveguide found at the process
coincide with preset parameters. It means that the process has resulted in exact reconstruction
of the waveguide profile.
Figure 1. illustrates the obtained result. Here, the curves show the correspondence between
parameters q, and q2 for some correlation between parameters pi and P2 --- at the figure
symbol rtp means: xa, =arctg( p 2 /pA). The curves (a) were obtained using only two

criteria [2, 8]. The curves (b) and (c) are the result of application of two more criteria. One
can see that the curves (b) and (c) intersect at the point which corresponds to the unique
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correlation between all four parameters pj, q, P2, q2. At the figure these parameters are: q=
-3.0, q2 = -2.0, P1 = P2 = 4.0 ; and they coincide with the preset parameters.
4. It is important to study the tolerance of the solution. On this question some notes can be
made. The normalized propagation constants B,, B2 serve as the basis values for finding the
profile parameters. However, they can be determined with some mistakes. In order to test the
influence of these mistakes on the values of profile parameters found at the process, some
analysis was held. The essence of it is as follows. It was supposed that the propagation
constants B,, B2 were not determined exactly, i.e. instead of exact values the values with some
deviation were used. Then the obtained parameters were compared with the parameters
obtained from the exact values of propagation constants. The conclusion is the following: the
mistakes in determining the values of propagation constants have some influence on the
resulting parameters, but it is not considerable.

q 2 • 0

Figure 1.

The same studies were held on the influence of mistakes in determining the values Ch , ,

C. , r. They showed the same thing as for mistakes in determining the propagation constants,
i.e. these mistakes must be taken into account only if they are considerable.
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Theoretical study of polarization properties of scattered microwave signals depending on
vertical variations of soil moisture content is of great interest [1]. Distribution of moisture in
soil can be different: the upper layer is dry and the lower is wet and vice versa, other details of
the distribution are also of interest. Naturally the question arises: what information about the
distribution of moisture in soil can be obtained using microwave polarization measurements?
Permittivity of soil varies with variations of moisture content. For studying this problem we
must solve problems of microwave scatter from terrains with different permittivity profiles. In
[1], numerical solutions of equations for horizontally polarized electromagnetic waves (H-
waves) and vertically polarized waves (V-waves) in the region of variation of the permittivity
were used. However, analytic solutions of the problems are also of interest, since they allow
more readily to study the dependence of solution from parameters. Analytic solutions for H-
waves for exponential permittivity profile were presented in [2]. Equations for H- and V-
waves are different. Usually (for a particular permittivity profile) we have an analytic solution
for H-waves and no such a solution for V-waves.
In the present paper we consider two model permittivity profiles for which we obtain joint
analytic solutions for H- and V-waves: hyperbolic and square hyperbolic profiles. For the case
of hyperbolic profile solutions for H- and V-waves are confluent hypergeometric functions
with the integral second indices. For the case of square hyperbolic profile we have confluent
hypergeometric functions with non-integral second indices. The first profile can model
transition layer, and the second - region with the permittivity maximum. Solutions obtained
can be used for testing of computer programs, for modelling of soil moisture distribution
influence on the polarization properties of scattered microwave signals.
Let us divide all the system into three regions:

regionl.: z > O,(z) = 1 (1)

region2.: -d < z << 0c(z) = (_'_-)z )+2 _ (2)

-(62 -cXz/d)±E 2 (2
region3.: z <- -d(z) = -2 (3)

For the region 2 we have the following equation for v-waves:

d 2' H , E H (z) - K 2 H ,.= 0 (4)
dz2  6d.z C2 0
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Its solution is:
H: = Cie K1rlkF(avlr )+ C 2e K IkG(a0,,1,r/) (5)

where a, = 1/ 2 - 2 k 6 8182 , k = A/d ,Ac = c2 -61 1 K, is the x-component of2C kK . '

the wave vector, co is the frequency, c2 = )( ' ,-=kz± 2 , = 2K1rk.

Equation for H-waves is

d 2 Ed 2  ( (z) (6)

and has the following solution:

E,, = Cie K h,O,,7)+ C2 e K,,IOkG(a , 77) (7)

2c°2
so Using boundary conditions E, = const, Ht = const we canwhere~ 2 h-2ckK,.

determine 5 constants for solution of the equations in all three regions and find the reflection
coefficient for H- and V-waves:

- + N0,,, (8)

"'1 - N,,

where

L, F,,, (0)/2± + 9 
0 , ()7

No,,1=1(- 2K x / ic, Kzi )LF F,,, (O) - LG Qh (O) (9)

where

LF =(iKz3 -K 2 )F0 .,,(-d)+ 0g" (- d) 2K., (10)a77

LG = (iK,3 - K<. )Gv,,, (- d)+ a77-2K.,

here F,, (- d)= F,0 (av,,,y, 1,, z = -d) and so on, K,3 = V;262 /Ic - K•.
From equation (14) we can find the dependence of the reflection coefficient on the angle of
the incidence having fixed 3 parameters of the non-uniform layer 81, P 2 and d. If the
permitivity increases (decreases) with -z we have c2 > 6, (e, > 8, ). Hypergeometric functions
in (14) are different for H- and V-waves. So we have different angular dependence of the
reflection coefficient for these waves. Thus, using details of the angular dependence of the
reflection coefficient we can, as the matter of principle, determine relations between 3
parameters of the non-uniform permittivity layer.

Similar solutions are obtained for the layer 8(z)= 8O/(kz +±6)'.
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ABSTRACT
The technique of imaging of "illuminated" part of convex perfectly conducting electrically
large object is proposed. The technique is based on a relationship between the scatterer
geometry and high-frequency approximation of its transient characteristic.

INTRODUCTION

For consideration of a number of applied problems there is a need to determine the scatterer
geometrical shape from radar information. In this paper, a technique of imaging of
"illuminated" part of a convex perfectly conducting electrically large object is proposed. This
technique is based on a relationship between the object geometry and its transient
characteristic (TC). From full polarization receiver data it is possible to determine principal
curvatures of the object surface at the bright point. This information allows us to build a fitted
paraboloid with vertex at the bright point. This paraboloid is taken as initial approximation of
object surface near the bright point. Then a series of steps in time is carried out. On each step
at first the imaged surface is approximated by mentioned surface and then it is improved with
a correction determined from the difference between the values of real TC and TC calculated
from already imaged surface part. The procedure is continued till moment when the boundary
of "illuminated" part is reached.

DETERMINATION OF PRINCIPAL CURVATURES AT THE BRIGHT POINT

Obtaining of principal curvatures and principal directions at the bright point is based on the
iterations of Fock's equation. The technique developed in [1] enables us to evaluate two terms
of beam series in the general bistatic case. For magnetic vector of diffracted field one can
obtain:

1H(t) = 4Qo(t-t 0 )+ 4Q,(t-to),

where function no0(t) describes time structure of sounding signal, Q,(t) = no0 (r)dr, A,
0

are the vector coefficients of factorization that in the special case of monostatic radar system
can be written as:

I 'A = 1 1(C C1)O 6+f (C-i, i -°(2 1)
2 d , Kc1 K 2  4dlic7K, [_i(K 2K)o/+~K 11

where d is distance to object, K1 ,K 2 are principal curvatures at bright point, F,':2 are unit

vectors of principal directions at bright point, p° is the unit vector of polarization
corresponding to the direction of magnetic field vector of the sounding wave, p3 is the angle

between the unit vectors fi° and F, (0 < f6 _< T).
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However, taking into account the type of the 4 and A coefficient vector dependence for

finding the surface parameters K1, 5K 2 and /6, it is necessary to receive the signals on two

orthogonal polarizations, p30 fi po. After discretization and some transformations it is
possible to obtain the expression for K1 ,K 9 2 and /3.

ALGORITHM OF IMAGING OF "ILLUMINATED" OBJECT SURFACE PART

Imaging of surface is performed in the coordinate system related to the object. Its center is
located at the bright point, z axis coincides with the sounding direction. Time of wave
propagation and longitudinal coordinate in light meters are counted along the z-axis. The x-
and y-axes form a right-hand triplet of orthogonal vectors with the z -axis. These vectors are
directed along the principal axes of surface at the bright point. The imaged surface is
described by polar coordinates p, ,o in each time section z = t.
Suppose that unknown surface near the bright point is approximated well by a fitted
paraboloid with equation z = ax2 + by 2, where a and b are principal curvatures at the bright

point. Denote the contour that terminates this paraboloid at z = to as f,0 . At each point of this

contour the normal unit vector to the paraboloidal surface fi0(q,) and unit vector of the

tangent to F,,, contour 0 (q) are determined. The vector 13 is built from these vectors as

f3 = h0 x i 0 . Then straight lines with directing vectors 13 are built till crossing the plane

z = to + At. The set of points of crossing of these lines with the plane z = to + At forms

contour, o+A,. However, actual values of p(qi,to+At) function will differ from the

calculated ones. To take into account corrections, the a(ý9) function is introduced which
modifies the 13 vector as f3, = 13 + a(ý9)(f3 x ?0).
In [2] it has been shown that projection of perfectly conducting object TC onto ihe direction
perpendicular to sounding direction in the physical-optics approximation may be represented
as a contour integral: -'(t) = k° f (fi)dl,

where k0 is the unit vector of sounding direction, f(fi) n , n is the unit vectors
/1 - (R° .•

of outer normal to scatterer surface at points of F, contour.

Taking into account this correction, the expression for TC at the moment to + At can be
written as:

2;"

±.(to + At) f a((p)9((p)do + 'To (t + At), (2)
0

where TPi (to + At) is the value of the TC projection on the direction of the i-th polarization of
receiving antenna, 0P(p) is the function determined from the parameters of improved surface,

T°0 (to +At) = r 2 o(9,to ±At) n/op2(P, t0 +At)+p'(9 o,to +At)dyq, p. is the
0 /1 - ( 0  • 7o (ý9 ,to + At)) 2

angular derivative of the radius-vector p.
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2;r

Thus for determining a correction we have the equation: fa(o)c(F(p)dq, = AT'i,
0

where A'P, = TP, - VP0 . This equation has an infinite set of solutions. However, taking into

account smoothing character and small value of a((9) function, we shall find a solution with

the minimum norm. It can be written, in the case of metric C, as a0 (V,) - Aq• sgn0(ýo) and2yr

0

in the case of L4 -metric as cx0(c) = A2T'(cp)

f.(D 2 (T)d•
0

Moreover, this value is chosen as a0 (vo) for which IA'i I is the smallest.

After finding the improved f vector we build new ruled surface with generating rays parallel

to the fi vector and then find points of crossing of this surface with the plane z = to + At. So,

the contour F,0÷A, is corrected. After that the next iteration in the contour F,0+A, improving is

carried out. This procedure is performed until the value of the difference A'Pj is greater than

any small 8 specified before. Then the next step in time is carried out and contour F,0÷2A, is

determined. This contour is improved as it has been described above.
The procedure of surface imaging is continued till the moment when the boundary of
"illuminated" part is reached.
For testing the algorithm, the imaging of "illuminated" parts of several simple surfaces
sounded along one of the axes of symmetry was carried out. In Figures 1 and 2, the results of
imaging for a sphere with radius of 3 m (Fig. 1) and an ellipsoid with semi-axes of 3, 2 and
I m at the sounding along the smallest semi-axis (Fig. 2) are presented.

Fig. I Fig.2
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ABSTRACT
A numerical solution method of the synthesis problems of radiating systems after the given power
directivity pattern (DP) is presented. On the operational level the variational statement of the
problems that takes into account a mean-square discrepancy between the given and synthesized
DPs, and also weighed restriction on norm the extrinsic sources of excitation is considered. The
existence theorems of quasi-solutions are proved. It is shown that the problem has nonunique
solution. Numerical algorithms of their determining are built and discussed.

STATEMENT OF THE SYNTHESIS PROBLEM, EXISTENCE OF QUASI-SOLUTIONS
As known [1], a problem of excitation of electromagnetic field in the unlimited homogeneous

isotropic space by the driving sources, which are localized in some domain V C R 3 and vary in

time as ei 't ( here, c is the frequency of oscillations) is reduced to the set of the Maxwell
equations with respect to the vectors E, H of the complex amplitudes of electrical and magnetic

field. Asymptotic of solutions of this set for r -- co in the spherical coordinate system has the
following form:

e-ikrE (r, 9, ýo) 0= -iotr 1 {0, f0 G'9, 0p, f¢o (,9, 01),

e-ikr

where f, (,9, q) f,, (9, (p) are components of the vector field DP of radiating system. Abstracting

from a concrete type of radiating system, the functions f9 (S, (o), f, (, ,(o) can be represented

with the aid of linear operator A = {A,4, A V }:

f = AI (f, = AI, v = 9,0), (2)

which acts from the complex Gilbert space H, = e [V]-] L [V](9 L? [V] of square integrable

vector-valued functions I = {Ix, Iy, IzI (=- H, into the complex space of the vector-valued

continuous on the compact f2 R2 (or• ?E R') functions of real arguments
C21= C[] C[]. The form and the properties of operators Av depend on the type and

geometry of radiating system. The power DP of the radiating system is determined by the
expression

N('9, )=If('9,'P12 = f 9 ('9,' V 2 + f(3)
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In the elementary aspect, this problem can be formulated as a problem of determination of
solutions to the nonlinear operational equation of the first kind

AI 2 = A't 2 + A(oi 2 = No, (4)

where No (9, (9 ) is a real nonnegative continuous on the compact ? ( R 2 (or 11 c R') function,

which cannot belong to the space of values of nonlinear operator JAI 2. The problem (4) is

essentially ill-posed [2]. In view of this, the problem of determination of quasi-solutions to
equation (4), as a problem of minimization of a functional is formulated as

UJ(I) No - AI22 H N - 22 4  (5)
Hf H f H

in the space HI, where ,6 > 0 is a real weight parameter.

Theorem 1. Suppose that a linear operator A injectively maps the space H, into C1f1 and is

completely continuous, No (0, q,) is a given non-negative continuous on Ti function, and

max N 0 (09,p) = 1. Then in H, at any value ,8 (0 < 86 < +o) there exists only one point of( 9,( )E-=

absolute minimum of the functional orp(I), and from any minimizing sequence it is possible to

select a subsequence converging weakly to one of the points of absolute minimum.

Since HI = L2 [IV]o@ L2[V]@0 LI[V] is a reflexive Banach space, to prove the theorem it

is enough to show [3] the realization of the following conditions: 1) c08(I) is a semicontinuous

lower functional; 2) - lim 07 (I) = +ci.
IIii . >

2. The Euler equation of functional up. For a numerical determination of valleys and study of

their qualitative characteristics, we shall use the Euler equation, which is determined from the
necessary condition for a functional minimum [3] Do7' (I, Vt) 0:

2 2--I12 I2AI (v= 12 ) (6)

/Jv /3v
in the space HI. The equation obtained is a nonlinear operational equation of the Hammerstein

type. Acting on both parts of equality (6) by the operator A and taking into account that A

realizes an injective mapping from H, into C[21, we obtain an equivalent to (6) equation with

respect to the synthesized DP in the space C[21"

2 2 2* 2)
f =B(f)--v AA (NO.f)•-AA*f .f (7)

Corollary 1. Since the functional c,6 is differentiable in the Gateaux sense on HI, it has only

one valley and posses the m -property (the valley is an interior point of some convex set,
inhering H1 ), the equation (6) in the space H, and equation (7) in the space H f have, at least,

one solution each.
Lemma 1. Under conditions of the theorem 1, for limited values of parameters ,6, v:

0 < 8v < +oo B(f) is a completely continuous operator in space Cf
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Corollary 2. Since for the elements of relatively compact subset of normed space the strong and
weak convergence coincide [4], then from the theorem I and lemma 1 it follows that, if {In } is a

minimizing sequence of functional o' (I), which weakly converges to a valley 1, then the

sequence {f, = AI} f C~f2 converges uniformly in C7f]to f A/,.

3. Numerical solution of the problem
The equations (6), (7) are solved numerically by the method of successive approximation. The
iterative process is built as follows:

11 = A*(NO fn) A* V fn), fn+ = AIn+ ( (n = 0,1,2,...).(8)

Parameter vn on each step of iteration is determined by the formula

Vn =exl21n cI(In) H,/f)j, where G(In) =A*(N0 - AIn 12). AIn A *(No - fn 2 ). fn.

For the convergence of sequential approximations (8) it is enough to show [5] the fulfillment of the

following two conditions: 1). The operator B(f) (Eq. (7)) transforms some closed convex set

Wd = {f" - • d < 1} of the Banach space C[21 into itself. 2). The operator B(f) is

differentiable at each point of the set Wd in the Frechet sense and sup -IB'(f =- S < 1.
f EWd

The fulfillment of the condition 1) approves

Lemma 2. If {f, v} is a solution of the equation (7), flv _ IIAA* , NO 1c = 1, then the operator

B(f ) transforms a full-sphere Wd c C[21 into itself

The condition 2) substantially depends on the type of radiating system and form of the operators

A, A*. Its fulfillment by an example of a problem of synthesis of a flat rectangular antenna array
is easy to show.
A numerical example of the synthesis of rectangular array consisting from 11 x 11 radiators,
placed in the plane XOY, will be presented.

CONCLUSION
In summary, we shall note that iterative process (8) can be simply generalized to the synthesis of
various types of radiating systems. For this purpose it is necessary to determine the type and

properties of the operator A, which with required accuracy characterizes DP of radiating system.
Thus only conditions of convergence of iterative process are depended on the properties of the

operators A and A*.
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ABSTRACT
We are concerned with the practical application of a new approach to the inverse problems of
electromagnetic wave scattering. Our main goal is retrieval of an unknown permittivity
distribution. Within the framework of such a statement the problem is reduced to
minimization of some smoothing functional. Further minimization is carried out with the use
of Pontryagin's principle of maximum, instead of approaches which are based on the Newton-
Kantorovich iterative technique and Euler's equations.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Suppose that it is required to estimate (i.e., to find approximately) a distribution of &(z) in the
structure shown in Fig. 1. Inhomogeneous only by coordinate z layer lays on a homogeneous
substrate, whose permittivity is supposed to be known and equal c. Investigated layer lies
between the planes z = -H and z = 0. Thus, layer's thickness is supposed to be known and
equal H. The upper half space is supposed to be a free one.

kmn Z

1st- layer &I x

N-th layer &N

homogeneous subatrate

Fig.1.
Besides, anisotropy and dispersion are neglected, and f (z) does not depend on x and y.
Permeability everywhere is supposed to be equal 1.
To obtain the information about electromagnetic properties of investigated structure it is
irradiated with a known electromagnetic field and some properties of the scattered field are
measured. The sources of monochromatic (-exp (-ico t)) waves are located within the free
half-space either at a finite distance from the layer or at infinity. They generate a primary
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electromagnetic wave with complex amplitude t 0 (F). This wave is scattered by the layer and
generates internal and scattered fields.
In our investigation, it is considered an important from the practical viewpoint case when
experimentally registered quantity is the power of the scattered field instead of the earlier
discussed case when the complex amplitude was registered.
Thus, suppose that we know, from N experiments, the corresponding values of informative
parameter ak, k=], 2..., N. Besides, it is supposed that we know the permittivity profile of
6aux(z) of some auxiliary planar layered structure, which occupies the same volume that the
probed structure and lies on the same homogeneouss substrate with Sc. It is supposed that the
unknown profile in some sense differs little from Eaux(z).
As described earlier [1], one can obtain the following approximate equation for Aaux(z'):

0

E(z) ý aux(Z) + f Ge (z, ')Eaux(z')r(z')dz' (1)
-D

Here, the unknown function is:
1l(Z)=((Z>Eaux(Z). (2)

Introduce the notations as
0 0

hk• = Ek(g gk = EkuSx(Z f Ge (z,z')ux-(z')r(z')dz'= f Lk(z')q(z')dz', (3)
-H -H

Then the relation (1) takes the form as
0

hk gf 9k 4 (z)q(z)dz; (4)
- D

As it was shown earlier the problem of solving (4) may be reduced to the minimization of a
corresponding smoothing functional:

b

(D= (D[X(z),ii(z)] f F(X(z),q(z),z)dz. (5)
a

Here, X (z) is some vector function satisfying to the vector differential equation (i.e., to a set
of scalar equations)

dX = f(X(zr(z>(6z))

dz
As it was shown in [2,3], it is possible to introduce an auxiliary vector function '(z), which
is called conjugate to X (z), and also Hamilton's function

N
H[X(zlT(z~=(z z]:-F + L-]k(Z)fk(X(z)4 7 (z)z) (7)

k=1

Thus the vector function '(z) satisfies so-called conjugate set of equations:
dY _ £H dylk dH(8dT=-.6 <= .... k O, k = 1,2,...,N. (8)
dz 9X dz

Pontryagin's principle of maximum [1,2] states that the function r1(z) supplies a minimum to a
functional (5) in the only case when it supplies a maximum to Hamilton's function (7).
Hence, to find the unknown function s(z) it is necessary to make the following steps:
1) Proceed from set (6) and form a functional (5) to find Hamilton's function by the formula
(7).
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2) Find the derivative of Hamilton's function (7) on Xk, k=l, 2, ...,N and obtain conjugate set

(8).
~9H

3) Find analytically, from the condition H =0, a required "optimum guidance"

77opt (z)= qopt(X(z),T(z~z) (9)

4) Substitute (9) into the basic and conjugate sets of differential equations (6), (8) and, thus,

obtain a closed form of the set of equations for X(z) and T(z):

dxk =fk (X(z qopt (X(z>T(z)z),z) k=l,2,...,N;

___ k 9H(X(zT(z), \Zt Z ,z (10)
dyk_ o 'Xz ~~(0

dz '
5). Solve the boundary-value problem for set (10) numerically and substitute the obtained

vector functions X (z) and T(z) into (9). Find the "optimum guidance" rlopt(z) and finally

obtain E(z) from (2).

CONCLUSION
Thus, the proposed numerical algorithm is an efficient tool for solving the one-dimensional

inverse scattering problems that occur in a variety of contexts [1]. Its performance will be

demonstrated via the results of several numerical experiments.
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ABSTRACT

A new mechanism of the electron relaxation cooling in the mesosphere due to disturbances in
tropospheric conductivity is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The study of electrical coupling between the troposphere and the mesosphere is an important
problem related to atmospheric electrodynamics [1]. Observations have revealed strong
electric fields up to 10 V/m (see, for example, [2, 3]), which suggests that the mesosphere
should not be treated as a passive element but as an active one in the atmospheric circuit. The
occurrence of transient optical emissions in the mesosphere and lower ionosphere called
sprites also supports the concept of strong mesospheric electric fields (see, for example, the
recent review [4]). All this requires a search for new electrodynamic mechanisms for the
effects of disturbances in tropospheric conductivity on the state of the lower ionosphere; one
such mechanism has been discussed in [5, 6] where it has been found that the subionospheric
VLF propagation anomaly is related to earthquakes and nuclear accidents. In this paper,
troposphere-mesosphere coupling features are considered in the case when the effect of strong
mesospheric electric fields are allowed for, and electron relaxation cooling in the mesosphere
due to disturbances in the tropospheric conductivity is discussed. The effects of these
processes on the ionospheric conductivity are considered.

THE TROPOSPHERE-MESOSPHERE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

The electrodynamic troposphere-ionosphere coupling is treated using the following model of a
troposphere-mesosphere electric circuit which consists of a localized or global-scale powerful

source of the mesospheric current j,,, - 10- -10-9 A/m2, a local near-ground (or troposphere-

stratosphere) resistance Rt, a local mesospheric load resistance Rill for the mesospheric

source, and the resistance of the global atmospheric layer between the ground and the lower
boundary of the ionosphere Ra z 200 Ohm. Since the electric current discharge density in the

global capacitor ja -10-12 A/m 2 under undisturbed conditions (fair-weather current, see, for

example, [7]), and j -10-'2, the ja can be neglected. Also during undisturbed conditions,

R >>Rm >> Ra. Then during undisturbed conditions, the integral mesospheric source

loading is R = R ,/(Ril + Rt) Ri, i.e., the electrical troposphere-mesosphere coupling

does not appear.
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During disturbed conditions, the resistance Rt can decrease by an order of magnitude and

more due to, for example, an increase in the level of near-earth radiation in the vicinity of
strong earthquakes or during accidents at nuclear plants with the emission of radioactive
materials (see, for example, [5, 6]). As a consequence, the ratio between Rt and R,1 changes,

which leads to a change in R. For example, a decrease in Rt of up to two orders of magnitude

results in the inequality Rt <<_R , and R z Rt. Then, the potential difference U in the

mesosphere, which depends on the strong electric field intensity E, becomes dependable on
R,. Because of an increase in the tropospheric conductivity, the decrease in R and Rt , in turn,
results in a corresponding decrease in E and the electron temperature Te in the mesosphere:

the ionospheric electron cooling "law" under the influence of disturbances in tropospheric
conductivity when strong mesospheric electric fields occur. Thus, strong mesospheric electric
fields result in a new additional electrodynamic troposphere-mesosphere coupling during
disturbed conditions.

DISTURBANCES IN LOWER IONOSPHERE PARAMETERS

To estimate the effect of the decrease in the mesospheric electric field intensity E on changes
in lower ionosphere parameters, we have used the well known system of equations, the energy
balance equation (in terms of the electron temperature Te ), the two continuity equations in the

electron density N and the positive-ion density N' in the stratified inhomogeneous weakly-
ionized plasma, and the condition of quasi-neutrality. The initial values of Te were taken as
the solutions to the above equations in quasi-steady state (E=1-10 V/m, z=6 0-75 km, daytime
conditions) when there occur strong electric fields in the mesosphere and conductivity
disturbances are absent in the troposphere.

Numerical simulations for highly disturbed tropospheric conditions, R/t << R , show that, for
example, at z=6 0 km decreases of AE1 = 1 V/m and AE2 = 10 V/m in mesospheric electric

field intensity result in decreases of a factor of 2.3 and 12, respectively, in Te. Again, this

causes the corresponding decrease in the effective electron collision frequency ve by a factor

of 2 and 8, as well as an increase in the electron number density N by a factor of 1.1 for
AE, = 1 V/m and in a decrease by a factor of 2 for AE2 = 10 V/m. As a result, the low-
frequency electron conductivity at the mesospheric heights increases, which results in a
decrease in the low-frequency electron conductivity contours by approximately Az, < 5 km

and Az2 < 10 kin, respectively.

Numerical simulations show that the resulting decrease in the effective electron collision
frequency v, plays the key role. A similar lowering of the lower boundary of the ionosphere

was observed, for example, in [5, 6] in VLF signals propagated over nuclear plants during
accidents with the emission of radioactive materials into the atmosphere.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Thus, strong electric fields occurring naturally in the mesosphere can result in new
troposphere-ionosphere electromagnetic links, the manifestations of which are observed most
clearly during strong disturbances of different nature in atmospheric conductivity. The
atmosphere can be affected by strong earthquakes, volcano eruptions, rocket launch (see, for
example, [8, 9]), accidents at nuclear plants with the discharge of radioactive materials, and
other natural and anthropogenic disturbances.

Under such conditions, a decrease in the strong mesospheric electric field intensity is to be
expected, and as a consequence, a relaxation electron cooling at the mesospheric heights and
essential conductivity changes in the ionospheric D region occur. The latter enables radio
wave techniques to be used for remotely probing these poorly understood physical processes.
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ABSTRACT

The turbidity of the ionosphere for a passing electromagnetic radiation is described by the

signal-to-noise ratio/7 2 = I0/(I,), which is the ratio of specular I0 to (Is)ensemble

average scattered components of the wave field. The main method of 8 2 value estimation

used now is the approximation of experimentally obtained amplitude distribution laws of the

reflected by the ionosphere waves with the aid of certain theoretical model. However, the

same data, obtained from vertical F-region sounding, are described well enough by different

models and lead to different )6 2 values that differ by several orders [1].

In this paper, a new method for 6 2 value obtaining is proposed. No assumptions about the

amplitude distribution law of the waves reflected by the ionosphere are required. This method

leads to a correct estimation of the attenuation L. of specular component of the wave field,

coupled with )6 2 by the proportion L = In ((1 + '6 2 2

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

The mean powers in specular and scattered components are denoted as I, Y E2
k=l

S,) •, 2E). Electron-ion and electron-molecular collisions lead to an absorption of both

specular and scattered components of the field. Path lengths of scattered waves are greater

than those of the specular components. A small angle scattering 0 takes place in the

ionosphere [2] (forward scattering) which leads to a relatively small change in path length of

the order o2/l +(10)2 -l]/l 02/2 << 1, where 1 is the path length of a specular wave. That

is why the difference in absorption L,, of specular and scattered components due to collisions
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is neglected. Then, the full mean power in the reflected wave I = I, + ýI.) can be rewritten as

I I0 exp(- Lv), where Io is the power of the wave incident on the ionosphere. The power in

specular component decreases as I, = I0 exp(- L, - L). This yields in

)/2: =)2 /(1+ )62 ):=exp(- L,, ), 72:=Ic/I, )t32=: I/(I,.).()

That is why it is necessary to estimate either L,, or specular component to obtain the power

ratio y 2 , or the signal to noise ratio 6 2.

The quadrature component of the signal as a function of time can be written as

In

E(t) = EIok cos( Qkt + ý90k) + E,(t) cos ý9, (t) , (2)
k=l

where the first item is a superposition of in specular components with amplitudes E0k, phases

,OkI is the Doppler frequency shift of the specular component, E, and (0, are accidental

amplitude and phase of superimposed scattered waves respectively. (2) can be rewritten as

III

E(t)= I (- ak sinQ Qt + bk cos Qkt)+ E"(t), (3)
k=l

where ak = EOk sin ,90k, Ib = E cO COS P0,k , (t)= E, (t)cos (p, (t). For discontinuous

time ti, i= 1, 2,... n, n > 2 mn (3) yields in

£ - Aa + •, (4)where :[ktl,.(2 ... ,[E(t,)] ),E t ,.,rt ] - i (a,... a,,, bl,...., bm);
where !•r~ = k, t,),Et2),...,(t,,)] s.= .

A kJ =-sin 0tA, A,,±+kj = Cos Qkt are the elements of A matrix.; the upper 'T' index

means transposition. c, can be treated as an error vector with the zero mean and r.m.s.
2 22

as. =(,(ti)) (E.)/2 elements. System (4) is solved using the Least Squares Method

(LSM) by minimizing the following equation [3]

where W is considered as an identity matrix if the samples are obtained from the correlation.

This leads to an LSM estimation:

a = = ATA. (6)
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I. = (a; k+b), and from (5) (Is, (E =2r,2= 2(D/(n -2m).SIn

k=l

These equations allow us to obtain all necessary estimations (1).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The method for estimating the 68 2, L, parameters described above was tested on

experimental data obtained in Rostov (47'13'N, 39'14'E) friom the November 17 to 19,
1997 with the help of a "Parus" ion-sonde at different time of the day and on different
frequencies using o- and x-waves reflected from the F-region. Measurement duration of the
time series of in-phase and quadrature components was 180-200 sec, sampling time At = 0,5

sec. It turned out, that in most cases g < 1. It is seen from Fig.1. The X-axis corresponds to
the values of /3?, the y-axis - to the probability that ,8 belongs to the given interval. The
histogram uses the data of processing 59 samples. It is shown that the most probable values of

Slie between 0.2 and 0.35. Predominance of scattered component in the reflected signal
witness of multifold scattering in

W 0.5 , the F-region. This scattering leads
to noticeable values of attenuation
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spectra of irregularities in electron

02 ------- --------------- -------------------------------- density estimating.
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ABSTRACT
Calculation of the thermospheric wind vertical component is discussed. Measured values of
the vertical plasma drift velocity, charged particles temperature and parameters of electron
density profile are used in calculations.

UPPER ATMOSPHERE DYNAMIC PROCESSES
The method of incoherent scattering is the most informative radiophysical method of near
space investigations. By this method such ionospheric parameters as electron density Ne,
electron and ion temperatures (Te and Ti), plasma drift velocity, etc. can be determined.
However, ionosphere is a part of the upper neutral atmosphere and it is naturally influenced
by the latter. In particular, at the F-region height ionospheric plasma is dragged by
thermospheric winds, and the formation of the electron density profile is carried out in the
moving substance flow [1]. Naturally, thermospheric winds effect essentially the electron
density vertical distribution. As ionospheric plasma is pierced by geomagnetic field,
thermospheric winds force it to move along the geomagnetic field lines and depending on the
movement direction the plasma can get lower into the high recombination rate region or to
drift out of it. From the other hand, analyzing electron density distribution taking into account
the main physical processes which determine this distribution one can estimate certain
characteristics of thermospheric wind. In particular, thermospheric wind vertical component
can be calculated using measured plasma vertical drift velocity. Unknown quantity can be
found from the electron density profile calculation by solving a continuity equation.

CALCULATIONS
If only vertical component of main ionospheric process will be taken into account, the

continuity equation in the diffusion approximation can be presented as [I]:

ON D,, sin' ÷ AN, -wX, -6N + q .

Here, D., -ion 0' diffusion rate,

A - 7: N, mrg 1 C(T, +Ti)
N, T, KT T a

N, =[0+]+±[NO +]+[0o]

w = v,,X sin I cos I cos D - vn, sin I cos I sin D is the vertical component of the

plasma drift caused by the thermospheric wind, vnx, vny are the longitudinal and latitudinal

components of the thermospheric wind velocity (positive component of longitudinal

component is oriented to the North, and latitudinal one to the East), I and D are the inclination
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and declination of geomagnetic field, respectively, P3 is the linear recombination rate, q is the

ion O+ production rate. To solve the equation, the data measured are used. Experimental
values of Te H Ti were used to calculate recombination and diffusion processes. To control

the w calculations, Ne height maximum values were used.
In the analysis, the date 07.07.99 was chosen. In Figs.] and 2, the vertical component of
plasma velocity at 300 km and Ne maximum height are presented.

-10 Vz. r/s 400 F2, km

-20 / A- 07.07.99 00.07.99
h = 300 km

-30 ./% 350

-40 A..
300

-50

-60
0 4 8 12 16 0 4 8 12 16

Kiev time, hrs Kiev time, hrs
Fig. I Fig. 2

Calculation results and some initial values are presented in Table 1.
Table 1.

Time , hrs 10 12 14 16

h'1F2, km 310 295 292 289

S-Ne 5.97 5.9 5.85 5.83

Vz, i/sec -37 -50 -40 -45

w, -/sec 22 -44 -36 -42

The w value obtained differs from the values calculated for the summer season of high solar
activity (these are 0 - 5 m/sec) [2]. This indicates to the difference in the circulation patterns
of the present season which is in accordance with the middle of solar activity. Besides,
increasing of downward velocity w is observed in afternoon hours. It is connected to the fact
that geomagnetic field declination in Kharkov is about 100. So, in the afternoon period the
conditions for carrying the plasma by the neutral atmosphere along geomagnetic field are
more favorable.
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ABSTRACT

The authors of [1] demonstrated a possible spatial enhancement of plasma density irregularities as
they propagate through the topside ionosphere. The concerned phenomenon was analyzed on the
basis of the numerical solution of the equation describing the evolution of small disturbances of a
quasiwave origin. It is of interest to carry out an analytical treatment of this phenomenon, not
based on computational methods. This paper presents the results of such a treatment.

INTRODUCTION
The cited reference gives the equation defining the dynamics of weak plasma density fluctuations
under the assumption of the ambipolar motion of charged particles along geomagnetic field lines:

d 2n11 dn I i v ico•V- I +c-V v icOV'+(fl+co)(v+ico)=O (1)
+c+ + 711 + oV) c0

d:2&YH,, H v + io c- ___ HH___2H __coC

The relationship was obtained from linearized equations of motion and continuity for electron-ion
gas on the assumption about the harmonic character of time variations with frequency ...
Allowance is made for the main processes governing the dynamics of ionospheric plasma in mid-
latitudes under conditions of the upper most (above the P2-region maximum) ionosphere. Of
fundamental importance is to take into account the inertia (time derivative) in the equation of
motion. The movement of charges along the direction Z of the external magnetic field is
considered, which was thought to be close to a vertical one. In the above equation, H is the height
scale of the main component of the neutral atmosphere, atomic oxygen; Hp is the plasma height
scale, v is the collision frequency of ions with neutral atoms, V is the hydrodynamic plasma
velocity (vertical component), V'=dV/dz, c is the ion sound velocity, and I9 is the linear
recombination coefficient for the ions of the ionospheric F-region.
Background plasma is a priori treated as strongly inhomogeneous, i.e. the size of disturbances can
be comparable with the scale of variation of ionospheric parameters. In such a situation,
analytical methods of investigating the above equation are, strictly speaking, not correct.
Nevertheless, we have made such an attempt, bearing in mind that the qualitative aspect of the
characteristics identified will remain valid.

RESULTS
First, an analysis was made of the dispersion equation that follows from the basic relationship. To
obtain the dispersion relation in the above equation it is necessary to use, instead of the
differention, the multiplication by ik, where k is the wave number of disturbances. As a result,
we get a quadratic algebraic equation relating the frequency and the wave number of the
oscillations in terms of background ionospheric parameters. The equation is rather unwieldy, and
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is not reproduced here; however, it can be easily solved by using systems of symbolic
mathematics.
In the propagation problem, the frequency should be considered as a real positive quantity, and
the equation should be solved for a complex wave number whose real part defines the
wavelength, and its imaginary part is the damping or enhancement coefficient in space. Two
roots of the quadratic equation correspond to two waves with oppositely directed phase velocities.
As ionospheric parameters, use was made of the data obtained from a numerical ionospheric
model. It should be noted that in the height range under consideration these parameters undergo
very strong changes, and, for that reason, it is convenient to illustrate results of calculations in the
form of plots of height dependencies of the wave number and of the damping-enhancement
coefficient at fixed values of the frequency.

K K

0.02 -0,2

-0.3
0.005 -0.4

-0,6

Fig. la Fig. lb
Figure ] a presents the plot of the imaginary part of the wave number versus the height Z (down
from 600 kin) for the frequencies of 1-0.04 s-1 and 2 - 0.7 s-1 for the branch of the oscillations,
having a negative phase velocity, calculated for typical conditions of the nightside mid-latitude
ionosphere. Fig.lb illustrates analogous dependencies for the real part of the wave number. The
height variation of Re k and Im k is plotted for the range from 600 to 400 km above the ground.
Since the typical scale of variation of ionospheric parameters H is in this case about 40 kin, the
value of Re(Hk) in the calculations presented, even if not much larger than unity, somewhat
approaches the validity condition of a weakly inhomogeneous medium when analysis of the
dispersion relation is adequate.
It is evident from the plots presented that the quasiwave disturbances propagating with a negative
phase velocity are increasing spatially in a certain height range. The negative phase velocity
corresponds to the direction opposite the axis Z. In this case the axis Z is directed from top to
bottom and zero correspond to 600 km . The other branch of the oscillations, having a positive
phase velocity, must be excluded from consideration because in this setting of the problem it
appears to be increasing spatially at all altitudes, which is unfeasible physically.
What is the reason for the build-up of the oscillations? The answer to this question follows from
the fact that for the dayside ionospheric conditions calculations show that the oscillations are
damped ones. The main qualitative difference of the nightside upper ionosphere from the dayside
ionosphere is that the vertical hydrodynamic plasma velocity at night is directed from top to
bottom, whereas in dayside conditions the velocity is oppositely directed. Thus the decisive
factors that are responsible for the spatial enhancement of the weaves include the presence of the
downward directed background plasma velocity, and variations of ionospheric parameters with
the height, plasma inhomogeneity. When considering stability problems, the presence of the
above factors leads to the build-up of small initial disturbances with the time. In the propagation
problem, this leads to an enhancement of the wave amplitude in space.
An alternative approach to an analytical treatment of the problem involves attempts to obtain the
solution of the input equation in the geometrical optics approximation. It should be noted that
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here, as in the case of the method of the dispersion relation, some reservations remain that are
associated with the limitations of a weak inhomogeneity of the medium. We have to state again
that we operate at the validity limit of the main approximations. And again we emphasize the
qualitative character of results obtained.
Through substitution of variables the initial equation is brought to a canonical from of the
Helmholtz equation - the first derivative is excluded. Next, a standard procedure is used to obtain
the solution in the geometrical optics approximation. Results of calculations are presented in
Fig.2. The figure show a "snapshot" of the wave number in the form of a height dependence of
the density disturbance.

N

-4

Fig. 2
One can see that there occurs an enhancement of disturbances with the decreasing height. At still
lower altitudes the enhancement of the waves formally becomes increasingly more intense.
Furthermore, the validity conditions of the geometrical optics approximation are obviously
violated, and the result of calculations ceases to be adequate to the real situation.
The results presented in this study are, we believe, serious theoretical arguments in favor of the
hypothesis of the existence of a region of intense plasma density fluctuations of the upper
ionosphere in middle and moderately high latitudes at night. It is our hope that these arguments
will provide further impetus to experimental investigations to detect such a region, with the use of
incoherent scatter radars in particular.
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ABSTRACT
We apply the R/S analyses to determine the Hurst exponent for the natural electromagnetic
radio signal in the extremely low frequency (ELF) band. The Hurst exponent is used for
classification of random and chaotic signals. We present the results of R/S analyses for the
natural ELF radio noise and for quasi-random successions generated by a computer.

WHAT IS THE R/S ANALYSIS?
Properties of natural stochastic signals reflect their origin, namely, noise or dynamic chaos.
The R/S analyses was suggested in mathematics to resolve the signals and to establish what
we have to deal with: the random noise or dynamic chaos [1]. The Hurst exponent has links
with the spectral index: PB= 2Hu - 1.

First, we introduce the procedure formally. Suppose we have a random series of the data flow:

x(tK) = XK, where K c[1; M]. Then, the Hurst exponent (Hu) is defined by the following

formula:

CRNA (N)" (1)
SA' A V

Here N is the current length of the data sample, and RAT is the current range of random

variable found from

while its standard deviation (the RMS value) and the mean value are found from

1 N 22

AN = ZXK (4)
"N K=1

How to obtain the Hurst exponent friom the data set? We consider for simplicity that the full

number of data points satisfies the binary condition M = 2 L. Then, we divide the data set into

two parts (N =M ) and compute the RAx and SA values for each part. Then, we find their

R/S ratio for the given N:
Y= /1 (5)

and average it
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S= K SN) (6)

Here, the angular brackets denote averaging over the ensemble.

Then, we break the series into four parts, obtaining a new length of data (N =M ) and the

computational procedure is repeated once again resulting in a new averaged R/S ratio ZN, etc.
Finally, we arrive to the elementary data slice containing two elements, N = 2. In this case,
see equations (2-4), R2 = V2i. S2, so that 'initial' R/S ratio is

The logarithm of current values of the R/S ratio log 2(Zx) is plotted against

I log 2(N) E 1; L 2 ], and the best fit straight line gives the Hu value (1).

6
The RI curves and the

Persistent Processes HURST exponent have the
occu this area following generalproperties. The exponent

describes the nature of
4 'randomness' of the data.

ZN N 0 Ga When we treat the Gaussian
A 3 white noise, the tilt of the
N plot equals Hu = 0.5.V Indeed, the RMS value

Area occupied by equals for a long enough

Anti-Persistent sample of normal noise [2]:
Gauss N - const , N >> 1.

Processes While its range increases as
/•IIIID ]?Gauss •

_ZN- N RN Hence,

_______Gauss-- --_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ N VN and Hu = 0.5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 for N >> 1.

I= log 4N)

Fig. 1. General properties of the Z(N) curves.

Normal processes of short duration are characterized by Hu _ 1. So, the normal noise has the
higher tilts at lower N, which are then reduced approaching the 0,5 stationary value (see
Fig. 1). The line of Hu = 0.5 tilt divides the noise into two types:
*When Hu e [0.5 ; 1.0] we say that the process contains persistence: its current value depends

on the previous ones or on the pre-history.
*When Hu e [0.0; 0.5] we regard the process as anti-persistent one (with no 'memory').

For the most of natural processes, the tilt corresponds to Hit c [0.7 ; 0.8]. General behavior of
the Hurst exponent is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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For short duration of the data samples, the Z(N) curve for the normal noise grows as N.

With an increase of the sample size, the growth becomes proportional to - that is the
stationary Gaussian noise. The random process is regarded as a persistent one when its Z(N)

curve is found above the N dependence, and it is called the anti-persistent process when it
lies below this line.

APPLICATIONS OF THE R/S ANALYSIS TO SYNTHESIZED AND NATURAL

SIGNALS
We have computed the quasi-random successions of numbers with the uniform exponential
and normal distributions [3]. The normal deviates were generated using the Matlab 5.0

software as well. The RS analyses of computer generated numbers showed a peculiar

behavior. In particular, the Gaussian variance does not demonstrate the expected •N-.
Unknown drawbacks of the algorithm?
We processed also the ELF radio signals recorded with two orthogonal horizontal magnetic
antennas in the frequency range of Schumann resonance (a courtesy of Dr. C. Price, from Tel
Avai University). Processing showed that stabilization occurs of the RMS values over an
'inertia' interval I c[7-12]. Simultaneously, the signal range R becomes saturated when
I >_ 12. This is probably caused by the finite dynamic range of the equipment. As a result, the

Hurst exponent equals ¼A over inertia interval starting from the 'knee' area I e [2, 3].

It looks like the knee position depends on the pulse rate in natural ELF radio noise. When the
pulse rate grows, the inertia interval starts from lower values of I, and the whole line of 1/4
slope shifts downward. The Hu = 0.25 value indicates that the Schumann resonance signal is
an anti-persistent noise. Hence, there is no interaction between individual pulses arriving from
worldwide lightning strokes.

CONCLUSION
1.Behavior of the Hurst exponent for the synthesized random Gaussian variable may indicate
unknown drawbacks in the commonly used computational procedure.
2.Natural Schumann resonance signal is an anti-persistent noise. This rigorously proves
independence of individual lightning stokes.
3.Diurnal variations of the Hurst exponent may be a replica of daily changes in the global
lightning rate.

Acknowledgments: This work has been supported in part by the INTAS grant No. 1991-96.
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ABSTRACT
We present a compact analytical time domain solution for the ELF electromagnetic wave
propagating in the Earth ionosphere cavity. The workability of the formula obtained is
demonstrated by computations of the pulse waveforms originating from a point vertical
electric source.

INTRODUCTION
The extremely low frequency (ELF) wave propagates within the spherical cavity formed by
the Earth and lower ionosphere as the TEM mode. The cavity acts as a radio filter, therefore,
an initially short pulse arrives to a remote observer as a spheric radio wave having a sharp
onset succeed by a low frequency tail. First, we construct an analytical time-domain solution
for such a pulsed wave traveling in the spherical Earth-ionosphere cavity, then, we obtain a
compact form for the time-domain presentation.

MODEL
Consider the point vertical electric dipole as the source of the radio wave. The current
moment of the source is a delta-pulse in the time domain Mc(t) = M0 -'5 (t). We use the

polar spherical coordinate system {r,0, (, } with the origin at the center of the Earth and the

0 = 0 axis pointing to the source.
The time domain fields are found as the Fourier transform (a contour integral) of the zonal
harmonic series representation. The final result is the sum of residuals over the poles found
from the following equation 17n++1)- +,)[+o) +11= 0
We use the linear heuristic frequency dependence of the propagation constant v(co) = Aco+ B
that corresponds to the experimentally observed Schumann resonance frequencies of 8, 14,

1 i 1
20, etc., Hz when A = 2- 200 and B = --. The time domain fields are:

12;, 200aT 3
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E(t) YE it +)~x n -B) E icA= MO2e (2)
1e{1 n-B (ex % it A F8

H~) AIMn{-Zexp it F-Kx"jW HA= 2(3
H H A ,,=1 ii 4-T hac2

Here h is the effective height of the ionosphere, a is the Earth radius, c is the permittivity of

vacuum, P,, (x) and P ,,(x) are the Legendre and associated Legendre polynomials,

x = cos0 . Terms in the time series contain the exponentially decaying factor that is unity
when t = 0. Hence, the series (2) and (3) diverge at the source point x= 1 for t = 0. They

converge anywhere uniformly and absolutely for t > 0, including the source point.

ACCELERATING CONVERGENCE

We use the generating function of the Legendre polynomials to accelerate the convergence of
time-domain series (2) and (3):

Ro (g, x) =Yg"Fx W - with g = exp i t (4)
,,0(I - 2gx + g2)2-

Final expressions are of the form:

E(t) =Re{ErA gjR l+BR 0 - i) -fB(B-I-I(R gj ±B(B± 1)2 Z g"P,,(X) (5)
(-8 An + 1)(n - B)

H(t) =Imf (1-x 2 g2)Y2 (6)

In case of direct proportionality, namely, B = 0 and A # 0, the formulas become very simple:

E(t)= (2f E(I-xgg) (7)

H(t) = HA (1 2xg+g2) 2 (8)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Computed waveforms for the magnetic pulses are shown in Fig. I for the source-observer
distances of 5000, 10000 and 15000 km (1000 km = 1 Mm). Time is shown along the
horizontal axis in ins. Pulse amplitude is depicted in arbitrary units on the ordinate. One may
see an increase in the pulse delay with the distance. Antipodal and round-the-world waves are
clearly seen in the plots (shown with arrows).
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Fig. 1. H(t) waveforms at 5, 10 and 15 Mm distances from the lightning stroke. Arrows
denote the direct, antipodal and round-the-world waves. The 'square' form of H(t) appears
due to negative onset of antipodal pulse.

CONCLUSION
The main results are as follows:
1. We obtained a compact analytical time-domain solution for both ELF field components in
the spherical Earth-ionosphere cavity.
2. We derived an exact presentation for the linear v(CO ) dependence.

3. Formulae become very compact when v(CO ) is directly proportional to the frequency.
4. All specific features of the ELF radio pulses are pertinent to the compact solutions.

Acknowledgments: This work has been supported in part by the INTAS grant No. 1991-96.
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A classical scheme for solving the boundary-value problem for a system of
Maxwell's equations in a spherically stratified model of the Earth-ionosphere
waveguide has been known since the beginning of this century, and implies the
following. The elementary electric or magnetic dipoles are usually assumed as
emitters. In each of these cases the Hertz potentials are introduced, which
satisfy partial differential equations with separable variables. Solutions to this
equations are sought either in the form of a series in terms of eigenfunctions of
the angular operator (series of zonal harmonics) or in the form of a series in
terms of eigenfunctions of the radial operator (series of normal modes). The
transition from one series to the other is accomplished through the Watson
transformation.
Attempts to generalize this scheme to the case of more sophisticated waveguide
and emitter models led the author to the conclusion that the scheme should be
modified. To elucidate the essence of the problem, a very simple model is
considered, in which the ionosphere represents a cold plasma layer of a finite
thickness, the Earth is modeled by a perfectly conducting sphere, and the
waveguide is excited by an azimuthally symmetric current that models the
transmit antenna.
Unlike the classical scheme, we abandoned the, idea of introducing any
potentials, and formulated boundary-value problems for the components of
fields. Furthermore, elementary (point) models of emitters are not considered. It
is assumed that all current density components of the emitter are sufficiently
smooth functions of spatial coordinates, which involves the assumption about
the smoothness of the desired solution to the system of Maxwell equations. This
assumption permits us to formulate mathematically correctly the boundary
conditions at special points in a spherical coordinate system.
The objective of this paper is to devise a reasonably rigorous mathematical
scheme for seeking the formal expressions for solving a system of Maxwell's
equations. The presence of such expressions induces us to hope that some
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properties of the determined solutions can be revealed by using rigorous
mathematical methods.
In the model under consideration, the boundary-value problem for the system of
Maxwell equations is reduced to two independent boundary-value problems

(L,+L /y 2)yE,p 47re
( '= i--)- Yj0ý,, (Y e(1, CoO), 0 G(0, r)),

lim((yE,)' -ikayE,) =0, 1ira yE, = 0, lim yE(, = 0.
y--•4 \ q Y y--41 0--40,7Ct

(U,+ L/ Y2 )yB(- 4i 1 ik YJOa b ajor (y E (1, oo), 0 E (0, rQ)),
io ika ay

lim((yB,), - ikayB,) =0, lim(yB)' = 0, im yB,p =0.

Here k = o I c, y = r / a, a is the radius of a perfectly conducting sphere, Jr.O0, -

are the current density components of the emitter, , - is complex permittivity,21 1C1iY _ __ 1 -1 , 0  1 3 1 -__sin0"
El =_ 'a _V=-- al + s, LO asn0
y ila + i' Y ika oy E ika ay ika D0 ika sin 0 aO

The solution to the boundary-value problems must be sought in the open region.
This mathematical statement is a consequence of physical considerations.
Solutions to the boundary-value problem for the (p components can be sought in
the form of series in terms of eigenfunctions of one of the operators: radial or
angular. This paper presents formal schemes for solving boundary-value
problems by the former method.
We represent the problems for eigenvalues of radial operators as

y L R in }:e (y,, + ±1/ ka)R,", ,(y e(1, oo)),

l• (R;,m'e)y I -lkaRi =0, lim R;'_ , = 0, hmr(Ry_ ' n) 0.

Thus it has been possible to represent the inhomogeneous boundary-value
problems for expansion coefficients of the components of fields in an identical
form for both types of fields. The solutions of these problems are expressed in
terms of associated Legendre functions of the form P,) (cos0), unlike the well-

known solutions which involve Legendre functions of the formPv, (cos 0).

The final expressions for the T components of fields have the form
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yE,(y,0) - ikaJdy' dO' sin O'R"(y)H (0,0')R'(y')y' jo,(y' 0'),
C 1 0

yB 4-u ika.. dy I' ,,'J R+ (sin0'He(O,0'))o, Ie ,
y,(y,0) C fKjo f~o I[ y ika IRi, ('Jr(Y', 0') +

+ sin 0'[R" (y) H'(0, 0')R'(y')]y' J00(Y',0')}.

Here R;"'" (y) are infinite-dimensional columns of eigenfunctions of radial

operators, Re (y) are infinite-dimensional column of eigenfunction of conjugate
operation Le,

1 1 dckt
ika F dy

the index "+" signifies the transposition operation, H ,,ze (9,0') are infinite-

dimensional diagonal matrices whose elements are solutions of the equations

SI 0U'(0,0')+ vm (Vne +l)UH"'e(0,0') 5(0-0,) 0,0' E(0, 7U), V" = kaye.
dO sin 0 dO sin 0'

It can be demonstrated that all components of fields may be expressed in terms

of the Green's functions

G"e(y,0; y', 0') =R,re+(y)Hlne(0,0 I)Rne(y,)

and there derivation with respect to spatial variables. The resulting expressions
for the components of fields are formally exact solutions of an inhomogeneous

boundary-value problem for a system of Maxwell's equations. Mathematically,
the method of reasoning which we are using in this paper has the character of

plausible reasoning. Proving the assumptions made, specifying or modifying

them should be the subject of a separate study.

This work was done with support from the Russian Foundation for Basic
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ABSTRACT

The data obtained by the Kharkov incoherent scatter radar show a monotonous linear decrease
of the E-layer peak height (h,,E) in the transition from the low to medium solar activity. Such
behavior of the E-layer peak height is accounted by the influence of the oscillation-excited
ions 02+ on the hmE variations depending on the level of solar activity. The theoretical depen-
dences hmE(F 10.7) are in a good agreement with the experimental data.

VARIATIONS OF THE E-LAYER PEAK HEIGHT WITH CHANGEABLE SOLAR
ACTIVITY ACCORDING TO THE THEORY ALLOWING FOR THE EXCITED
IONS

One of the basic problems in the E-layer theory is the behavior of its peak height hmE de-
pending on the level of solar activity. Now consider the influence of the oscillation-excited
ions 02' on the hmE variations depending on the level of solar activity.
According to the theory allowing for the excited ions [1], the E-layer peak height is formed
between the two levels: one which is associated with the maximum of on the ion-forming rate
function hq and the other related to the maximum concentration of excited ions 02' at ha.
Consider the ha behavior as the solar activity increases. For this purpose let us make theoreti-
cal calculations of ha(FIO.7) dependence using the expression [1]

d d neg()

dh dh A+ ny'

where T is the atmospheric temperature, n is the natural particle concentrations, g is the rate
of collision deactivation reaction A-is the probability of radioactive transition from the ex-
cited state to the basic one. We believe that T(h) and n(h) correspond to the Jacchia-71 model
[2],and hmE is located close to ha. Then

d-d1g(ne )=O.
dh

Using the diffusion equation for each atmospheric component ni of the Jacchia-71 model we
transform equation (1) in the following way:
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dT y g
SA(2)

where g is the free fall acceleration, k is the Bolzman constant, r is the atmospheric density.
This expression relates the atmospheric temperature gradient to its density and is the equation
for determining ha-the peak height of the excited ions 02'.
Define the magnitude of the hmE change in the transition from the solar activity minimum to
its maximum. For this purpose using the relation (2) we obtain the ha(Fl0.7) dependences and
determine the amount of the sudden change in hq associated with a more rapid increase in the
intensity of the line 102.6 nm as compared to the line 97.7 of solar radiation with increasing
solar activity for each season.
The ha(F 10.7) dependences were obtained from three values of ha estimated for each season to
account for three definite values of the exosphere temperature TLo and the rate of collision de-
activation reaction Y=2* 1015cm3 s'.
In order to calculate the profiles p(h) the modified Jacchia-71 models were utilized for sum-
mer, winter and equinox seasons. The estimated profiles p(h) were corrected for the values of
the Groves model [3] at 110 km in the 500 latitude for March, June, September and December.
The amount of the jump hq for all seasons was taken to be equal to 0.4H and assigned to the
solar activity level F10.7 = 207 for March, F10.7 = 200 for June, F1 0.7 = 215 for September and
F 10.7 = 202 for December.
According to the calculation that were made in the transition from the low to high solar activ-
ity, the magnitude of hmE decrease for March was 4.98 km, for June-5.47 km, for September-
4.95 km and for December-3.25km. In this case ha shows a smooth linear decrease in the
transition from low to high SA and the magnitude of its decrease is 1.44 km for March, 1.44-
for June, 1.35-for September and 1.53 km for December.
The contribution of the sudden change hq to the magnitude of decreasing hmE is more signifi-
cant as compared to the magnitude of the ha drop.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE THEORY ALLOWING FOR THE EXCITED IONS
AND THE INCOHERENT SCATTER DATA

hv E,km March
445

507 40 0 o C6

Fig. la
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Fig. I a, l b. Comparison between the empirical afternoon dependences hrnE(FI0.7) (1) for
March and June and the theoretical dependences (2) allowing for the sudden change in hq in

the transition from low to high solar activity; 3 - theoretical dependence ha(FI0.7).

Fig.la, lb show the comparison between the theoretical dependences hmE(FI0 .7) and the em-
pirical ones obtained from the incoherent scatter data for March, June, September and De-
cember.

It is seen that the theoretical dependences hmE(FI0 .7) are in a good agreement with the experi-
mental data: the predicted and experimental relations hmE(Fi0 .7) show the identical behavior (a
slow monotonous hmE decrease with increasing F 10.7= 73-150 and more abrupt drop in hmE
with F10.7>150) and basically they differ from one another by less than 1 km. Thus, by consid-
ering the oscillation-excited ions it became possible to provide an insight into the monotonous
linear decrease of the E-layer peak height in the transition from low to medium solar activity.
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INTRODUCTION

A complex of electromagnetic disturbances in a zone of preparation, as in the earth crust and
in the environment precedes an earthquake. One of the methods of searching seismo-
ionospheric effects in D-region is the radiograph of Earth - ionosphere wavequide by Very
Low Frequency waves (VLF). Such research of parameters of the environment allows to
obtain additional information about physical mechanisms of electromagnetic harbingers of
earthquakes, and the solution of the given problem is directly connected to forecasting
possible time intervals between the beginning of preparation and moment of the earthquake.
The records of VLF-signals amplitude show abnormal variations of different intensity above
the seismically active region before and after strong earthquakes. The validity of the
dependence between the registered disturbances and earthquakes can be experimentally
proven either by a statistical material based on the most general regularities, or by the
presence of special characteristics in the signal, inherent to the specific process with the
regard of geophysical conditions as a whole [1-4].

ANALIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

This paper presents an analysis of the dynamics of behavior of VLF-signal amplitude on the
radio link Tsusima - Tomsk (extension about 4000 kin, 10.2 kHz) and the radio link Irkutsk-
Tomsk (extension about 1300 kin, 50 kHz) from February 20 to August 31, 1997. The data
were obtained on a receiving-measuring complex of continuous monitoring of
electromagnetic background of environment with the purpose to find in, this dynamics the
component induced by seismic processes in the regions adjoining to the tested route. The
general characteristics of earthquake harbingers were specified on the basis of the abnormal
features of the received signals. Possible electromagnetic harbingers were determined for the
earthquakes occurring in the region nearby the route at the distance about ± 3500 km. During
the period of research, in this region, 610 and 420 events with magnitude > 4.0 have taken
place, respectively.
We have tried to define the dependences of the harbinger images on the characteristics of
earthquakes and geleogeophysical conditions. The quantitative analysis of processed data (the
recorded VLF-signal amplitude for the period under research) has shown that the temporary
interval between the beginning of observation of harbinger images (tpert) and the moment of
earthquake (tquak) (t = tquak - tpert) is more than 15 hours both for earthquakes with depth more
than 150 kin, which occurred at a distance from the tested VLF- radio link of more than 1500
kin, and for earthquakes with magnitude of more than 6, which have taken place up to 1500
km from VLF-radiolines. This dependence of temporary interval of earthquake harbinger
image on the distance, depth and magnitude of earthquakes is shown in Fig.1. for radio link
Tsusima-Tomsk and Fig.2 for radio link Irkutsk-Tomsk.
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Fig. 1 The dependence of temporary interval of earthquake harbinger image on the
distance, depth (a) and magnitude (b) for the radio link Tsusima-Tomsk
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Fig. 2 The dependence of temporary interval of earthquake harbinger image on the
distance, depth (a) and magnitude (b) for the radio link Irkutsk-Tomsk

A time interval between the earthquake preparation registered by the VLF-signal amplitudes
and earthquake itself makes from 3 minutes to 15 hours. The statistical analysis of processed
data (the VLF-signal amplitudes in the period of observation) has shown that 65 % and 57%,
respectively, of all the events in this region have been displayed by the signals of the
harbinger images.
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V. Karazin Kharkiv National University, Kharkiv, Ukraine
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The measurements were made in 1995 to 2000 at two frequencies of 2.8 MHz and 3.0 MHz.
The moving solar terminator generated detectable effects only in the absence of other
disturbances in the ionosphere, and, first of all, in the absence of magnetic storms. The
response to the dawn terminator commences immediately after the sunrise in the lower part of
the ionospheric F-region where the probing radio waves are reflected (Fig. 1). The quasi-
periodic oscillations of the Doppler shiftfD, with a 0.35±0.15-Hz amplitude lasted 30-40 min.
Most frequently and clearly, the oscillations are observed with a TZ20 min period
approximately in 30-60 min after the sunrise at F-region heights (i.e., approximately at the
sunrise at the ground), and a constantfD of 0.75±0,25 Hz follows and continued for -1.5±0.5
hours. A quasi-periodic oscillation with Th10-20 min is usually observed in this case.
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Fig. I. Doppler spectra at 2.84 MHz on November 1, 1998. ThefD fluctuates between -1 Hz
and +1.5 Hz. The sunrise time in the F region was at -04:20, and at the ground near 05:30.

The response to the dusk terminator is similar (see Fig. 2), but there are some differences.
Often, approximately 30 min before the sunset at the ground, a constant negativefD of 0.7±0.2
Hz is observed during a 25±7-min interval. It is apparently associated with processes in the
magnetically conjugate region. At sunset at the ground, the quasi-periodic oscillations follows
with Th10-20 min. Simultaneously, the constant component in thefD increases up to 1 Hz.
The duration of these processes can be 60±10 min. Finally, during the sunset in the lower part
of the F-region, the quasi-periodic oscillations with 0.25±0.05-Hz amplitudes and 15-20-min
periods (Th20-min period dominates) enhance, and continued for 75±45 min. Simple models
have been developed for the processes associated with the moving terminator.
The HF Doppler radar investigations of a variety of processes associated with rocket launches
were performed over the same period of time. The observations have been analysed of thirty-
two launches from different cosmodromes (Baikonur, Plesetsk, Cape Canaveral, Kourou, and
others). At large distances (R-10 000 km), a response of the ionosphere to the launch of small
rockets (such as Pegasus XL) has not been detected. At R-2000-3000 kin, a response is
readily detectable to the launch of a big and high-power rocket (such as Proton or
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Fig. 4. Doppler spectra at 2.84 MHz on October 29, 1998, the day of the Shuttle Discovery
launch.

The nighttime Proton launch, R~- 2 500 kin, at 02:09 on March 3, 1999, (see Fig. 5). One hour
before the launch, the ionosphere was quiet, and fD•!O.lI Hz. From 02: 10 to 02:55, quasi-
periodic oscillations were observed with fD•O0. 2 5 Hz and T&10 min. At 03: 10 a moderate
number of mnultipath signals happened with fD &-0.3 Hz. Over the 03:30-04:15 interval, the
number of multipath signals increased, fD z0 Hz; after 04:20 the fD ; 0.3-0.4 Hz, and the
quasi-periodic perturbations with T z10 min appeared. Clearly, the dawn solar terminator
effects were observed after 03:30.
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LARGE-SCALE DISTURBANCES ORIGINATING FROM REMOTE
EARTHQUAKES IN THE PLASMA AT MESOSPHERIC HEIGHTS

A. M. Gokov, S. I. Martynenko, V. T. Rozumenko, and 0. F. Tyrnov
National Kharkiv V. Karazin University, Kharkiv, Ukraine

E-mail: Oleg.F.Tyrnov @univer.kharkov.ua

ABSTRACT

The results are discussed of MF radar remote sensing of disturbances caused by strong
earthquakes at great distances in the plasma at mesospheric heights, and a mechanism is
advanced for the development of such large-scale disturbances in ionospheric plasma
parameters, which is a large-scale mesospheric electric potential redistribution due to an
increase in the atmospheric conductivity over a seismic region.

INTRODUCTION

The authors of [1] were the first who observed the development of large-scale ionospheric
disturbances caused by a strong seismic activity for a few days and during the Chile May 22,
1960, earthquake with a magnitude of 9.6; the measurements were taken using a net of 18
MHz riometers in North America and spaced by thousands kilometers from each other.
Among other things, increases in the signal amplitude by a factor of up to 2 over a background
noise were observed to correlate with the seismic disturbances. Similar effects were observed
before and during the January 17, 1995, Kobe earthquake with 7.2 magnitude [2]. In the latter
case, two sequence of 22 MHz radio bursts were observed at a distance of 77 km from the
epicenter. Such seismic phenomena have not found a satisfactory explanation yet.

In this paper, we present some observations of disturbances caused by remote earthquakes in
the lower ionosphere, and discuss possible mechanisms of their development.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The lower ionosphere disturbance diagnostics at distances of up to a few thousand kilometers
from strong earthquakes included records of f-2-3.5 MHz noise and 25 pis MF radar pulses
scattered from the z - 60 - 85 km altitude region.

Fig. I represents time dependences of R = A 2 / A2 obtained for different altitudes at the

National Kharkiv V. Karazin University Radiophysical Observatory approximately 11,000 km
away from a 5.7 magnitude earthquake which occurred at a 33 km depth near Western New
Guinea, 3.37 S latitude and 135.1 E longitude, at 12:48:54 LT on March 20, 1995; the arrow

marks the time of the earthquake. Here A2 and A2 are the ordinary and extraordinary,

respectively, MF radar signal intensities averaged over successive 1 -min intervals.
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Figure 1. Time dependences of R for 2.3 MHz signals scattered from 84 km, 90 km, 96 km
altitudes at Kharkiv during the March 20, 1995, West New Guinea earthquake; the time of
earthquake is marked by the arrow.

The small characteristic time scale of the disturbance development (less than a few seconds)
can indicate that the changes in MF radar signals were caused by the corresponding changes in
the electron temperature A 2 and the effective collision frequency ve in the ionospheric D

region. The similarity between the dependences of R on time and height mean that the main
ionospheric disturbance was localized below the 84-km altitude where the signal-to-noise
ratio was low and prevented the detection of MF radar signals. As a whole, it is clearly seen
that the remote earthquake caused a sharp increase in the value of R, which could result from a
decrease in the total absorption of signals and noise below the 84-km altitude.

DISCUSSION

The detection of strong mesospheric electric fields at mesospheric heights (see, for example,
[3, 4]) provides a new opportunity to explain electrodynamic interactions between the
troposphere, the mesosphere, and the ionosphere. Thus, for example, the existence of such
fields over a seismically active area makes possible the following mechanism. A big increase
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(by one or two orders of magnitude) in the tropospheric conductivity over the seismic area
results in a decrease in strong mesospheric electric field intensities due to troposphere-
mesosphere electrical coupling (see, for example, [5, 6]). This causes a rapid decrease in Te

and ve as well as the corresponding changes in mesospheric conductivity. The last effect

results in rapid changes in radio propagation conditions in the lower ionosphere over the
seismic area.

It should be noted that considerable changes in the mesospheric electric potential over a
remote earthquake can result in a change in the difference in electric potential voltage between
mesospheric potentials over the remote earthquake and over the observation site, which is
equivalent to changes in mesospheric electric field intensities over the observation site.
Therefore the development could also be expected of disturbances in the plasma at
mesospheric heights. For the experiment depicted in Fig. 1, the remote earthquake should
have.decreased the large-scale difference in the electric potential voltage, which has resulted
in a decrease of Te, ve, and the total absorption of the signals and noise below the 84-km

altitude.
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ABSTRACT

In the paper, the mathematical description of the measuring channel of the incoherent scatter
radar (ISR) is proposed. As an example of application of the model, the distortions of altitude
profiles of the normalized correlation functions (NCF) of scattering medium, electron density,
electronic and ionic temperatures are calculated. The offered model can be applied to devel-
opment of the measuring procedures of the ionospheric plasma parameters and of estimation
of their accuracy.

THE GENERALIZED BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE MEASURING CHANNEL

The IS radar technique is a very powerful tool for research of the ionosphere plasma charac-
teristics, i.e. electronic density, ionic and electronic temperatures, ionic composition, etc. The
special radar systems, the IS radars, are applied for the method realization. The generalized
block diagram of the radar is shown in Fig. 1. It includes the following structural units:

RTD and TA Medium of RRD and RA Correlator TNCF
distribution

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the measuring channel

1. The transmitting antenna (TA); the radiotransmitting device (RTD), which is characterized
by duration Tzi and shape U (t) of the sounding radio-frequency pulse enveloping.
2. Medium of distribution - ionosphere, which is described by the altitude dependence of the
normalized correlation functions p(ht) on the thermal fluctuations of electron density.
3. The receiving antenna (RA); the radioreceiving device (RRD), which is characterized by
impulse response of the receiving tract G(t) with duration t, and nonuniformity of the noise
power y(t).
4. The correlator, which is submitted by algorithm of an evaluation of the correlation function
(CF) and performance (characteristic) of transformation of the analog-in-digital converter
(ADC) g(s).
5. The transformer NCF (TNCF) in parameters of the ionospheric plasma, for example, in
temperatures of ions Ti and electrons Te (with performance i"[p (h,tr),Ti,Te], where h is the al-
titude, c is the time of lag). TNCF represents a computer subprogram, which realizes calcula-
tion of temperatures by a least squares fitting of a theoretical NCF of a scattering medium to
the measured function.
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NONLINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE IS SIGNAL

The measuring system is rather composite with numerous, including nonlinear, signal trans-
formations in it. To estimate the influence of systems of a radar and ionosphere on NCF of the
IS signal and on temperatures Ti, Te the following expressions for the power

2 2

I_ _ A 2  2_ _ 1 A 2  2

q ,g (exp[- 2 U ]du - fg (u)exp[- 2 ]du (1)
s 2 ]q-A2ar (I]+q) a* 12-A 2ca,2s rn4rc1n n 2Cn

and correlation function

2 2
A A u-2r +n(r)uv+U

R f I g(u)g(v)exp[- ]dudv-
2 2 rA 2a 2 -A-A 227a ( ~ +1(r)) -nsn (Z-))

A A u 2 - 2rn (r)uv+ 2
f fg(u)g(') exp[- ]dud2 (2)

were obtained. The equations (1) and (2) take into account the characteristics of transforma-
tion ADC, properties of a signal both noise and algorithm of operation of the correlator.
At a deduction of expressions (1) and (2) it was taken into account, that the signal can be de-
scribed by the one-dimensional p (u, t) and two-dimensional p(ul, u2, t1, t2) gaussian ele-
mentary probability law [1]. Here g (u) =g (u,A,A), A is the step of quantization on a level; a 2 n

is a variance of noise of the measuring channel; q = Ps / < Pn >; < Pn > - CT 2; (-A - +A) is the
range of the entering voltages ADC; rn (T) is NCF of noise of the receiving channel; r,+n (t) is
NCF of the signal plus noise; P=Ps(ta); Rs=Rs(tj); NCF r,+n(T) = [Rs(ta,t) + Rn(ta,t)]
/Pnorm(ta),ta+T), Pnorm(ta,ta+0) are normalizing dividers; ta= 2 ha/c is time of delay from forward
front of sounding impulse; ha is the altitude, for which NCF is determined; c is the velocity of
light.

CF OF THE IS SIGNAL AT THE OUTPUT OF THE RECEIVING CHANNEL

Taking into account the structure of the IS signal [2] for the altitude (delay) profile Rs(ta,T) at
a lag T = Tk, the expression for numerical calculation of correlation functions of a signal at the
output of the receiving channel is obtained:

ct, / 2 ts

Rt,,,r)= C fR(h,O)fiU(t, -v-2h/c)y(tý, -v)G(v)x
c( t,, + r-Tzl -t, ) 0

2 (3)

x f U( t + r- z - 2h / c )y( t. + r- z )prT( v- z + -r,h )G( z )dzdvdh
0

Here C is the constant of radar, U (x) =0, at x > Tzi and x < 0.
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CALCULATION OF ALTITUDE DEPENDING OF PARAMETERS OF IS SIGNAL

Figure 2 shows the initial profiles of ion and electron temperatures and normalized to a

maximum value of the profile of the electron density. They are obtained from the model IRI-

95. These dependences are used for calculating initial altitude dependences NCF p(h,Tj,Ti,Tc)

and the IS power Pin(h). In the same figure, the "measured" altitude profiles of NCF of a

scattering medium and normalized power Pout(h) of the IS signal are shown which are ob-

tained as a result of calculation of CF according to (3). Fig.2 shows the spectral power den-

sity, the normalized electron density N, out(h) and temperatures Ti out(h) and Te out(h), which are

calculated on the "measured" correlation functions. The transmitter pulse length Tzi=0.8ms.

The impulse response of the receiver is the measured characteristic of the narrow-band filter

with a transmission band 2.5 KHz. Parameter y(t) is equal to 1. As a result of calculation, the

altitude profiles of values NCF and power corresponding to data were measured by the corre-

lator at output of receiver device. The data is destruction due to the influence of the sounding

transmitter impulse and very narrow-band filter. Next, the "measured" CFs must be processed

in according to the algorithm that forms estimation of NCF and takes into account the char-

acteristics of performances of equipment and the profile of measured power (for instance, it

can be used in the procedure described in [3]).
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Fig. 2. Outcome of model operation of measurings of IS signal parameters.
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SHORT-TERM FORECAST OF ATMOSPHERE ELECTRICAL
CONDITION ON METEOROLOGICAL AND OPTICAL PARAMETERS
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the problem of interaction between the meteorological and electrical
parameters of atmosphere. The method of the regression model making for nonstationary
processes are presented. The model of electric field tension and meteorological parameters
relationship permit to have the E consequences with the 8 per cent of remainder dispersion
precision.

At present, the fact of the influence of meteorological processes on the characteristics of
Atmosphere Electric Field (the tension of electric field and electroconductivity) is commonly
known. A lot of experimental data have been accumulated in this scientific area. A lot of
papers are devoted to the issues of the meteorological processes influence on the electric field
tension and air conductivity. But often, this papers have a descriptive style.
A.X. Philipov [1] systematized the experimental data connected with the meteorological
processes influence on the Atmosphere Electric Field. He has also made a table of the basic
appropriations of the meteorological and electric parameters. And herein he picked out the
most probable physical processes, which affect the electric field (under various
meteorological conditions).
To specify the electrical and meteorological characteristics connection, it is necessary to
obtain function or correlation dependencies. On the other hand, the problem of the electric
field tension monitoring organization is associated with the necessity of building observation
point network, or at least providing the meteorological network with electric field sensors. All
this cause financial expenditure.
One of the ways of solving this problem is making of the relationship model between the
electric field tension (EFT) and the standard observed meteorological parameters of the
atmosphere.
The solution of this task is connected with some problems. First of all, it is a well known fact
of feeble correlation between the EFT and such meteorological characteristics as temperature,
humidity and pressure independently [2]. Secondly, the investigation of the day trend model
area showed that the EFT is not a stationary process. Hence, the classical regression models,
in particular square measure of proximity will be incorrect.
The possible variant of solving this problem may be in finding of alike dynamics of random
processes, which will form a model. In this case it is possible to build of multi-factor (linear
or nonlinear) regression model, which will be sufficiently reliable within the linear measure of
proximity [3].
To carry out these investigations, at the automatic station [4], in May 1999 the synchronic
measurements of all meteorological parameters and the EFT were organized. Using the
received data, auto-correlation functions for each parameter were calculated. The calculation
has shown that the moments when the auto-correlation function passes zero (the radius of
auto-correlation) practically coincide and were equal to 7 hours. Proceeding from this, we
can make a conclusion, that the dynamics of the processes involved into the model is identical
and the terms of Kendall and Stuart are asserted. The multi-factor regression model was
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constructed by "from ordinary to complex" scheme. First we investigated the possibility of
linear model application.
It should be noted that the experimental series data of EFT, humidity, pressure and
temperature have some peculiarities. All of the above-mentioned characteristics have a
different in meanings variability range (for the EFT E -±l - 1000 V/m, t-l±30°C, etc).
Moreover, the measurement accuracy of each of these characteristics has different values,
specified by the type of the devices used for measuring.
The dynamic ranges were unified in the following way. In the regression model, the standard
deviations of the characteristics were taken into account (not an absolute values):

Xi- E(Xi)
O7i

where xi is the current value of the parameter, X; is the process implementation, E(Xi) is the
mathematical expectation of the parameter, csj is the square root of the signal variance. Such
normalization results in all the variables change within the range from 0 to 1. Hence, all
dynamic ranges were equal.
Taking into account all the above mentioned facts, the following was done. In the first place,
the linear set regression was verified:

y = PO + P I i + P .... "- lpXp + e, (2)

where y is the Electric Field Tension, xi is the meteorological parameter (the temperature,
pressure and humidity in our case), f3ik=Aik/Aii, where Aik=(Xik)-1 is the inverse covariation
matrix, A=E[X-E(X)][X-E(X)]T , where X is the row vector of observation data, E(X) is the
mathematical expectation of the parameter, T is transpose indicator, e is error (the remnant
value in the regression model).
The covariation matrix (the matrix of the second moments) was calculated using the 30 days
observation in May 1999. The time quantization of the signal was equal to 30 minutes. In the
capacity of precision measure we used the difference between y and its regression estimation
(i.e. remainder of variance):

D (3)
Aii

The results of the calculation show that in this case the linear regression model can determine
the reliable regression relationships between electric and meteorological parameters with the
10 -30% of deviation. In general, such accuracy is enough for the short term forecast of EFT
on the basis of meteorological parameters data.
Table 1. The results of using the linear regression model

Duration of observation Confidence coefficient Remnant dispersion of
period, days standard deviation

10 0.67 0.328
20 0.67 0.213
30 0.67 0.109

To specify this relationship, the nonlinear (polynomial) regression model was developed by
using the following equation:

y= f(x li..... xpi;O,... O,)+ei;i= 1...n, (4)
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where y(xi, 01,02,03) was introduced as the random values product of meteorological

parameters Xk, xi x xj. Since the series of the observation are rather short, we chose the binary

relationships, i.e. three dimension polynom of the third order:
n n n

y=ZZZI3 XIXzXk ,n= 2, i+j+k< 2. (5)
i=O0j=Ok=O

The result of using the nonlinear (polynomial) regression model is shown in Tab.2.

Table 2. The result of using the nonlinear (polynomial) regression model

Duration of observation Confidence coefficient Remnant dispersion of

period, days standard deviation

10 0.67 0.221

20 0.67 0.159

30 0.67 0.082

It is natural that one month retrieval parameter values are not statistically significant, i.e.

providing the necessary precision of the data obtained. But the above predicted arguments

verify this conventional hypothesis. Hence, we can build a reliable multi - factor model,

based on more long-term observation data, enabling us to obtain the value of EFT.
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INTRODUCTION

Among the various methods used to solve differential equations, the finite differencing
schemes are the easiest to implement, this feature usually being a trade-off for the accuracy of
the solution. The finite-analytic (FA) method, which basically yields a simple but accurate
finite differencing (FD) scheme has been utilized for solving heat transfer and fluid
mechanics problems for sometime [1-2]. A general formulation for the FA method has been
summarized and devised for the Helmholtz equation. A numerical example has been studied.

GENERAL FORMULATION

Assume that the analytic solution of a differential equation at any point of a local grid of
n discrete points, can be expressed by a truncated series of suitable basis functions as,

k-1f(YY,,_ -a, A,, (Y2, i=12.,n(1

v=1

where f(Y,) is the solution of the differential equation, Y : i 1,..,n is a vector of ni
independent variables of spatial type, A,,(ý) , v = 1,2,... are the basis functions and a, are the
expansion coefficients. Eq. (1) yields n linear equations, one for each point of the local grid.
For non-trivial solutions, the determinant of the system of linear equations of (1) must vanish,

f(y]) f (Y') ... f (K,-1) f (K ,)
A] (y], A, (Y2) ... A, (K,,) A] (K',) =0(2

IA,,_,~~ (()A2,()2 ' ,_,(,_)A,_ ,)

Expanding (2) with respect to the first row yields the FA representation of the related
differential equation,

) Mi-f(x) = 0 (3)
i=1

where M, is the minor corresponding to the element f(Y,). Equations (2) and (3) are valid for
the interior points of the solution domain. For the Cauchy boundary condition the following
representation can be used in (3) for boundary points
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u-1

X =af(fij,)+ ff'(,) = YZa,.[aA,(,)I+ flA'(x•,)] (4)
v,=1

where the prime is the derivative with respect to some variable and x•, is a boundary point.

APPLICATION TO THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION

Although different series representations in (1) can be used, the power series based FA
representation is derived and used in this work for the two dimensional Helmholtz equation.
A power series expansion for the solution of the Helmholtz equation can be written as

oý I

f(X, Y) Z, Ici~xjy 1- (5)
1=0 j=O

where c,, are the series coefficients. Substituting (5) in the Helmholtz equation will give the

following recursion relation between the coefficients,

e,,,+2 = - ((i - j)(i - i - 1)c,.j + Y 2 c,_j )/((j + 2)(j + 1)) (6)
where y is the wavenumber. Thus upon using the recursion relation of (6) in (5) and arranging

in terms of the unknown coefficients, one obtains the following as basis functions.

AI(x,y)=l-y 2 x 2 /2+),4 x4 /24 , A,(x,y)= y-y 2x 2y/2 , A 3(x,y)=x-_y 2 x3 /6

A4(x,y)=y 2  -x2_y2x 2y 2 /2+y 2 x•/6 , A5(x,y)=xy-y 2x 3y/6 (7)

A 6(x,y)=y 3 -3x 2y , A,(X,y)=xy 2 _x 3 /3 , A8 (x,y)=y 4 -6x 2y 2 +x 4

For a local grid of nine points one can write (2) by considering a point (ij) as the origin of

the local grid. Thus at the origin (i,j), A(0,0) = 1,A 2(0,0) =A 3 (0,0) =A 4 (0,0) = A 5(0,0) =

A6 (0,0)= A 7 (0,0)= A8 (0,0) = 0. Assigning for x and y in (7), the displacements from the

origin. and noting that for the minors of reduced determinant

f;'.- ,/' A ',.1-1 fi-I~j fi+l,.i _-'..+l fi,j+l fi+l,j+l

A,(-w,--h) A2 (0,-l) A,(w,-a) A 2(-w,0) A 2(w,O) A,(-w,h) A2 (0,h) A2 (w,h)

A 3(-w,-h) A3(0,-h) A 3(w,-h) A3 (-w,O) A3(w,O) A 3(-w,h) A3(0,h) A3(w,h) (8)

A 8(-w,-h) A 8(O,-h) A 8(w,-h) A8(-w,O) A8(w,O) A 8(-w,h) A,(O,h) A 8(w,h)

R, = R3 = R 6 = R8 R, = R7 , R 4 = R5 where R, : i = 1,2,...,8 are the minors of the first row of
(8) respectively and w and h are the displacements from the origin of the local grid in the x
and y directions respectively. Thus the FA representation of (3) can be expressed as,

M 5 f,., = R, (.f,-t,./_1 + f +1,./_1 + + +-I,j++ •f±1j+,I) - R2 (f,_ 1 + f-j+1) - R 4 (f,-I,j + f.+) (9)

where M5 is the minor of (2) corresponding to the element f," . Furthermore if w = h it can

be shown that R, = R4. The minors in (9) can be computed numerically. Assigning y = 0 in
(7) will yield the FA representations given in [3] for the Laplace equation.
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The FA representation (9) is used to calculate the scalar Green's function inside a rectangular
waveguide satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions and excited by a line source directed
along the guide with both dimensions equal to the wavelength 2 ] lm. The difference
between the numerical and the analytic results has been normalized by the analytic solution to
give the normalized error pattern inside the guide's cross-section. The error patterns for the
five-point (5P-FD), nine-point (9P-FD) and the FA schemes have been depicted in Fig. 1.

0.5 0.5 0.5

So.5

0 0.5 1 0 05 1 0 0.5 1

0 0.5 1 1.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 0 0.5 1 1.5

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Normalized error patterns for (a) 5P-FD (b) 9P-FD and (c) FA schemes

The system of equation for the whole grid has been solved by the conjugate gradient method.
The 5P-FD scheme has converged with a relative residual of 0.00049 at 47 iterations, the 9P-
FD scheme has converged with a relative residual of 0.00041 at 39 iterations and the FA
scheme has converged with a relative residual of 0.00032 at 39 iterations. The FA scheme has
shown the best over all performance.

CONCLUSION

A finite-analytic scheme, based on power series expansion, has been developed for the 2-D
Helmholtz equation. The scheme developed here has proven to be better performing than the
classical 5P-FD and 9P-FD schemes for the waveguide problem considered. Depending on
the problem, different series expansions can be utilized for the FA scheme for higher accuracy
giving the opportunity to develop a problem oriented FD scheme. Once the appropriate FA
scheme has been developed one can use the resulting FD scheme to increase the accuracy and
the efficiency of the solution without increasing the complexity of the FD scheme.
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ABSTRACT
A lemma concerning an important property of the real zeros of Kummer func-tion is proved
numerically. Based on it and on some known attributes of the latter, criteria for slow TE0 n
modes propagation in a circular waveguide with azimuthally magnetized ferrite are drawn.
The phase characteristics of the configuration for slow TE0O mode are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The complex Kummer confluent hypergeometric functions (CHFs) have been used to study
normal TEO,, modes in the azimuthally magnetized circular ferrite waveguides [1-3]. The
introduction of the real Kumrnmer CHFs as wave functions for propagation, made here, reveals
that slow TEO,, modes may also be transmitted in this class of structures in case of negative
magnetization of the medium.

A PROPERTY OF THE REAL ZEROS OF KUMMER FUNCTION
Tricomi [4] has proved that if a, 8, . are real, i > 0 and 8 > 0: i) The Kummer CHF
I)(a, 8; 2) [4] has real positive zeros only if a < 0. ii) The number of zeros 1 = abs[a] + I is

finite, ([a] is the integer part of a). iii) At the point a = [a] = -n, (n < I - a positive integer) a
new zero appears.

Let k = a - 8 / 2 and () (n = 1,2,..., 1) be the consecutive zeros of q in ý for specific 8.
k ,n

The numerical analysis shows that it holds lim •(•) + o and lim q§) = 0 . Besides,
k-4--(1-1)-c/2 k, / >_ -- k,

it turns out that the products k are of special interest if k becomes very large (cf.

Table 1). The numerical results permit to formulate the following Lemma.

Table 1. Values of the first real positive zeros •(3) of q)(1.5 + k,3; 2) and
k,l

of the products IkI117 for large negative k

13) f3) k ,9)
k_ _ kj k, H ,

-1000 0.0065936585 6.5936585 -10000 0.0006593654151 6.593654151
-2000 0.0032968276 6.5936552 -20000 0.0003296827058 6.593654117

-4000 0.0016484135 6.5936543 -40000 0.0001648413527 6.593654109

-6000 0.0010989423 6.5936542 -60000 0.0001098942351 6.593654108
-8000 0.00082420677 6.5936541 -80000 0.00008242067634 6.593654107

-10000 0.00065936541 6.5936541 -100000 0.00006593654107 6.593654107
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Lemma 1: If (-) is the n th real positive zero of the Kummer CHF (,D;a ) in case a, ý, i -
k ,n

real, . > 0, 8 > 0, restricted and k= a - /2, the infinite sequence of numbers {/•( i ) } is
k,n

convergent for k -ý -oo and its limit L, depends on 8 and n.

APPLICATION TO AZIMUTHALLY MAGNETIZED CIRCULAR FERRITE WAVEGUIDE
ANALYSYS

The solution of propagation problem for slow TEO,, modes in a circular waveguide with ferrite,
magnetized azimuthally to remanence by an infinitely thin central conductor yields the equation

D(a,•,;ýo)=0 (1)

The ferrite has a permeability tensor with off-diagonal element a 7 Mr c o (y - gyromagnetic ratio, Mr -

remanent magnetization, o - angular frequency of the wave) and a scalar permit-tivity 8 = E0r, . In eqn. (1)
fi 1.+k 03 / , A2 2 a2 )/2 "7"-

=.5 + 3, k .. .V al8, o0 = 2fi 2 r0 . The quantities

16 0/(0If--r )r 12 = -82 ]100 -r ), =0 =oro[--r are the phase constant, radial wavenumber and

guide radius, normalized with the free space phase constant P3=o =o -oio and relative permittivity 6',.. Eqn.

(1) is satisfied if 182 /(2r0) . A finite number n of slow TEO, modes, equal to that of the zeros
knk,n

of ()(a, 8; x0 ) for relevant a may be sustained for a < 0 only.

If (T is any of parameters a or 68, it satisfies a biquadratic equation with roots oGU2:

4- (+ k'),-2+ 4ý2 2 =0 (2)

Denoting by ia , a2 and fl(l), 18(2) the roots of corresponding equations for a and 16, it

may be shown that a, I =1-8(2), a2 l = f(). Thus, the phase curves ft(lal) are symmetric with

respect to the bisectrix of the right angle jaf 0 18. The numerical analysis shows that

eqn. (3) has real solutions (the discriminant A =[c) J2 8o ) jk +4-2 >0 ) in two regions:L k,in k"x {,i

i) -(n-l)-c/2 > > k and ii) k"i(7r) > - oo. Since lim n r, -- ++oo and

lim C2 -- 2/jk=2(n-1)+c, the condition for propagation in the first one is
k-->-(n-l)-c/2

a> 2(n -1) + c (jal > 3 for TEO, mode) (case of strong anisotropy). Neglecting k-(•j) J2 in A

when k -*--o and applying Lemma 1, the condition for propagation in the second region is

obtained:

.o2 L>(0,n) (5)
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Many techniques have been proposed for studying wedge shaped regions: among them it is
important to mention the Malyuzhinets approach [1], which is based on the Sommerfeld rep-
resentation. This technique yields an elegant formal procedure for solving difficult problems,
like the diffraction by wedges with given surface impedances. However, even if the Sommerfeld
integral is a valid ansatz for representing the solutions of the wave equation in angular regions,
the Laplace transform appears to be a more valid representation, because of its solid mathemat-
ical foundation. Some authors [2, 3] have shown that the Laplace transform technique may be
alternative with respect to the Malyuzhinets approach, even if in some cases it is not so simple
and elegant.

In this paper we propose a new technique, based on the Laplace representations of the
electromagnetic field, for solving isorefractive angular regions (Fig. 1) excited by an incident
E-polarized plane wave in the z-direction. The technique can be briefly summarized as follows.

y E-polarized
incident plane wave

Figure 1: Geometry of the problem under investigation

By introducing the Laplace transform of the E, and Hp components of the electromagnetic field

p00

V(S' fo E.z(p, ¢)exp(-sp) dp()

I(s,o) = ] Hp(p, )exp(-sp)dp (2)

it is shown that in every angular homogeneous region the following representations hold

ksin(w)V(s,¢)1s=-jkcos(w) = A(w + ¢) +B(w- ¢) (3)

ZI(s,¢)F=_jkCOS(.) = A(w + ) -B(w- ¢) (4)
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where k = V = £•2/12 is the propagation constant of the isorefractive regions, Z 1/Y =
V/ p is the relevant impedance, and A(w), B(w) are suitable unknown functions.

By imposing the boundary conditions at the two interfaces q = 0 - 27r and 0 = 7, the
following system of linear difference equations is obtained

Ai(w) +Bj(w) = A2 (w +2-r) + B 2 (w - 2r) (5)

YI[Ai(w) - Bl(w)] = Y2 [A2 (w + 27r) - B 2 (w - 27r)] (6)

AI(w+-y)+Bl(w--y) = A 2(w+-Y)+B 2(w--Y) (7)

YI[AI (w + y) -B13(w -- ")] =- Y2[A2(w +-Y) -B2(w - Y)] (8)

By multiplying both the sides of (5) by Y2 and by summing and subtracting (6) from the resulting
equation, we have

2Y 2 A2 (w + 27r) = (Y 2 + Yi)Ai(w) + (Y 2 - Yj)B(w) (9)

2Y2 B 2 (w - 2wr) = ( 2 - Y1)Ai(w) + (Y2 + Yj)Bi(w) (10)

Then, the explicit solution with respect to A2 and B 2 yields

A2 (w) - 1+Z2 Yi Al(w - 27r) + 1 Z2 Y1 Bl(w - 27r) (11)
2 2

B 2 (w) = Z2YI A w, (w )+ Z2YI (12)

Finally the substitution of expressions (11) and (12) into (7) and (8) allows to write the following
homogeneous system, involving only the unknown functions Al(w) and B 1 (w)

A1(w +-y)+B1(w--y) = 1 +2Z2 Y1 A•i + y - 27r) + 1 Z2Y1 Bi (w + -y - 27r)
2 2

+ 1 + Z2Y1 A& (w-+ - 27r) + I Z2Y1 B1 (w -- - 27r) (13)
2 2

Yj[Ajw+-y-Bj~--j Y1±+Y2 A& +± 2 7r)+ Y2 Y1B,(w +-y -27r)
2 2

- 2 A,(w - - + 27r) 2 Bl(w - - + 21r) (14)

At the interface ¢ 0, the longitudinal component of the electric and the magnetic fields
can be written as the sum of the geometrical and the diffracted fields (Ed, Hd) as follows

E2 (p,O) = Aoexp[jkpcos(¢o)]+Edf(p) (15)

Hp(p,O) = YAosin(0o)exp[jkpcos(bo)]+Ha(p) (16)

The corresponding Laplace Transforms V(s, 0) and I(s, 0) evaluated for s = -jk cos(w) take the
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form

k sin(w)V(s,0)Is=_jkcos(w) k sin(w) f0 Ez(p, 0) exp(-sp)dp
JO sz=-j k cos(w )

j sin(w)Ao
cos(w) + cos(0) X (17)

I(s, 0 )s,=_jkcos(w) - / Ho(p, 0) exp(-sp)dp
JO s=-jk cos(w)

, [ jsin(¢0 )Ao
cos(w) + cos( 0o) +Y(w)J

where X(w) and Y(w) represent the Laplace Transforms (evaluated for s = -jk cos(C)) of the
diffracted electric and magnetic fields respectively, multiplied by Z1 .

Due to the boundary conditions at q= 0, equations (3) and (4) yield

Isin(w)Ao ±X(w) = Ai(w)+Bj(w)
cos(w) + cos(CO)

j sin(C0o)A0c s(oo) + Y(w) = Al(w)- BI(w) (18)Cos (w) + COS (00)

By deriving from (18) the explicit expressions of Al(w) and Bl(w) in terms of X(w) and
Y(w) and by substituting such expressions in (13) and (14), we obtain a difference equation
system which involves only the two unknowns X(w) and Y(w).

The advantage of addressing this system instead of (13)-(14) is that, owing to physical con-
siderations, it is readily derived that the unknowns X(w) and Y(w) do not exhibit poles in the
strip of complex w plane, within the interval 0 < Re(w) < 27r. This allows to solve the system
of difference equations containing X(w) and Y(w) by using the Fourier Transform approach
introduced in [1]

Y4X(wf] ] X(w) exp(jvw)dw; Y.... Y(w) exp(jvw)dw

(19)
that, owing to the pole location, satisfies the property

.. [X(w + wo)] = 9(v) exp(-jvwo); .F[Y(w + wo)] = Y(v) exp(-jvwo) (20)

The mathematical derivation of the unknowns, first in the spectral and then in the natural
domain, presents several details and some delicate aspects, that, for lack of space, cannot be
discussed here. They will be outlined and dealt with during the conference presentation.
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ABSTRACT
For the canonical problem of electrodynamic analysis of waveguide step discontinuity new
system of interlinked integral equations has been derived, which depends on some continuous
parameter. Varying this parameter the matrix models corresponding to both well - known
methods of partial regions and other possible techniques, for which a geometric interpretation
is absent, are obtained. This approach makes it possible to compare the properties of matrix
operators and effectiveness of some widely used methods of applied electrodynamics.

The projective methods take special place among the rigorous numerical - analytical methods
of the wave diffraction theory. The usually used ones are the method of moments (MoM) and
the mode - matching technique. In [I] on the basis of H. Shwartz' ideas the method of partial
overlapping regions (OR) was proposed, which yielded another matrix operators [2]. But on
this day the problems of correctness for matrix models obtained by MoM and effectiveness of
OR - method are still open [3].
With this in mind, for the canonical problem of LM - wave diffraction on a step discontinuity
in parallel - plate waveguide both new system of integral equations and matrix model have
been obtained, which depend on some continuous parameter. Two particular values of this
parameter correspond to MoM and OR - method, while a remaining part of its interval of
definition suits the another possible techniques, for which it is difficult to make a geometrical
interpretation. As result, this approach makes it possible to compare all of these methods
analytically and numerically.
The problem under consideration is reduced to solution of the two - dimensional Helmholtz
equation for scalar function U(x, z) (E, field component), which satisfies Dirichlet boundary
condition on perfectly conducting metal walls. As usual, the whole domain of field
determination is divided onto two semi - infinite uniform waveguides: (1) xe [o,bl, z e (oo,0];
(2) xe [0,a], z e[O, o). Let also a field source is placed in first region and is absent in second
one.

Taking into account the field continuity condition on the common boundary of partial regions
xe (1,a), the sought solutions for each uniform waveguide can be expressed with the help of
the second Green's formula in the form

0 ..-'=0 ( 1 )
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Here two new parameters are so related that a + fi = 1. The Green's functions satisfy the

Dirichlet condition on the boundaries of the partial regions except G2 (7,7'), which satisfies

the Neumann condition on the line x( (0, a).
As commonly in each subregion the sought solution is expanded into the eigenfunction series

with unknown coefficients R= {R, }j-, c /,. After applying the Galerkin procedure a matrix

equation

(I + D)R= f (2)
has been obtained. Here I is idem - factor and f E 12 is a source vector. As it has been
found, the relation

D = 2aA + (I - 2a)B (3)
takes place, where A is a matrix operator of the OR - method and B is a matrix operator of
MoM. The principal part of last one contains a matrix operator C with elements

2 sin. 70(mn-n)(
C7 m2 _ n2 (4)

where the parameter 0 = a E (0,1) is connected with geometry of the discontinuity. Only for
b

pair of sequences 12 -+ 12 operator C is bounded and by rough estimation

1101,2 <1 + max(O,1 - 0). (5)

Thus, a "continuous spectrum" of matrix models depending on the method's parameter
a [0,1) was derived. In according with the interval of its variation the point a = 0
corresponds to MoM and the point a = 0.5 defines OR - method. The value a = 1 is the
particular case, for which the condition of field continuity on the common boundary of the
partial regions is violated.
The properties of all these matrix models have been investigated analytically and numerically.
The approximate solution of higher - order accuracy for dominant mode diffraction has been
used, which had been found in [4] by semi - inversion method with the technique of
asymptotic correction.
The typical results of computations are shown in Fig. 1, for which the truncation order of
matrix operator is N = 20 and M E [6,14] means taking into account modes in second partial
subregion.
From the calculations the conclusions follow:

- relative error for absolute value of reflection coefficient JIj does not exceed one

percent for all methods up to a = 0.98 ; at the same time a relative error for its phase is
less than one third of percent;
- there is a sufficiently narrow subinterval of method's parameter a = [0.484,0.783], for
which the complete coincidence of the calculated and test values is achieved in the one
certain point depending on number of waveguide modes accounted; notice, the
determination of test value had required considerably more analytical work and
programming efforts;
- the absolute minimum of condition number for truncated matrix corresponds to OR -
method.
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Fig. 1. The magnitude of relative error for dominant mode reflection coefficient /<

versus method's parameter for various number of modes in narrow waveguide

Thus, the technique proposed can be regarded as generalisation of method of moments and
OR-method. It may be used for solving the wave diffraction problems effectively.
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ABSTRACT
The application of the Method of Auxiliary Sources (MAS) for solving different types of
Electromagnetics and particularly EMC related problems is presented. Recent improvements
of MAS using the different types of Auxiliary Sources (AS) are demonstrated in several
examples. These investigations have shown that the proper choice of the location and type of
AS significantly reduce the total number of unknowns in the solved problems, improve the
accuracy and convergence of the solution and lead to a highly efficient and fast solving
algorithm.

INTRODUCTION
Despite the rapid development of computer technology solution of the modern Applied EM
problems on Complex and Distributed Systems are restricted by the limited computational
resources and the efficient and therefore the accurate numerical .methods are in great demand.
In the past few decades the MAS [I] has been proved to be an efficient tool for solving many
EM problems including the EMC problems. The key idea of the MAS is to represent the
unknown scattered field by a sum of fundamental solutions of appropriate wave equation -
AS, whose radiating centers are located on an auxiliary surface shifted outside the area where
the field is to be found.
It is well known that the efficiency of the MAS depends on several auxiliary parameters. The
most crucial of these parameters is the distance between the auxiliary surface and the real
surface of the scatterer. In some cases the auxiliary surface could not be moved far away from
the real one (e.g. open, thin structures). To avoid this problem, the Integrated Auxiliary
Sources (IAS) should be used. The IAS could use a current on auxiliary surface approximated,
for example, by linear or sinusoidal functions; or represented by B-spline expansion.
Below, the different types of AS are presented and their applications for solving different
kinds of problems are discussed.

DIFFERENT APPROACHES OF THE MAS
1. The AS represented by elementary dipoles can be used successfully in cases where they
can be placed relatively deep inside the scatterer (or at reasonably far distance at both sides of
the boundary surface for dielectric scatterers). The critical issue in this case is that the
auxiliary surface that is formed by the AS should always surround the scattered field's
singularity of the particular problem. If this condition is satisfied, then, generally, the better
accuracy and convergence of solution occurs for bigger distances between auxiliary and real
scatterer's surfaces. From physical point of view the mentioned condition means that the
unknown scattered field expressed with the help of AS, which is analytical everywhere outside
the auxiliary surface should coincide with the analytical continuation of the real scattered filed
inside the scatterer. This becomes practically impossible if the singularity of the real scattered
field appears outside the auxiliary surface and may lead to the divergence of the solution. If,
however, the singularities of the particular problem is taken into account by some additional
considerations, introducing, for example, some AS which describe exclusively these
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singularities, then the convergence of the solution is significantly improved while the number
of AS (number unknowns) can be sharply reduced.
As an example, consider a scattering of a point EM source field by a perfectly conducting

A sphere with aperture . (Benchmark problem geometry from
. *.- T. [2]). The excitation is non-symmetrical (Fig. I). This

",Exciting problem can be solved by MAS introducing some finite
/ /, 1 , SExcig thickness for the given hollow sphere and distributing the set

of AS inside this the wall of the sphere. However, because
, // the thickness of the wall could not be taken very big in this

model without significant changing of the initial problem

. conditions, the number of unknowns could be very big. Thus,
Fig. I Sphere with aperture we will construct the solution in different way.

We introduce two regions: inside and outside the hollow
sphere. The boundary I of these regions represents the same
sphere but without aperture. Two sets of AS

SU,, (F) =
K - d__

are then introduced on the auxiliary surfaces 1 and 12 inside
and outside of this auxiliary boundary. 7,, is the point on theI auxiliary surfaces, F is the observation point. The AS's
located on the inner surface 11 radiate a field outside the

sphere and boundary 1 and the ones located on the surface 12

Fig. 2 Ficld distribution radiate inside the sphere. Boundary condition for perfectly
conducting bodies is used on the surface of the sphere from

the both sides. On the auxiliary boundary the continuity of the total tangential magnetic and
electric fields is enforced.
This approach allows to locate the AS at sufficiently far distance from the surface where the
boundary conditions are enforced. Additionally, to describe correctly the edge singularity of
the scattered field which exist in this case near the border of the aperture, an auxiliary current
that flows along this border can be added. This will add a fewer unknowns comparing to the
total number of AS in the problem. In Fig. 2 the field distribution for the described problem is
presented.
The above described approach of using the point-like AS was used for many applied
electrodynamics problems including the investigation of electrostatic discharges. During the
numerical modeling of electrostatic discharges the first step is the determination of the
electrostatic filed near the discharging body. Using the Method of Auxiliary Sources this
problem can be solved in a very efficient way [3].
2. In the case when the auxiliary surface could not be shifted far enough from the scatterer
surface, the IAS can be used to reduce the number of unknowns that in case of conventional
(dipole) type of AS would be very big for the same accuracy of the solution. Each IAS
describes the radiation of a part of auxiliary surface and can be represented as the non-
overlapped segments or parts of an auxiliary surface. On every such part, the IAS is presented
by some function that approximates the current on it. The approximation can be linear,
sinusoidal, B-spline or other that fits a particular problem in the best way form the viewpoint
of efficiency, accuracy and simplicity. On the other hand, this approach is equivalent to the
representation of the current on the AS and finding it by using the MoM algorithm and the
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functions representing IAS as the basis functions that are
used to expand the unknown current in the MoM.
In Fig.3 the scattering by a hollow cube is demonstrated

1, (geometry from [2]). The IAS in this case are represented by
the wire segments with the sinusoidal

5 I = I,, sin(kz - a)e-w" distribution of current. These wires form
a grid on the auxiliary surface. Obeying the boundary

0) - - conditions in the number of points on the scatterer's surface,
-. a system of linear algebraic equations is obtained. The

/ unknowns are the current amplitudes in the nodes of the grid.
S- In Fig.3 the filed distribution in the middle cross section of

Fig. 3. the hollow cube is presented. The side size of the cube is
Cube with aperture and field in the 0.3m, wavenumber k=42.0.

middle cross-section. 3. In case of thin dielectric or metallic structures the auxiliary

current can be introduced on the whole auxiliary surface, not only in the grid points as in
previous example. Suitable representation of the auxiliary current is made by dividing the
auxiliary surface into patches (triangle or rectangular) and using the IAS as the source

radiating from the particular patch. With this approach, a
number of problems where solved and, as an example, the
scattering upon a thin dielectric structure is considered. In
Fig.4 the filed distribution in the near zone is presented. The
incident field is a plane wave propagating in the direction
perpendicular to the big side of the parallelepiped. The use of
the IAS in this case presenting main and auxiliary surfaces
by rectangular patches allows to reduce significantly the total
number of unknowns.
Proceeding from this approach, a software package for
development and optimization of an adaptive portable

Fig. 4. antenna was created [4]. The 2D model was investigated in
Scattering upon the dielectric the beginning. For simplicity, the point-like AS was used in

parallelepiped. (A/2 x 2/3 x 2/25) this case. Further real 3D model of antenna structure was
investigated.
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ABSTRACT
The problem of implicit regularization using approximation apparatus of atomic functions for
numerical solution of Fredholn integral equations of the first kind is considered.

INTRODUCTION
To solve the problem of synthesis of linear antenna it is necessary to determine unknown
current I distribution that generates the required directional diagram f That is we should deal
with solving Fredholn integral equation of the first kind

f I(t)ef"dt = f(x), (1)
-Ui

where x=ksin0; k=-27t/) is wave number; f(x) is directional diagram; 0 is azimuth angle; 2a is a
length of antenna. It is possible to distinguish two general approaches in solving Fredholm
first kind integral equations. One of them is the most obvious and is concluded in application
of numerical methods with preliminary regularization (by Tychonoff, Lavrentiev, statistical).
However, recently particular attention is given to the methods of the so-called implicit
regularization. Among them a method of partial diagrams should be noted. According to it the
expression for unknown current distribution is presented by the set of the special system of
functions (Kotelnikov set, Bessel functions, eigenfunctions of Fredholm operator. At the same
time, the universal methods based on the approximation of both the unknown solution and the
directional diagram by the systems of compactly supported functions are being developed. For
example in [1] the method of "double spline-approximation" for solving Fredholm integral
equation of the first kind is proposed. Recently the possibilities of the atomic functions
apparatus in obtaining the solution of the problem of synthesis are being widely investigated
[2]. These functions have certain advantages in comparison with other functions with compact
support [3]. This work is devoted to the analysis of approximation properties of atomic
functions fup,(x) in combination with collocation, Galerkin and least squares methods. The
questions of implicit regularization in these cases are discussed.

NUMERICAL ALGORITHM
The Fredholm integral equation of the first kind should be solved in the form

b

J K(x, t)y(t)dt f(x), c • x • d. (2)
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According to the partial diagrams method, let us represent both the unknown solution and the
right part of the equation in the form of series with respect to the complete systems of
functions {(p} H {IV, respectively

N

Y(x) = ik (Pk (x), (3)
k=O

N

f(x) = Zdyk (x). (4)
k=O

Here dk. are unknown coefficients, iik are those we should determine. Denote
b

h(k)(x) = f K(x, t)oPk (t)dt (5)
a

and expand the latter functions with respect to the {IV system
N

,•(k) (X) Y b b(k) VjxW (6)
j=O

Then algebraic system for determination of unknown coefficients 57 k will take the form
N

Y "kb k) =dj, (j=O,N)
k=O

or using matrix notation

BU7: D. (7)
Consider different methods of determination of matrix B and vector D components.
1.Collocation method. Determine elements of the column vectors of matrix B and vector D
in the following way

TB H<>, H TD F,
d-c

Tji =Vlj (xi),Hi <k, = h (k) (xi),Fý f f(Xi ), Xi d c "[ -,N (i' j = 0, N).

N
Obviously,

TB = H,
and using (7) we obtain the following system with respect to unknown vector

HO = F, (8)
where

b
Hi~j = f K(xj,t)(oj(t)dt, Fj = f (xi), (i, j=O0,N) (9)

a

2.Method of moments. Assuming

T = (ViVj ~), F= (f ,V), H<k> = (h(k",gV), (i,j=O,N)

we obtain the system analogous to (8), in which
d h d

Hj = f Ji (x)dxf K(x, t)ýqj (t)dt, F, = f f (x)V '(x)dx, (i, j= 0, N) (10)
C a c

3.The least squares method. In such a case components of matrix H and vector F will be
defined in the following way
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d [1, b rntdt
Hi =f f K(x, s)Vi (s)dsf K(x, t)ý,j (t)dt dx,

F1 = f f(x)dxf K(x, t)Vfi (t)dt, (i, j= 0, N)
c (I

Further, we will consider sets of compactly supported functions (,0}, {Jq} normalized in a
natural way

N ND0'(X)-l'1, f•(X)- 1. (12)
k=O k=O

Let
N

Y(x) W Zk 0 (x) (13)
k=0

be the best approximation of the unknown solution y(x). Then we have the true
Theorem. Solution of (8) system results in the following upper bounds for errors of
approximate solution (3)

1) For the collocation method (9):

IIý(x) - y(x)11- IIV(x) - y(x)Ijl1 + (b - a)H H-' 11 IIK(x, t)l); (14)
2) For the method of moments (10):

JI,(x)- y(x)JJ • 1131(x)- y(x)JJ(l + (b - a)(c - d)ýH- I"IK(x, t)II. j/f(x)))); (15)

3) For the least squares method (11):

IIV(x) - y(x)jj! • jjV(x) - y(x)ll(l + (b - a)2 (c - d)JjH -'- II•K(x, t)112 •k'()II). (16)

From (14)-(16) we see that errors depend on the norm of the inverse matrix H-1. The more N,
the more Jj(.) - y~)( tends to zero, while H -1L approaches arbitrarily the infinity. The

problem is to find the optimal value N that allows us to obtain a stable approximate solution
with the least error.
As it was mentioned above, one of the most promising approaches in the approximation
theory, including ill-posed problems, is using the apparatus of atomic functions [3].
Application of compactly supported atomic functions allows to simplify the procedure of
evaluating integrals in (9)-(11).

CONCLUSION
The method proposed in this paper is similar to the method of partial diagrams, and represents
the implicit regularization of the ill-posed synthesis problem. The method is more convenient
in numerical realization in comparison with the Tychonoff regularization techniques.
Numerical experiments demonstrate good accordance with theoretical estimations, and prove
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
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ABSTRACT

The scattering of fast charged particles and electromagnetic waves on a scatterer, localized in

a space domains is considered. It is shown that the scattering amplitude can be expressed in

this case as an integral over an arbitrary closed surface enclosing the scatterer. This

representation enables us to express the scattering amplitude as an integral over impact

parameters in general case and to develop a simple method for calculation corrections to the

eikonal amplitude.

INTRODUCTION

We review the recently proposed [1,2] method of surface integral in the theory of wave

scattering. The method is applicable for scattering of electrons and electromagnetic waves on

a scatterer, localized in a space domain. It consists in expressing the wave scattering
amplitude as a certain integral over arbitrary surface, enclosing the scatterer. In particular,

choice of the integration surface as a plane behind the scatterer, orthogonal to the incident

wave vector, leads to the impact parameter representation for scattering amplitude. In that

manner the impact parameter representation in our approach appears not as an amazing
simplification of final formulas, but a feature established from the outset. The problem of

integration plane coordinate elimination is discussed. As an example of the proposed

representation virtue, we present a simple method of calculating corrections to the eikonal

scattering amplitude.

THE THEORY OF THE ELECTRON SCATTERING

Let us consider at first the scattering of a fast electron in a stationary external field U(r)

localized in a spatial domain V. The amplitude for this process is given by [3]
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a =- 3rTt eipryo U(r) (r), (1)4;T

where V(r) is the particle wave function in the filed U(r), p' and f" are the momentum

and bispinor of the final particle state. Using the Gauss theorem amplitude, (1) can be

transformed to a surface integral over the surface S bounding the region V [ 1]

a = -:r dS e-ip'r (r) (2)
,4TS

It is worth noting that the surface S in (2) is arbitrary. Specially, the surface S may be

chosen near the domain of localization of the potential U(r). Then, it suffices to know the

wave function only within the domain of the potential U(r). In the case of the diffraction

scattering the surface is convenient to choose in the form of a cylinder whose plane side are

orthogonal to the incident particle moment p and lateral surface is set far from the scattering

center. Then, the scattering amplitude (2) reads for p'# p as an integral over impact

parameters p
i I.pe,, v.

a=- rd2'e 'r YZyp(, z ' (3)

where L is the z -coordinate of the integration plane outside the domain of influence of the

potential.

We would like to stress that the integral function in (3) depends on L. However, the

amplitude (3) must not depend on L. That is very simple to show in eikonal approximation.

We have in this case [1]

a u yU.d2 i(qpx(p) (4)

where

X,(P) =-- dzU(p, z) =-- dzU(pz) (5)
V -', P -,

A method was developed in [1,2] for calculation corrections to the eikonal scattering

amplitude, which are proportional to the value p -1. Eq. (3) with such accuracy given to us

eq. (4) with changing X, -- X (p)= Z,(p)+ zI(p), where X,(p) is correction to the eikonal

phase X<,(P),

,(P) fv- dz.[z U(p,z)--f dzU(p, z')- U(p,z)] (6)
P _ 1p1 - 2

Here v is the particle velocity.
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THE THEORY OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE SCATTERING

The method of surface integral can be generalized for scattering waves of any types.

Specially, let us consider the scattering of electromagnetic waves with frequency 0) by a

dielectric scatterer localized in a spatial domain V. The equation for electromagnetic field

E(wo, r) in this case is (see [4])

A+-2 8(o, r)- grad div E(cor)= 0, (7)

where (o9, r) is the dielectric permittivity of the scatterer.

The amplitude of scattering for this process is given by

2 fd3reikr (- 1)e E(Io, r), (8)

where k is the wave vector of the scattered wave and e is the unit vector of his polarization.

Using Eq. (7) we transform Eq. (8) to the form

a=- -d3reiAre + c'- Vdiv E(wo, r) . (9)

Last term in this equation is proportional to ek = 0. The second term in Eq. (9) is

proportional to -Aexp(-ikr). Then, according to the Green's formula, the amplitude (9) can

be represented in the form of an integral over surface S bounding the scatterer:

a LfdS [V(e E~o, r)) + ik (e E(CV, r))]e ikr .(10)
47 s

For impact parameter representation this equation has the form

a _ikz f dd2p e-ikr eE(o), ,
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INTRODUCTION
At present, the eigenvalue problern for the matrices of high order met in the boundary value
problems of propagation and diffraction of electromagnetic waves has became actual, since
memory, time and computational errors turn out to be considerable.
Traditionally, for a finite number of operations, for instance, in the Householder or Givens
transformations, a real matrix is reduced to the compact form: for instance, non-symmetric
matrices to the Hessenberg form, almost triangular, but symmetric matrices to the particular
case of the latter, a tri-diagonal form. After that the compact-form matrix eigenvalues are
normally found by iterative methods. In this paper, the method of eigenvalue spectrum
diacoptic process for the real Hessenberg matrices is proposed [1, 2]. This method for the
compact-form matrix is a result of iterative process reduced to block-triangular ("diacoptic")
form of two incoherent Hessenberg matrix blocks on the diagonal. Then the incoherent
Hessenberg matrix blocks are alternately decomposed into smaller-size incoherent
Hessenberg matrix blocks by asymptotically tending to zero the "interaction" of the blocks.

PROBLEM FORMULATION AND BASIC EQUATIONS
As an NxN original matrix A = A(°), the upper Hessenberg form matrix (a right almost
triangular form) is considered. The transformed matrix at the end of each k-"direct big
iteration" (k-"direct" BI) is marked as A(k", which has also an upper Hessenberg form. In the

structure (1.a), the upper block A(k - ') is an MxM matrix block, lower block A(k ') is an N-
Il 22

MxN-M matrix block, where M = [N/2], [N/2] is the integer part of N/2, and k > 1. The
element of "interaction" of the matrix blocks b(k-) is the element a,,+,, in the lower block

A-(k), in which all the block elements are zero except this one:21

(k- A( A(A-4-1) A(k) A(k)
Ak_ b (2 A (k=I(12

(] .a) (1.b)

To ensure an asymptotic tending to the zero of the elements b(k-1 ) and bWk) under k --> oo, one
should use some method to calculate the eigenvalues r and T2 , respectively, of the matrix

I 2

block A-'") for k- "direct" BI and of the block A() for (k+])-"inverse" BI, before k-"direct"
BI and before (k+1)-"inverse" BI. For instance, by means of the algorithm "double QR-
iterations with two Wilkinson tacit shifts", the eigenvalues v and C of the block AII-) can

be determined normally after three to five iterations. As the tacit shifts, we choose two
eigenvalues of lower 3x3 block:
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(k-I) (k-I ) (k-l)
m-2,-2 m-2.m -I in-2n,

(k-1) (k-1) (k-I)
0-lm-2 a, -,,I, a,-,m, '
0 a (k-0 I (k-1)

which are the closest to the eigenvalues of the lower 2x2 block. These two eigenvalues Z-
and z-2 enable us to start execution of the k-direct" BI by means of transformation H, which
starts from the first matrix column

(D = (A) 1 '2 *2E) . (AF I -I.E) = (A(-' )2 -I(r + -2) - ± r, .

and is defined as follows:

H, =E-U.UT /k 2 ,; Ui =- il ; i=2,3 ...... n; U, =(DH T-Ss (2 + (D2, + +.. q)21 2 =:U .u S
1= 2 , k2 =U

Since the first column of the matrix (D has only three nonzero elements:
= (ak-1) 2 (k-I) (k-1) a(k-)

=a=a, ) + a,2 a2  - ( 1 +' 2 ) a, +
q21 =(a(k-1) ' -I T -7-" ).

21 +a 2 2  1 2 21

(k-1) (k-I)
31 32 "a 21

then at least nonzero elements (U•,U 2 ,U3 ) will form a vector U. Hence, the block A(k- 1 )
I I I

after the transformation by means of H,, will have nonzero elements located below the co-
diagonal of this matrix block. These nonzero elements, by means of the Householder or
Givens transformations, are removed from the lower part of transformed Hessenberg matrix.
The sequence of matrix transformations Hi, where i = 2,3 ...... n- 1, together with matrix H,
for the k-direct" BI form the resulting matrix of transformations

Q=H1 H 2 .... H,,_1. (2)

In other words, after the (mn-2)-th step, the element ",+,,,,- 2 equals to a,+•,,, SI,•), * . ,,-2,,,-"

and after the (ni-JO-th step, by means of Hi-,I, it is moved to the place of the element

a(k)in-lxi-2

(K) - a(k-I) (kmn-2) (k.mn-2)
a nI n? a,+,,, SiI i S (3)m1-l'm-2 m+ In .)) III-lm • _2 _1 .(3

The values s k in-?) and s(k'1u,2) of rotations in the planes (in-I, m) and (m-2, rn-I) at the (in-

2)-step of the k-"direct" BI, form the matrix H__2. Transformation H,,,i consists only of

rotation in the plane (,i-I, ui+I), in which ck,-,,111+I = 0 and (kIn,-,I+ = 1. The further removal

of nonzero elements from the lower part of block A(' -) by means of
22

HI :"i=n,in+ ...... n-l} transformations terminate the k-direct" BI and ensure

conservation of the Hessenberg form for the matrix A~k).
Before (k+l)-"inverse" BI, similarly to the k-"directed" BI, the eigenvalues of the block A22

are determined. As tacit shifts -r and rT, we choose two eigenvalues of the 3x3 upper block:
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(k) (k) (k)

0 ,,,+.,,,0 a,~4? 1 a~21 ,,)

which are closer to the eigenvalues of 2x2 upper block. Then, as a (k+])-"inverse" BI, a
sequence of transformations {H ii=l,2 ...... n-l}is realized, that converts "reduced

upwards" matrix A(k) into the matrix A(k+l) by means of resulting matrix of transformations
Q, similarly to equation (2). Besides, similarly to the "direct" BI, but only already with
provision for a return in its former position, the element of interaction of blocks is

a (k+l) = (k) (k+In-rn) (k+l,n-m) (4),,,, ... . ,- ,-2 "s,-Ia ... " ..... + .(4

The values ,•4"",,_, and s,,,,,,,+) define rotations, respectively, in the planes (mn-I, m) and

(in, rn+l) at the (n-tn)-th step of the (k+l)-"inverse" BI.

PROOF OF CONVERGENCE OF ALGORITHM
In-turn usage of "direct" and "inverse" BI according to (3) and (4) ensures a progressive
minimization to zero, by changing its position, of the element of "interaction" of blocks
(analogously to the "fading fluctuations"). Zero limiting value of this element under k --> 00 is
absolutely guaranteed by the equations (3) and (4) if

s ,--2, _- 2 I ,, r2_Itiiu f2 / 2. (5)

Conditions (5) turn out to be realistic, since rotation in the planes (m-2, m-i) at the (mn-2)-th
step of the k-"direct" BI and (rn-I, mi) at the (n-m)-step of the (k+l)-"inverse" BI are the
Jacobi rotations with a provision for sufficiently exact determination of shifts 7 and 72.

Consequently, (3) and (4) determine a recurrence scheme of "compressing operator" that
guarantees absolute convergence and computational stability of the eigenvalue spectrum
diacoptic process for the real Hessenberg matrices. The number of operations [I] required for
a full termination of the eigenvalue spectrum diacoptic process for the real Hessenberg
matrices is determined by the value k, 'n 2 (for tri-diagonal symmetric matrices, by
k, . .log 2 n ). Other methods are characterized by computing expenses, respectively, of
k 3 .n 3 and k4 'n

2. The values of k1 , k2 , k3, k4 are some constants and n is the order of
original matrices. The results of numerical experiments confirm these conclusions.
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REDUCING IT TO VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATION
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Abstract: New approach to solving diffraction problems is proposed. It is based on combining integral
equation for the electromagnetic field inside the diffracting object with integral expression, which determines the
diffracted field in the external region after the field inside it. It allows to obtain Volterra integral equation with a
free term containing the diffracted and incident fields, which can be solved by convergent iterations, giving as a
result an expression for the field inside the object, determined after the external one. This expression enables one
to obtain an equation connecting the external field and the object parameters, with lower dimension than the
initial one. For the presented example as ID problem, this equation is just an algebraic one, which allows solving
the direct problem as well as the inverse one.

GENERAL IDEA

Electromagnetic field interaction with any object can be described by the Fredholm integral
equation with the incident field as a free term. It has the following form for electric field amplitude in
the case of time-harmonic incidence [1]:

_Ein((in) = E_ ± + T (graddiv + k2)J 2 2f (?) I E 0 (v) d (
V I I Iin -1 Y '

o.................... •............ ................ .......... ., o,........ w h e re E , an d k l are d ie le ctric p e rm ittiv ity
and wave vector in the external region,

/ correspondingly, c2 is a permittivity inside
the object, and V is the object volume.
The permittivity of the object 62 in general
case can be inhomogeneous and may
contain imaginary part, but the external
region is assumed homogeneous.

y This is the integral equation
for the field inside the object of
"diffraction, whereas the field in the
"external region is integrally expressed
after the internal field.

f x ............. ..... . ..........

..................................

in

0
Fig. I

ikkCX[-•f'

Eex(iex) =•o(Tex)+ - (graddiv+k,2)J 2 e Ein (V) dfr.( 2)
S7V lrex- rF
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Vectors i,, and iY, determine the observation points inside and outside the object, correspondingly
(Fig.I).

For a number of problems it is possible to combine these two integral formulas obtaining the
Volterra integral equation with a free term as a combination of the incident and the reflected fields. It
is possible due to that the integral at any point of the internal region (the more dark gray region in
Fig.l) within a part of the object volume can be replaced with the integral at some point in the

external region (The more light gray region in Fig.1), for which the length IY,- ' is equal to

I in-' . Then, the another part of the integral will have variable limits of integration, depending on

the observation point location : . This part of the integral, left after the replacement, is the Volterra-

type kernel [2].
The advantage of the Volterra equation is in that it can be solved by iterations with proved

convergence [3]. This fact was used in [4], to find the solution of ID stationary problem as a long-
time approximation for the solution of the problem with the same geometry, but with time-varying
parameters. It was possible as the fields in transient media are always described by Volterra equation,
due to the processes casualty [5]. Even such a complication, with introduction of the additional
dimension (time) gave there some advantages in comparison with conventional techniques. In the
present work usage of the Volterra equation, in opposite, not leads to additional dimension, but make
the problem with one dimension less.

For some objects this equation can be solved exactly by resolvent technique, otherwise the
iteration procedure can be applied, giving as a result the expression for the internal diffracted field
determined after the external one. The free term of the equation is taken as an initial guess, and each
consequent iteration can be obtained by substitution of the previous onunder the integral kernel. After
substitution of this solution into the integral representation for the external field (2), one obtains the
equation for the external field, which is more simple than the initial one, due to homogeneity of the
external region. For some simple cases of incident field like plane or spherical waves, this equation is
an algebraic one and can be easily solved.

DEMONSTRATION OF THE METHOD APPLICATION IN ID CASE

Consider 1D half-space with the permittivity profile
s2(x) (Fig.2). We assume it as a rnultilayer consisting

E0~e i k &,(x) of thin sub-layers of equal thickness Aa and different
permittivities ci.
The Volterra integral equation here has the form

0

X (x x sinxk(x-)Z) en() .(3)Ei,, C:iL COY's;0 fd E0

2 2
where k - Cos 0. In operator representation it

can be written as follows:
Fig.2 E= e ±+re-"+ KE (4)

Its solution can be obtained by iterations with proved convergence due to the collapsing
Volterra operator. These iterations for the internal field have the following form in the operator
representation:
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E k = e ikx +re-i kx +K(ei +re-i"x)+ IK (ei +re -ikx)+...

+Ikk(eikX +re- ) (5)

In integral representation, after substitution into (2), it leads to the following equation
connecting the reflection coefficient and the structure parameters:

r1-fc'iý(' (ei ' + r7 Je:fWZx sn(e4 lea + f Zx..)sink(xe"'-x)...
21 0 x , x"

It can be proved that each consequent term in this sum is less than the previous one, and we can
consider a few first terms of it. Then we can easily solve these integrals. If we consider only the
first term of the sum (14) and assume that Aaj -i-a_<<l (where aj kjaj is the

normalised width of the k-th sublayer), we obtain a very simple equation for the permittivity
values:

N N (

-0.5-Cl.Zýk Aak-+-Z k Aak C 2  I Aal-9 - -+A +- +

k=1 k= 1=1 (6)

+C3 Ak Aal +2 ZA al iAaj'f I
1=1 1=1 j=l

where kk - C is the normalised permittivity of kth sub-layer, A ak - cosO is
EO \ICO 0 C

its normalised thickness . The reflection coefficient and the incidence frequency is contained in
the coefficients C, which are determined as follows:

C, =osinqp , C 2 = 2cosP, C 3 =o3 sin•(p

The equation (6) written for different frequencies gives us a system of linear equations, which
can be solved by standard techniques like the Gauss's method. It allows obtaining a set of linear
equations for the permittivity values in different sub-layers, which can be solved directly, without
involving the optimisation procedure or other techniques, usually used for solving inverse problems.
Such an approximation, however, is valid mainly for the upper sub-layers, giving much less accuracy
for the more embedded ones, so it can be probably useful for diagnostics of some thin layers -
fabricated or natural ones.The advantage of this approach is in its simplicity and possibility to
organise a very fast estimation of the profile.

For the problems which can be solved exactly, the presented approach leads to the known
solutions. Advantages of the approach are in the proved convergence of the Volterra-type equations as
well as in a possibility to obtain approximate analytical solutions appropriate for analysis of the fields
diffracted by different parts of the object and for solving inverse problems.
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INTRODUCTION
The analysis of electromagnetic wave scattering by open-ended metallic waveguide cavities has received much
attention recently in connection with the prediction and reduction of the radar cross section (RCS) of a target.
This problem serves as a simple model of duct structures such as jet engine intakes of aircrafts and cracks
occurring on surfaces of general complicated bodies. In our previous papers [1-2], we have considered a two-
dimensional (2-D) cavity formed by a finite parallel-plate waveguide with a planar termination at the open end,
and solved the plane wave diffraction problem rigorously using the Wiener-Hopf technique. In [3], the method
developed in [1-2] has been further applied to analyze the diffraction by a three-dimensional (3-D) finite circular
waveguide cavity for the axial symmetric case. In this paper, we shall consider the vector diffraction by a cavity
formed by a semi-infinite circular waveguide with an interior planar termination as a generalization of our
previous scalar problems, and analyze the non-symmetric electromagnetic wave diffraction by means of the

Wiener-Hopf technique [4]. The time factor is assumed to be e-icot and suppressed throughout this paper.

TRANSFORMED WAVE EQUATIONS
We consider a 3-D cavity formed by a semi-infinite circular waveguide with an interior planar
termination, as shown in Fig. 1, where the cavity surface is perfectly conducting and of zero
thickness, being defined in cylindrical coordinates (p, p, z) as follows:

S.= (p, (,z)lp=b, O<_•p<27r, Z E (-LL] for p=b+O

{P D ý'•~~ ~[-L, L] for p~-olf,,~)0:ý~,:ýp2r z=-L}.

The cavity is assumed to be excited by a hypothetical generator with voltage of unit amplitude across
an infinitesimally small gap at z = d (< I L I ). Thus the applied electric field becomes a non-uniform

ring source and is given by e' (z) = 8(z- d)sin(mqo + ± o0 ), for m= ,2,3,.... which is located at

(p, z)=(b-0, d ). Let the total field be given by

utpz)= (p0 Z) +u I(p,z) for O<p<b, -L!z<oo,
, uI (p,z) for p>b, -oo<Z<oo, (l)

where u; (p, z) for 1 = 1 and 2 are the TM and TE fields, respectively, which are excited in an
infinitely long circular waveguide due to the ring source which take the form

pco zV + I ifl (y p p) ui 0 8 ,8 1ra (y _) -if(z-d d-2= e (p,(-d z)t fl e-P-ad,U ( p, Z) 23iyp •7pI,,Tpb
27ri 2  (yf b) 2 (P z 2'tZ)

3r1i'b ( b) e

where yf, =(,g 2 -k 2 )1/2 with Reyfl >0, and k = kI +ik 2 , 0< k2 << kI; I, (.) is the modified

Bessel function of the first kind. Applying the method established in our previous papers [1-3], we
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derive the transformed wave equations as in

TU, (p,a)=0 in p> b for Ir I<k 2 , (2a)

![,(p,a)+eiaLw+(p,a)] =e=aL[g,(p)-iaf,(p)] in O<p<b for r >-k 2  (2b)

for 112 with w1\ 2re2 w1/2
forI=1, w th d 2/ dp 2+pid /dp -r 2 +M2/p2)J where ry=(a 2- k 2)11 with

Rey > 0. In (2b), f , (p) and k, (p) are the unknown inhomogeneous terms defined by

f, (p) = (27r) - 1 12 u '(po L), g1(p)=( 27 r)-1i2 du (p,z)/cOzz-L (3)

X A

Ring source

Fig. 1. Geometry of the b
problem.Y

L L

The functions on the left - hand sides of (2a,b) are the Fourier transform of the functions appearing in
(1), which are defined by

1 +0 1 +(

U (pa•) p>b - 2 fut(p,z)eiaz dz, Ul(p,a)IO<p<b-- -- , J(p,z)eiazdz (4)

with a=Rea+ilma (=o- + ir) and

U (p,a)=dI1 (p, a)+e"aL+ (p,a)-U'(p,a) for O<p<b, (5)

where T+ (pa) = U+ (pa)+Q+ (p,a), (6)

+00i•-Ldq +L

U(P )-( ')ia( z-L)dz (p,a)= f ut(p,z)eiaz. (7)

Here UiM (p,a) and Ql (p,a) are known functions. The functions Ut+ (p, a) and Ql+ (p,a) are

regular in the half-plane r > - k2 and (D I (p, a) with 1 = 1,2 are entire functions.

WIENER - HOPF SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
Since the scattered field for the region p > b must vanish as p--> oo according to the radiation
condition, we find that the solutions of (2a) are expressed as

U,(p,a)=Vi(a) K(yp) U2(p,a)=V2(a) for Iz-l<k 2 , (8)

K,(/b) y K,',K(yb)

where VI (a) with l = 1, 2 are the unknown functions. Taking into account the boundary conditions

at the termination, we arrive at the solution of (2b) as in
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D~I(p,'c)+ T F(p,'a)eiaL =V-+(a) ( ypmb) + k 1  e-iaL In

+j e iaLf (9a)

oo -i +t L •

+.l+ e Z 2 n p I . lb), for r>-k 2 ,
n=l a +y2

(D2(pa)+ T+ p, ~eiaL= '2+(a) ITrp)_+kZa I-ac cI e-iaLpm

y• "'eiLr+ r(a - k)Im (y b) tY 2 (2b 7 (9b)

00 e -ia L g n lI n,(i ? ,np / b ), fo r r > - k 2

n=1 a2 •

with y, =[(ýo lb) 2 -k2 ]112, Fn =[(?in lb) 2 -k 2 ]1/2, and Z =4Yp / , where 17t+ (a ) for 1 =1,2 are

unknown functions, and ýn and r7, for n = 1,2,3,...denote the zeros of Jm (') and J' (.), respectively.

Here Jm (.) is the Bessel function and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. The

unknown coefficients fn, gn and a,, cI are connected with values of the unknown functions V1 + (ca) at

the discrete points k, iyn, iF7n by the relations which guarantee the regularity properties of (9a, b) in the

half-plane r > -k 2 . Taking into account the boundary conditions for the field components e, (p, z) and

e., (p, z) at the cylindrical surface p = b and the continuity conditions for the field components h. (p, z)

and h, (p, z) at p = b with L < z < co in the Fourier transformed domain, we derive the Wiener - Hopf

equation by using (9a, b). Then applying the decomposition procedure, we find that

ico e E+ (b, c) + im22 eikL F1+ (a)EI(bk)

b(a + k)M + (a) 2bz

co+ 0, (iyn +k)M+(iy,,)Ei(b,iyn)e-
4 ynL im 2 ZP(b,k)Fl+(a)R(). (10)

b n=l Yn(a +iyn) 4br

Here E+ (b, a) is the Fourier transform of the unknown function ez (b, z) ; Fj+ (a)c, R+ (a)c, and M+ (ci)
are known functions regular in the half-plane z- > -k 2 ; P(b,k) and X are known constants. Next we set
a =k, iyn for n = 1,2,3,... in (10). This leads to the infinite set of linear algebraic equations of the
second kind which can be solved by the truncation method with pre-specified accuracy for a wide
frequency range and geometrical parameters.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we have analyzed the vector diffraction problem for a circular waveguide cavity rigorously using the
Wiener-Hopf technique. The method of solution is a generalization of the approach we have established
previously for the analysis of the diffraction by a parallel-plate waveguide cavity [1-2] and the axial symmetric
diffraction by a circular waveguide cavity [3]. The results rigorously involve the interaction between TM and TE
types of waves. It is to be noted that (10) is the key result for investigation of the electromagnetic field scattered
by the circular waveguide cavity in the vector case.
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NON-CLASSICAL STRUCTURAL MATHEMATICAL MEANS AND
OPTIC

V.K. Sorokin, and L.S. Lobanova
Ukrainian Engeneering-Pedagogical Academy,

16 Universitetskaja str., Kharkiv, Ukraine

ABSTRACT
In [1,2] it was shown that, for the body velocity comparable with the light velocity, the
archimedean axiom and the archimedean arithmetic calculus rules (+,-,x,/) are not correct, if it
is applied to the calculations in the mathematical methods in electromagnetic theory and
optics. Nonarchimedean arithmetic rules and function are nonclassical structural mathematical
means and must be used for calculations in the mathematical methods in electromagnetic
theory. In this report, it is shown that the two-dimensional model can be constructed. This
model admits to derive in numerous occasion the algebraic expressions of the
nonarchimedean arithmetic rules, the nonarchimedean functions and algebraic expressions of
the optical laws, for example, the optical laws for the light propagation and reflection on the
two optical mediums boundary.

INTRODUCTION
Nonarchimedean arithmetic rules in algebraic field[1,2]

17 = (X e Rpr(-1,f ),@,@,®,//) (1)
where Rpr is a pseudorimanian set, F=c is the maximal number of the noneuclidean sets. For
example, nonarchimedean addition, subtraction rules have the form

v1 v 2 = V 2 (2)
+ VIV2

C2

v1 V1 - V2
VIV2

1- 2

the multiplication

exp q InI D II+O2

v1 9 v2 = M[exp(77ln(N(v,)) ln(N(v 2)))] = ex l (1±V1 In

(jexp[T_ In I + (v, In 1 + Ov2 +

the division

-1 I I +fDvi n-'+Dv2 -

v1 //v 2 =m[exp(-- ln(N(v 1))(ln(N(v 2)))'] = -- -D I -

S exp[lnI+(v, In' 1+ (DV2I Ln D1 v, 1I-v- v j
Where ri = (ln(N(l))-' , (D= 1/F.
The auxiliary nonarchimedean productive direct and reciprocal function [1,2]:
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___I' l~sq)M (s) = r -1+) N(s) = 1 +-s(D

MODEL DESCRIPTION
On the first step we use rough approximation to the real analytical model. It is the model in
the form of the logarithmic spiral

= Ce, (4)

where k = arctg at is the form parameter, p is the radius-vector, ca is the rotation angle, C

is const, 5 is the angle between the tangent to a spiral point and the normal to the spiral at
this point. We suppose that the deformed circle can be sufficiently precise represented in the
form of the logarithmic spiral arcs. Let as definite the tangent line in a spiral curve point M:

Ktg(p= KdY= KX+Y (5)
dx x-y'

where y = xtg (p + 1, K = const.We will introduce the coordinates (5) coordinates, so

that its analytical form can be equal to the analytical form of the productive nonarchimedean
function and the propagation and reflection optical laws. For example, let us introduce the
following coordinates x = s, y = -1, K = 1-:
K-= dy =_K x+ Y =_1Fs - = M(s),

dx x-y s+l

where M(s) is the auxiliary nonarchimedean productive direct function, s is archimedean
S

variable. If x = 1, y =- , K=1:

Kdy = Kx + Y _ I+SO -N(S),

dx x-y 1-SD

where q = 1; N(S) is the auxiliary nonarchimedean productive reciprocal function.F

The nonarchimedean arithmetic rules can be obtained in the form of the Lorenz addition rule,
if x = N(S, )N(S 2 ), y = -1, K = F:

MN)rN(S,)N(S) -1 =S1 + S2 (6)M[(S)NSR]=N(s,)N(S2)+I 1+SI$2"

The nonarchimedean arithmetic rule can be obtained in the form of the subtraction rule, if

x = N-1 (S1 )N(S 2 ), y = -1, K = F:

M[N-'(S,)N(S 2)]= F N-' (SI)N(S 2) -1 S2 -S(

N-'(S)N(S2)+1 S$2"(7)

F
2

2 22 2
There is the drop light intensity Ie = E2 + EP, the reflected - Ir =RS + P the refracted

2 2 Ep

-Id = Ds + Dp. If in (5) we put x = n, y = -1, K -
S F

E 1 )dy_ E1 n-I
E, y M(n)=E E -1 =RP (8)

F dx F n+- "
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1
If in (5) we put x = M(n), y =-1, K=-F

- M(n)=-l , (9)
Fdx F n+l

where p2 is the integral reflection coefficient. The reflection function Rs can be derived, if

we put in (5) x=N(n),y=-l,K=-E .
F

-E~y En-I (10)- Eý dy _ EM(n) =-E, __1=R.(0

F dx F n+l

The reflection function re can be derived, if we put in (5)
dy _z - z2  Eyr

x=Z1 , Y=z 2 , K=1: r dY =- Z where re = is the reflectionzlY z2,K : r -x Z, + Z2 Eyi

coefficient, Eyr is the electrical vector component, which lie in the normal to x and z plane

E£I E,.2
Eyi -drop light electrical component; z, = " - - is the medium wave

H zi H z2

impedance; H.4 is the magnetic vector z-component; j=l, 2 the first and second media on

their boundary, respectively.

CONCLUSION
Algebraic expressions of this optic laws are a direct consequence of the latent
nonarchimedean functions, because if and only if then the mathematical model is adequate to
the experimental data. There is an evidence of the significance of the new nonclassical
structural mathematical means in the further development of mathematical methods in
electromagnetic theory.
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MODIFIED ALGORITHM OF THE R-FUNCTIONS METHOD FOR
SOLVING ELECTROMAGNETICS BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
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ABSTRACT
Dirichlet problem for 2D second order partial differential equation in arbitrary domain is
considered. To solve this problem, variational R-functions method (RFM) with the
Kantorovich general structure of solution (GSS) is used. Instead of traditional RFM scheme,
the complicated implicit function of boundary is substituted here with its approximation by a
set of functions with compact supports. It is important that namely this set is also used in
GSS. This approach allows to decrease significantly the quantity of numerically calculated
integrals expressing the elements of matrices of systems of linear equations.

INTRODUCTION
Consider internal partial differential boundary value problem in 2D arbitrary domain S

LU(x, y) = -f(x, y), (1)

(L is second order differential operator, f is known function) with Dirichlet conditions at
boundary F

U(x,y) r =0" (2)

The main difficulty here is to satisfy boundary conditions (2). RFM [1] is an effective
approach that allows to find unknown solution among the set of functions obeying (2) in
advance. In this case we should use Kantorovich GSS [2] to represent unknown solution
U(x,y)

U(x, y) = Co.(x, y)Z civ,(x, y). (3)

Here co(x,y) is implicit real function of boundary S (this function is equal to zero on F, is
positive inside S, and negative outside it), {qpi} are basic functions, {ci} is a set of
undetermined coefficients. To find the latter, it is necessary to use any numerical method
(Ritz, Galerkin, least squares, etc.). Application of GSS demands employing proper
approximation apparatus, i.e. choosing convenient set of basic functions. Among them
compactly supported functions such as Schoenberg splines or atomic functions are often used
recently [3-5]. They have some advantages in comparison with the traditional polynomials. In
the case of Galerkin method let us consider an approach allowing to simplify numerical
realization of projection methods combined with RFM.
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SETTING OF A PROBLEM
Consider the eigenvalue problem for the longitudinal electric field component E, in
cylindrical waveguide with a cross section S. In this case in (1) L= A+k 2, where A is a
Laplacian, and right part f=O. Using GSS (3) in combination with the Galerkin method leads
to the following generalized eigenvalue problem with respect to the components of unknown
vector C

AC=k2BC (4)

Elements of matrices A and B are defined in the following way

a (j a2( + a 2(co q c, )qj•dxdy (5)

bij= -c f2 (Pi (jodxdy (6)
s

Implicit function of boundary wo(xy) constructed with the help of R-operations for domain S
with complex shape will be complicated expression that makes difficult to calculate integrals
(5), (6) repeatedly.

NUMERICAL ALGORITHM
Enclose domain S in a rectangle and approximate wo(xy) with help of basic functions {f(i}
arbitrary. We obtain an approximate implicit real function of boundary

w(x, y) d -di (pi (x, y). (7)

Algebraic problem (4) - (6) in "perturbed" domain, characterized by w(xy) function will take
the form

AC=k 2BC (9)

f A(o)(/9 )o),ojdxdy, supp((op r 'j) 'z S
a {j= .ZZdkdjfA((°kog)(°t°jdxdy' supp(q9ri, 1oj)cS (10)

k I $

-fjo2qgiqijdxdy, supp( 1 r•qnj),7zS

{ Z_£dkdI I ofkPi(,jdXdY supp((-i r)(Pj)c (1 S
k I S

In the cases when intersection of q0, and qpj supports is concluded in S, we can find
corresponding components of the matrices A and B by using uniform integrals. The latter
depend only on basic functions, not on the configuration of S. The quantity of elements
computed in this way increases with increasing of the dimension of approximating space.
Two-dimensional compactly supported functions (pi are presented as tensor product of one-
dimensional ones
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Vi (x, y) = (1(x)y 2 1 (y),

and second expressions in (10), (11) are presented in the form

a, 1 ZY kd (2)}I,~k (2)kI (12),Y~ =ZZd kd I (G i(.j' k., I j 2.j, k, I+ G2ilj, k,l J i(,j),.l,)(2
k I

bi,. =-Z Z> dkd IJ ."'k,IS2ij),k,I (13)
k I

where

J " yi~ (1). (1 ) (1)< dx, j (2 ,( 2) (2) (2) (2)VdX,i,j,k.I flli V/lj Wk V/ l i,j,kI f Vi Vi V.lj k V/ 1

-2 o -0, (14)
,d, 0 _( 1)~ ( 1 ) () j ( 1 ) u .t ( 2 ) , ( 2 ) ( 2 ) ), V ( 2 ) ( 2 ) d y

Gi'rljk,t = Wk(V'il f d i 1, j V/,a

Here the bounds of integrating are finite because of compactness of functions (0i and (Pj.
Integrals (14) do not depend on absolute values of indexes but on the pairwise differences
between them. Using the integration by parts and symmetry reasons we can conclude that in
fact it is not necessary to calculate integrals (14) for all possible combinations i, j, k, 1, but
only for some basic ones. So, in the case of cubic B-splines or atomic functions fup 2(x) one
has to find only 13 integrals Ji('5,)k,II (q = 1,2) and 23 integrals G'(5k)I (q = 1,2). Analogous
numbers for linear splines and functions up(x) are 3 and 4, respectively. As it was mentioned
above, expressions (14) do not contain any information about the domain S. The latter is
contained in coefficients dk in (12), (13). The problem of finding them is more simple than the
initial boundary value problem.

CONCLUSION
The proposed algorithm of realization of RFM gives us a significant benefit in speed. To
achieve an acceptable error, it is necessary to select proper dimension of approximating space.
Numerical experiments with waveguides of complicated cross section shape prove the
efficiency of the novel approach.
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ABSTRACT
The influence of small periodic disturbance in periodic dielectric medium on propagation of
TM-waves, investigated by the Krylov - Bogolyubov averaging method, results in the
phenomenon of parametric resonance. As a result of periodic disturbance inside the allowed
bands of undisturbed medium forbidden bands appear. The appearance of forbidden bands is
conditioned by a parametric resonance between spatial harmonics of disturbance and plane
waves, on which the solution of the wave equation in periodic medium is decomposed. The
location, number and width of these bands are determined.

INTRODUCTION
Periodic structures with varying parameters may prove useful in many applications. In paper
[1], the theory of wave propagation in periodic structures with smoothly varying parameters is
developed with the help of the Wannier-function expansion. In particular, it is shown that the
double periodic structure possesses a miniband structure. Such a spectrum has been observed
in direct numerical simulations, described in paper [2]. The purpose of this paper is to
describe the effects occurring when an electromagnetic wave propagates in a periodic medium
with small periodic disturbances at an arbitrary period.

THE KRYLOV - BOGOLYUBOV AVERAGING METHOD
At first, we consider the propagation of a TM polarized wave in the periodic medium. The
periodicity exists only in one direction, and propagation of the electromagnetic wave in that
direction is governed by the equation:

16djIdD) +Le (k2 s(z) -kf)2=O (1)
dz •,c dz I

where k = 27 is the wave number, k1 is the transverse component of wave vector, L is theA
period of undisturbed medium, z is the undimensional variable and e(z + 1) = E(z). By

l dD
replacing Ul = D,U2 I - from the linear differential equation of the second order we

c dz
arrive to a system of two equations of the first order:

dUl - 6(z)U2 =0,

dz (2)
dU2 + Q(z)Ul = 0.

dz2

where Q(z) = Uke(z)_-kI). The solution of the above system of linear homogeneouse(z)

differential equations with periodic coefficients can be written in the Floquet form:
U1 = Cf1 exp(i uz) + C*f; exp(-iyz)

U2 = Cf2 exp(iyz) + C*fý exp(-iz) (3)
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where fl, f2, V are determined by the fundamental solutions of (1). Functions fl, f 2 are
periodic (f1 (z +-1) = f1 (z), f 2 (z + 1) = f 2 (z)), normalized by the following way:

fif2- f 2 f; =-2i.
In the case of periodic disturbance e(z) - e(z)+Ae(z),A6(z+A) = Ac(z) the set of

equations (2) can be considered as inhomogeneous:
dUl - e(z)U2 = Ae(z)U2,

dz (4)
dU2 + Q(z)U1 = -AQU1
dz

where AQ A k2. The solution of inhomogeneous set of equations is as follows:
e(e + As)

U1 = C(z)f 1 exp(iKz) + C* (z)fl exp(-i Kz)

U2 = C(z)f 2 exp(i z) + C* (z)f; exp(-i Kz) (5)

Where C(z), C* (z) are the solutions of the system of differential equations:
dC _ i [C(A~lf 212 + A01 fl 1

2 )+ C*(Ae(f; 2 + AQ(f* )2 exp(-2i Ktz)]

dC* _i [C*(AIf 2 12 + A(lf 112)+C(A22 + A~f2)exp(2iKz)] (6)dz 2 +)Af

Application of the averaging method to equations (6) becomes possible if we assume that the
following parameters Ae, AQ) are small. The application of the above method is based on the
idea that if the derivatives are small, the values of functions can be naturally seen as the
superposition of slowly varying part U and small rapidly oscillating terms. Assuming that
these terms cause only small oscillations of real function about its mean part, it can be
neglected in zero-order approximation: C = C. The right-hand part of equations (6) is
averaged on explicitly contained variable z:

dXd = i( (A_, f 2 12 + AM)f 1 12 ))C+ (2(A(f; )2 + AQ(f; )2 )exp(-2i K) C

dC* I~( (Agelf 2 12 ±Af 1 2) + 2- ig + A~f,2)exp(2i K~)C (7)

IT
Where K...) = lrnf J.... At first, consider the second items in the equations (7). The periodic

T-oo 0T 0

functions can be decomposed in the Fourier series. After carrying out the averaging operation,
only the items which satisfy the following condition remain:V/=I +n)+PV,,,+ (8(8)

where I = 0,+1,+2 ..., n = 0,±1,±2,..., p << 1. By introducing the following descriptions

dvi = 2+1AQ+Alfl2)), A V= (A,{(f;2 + A2(fiflexp(-2i V/,,,z)) one can

obtain the equations:
dCX- = i6yIC + AyVC* exp(-2ipz)
dz
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dC* -iy,5C* + AV p*C exp(2ipz) (9)

dz
These equations (9) describe the phenomenon of a parametric resonance [3]. In the considered
medium, the resonance is conditioned by the interaction of spatial harmonics of periodic
disturbance and plane waves, on which the solution of wave equation in periodic medium is
decomposed. The resonance bands correspond to forbidden bands of electromagnetic waves.
As all previous presumptions were made only for objective V,, the forbidden bands occur
inside the allowed bands of undisturbed periodic medium. The position of the forbidden bands
is given by the formula:

V/1 = JrK_ + + 41 = V,/ + 41 (10)

where 1 = 0,+1,+2,..., n = 0,±1,+2 ..... The width of the forbidden band is as follows:

21A V/. = (i(AE(f; )Y + AQ(f' )2 ) exp(-2i V/,, z)) (11)

The number of appearing bands depends on A. If A is integer (A > 1), in each allowed bandm
of undisturbed medium A -1 forbidden bands appear. If A is a rational number, A =--,J

mn-1 forbidden bands appear. Such forbidden band structure for layered medium with
meander disturbance was observed in [4].

CONCLUSION
By using the averaging method, it is possible to evaluate the influence of the sum of
disturbances on periodic medium dispersion properties. For example, for two disturbances

with periods A, = m-A2 - mn2 the number of forbidden bands is determined according to
ii J2

the formula: (M - 1), where M is the least aliquot for m1 and m2 .
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Light diffraction by gratings formed on high conducting surfaces can lead to great changes in
the properties of diffracted waves if one of them is close to the surface electromagnetic wave
(SEW) or, in other words, surface plasmon polariton (SPP), Ref. [1]. Resonance excitation of
SEW can cause the total absorption of incident wave by the surface of high reflecting
medium, Ref. [2], strong changes in polarization, including its full transformation, Ref. [3].
In spite of the fact that strong resonance effects caused by SEW were first discovered long
ago by R. Wood, Ref. [4] (Wood anomalies), the effect still attracts attention of investigators.
This is to be explained by unique properties of the resonance diffraction, allowing
applications in many areas. As a result, many works have been devoted to theoretical
investigation of resonance diffraction in the last years (see Ref. [5] and works cited therein),
but complexity of the problem did not allow obtaining results in explicit analytical form that
is of special interest.
From the other point of view, various possible applications in optics, optoelectronics [5], and
radio-physics, make the problem of such research actual. Note that analytical approach allows
both to make predictions of resonance properties of given grating (that is possible to do by
numerical methods as well) and to formulate requirements for designing gratings with
specified properties (this problem presents a very hard task for numerical methods).
This report presents new results in analytical approach to the problem. Possibility of obtaining
results in explicit analytical form and investigating in details the peculiarities of the resonance
diffraction is based upon some restrictions. Namely, we suppose the reflectivity of surface to
be large. In other words, we suppose modulus of complex dielectric permeability s to be

large, or, equivalently, surface impedance ý to be small, 1 <<1. This assumption allows

simplification of the problem by using the Leontovich (impedance) boundary conditions. The
assumption is not restrictive for metal surfaces and radiation wavelength from visible (or near
infrared) range. One more assumption is that the gratings are "soft" enough, i.e. grooves depth
is small in comparison with the period d and wavelength X, or, for gratings formed by the
modulation of dielectric properties of the surface, the modulation of the surface impedance

4(f) has to be much smaller than unity. Although the presented method allows to analyze

both types of gratings (and combined gratings as well, see [6,7]), here for simplicity we
present results for the case of impedance gratings.'
We start with the impedance boundary conditions

"E't H ()'t xrli, z = 0)

for the electric E(F) and magnetic H (F) monochromatic fields, index t denotes tangential
components, fi presents inner normal. For the plane boundary with periodically modulated
impedance,

4(y) = 4o + ý(i), ý(M) = n exp(ink), (2)

The method used presents essential development of the one, described in Refs. [6-8], (see also Ref. [9]).
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the total field is a sum of the incident wave E(i) = tEexp(ikxx + ikzz) and diffracted field

E'(f). E'(Y) can be presented as a sum of plane waves,

E'(Y) = ZEt exp(ikntr + iknzz). (3)

Here knt and knz are tangential and normal to the boundary components of wavevector,

knt=kt+ng, knz =- k 2 -km, n=O0,+_1,±2,..., kt =(kx,0,0).

For the wave polarization amplitudes E', En = (ort 6- lies in the n-th order

propagation plane and E+ is perpendicular to it), one obtains the set of linear algebraic
equations

.a'Ean = Vn (4)

All non-diagonal elements (both in number of diffracted order and polarization index) of the

matrix D" are of the order of ' and diagonal ones are of the order of unity:
07 1 , 2 , D nn=n + 0, where Pn- -kn/ k are (dimentionless) propagating

constants, Re(13n) _ 0, Im(O3n) _ 0. Coefficients V' are linear in the incident wave and

impedance amplitudes: Vn -V' E' , Vn ccý for n#0; for n,0 V" is diagonal
0'

in polarization indices and does not depend on the impedance variation "* 2

If all propagating constants are of the order of unity (nonresonanse case), one can solve the
set of equations with the help of a perturbation theory in the small parameter ý. In the case,

the first term in the wave amplitudes expansion is of the order En Oc n (13n + 40)-" f for
n •'O. Thus all amplitudes, excluding the specular reflected wave one, are small in
comparison with the incident wave amplitude. But in the resonance case some of the
propagation constants become small and the convenient perturbation theory fails: the
denominators P r + ý0, where index r corresponds to the resonance wave, i.e. << 1, are

small and the resonance wave amplitude can be greater than the incident one, Er I >>.

The scattering matrix has a pole close to the real axis (due to small absorption); amplitude of
resonance wave tends to infinity with Re(4o ) -> 0 (if absorption vanishes, Re(4 0 ) = 0, then
the pole corresponds to real values of kt, k 2 = k2(1 + (Im(to))2 The last condition

coincides with the dispersion law of SEW for ideal surface, see Ref. [I].
In the resonance case one can exclude the nonresonanse wave amplitudes E' and Er+ from
the system (5) by perturbation method and obtain reduced system for the resonance wave
amplitudes Er only:

2 For the relief grating, one can obtain a set of equations of the same form, but coefficients are infinite series in

the Fourier amplitudes of the surface profile, [5]. These series converge for the grating relief without jumps. For
the small grating depth, it is sufficient to take into account the first few terms of the expansion. Therefore, this
case may be treated in analogy with the impedance grating case. The additional restriction here is assumption of
Rayleigh's hypothesis validity that will take place for small enough grooves depth [I1].
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SDrr'E' =FVr • (6)
rt

If the coefficients of the reduced system (5) present convergent series in the grating Fourier
amplitudes, then for analytical estimations one may use a few first terms of the expansion,
that we call main approximation. The coefficients V, are linear functions of the incident wave

amplitude; corresponding coefficients are power series in ý, starting with proportional to ýr
term. Polarization amplitudes of all diffracted waves are linear functions of the incident wave
amplitude,

Ec = ncrtE 0 • (7)

Transformation coefficients R"a follow from (6), that can be solved explicitly. After this

step, one can obtain R"j' and amplitudes of all non-resonance waves.
It is shown that theoretical results are in a good agreement with experimental ones, presented
in the works [2], [3]; see also [5].
The explicit analytical results obtained, besides their theoretical interest, can be widely used
in practice. For instance, they present interest in the problem of noncontact measurements, in
constructing miniature optical and optoelectronics devices (rejecting filters, beam splitters,
polarizers, etc.), in nonlinear optical effects. These effects increase due to the resonance
growth of the local fields. Effects of resonance excitation of SEW are also principal in the
nonlinear problem of surface structures formation under laser radiation action, see, for
instance, Ref. [10].
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INTEGRAL EQUATIONS FOR DIELECTRIC-COATED THIN-WIRE
ANTENNAS

Valerij I. Demidtchik
Belarusian State University, Department of Radiophysics, Minsk, Belarus
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ABSTRACT
The generalization of Pocklington's IE for thin-wire structures of arbitrary geometry with
dielectric coating is offered in the paper. The deduction of IE is given. The deduction is based
on the definition of the general electric field as the sum of field current on conductor surface,
field of polarization current that is equivalent to dielectric coating, and primary field. Primary
field can be the field of localized source (the problem of excitation) or the field of incident
plane electromagnetic wave (the problem of scattering). Numerical results are found to be in a
good agreement with experiments and with the data obtained by other authors.

INTRODUCTION
Thin-wire structures with dielectric coating are widely used in antenna techniques. The
coating can be used for the improvement of antenna parameters, for solving problems
connected with electric strength, for isolation, when no contacts between conductors and
surrounding medium are permitted. The task of investigation of dielectric coating influence
on electrodynamic properties is typical of grid reflectors.
The use of integral or integral-differential equations for current in conductors is one of the
methods of analyzing such structures. For example, in [1] the solution of the problem of
excitation of a thin-wire antenna with dielectric coating based on the Harrington-type integral
equation is described, in [2] - based on Hallen's equation for rectilinear conductors.

INTEGRAL EQUATION DEDUCTION
Let us examine the solution of the given problem for thin conductors with gradually changing
curvilinear geometry based on Pocklington's integral equation within the limits of quasi-static
approximation. It is convenient to use curvilinear cylindrical coordinate system. The
geometry is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. I
The curvilinear conductor with a radius a, length L is covered with a layer of dielectric with a
thickness b-a with absolute permittivity c
The electric field generated by the conductor can be found as E E1 + E-2, where E, is the

field determined by surface currents and conductor charges, E, is the field determined by the

polarization currents and charges of dielectric coating.
If to introduce a simplifying suggestion that a<< , where A is the wavelength of
electromagnetic field, it is possible to neglect the azimuth component of surface current and
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to consider the current distributed along the conductor axis. This suggestion allows to obtain
the known expression of tangent component of the field ET on conductor surface [3]:

El = I (s') k V s--- G(s, s')ds',

G(s,s)= /e4,. r= ,(x-x_)2+(YY2)2+(z-z')2+a2,

where V, Vare unit tangent vectors of source and observation points, x,y,z,x',y',z' are their
coordinates, k is the free-space propagation coefficient.
The field K, is found as:

E 2 = -iuiA 2 -VcL 2, (2)

where A2 and 02 are the vector and scalar potentials determined by the polarization currents
and charges.
Polarization current is connected with normal component of electric field on conductor
surface, i.e. with the charge. In turn, longitudinal component of electric current is connected
with the charge according to continuity equation.
Within the thin-wire approximation, as a result, the current of polarization can be found as:

.7- 8, - co OI(s') (3)

c , 27ra as'

Consequently, A2 can be described as:

-2 = /-(, -o) (b - a) fG(s,s') OI(s') (4)
oL S'

where W7 is the unit vector of normal to the conductor surface.
Expression (4) was obtained on assumption that polarization current is not changed in the
direction perpendicular to conductor surface.
The scalar potential cD2 is defined by surface density of polarization charges up, and u-p2 on

dielectric bounds r=a 1 r=b. The values arp, and c-P2 are connected with normal component
of polarization vector and, consequently, it is possible to say that:

U - ,, -,-0 c(s) C,, - o Of(s) (5)
i tu,, 2z-ra Os ' ir2 " irs,, 2"b as

Using (5) we can obtain an expression for c2:

qI, - O - f (G(s,,s') -G(s,s')) I(s'_ ) ds', (6)"- i OTJ C L Os'
-ikf

G~s , e=- , V=(x _ X,)2 +(y_ y,)_2 + (Z_ z,)2 +2

Tangent component of the field E2 on conductor surface is defined as:
0 (P, k 2 (e, 0o) _

E2, = E z = -i rM.s_ Y - (b-a) f G(s, s') OIWs' ds'+
a s 1t1180 8, L Os'

+ 8,, Eo f I(s') 02 G(s's')- 6(s's')) ds'. (7)
i rbo 8,, L Os Os'
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The expression that describes the tangent component of the total field E is:

E, I I(s') k2 3- a G(s,s')ds' + k 'ds' +
i _o L L Csas'j iUCo , as

+ 6a -60 fI(s') a G(ss')G(S's') ds'. (8)
vtroe, "L asas,

The analysis shows, that the influence of the second item in (8) is not essential and can be
neglected. Taking into consideration and using the boundary condition on the surface of an
ideal conductor, we can obtain an integral equation of Pocklington's equation type:

E F k 2-G(s's')-T' 6 ° 2 G(s' s') s• ' - 6 'G(s' s)] I(s')ds' . (9)
li7&o LL CL ss a csss' j

where E' is the tangent component of the field of excitation source.r

NUMERICAL RESULTS
The solution of the equation (9) was found using the methods described in [4], with choosing
step-function as basis function and delta-function as weight function.
The field of incident plane wave can be used as the source of excitation or the field of the
coaxial-line approximated by magnetic-current frill, or the field of a 5-function generator.
The calculation of characteristics of radiation and scattering in far zone was carried out using
the known current distribution.
In [1] the experimental and calculation data of current distribution are given for vertical
monopole antenna with dielectric coating and for monopole-antenna with additional passive
element. The comparison of these results with similar results, obtained according to integral
equation (9), shows their good agreement.
Additionally, the calculation of electrodynamic characteristics of a helical antenna composed
of dielectric-coated conductor was carried out. The influence of the dielectric on band
properties of helical antenna is examined.

CONCLUSION
A method is presented for the analysis of thin-wire antennas of arbitrary geometry with
dielectric coatings. The calculation results of characteristics of radiation and scattering are in
a good agreement with experimental data for the structures with gradually changing
geometry. Thereby the relative permittivity of the coating 6r < 10 and its thickness is
comparable with the conductor radius.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS, SCATTERED BY THE SYSTEM OF THE
SUBSURFACE OBJECTS

0. I. Sukharevsky, G. S. Zalevsky
Kharkiv Military University

Ukraine, 61043, Kharkiv, maidan Svobody, 6

ABSTRACT
The nurnerical modeling problem of electromagnetic wave scattering by the system of

the subsurface resonant objects is considered. The proposal technique based on using the inte-
gral equations, which were obtained by the authors in [1] for the case of local object. The
mathematical modeling results for the system of perfectly conducting objects, located in the
ground are discussed.

BASIC CALCULATION RELATIONS
Consider the system of the subsurface objects (SO), located in the dielectric lossy dis-

persive half-space V2 (Fig.]). SO takes up the space with linear dimensions, which exceed
some wavelength. For SO illurnination the antenna of small electric dimensions - magnetic
dipole, located in the free half-space V, at the distance of some wavelength from the bound-
ary L of half-spaces V1, V2 is used. The problem consists in calculating of the electromagnetic
responses, scattered from such the system of objects.

-al va2
y Jý....... .. .1,110V (80= 1...............................................................................-.............................................................................................................................................................I.......................................................

Za

x :0 ... .................. .......

0L

z 

..... ..............

Fig. 1. System of the subsurface objects, located near the boundary of two dielectric
half-spaces V1, V2.

In [I] the method for the calculating of the fields scattered by the local subsurface ob-
ject are described. In the case of the perfectly conducting object there was obtained the
Fredgolm surface integral equation of the second kind:

-0 11-ýo'ý•!o2 (fi-(Q0) - 2RiL-(Qo) 2 ), I I .o,
Q20 H (Q)ds (Qo EYS), (1)

- -E) - ( nTQ 2
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where Q 0 , Q are observation and integration points, respectively; HI(Q 0 ) is the electric

current density at the object surface Y_ ; PHm-L(Q 0 ) is the electric current density, induced by

the same source that the H, _(Q0 ), but in the case of object absence; symbols " I T"

denote vectors tangential to Z, a = B 'i(ii. ,), b_ = i x b (hi is normal unit vector

to Y ). The kernel of integral equation is the field In(Q Qo, o) of magnetic point sourceto ~ ~ ~ ~ - -antc on suc

located at Q0 . Unit vectors , '2 indicate the orientation of magnetic vector-moment of

considered point source. In the case of SO in equation (1) the integration surface is:
N

2(2)

n=l

where Y_ n is the surface of local object in the system.

To solve the integral equation (1) when the number of objects is rather large is a diffi-
cult problem. It is attributed to large dimension of the system of linear equations to be solved
and long time for the kernels calculating. So, we have done the mathematical modeling for the
estimating of interaction between the objects in the system, located in the ground. The ob-
tained results show that when the k=0.545 m and the range between the two objects A=0.2 m,
I m and 2.2 m (in the H-plane) the changes of current densities on the object surface, caused
by interaction with the other object make up 25%, 0.3% and 0.003% respectively; when the
k=5 m, A=6 m the considered change amount to 10%. Using the obtained results the calcu-
lating algorithm can be simplified. To find the electromagnetic response of the system of N
subsurface objects it is necessary to solve the integral equation for each object and then the H-
component of the scattered field can be calculated by means of formula:

N
- 1io°(IQo) - Pm (Qo)) f J •'T(QQo, i°)Hi(Q)ds. (3)

n=l n

Magnetic field strength of magnetic dipole, located in V1 at the great distance from the
boundary L can be calculated using relation:

PM(M P (ý z, -o4)R 2 P 1 la a)_e ikRl @22 C03 4-PZý_V_L e-ik2 (ýA2t") (4)/Hmn(M) =H-7 (MM(M)Ma, "iR; k1 27{vn~pv~kRR) 4

where Ma, M are location and observation points respectively; k1, k2 are the wave numbers in

V1,V, respectively; W2 = 1°°0b2 ; R, = ýR1 , -l R = R, - =-R
'082 RI I-21

P n= fjl(TaT . i) - jlx(a 1) r F1X(a -

-aT = -a _ (a ,), .L = • x Va; 1 is the normal to the plane of incidence of

the illuminating wave; vn 2W 2 Cos, a± 2W 2=cosL
W 2 coscL2 +W 1 cosoul W 2 coscl -+W1 cOsc 2

The physical sense of vectors in (4) showed in fig. 2.
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NUMERICAL MODELING RESULTS Ma Z
In the paper the electromagnetic responses of-

the system of 15 perfectly conducting mnine-like ob- C
jects (fig 3a), buried in the ground are demonstrated
and discussed. Objects were located at the depth of 6 R
cmn. Transmitting and receiving antennas (magnetic _____0 X
dipoles) were located at the same height and sepa- -f 0
rated in the plane, orthogonal to the direction of 2
movement of radar system (fig 1). In fig. 4 were M
shown electromagnetic responses of considered SO a 2
in the case when the frequency of illumination made Fig. 2. Physical sense of vectors in
up 550 MHz for different direction of observation as relation (4).
shown in fig 3b.

86 ~12ms
y, i

60 0 0 a 0 .0 ---- ---- --------

5 '30 40 506070809090100 0
X,ITI 1 6 x, m

a) b)

Fi g. 3. a) Systemn of subsurface objects; b) location of receiving points.

IH(y)I, b'=7)II

A/111~ ~~~ 0 009 Z=7 II a)I IHyl n )Q- b)

A/m

0 0')7-A 0n96

0) d)R10 16 0

r. m r. m

Fig. 4. Electromagnetic responses of the system of 15 subsurface objects in the cases showed
in fig. 3b.
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